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Abstract:
The code was fram MIGR~S-2. The ma1n of
is its compatibili with the new conventions of the latest version of the
Karlsruhe nuclear data 1 , KEDAK-3. Moreover. to some extent refined
ical models were used and methods were
a1lows the calculat of SCOp1C group cross sections f the
ABBN type from iso ic neutron data given in KEDAK-format. All group constants.
necessary for diffusion-. consistent P
1
- and SN-calculations can be
Anisotropy of elastic scattering can be taken into account up to
A description of the code and the underlying theory is given. The and
output des tion, a sampie problem and the program lists are
MIGR0S-3: Ein Code zur Erzeugung von Gruppenkonstanten für






eine Weiterentwicklung von MIGR~S-2.
MIG~S-2 ist, daß in MIGR~S-3 die
Kerndatenbibliothek KEDAK-3









für 1sotopen~re1se gegebene Neutronendaten im KEDAK-Format. Alle
ten
Gr'UIlpE:!n:konstantenfür Diffusions-. konsistente P
1
- und SN-Rechnungen benöt ten
können erzeugt werden. Dabei kann die Anisotropie der elas schen
bis Ps berücksichtigt werden.
Der Code und die zugrunde liegende Theorie werden beschrieben Es werden die
Eingabe- und Ausgabebeschreibung. ein Rechenbeispiel und die isten
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3. The calculation of weighted group averages for infinite dilution.
Module 4.
B. Krieg
4. The calculation of average group cross sections for infinite dilution and
and of energy resonance self-shielding factors from resolved-resonance
parameters. Module I.
F. Fröhner
(H. Huschke, B. Krieg)+)
5. The calculation of average group cross sections for infinite dilution
and of energy resonance self shielding factors from statistical resonance
parameters. Module 2.
I. Broeders +)
(H. Huschke, B. Krieg)
6. The calculation of the normalized transfer matrices for inelastic scattering,
(n,2n)- and (n,3n)-reactions. Module 5.
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INTRODUCTION
The code MIGR~S-3 has been further developed from MIGR~S-2, described in /1/.
MIGR~S-3 is compatible with the latest version of the Karlsruhe nuclear data
file KEDAK-3. /2/. That Ineans the formal differences between KEDAK-2 and
KEDAK-3 have been taken account of in MIGR~S-3. These main formal differences
are
I. Introduction of an individual energy grid for each data type of each
isotope, within which the data can be obtained by linear interpolation.
(On KEDAK-2 the same energy grid was used for all data types of one
isotope.)
2. Introduction of new data types.
Moreover the physical and numerical approaches have been improved 1n many of
the modules.
A more detailed description of the changes in each module is given 1n the corres-
ponding chapters (chapters 4 - 12).
MIGR~S-3 calculates microscopic group constants for isotopes given 1n KEDAK
format. These can be used for the production of macroscopic group cross sections
for diffusion-, consistent P
1
- and Sn-calculations. Anisotropy of elastic
scattering can be taken into account up to P5 in SN-PL- or SN-TL-approximations
(higher order transport approximations /6/). Microscopic elastic scattering
transfer matrices can be calculated with fine-structure weighting functions
genera ted for special material mixtures (specified by the input; module 6) and
as basic data for the REMO-correction, where mixture-dependent fine-structure
weighting i5 performed in GRUCAL. /5/, during the computation of macroscopic
cross sections, /4/, (module 9). Resonance self shielding is treated according
to the method developed by ABBN, /3/.
In the following abrief description i5 given of the calculation of the different
types of group constants in modules 1 to 10 of MIGR0s-3.
Zum Druck eingereicht am 4.2.1977
The calculation of
data on KEDAK. (
- 2
average group constants from po
3. module 4)
se
Weighted average group cross sections for infinite dilution are calculated
from pointwise tabulated data for all reaction types given on KEDAK. Be5ides
this weighted group values are provided for the average elastie seat
eosine,~, for the number of secondary neutrons per fission,v, for the ratio of
eapture to fission cross section.a, and for the number of fission neutrons per
neutron absorption.n.
Integrations are carried out by a trapezoidal rule. In the ease of an energy
pointwise weighting spectrum the energy points of KEDAK and of the weighting
funetion are used as integration grid. If the weighting speetrum i5 given as
analytie funetion. an automatie interval subdivi5ion i5 used, starting with
the KEDAK points as integration grid.
The ealeulation of energy resonanee self-shielding faetors and group cross
seetions for infinite dilution from resolved resonance parameters and
from statistical resonanee parameters. (Chapters 4 and 5, modules 1 and 2)
For eapture, fission and elas seattering flux-weighted (w(E) ~ 0 (i)+o )
resonance self-shielding faetors and for elastic scattering and the
t
0
total neutron reaction current-weighted (w(E) ~ {o (~)+o }2) self-shielding
factors dependent on temperature and on the backgr5und c~oss seetion 0 and
o
the average group cross sections are calculated from resonance parameters.
In the resolved-resonance region Breit-Wigner single level parameters and
Doppler-broadened line shape functions are used. Interferenee between potential
and resonanee scattering and the overlapping of resonances i8 taken into aecount
exactly. Integrations are carried out by a trapezoidal rule with automatie
interval subdivision. The integration starts with the resonance energies and
the group boundaries as interval limits.
In the unresolved resonance region an analytical model, based on average re-
sonance parameters and X2-distributions for the parameters, is used. Inter-
ference between potential and resonance scattering is partly taken into account.
Overlapping of resonances is considered approximately. For the ealculation of
the statistical averages an approximate procedure of numerical integration ~s
used.
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Ihe calculation of average group cross sections for infinite dilution and of
energy resonance self-shie
(Chapter 9, module 3)
factors from energy pointwise data.
The module calculates flux weighted average group cross sections for infinite
dilution and G -dependant (also flux weighted) energy resonance self-shielding
o
factors for the cross section types G (capture) resp. a (absorption), Gfc a
(fission), a (elastic scattering), and the product a • ~ • For the total re-
e e e
action and the product a • ~ additionally current weighted quantities are
e e
produced.
Both the flux welghted and the current weighted quantities can only be calculated
for the temperature for which the cross sections are stored on the KEDAK library.
The grid, which is used as integration base, is composed out of the grids of
all participating cross sections (and eventually the grid of the weighting
function). Within an integration interval. which is defined by two adjacent
energy points of the composed grid. the numerical Romberg integration method
is used to compute the various integrals. If the expression of the weighting
function is known, these integrals can also be solved analytically.
The calculation of normalized elastic-scattering matrices up to the fifth
Legendre-order. of total elastic flux-weighted and of total group cross
seetions with moment-dependent weighting. (Chapter 7, module 6)
Group-to-grop transfer elements are calculated from the Legendre-moments of
the elastie seattering kernel for ~ • 0.1, ••• ,5. Different options for the
approximation of the moments of neutron flux density to be used as weighting
funetions are built in. Weighting dependent on t with ~t(E) = F(E)/I~t(E) It+1
is recommended. F(E) = total collision density, ~t(E) = total macroscopie
cross seetion of the reaetor subzone under consideration. Required data are:
tabulated elastie angular distributions in the c.m.-system with a unique
angular grid for each isotope t total elastic. total reaction cross sections.
and mean elastic scattering eosines in the laboratory system. For one isotope
the energy grids for the elastic distributions, the cross sections and the
seattering eosines may be different. Different isotopes may have different
distribution eosine grids. Energy and angle interpolation of the scattering
distributions (after transformation into the laboratory system) is achieved
with polynomials up to degree three. Integration over the inscattering group
1S performed as integration over the corresponding angular interval with use




as we 1 as in resonance
al account staken f sdone with an
fluctuat 1n 1n case of
regions of Et . Total flux wei ted elast and
cross sections (the latter for transport
with the modif trapezoid
The calculation of the interval cross sections and the zero'th and
moments of the normalized elastic s for the REMO correction.
(Chapter 8, module 9)
The REM~ correction. 1n 3.5 of /4/. the treatment
of the elastic downscattering in a coarse energy group system (= 26 energy
groups). For a material mixture the coarse group scattering matrix is calcu-
lated with the help of the mixture weighting spectrum in a narrow resonance
approximation. e.g. with the program GRUCAL /5/. The coarse-group system is
subdivided into a number of fine groups with intervals. (Usual 14 fine
groups with 6 intervals each.)
MIGR~S calculates the following input for the RE~ correction:
weighted scalar group constants for the KEDAK reaction types SGT. SGN and
MUEL. For the integration the trapezoidal rule is applied with the energy
mesh points from KEDAK.
- weighted transfer probabilities from interval to inscattering group. The
required angle and energy integrations are performed with the Romberg method
over the whole energy region to be calculated. If no angular distributions
are available on KEDAK linear sotropy is assumed. General the inter-
polations are linear in energy or in the eosine of the seat




The calculation of the normalized transfer matrices for inelast
(n~2n)- and (n~3n)-reactions. (Chapter 6. module 5)
scattering t
The transfer matrix for inelastic scattering is calculated as a of
transfer probabilities due to the excitation of discrete levels and of transfer
probabilities due to the excitation of continuous levels of the residual
nucleus. The energy 10ss of the inelastically scattered neutron is ealculated
from the excitation energies of the discrete levels and from evaporation
models. For the calculation of the transfer matrices of - or .3n)-re-
actions evaporation models are used. The numerical integrations 1n connection
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with the calculations of transfer probabilities due to the excitation of
discrete levels are carried out by a trapezoidal rule. As integration points
the combination of all energy points of the inelastic excitation cross sections
and the energy points of the spectrum are used. The numerical integration in
connection with the treatment of continuous excitation levels of the residual
nucleus (evaporation models) are carried out by the Simpson rule.
The calculation of the fission spectra. (Chapter 12, module 7)
Fission spectra are calculated by the Watt-Cranberg formula using the fragment
kinetie energy per nucleon and the Watt fragment nuclear "temperature" or by
a Maxwellian distribution. using the Maxwellian fragment nuclear "temperature",
depending on the information given on KEDAK.
The calculation of weighted I/v-group values. (Chapter 11. module 8)
A trapezoidal rule with automatie interval subdivision i8 used for the inte-
gration.
Thermal cross sections
One thermal group 'ttTith a Maxwellian spectrum is assumed.
As a consequence of its modular structure MIGR~S-3 1S very flexible in its
need of storage.
A standard input 1S provided internally for the preduction of a 26-group cross
section set with the same group structure as the ABN-set. /3/, and with a I/E
weighting spectrum. All details of the standard input are given in the input
description in chapter 2. I. If the user does not apply the standard input, he
has to make sure, that his input is physically meaningful.
- 6 -
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I. The zatien of
· I -
I. I The logieul structure ef MIGR0S-3
The code MIGR0S-3 has a modular structure. It consist5 of a control module
and of several computational modules. In the control module all the input
information, except the nuclear data, is checked, the order of processing 15
fixed and the information for the single computational modules is prepared.
A computational module is defined as a logically complete, executable computer
procedure. consisting of several subroutines and functions. In a computational
module a specific type of group constants i8 calculated. The necessary nuclear
data are read from the Karlsruhe nuclear data library, KEDAK 11/. in the
computational modules. which also produce an output of the group constants
on paper and on an external storage unit. The available computational modules
are given in table I.
Control 1S transferred from the control module to a computational module by
a CALL statement. whieh ealls the entry subroutine of the module. It i8 not
possible to transfer control directly from one module to another. A computa-
tional module can be called by the control module several times.
All computational modules are written 1n F0RTRAN-IV. All arrays are variably
dimensioned. when they are influenced by input information. the control module
is written in F0RTRAN-IV, except for the routines GAREA and DDTEST. which are
written in IBM/370 ASSEMBLER.
since the input of nuclear data and the output of the results is performed in
the computational modules, the only information that must be transferred bet-
ween the control module and the computational modules is input information
other than nuelear data and information necessary for the control of the pro-
gram. The transfer of data is partly done by an unlabeled C0MM0N-array. However.
most of the data transfer is aecomplished by the parameter lists in the entry
subroutines of the computational modules.
MIGR0S-3 1S organized 1n an overlay structure, whieh i5 given 1n table 11.
~ 1.2 _
I 2
The control module has three tasks:
- to read all input information except the
nuclear data,
- to provide a central data array and the
unlabeled C~MM~N-array,
- to control the order of computation of
the computational modules.
In the routines GAREA and MAIN a central data array is provided, whose length
depends on the total region available for the program. All region not used by
the program itself or for other system purposes as e.g. input/output buffers
is taken as data array (see 1.3 and 2.).
In the subroutine INPUT, all input infol~ation except the nuclear data is
read and checked. The central data array is prepared and the computational
modules are called.
The input information is stored and the working arrays for the computational
modules are provided in the central data array. It consists of two sections.
One is permanent and the same for all computational modules. The other section
depends on the particular module being considered and is allocated only when
control lS actually transferred to the module. All information of the central
data array lS transferred by parameter lists in the entry subroutines of the
computational modules. A description is given in table III.
There is also an unlabeled C~MM~N-array, which is described 1n table IV.
1.3 The organization of the central da ta array XL
The ASSEMBLER routine GAREA provides a central array named XL for the sub-
routine MAIN. The length of XL is defined by the difference between the length
given by the REGION-parameter of the JOB-card in the IBM/OS control language,
the length of the MIGR~S-3 program system itself (~ 165 K bytes) and the length
of input/output buffers.
- I.
The subroutine MAIN calls the subroutine EING. wh first 5 an input
ion of the system. Then all the input for the first material ~s
read and the information necessary for the variable dimensioning of the input
arrays in the XL array i5 retained, as e.g. the number of group boundaries.
the number of points of the weighting function. the number of computational
modules to be used etc. The input unit i8 "backspaced" to the beginning and
then the subroutine INPUT i5 called. The starting addre8ses of the input
arrays in the XL array are arguments of INPUT. The index NFR indicates the
beginning of the non-permanent section of the XL array and is also an argument
of the subraut INPUT. All input arrays are filled with the information from
the input cards or the standard built-in data. The input i5 also checked for
consistency. Then the computational modules are called in the order fixed by
the input.
Before each call of a computational module the length of the non-permanent
section of the XL array i5 checked, whether it ~s long enough for the working
arrays of the module. The length of these working arrays depends on the input
information and, in some cases, can finally be defined only in the computa-
tional module itself. In this case an iterative procedure is used to determine
the proper length. As a first step. a minimum length of such a working array
i5 a8sumed. If it turns out to be too small, control is given back to the
control module and the size of the array is increased. When the required
size of all working arrays for the computational module in quest ion is so
large that it can not be accommodated by the XL array this module is bypassed
and a message to the user is given.
After all the required computational modules for one material have been called.
a RETURN-statement to the subroutine MAIN ~s given. If there are more materials,
a new arrangement of the XL-array i5 made etc.
1.4 Auxiliary subroutines
For reading KEDAK. the subroutine NDF i5 nece5sary. A description i5 given
in /3/.
- 1.4 -
In case no weighting functions are specified for the group cross sections and
matrices in the input, the following two FUNCTI0Ns are used:
FUNCTI0N PHI(E) respectively the REAL FUNCTI0N DPHIJlo8(E}
PHI '" I./E douhle precision REAlll!8 E
RETURN version used hy DPHI '" I .OD+O/E
END module 3 (FSTRUK) RETURN
END
E 1S the energy 1n eV.
This weighting function 1S used for all group constants except the first and
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Table I Computational modules of MIGR~S-3, their tasks and their _3~~!~_~tj~~~~nd f~ctjon~
r '
. number of I described
the module in
content names of the sub routine
and funet subroutine
chapter 4 laverage group cross sections for infinite DOPW, FGEM, NDF, PHI,
dilution and energy resonance selfshiel- PSIXI(with entry EXPPX) ,











average group cross sections for infinite
dilution and energy resonance selfshiel-
ding factors from statistical Breit-
Wigner resonance parameters
average group cross sections for in-
finite dilution and energy resonance
self-shielding factors from energy
pointwise neutron cross section da ta
average group cross sections, for
infinite dilution (without re-
sonance self-shielding) from point
data and average group values of
p, n. u, \I
normalized transfer matrices for in-
elastic seattering (calculated from
discrete level exeitation eross section
and from evaporation models) and nor-
malized transfer for (n.2n)-
and (n,3n)-reactions {calculated from
~vanoration mod@ls
DELTA, DMIT. D~PW. EPSI. EZZ.
FSTAT. GAFM, GAMG, GAMN, NDF,
PHASE, PHI, P0L, QUER, SIGC,
SUCH, TAB
DPHI, FSAN02,FSAN03.FSAN04,
FSAN05. FSAN06, FSAN07. FSAN08,
FSAN09. FSEXIN. FSGRAL. FSGRAI.
FSGRA2. FSGRA3. FSLOMQ, FSNUOI.
FSNU02, FSNU03, FSNU04. FSNU05.
FSNU06, FSNU01. FSNU08. FSNU09,
FSQUER. FSROMB, FSSNGL. FSTOLE.
FSTRUK. FSTRUO. FSTRUI. FSTRU2,
FSTRU3, FSTRU4, FSTRU5. FSXINT.
FSWRSI. FSWRS2, FSWRS3. FSWRS9.
FSWROO, NDF
D0pw, FL, GRUP, NDF. PHI, SUND.
AKED. CUTS. DA0RG, DNFAK, UVL".
EN~RG. EXD, FINT, FIP0LA. FIP~LD.
NDF. NDREAD, ~RDNEN. I, PHI,
RENUDA. REPR~B. SCAT. SCATC. SCATD,







number of described content names of the subroutines entry
the module 1.n .and functions subroutine
6 chapter 7 normalized elastic-scattering matrices ADD, FLUMMI, GRUPIN, G, INF0RM, FLUMMI
up to the fifth Legendre order. elastic IP0LA, IP0LIN, LECAL, LEGANS,
and total group cross sections LEGINT, LEGIST, LEGP0L, L0~KO.
L0~KI, L~~K2. L~0K3. MAKR0.
MIXSGT, MUK0N. NDF, PHI. PRINT,
PUNK, PUSUM. SPRAL, SUM, TRAF0.
7 chapter 12 fission spectra CHIINM, D0PW, NDF, SPALT SPALT
8 chapter 11 I/V-average group values EDV, PHI EDV
9 chapter 8 zero'th and higher moments of elastic AK0R, AMESH, ANG, ANINT, AUSGL, REM~
scattering for the "REMO"-correction BCM. EGRENZ. ENERG, FIP0L, FXINT,
HIDR. ICS~P, INTEN, IP0L. IS0FAL.
IWIN, IW0, KEDDAT, LININT, LMI,
MASSIN, NDF, N~RM, ORDN1, PHI,
REM~, REMP, SEARCH, SINT. SM0RN,
SUCHM, WAHRS, WINK, ZWIN
10 chapter 10 group cross sections in the thermal D~PW, NDF, THERM THERM
group
control chapter 2 DDTEST, D0PW, EING, FREEF0.
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Structure of the central data array XL l.n the subroutine MAIN
a) The permanent section
The symbols of the input description l.n chapter 2 are used
length of see card n of the
the subarray type
content of the subarray input description
NTYP REf..L~ ITYP(I) .I-I.NTYP 13
NMAT REAL.8 NAME(I).I-I.NMAT 33
NMAT REAL ..4 TZ(I) .I=I.NMAT 33
NE REAL" 4 ENG(I) .Izl.NE 3
NFE+NE REAL--4 EF(I).I-I.NFE and 3. 5
ENG(I).I-I,NE in
increasing succession
(NFE+NE) + REAL~4 (F(I.J).I=I,(NFE+NE», 5
NSPEC Jzl.NSPEC
3·NA INTEGER'lo4 (NR(I,J).I=I.3),J=I.NA 7
NT REAV·4 TEMP (I) • I -I •NT 9
MI+I REAL.. 4 SI GO ( I) •I"" 1•MI 11
NA INTEGERlto 4 NGRE(I) .I=I,NA 7, 44, 41
NA:1I'NE INTEGER;,4· (N 1(I .J) ,I"" 1,NA) 3, 7 , 44, 41
J= I .NE
NA4>NE INTEGER-4 (N2(I.J).I-I,NA), 3, 7. 44. 41
J=I .NE
NA,IINE INTEGER llt 4 (NFG(I.J),I-I.NA). 3, 7, 44, 41
J-) ,NE
NAi'NE INTEGER"4 (NFI(I,J) ,I-I ,NA) , 3, 7. 44. 41
J-t ,NE
-
2110NE INTEGERli4 this subarray i5 defined,
but information is actually




b) The non-permanent section
Besides the pel~anent section a non-permanent section 15 defined when a
computational module is called. This non-permanent part exists only during
the execution of a computational module. The non-permanent section starts
with the index NFR. defined in the subroutine MAIN. The names of the
auxiliary arrays are the same as those used in the formal parameters of
the entry subroutines of the computational modules. All other symbols are
the same as in the input description of chapter 2. (NE: see card 3 of the
input description. MI: see card II of the input description. Some symbols
used in b3) module 3 are also explained in 2.1.2.)
bl) Module I
length of the name of the
subarray
type subarray
MI x 7 Reab4 SUM
NE x 3 Reab4 SU~
max (300, r) Real 1lF4 ER
max (300,r) Integer'*.4 L
max (300,I') Real"4 GJ
max (300,I') Real 1lO 4 GAT
max (300. r) Reallt·4 GAN
max (300, r) Real-4 GAG
. max (300,r) RealJlr·4 GAF
~max (400,i) Real li4 STE
max (400,i) Realll<4 STEI
I' = number of I'esonances on the KEDAK-library for the isotope in question.
1. = number of integration points for the integration of the effective
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length of the type name of thesubarray subarray
3 x 5 x MI Reah4 SE
3 x 5 x MI Reallt<4 SM
5 x MI Real-4 XEUGZ

















MIBER '" max~mum number of ranges with ferent weight funet
or different integrat
the subroutine INPUT.









max~mum number of energy points l.n one' group of the pointwise
given weighting function.
maximum number of energy points in one group summed over all
participating cross sections (and eventually the pointwise
given weighting function).
max1.mum number of energy points 1n one group for the cross
section types Gt , Ga' Ge and - if existent - Gf •
maximum number of energy points l.n one group for the cross
section type J.l e •
maximum number of energy points l.n one group for the cross
section type Gt •
KMROM-l '" maX1mum number of bisections l.n the Romberg inte-
gration routine FSROMB.
7 for nonfissionable material
8 for fissionable material









max (1500. i) Real tf4 SE
max (1500.i) Real!t:4 FSE
i '"' number of J.l
e
values or vf values for one isotope l.n the KEDAK library.
Table III
In the organizing s:ubroutine INPUT the XL-array minus the permanent section
1S transferred to the entry subroutine of module 5. SCAT. In SCAT this array.
X(MMAxx). is subdivided into Helds of different lengths. which are described
in more detail in the following tables (and in chapter 6).
I. Fields used Ln SCATD and its subroutines:
length of the











max(6000,i lllj) Real.4 SGIP
max(200.i) Real-4 WERT
max(400.k) Reah8 EZ
NE27 : = NE. if the energy groups gLven on card 3 of the input contain
the thermal group.
= NE+I otherwise
1 maximum number of energy points that are needed during the
calculation for any of the outscattering energy groups. specified
in the input. These energy points are the joint set of the energy




J maximum number of excited levels of one iso that contribute
k
in any outscattering energy group specified Ln the
i + maximum number of energy points of any SGIZ (for one isotope)
on KEDAK in any of the (outscattering) energy groups specified
in the input.
b5) 2. Fields used 1n SCATC and its subroutines




NE27 Real li< 4 ENG
max(200~i) Real"4 EZ
max(200,i) Real 1li4 SGIZC
max(300,j) Real"'4 EI
max(30,k) Real"'4 EP
max ( I50 ,kltr 1) Real*4 FI
max(ISO,killl) Real·4 F2




= NE, if the energy groups, given on card 3 of the input contain
the thermal group
= NE+I otherwise
maximum number of energy points of SGIZC (SGI.SG2N.SG3N) on KEDAK
in any of the outscattering energy groups specified in the input.
maximum number of energy points. that are obtained by combination
of the energy points on KEDAK for type SGIZC (SGI.SG2N,SG3N) and the
energy points of the weighting function in any of the outscattering
groups specified in the input.




number of incident neutron energies. g~ven ~n KEDAK-type
SEDIC(SED2N. SED3N).
number of different analytical spectra - as given ~n KEDAK-type
SEDIC (SED2N. SED3N) - from which the total spectrum has to be
combined.
b6) Module 6
length of the type name of thesubarray subarray
max (i.400) Real*'4 A
maK (i.400) Real.4 B
maK (i,400) Real"'4 EA
max (i,400) Reah4 EB
max (i.400) Real*4 E
max (j .1000) Reah4 EN
max (j .1000) Real.4 SGN
max (j • 1000) Real.4 EC0
max (j .1000) Reah'4 SC0
max (j , 1000) Real ..4 V
max (j • 1000) Reah4 W
max (j , 1000) Real*4 F
k Real+4 AR
k Real*'4 FU
NE + I Reah4 ABN
NE + I I Integer*4 INT
NE + I Reah4 GR
NE + I Real1ll4 FEK0E
NE Real1lE4 R
6 x NE Reah4 RSP
k x i Real"4 SGNC
1 x 1. Real.4 FEK0
6 x 1 x NE Real.4 ELSIG
2 x NE Real!l'4 ELT0T
melx (m,3000) Rea1lI!4 ET
max (m.3000) Reab4 ST
max (j , 1000) Reah'4 GE
max (j • 1000) Reall!'4 SG
6 x NE Real"'4 SGT0T
300 +
SCNC on KEDAK
- I 16 -
number of energy po
one energy group.
s for the data e
j i + maximum number of energy points for the data







number of eosine mesh points for the data type SCNC on KEDAK.
maximum energy degradation
maximum number of energy points for the data type SCT on KEDAK
in one group for the given mixture of isotopes.
length of the
type name of thesubarray subarray
NE Reah4 X




NE Real ....4 V
max (200.m) Realll<4 ST
max (200.m) Realll<4 FI
m
b9) Module 9
maximum number of integration points 1n one energy group.
length of the name of the
subarray type subarray






This module uses only the permanent section of the XL-array.
Table IV: Structure of the unlabeled COMMON array
length of the see card n
subarray type
content of the subarray of the input
description




I Integer""4 ISPA+) -
I I Integer lfo4 unit number for print output -
I Integer....4 external storage number for -
the output of the results
2 Integer*'4 NR(2.J). NR(3.J) 7
J is the index of the module I
actually called
I Integer*,4 KL at the end of each module 7
KL must be enlarged by one
+) In MIGR0S-3 ISPA is only used internally. ISPA
ISPA = 0 for non-fissile isotopes.




Neutron Cross Sections for Fast Reactor Materials
KFK 120, EANDC-E-35 V, 1966
/2/ B. Hinkelmann. B. Krieg, I. Langner. J.J. Schmidt, D. Woll
Status of the Karlsruhe Evaluated Nuclear Data File KEDAK
KFK 1340. EANDC (E). "V", 1971
/3/ B. Krieg
Handling and Service Programs for the Karlsruhe Nuclear Data
File KEDAK
Part I: Management and Retrieval Programs
KFK 1725. 1972
see also chapter 11 of the KEDAK Program Compendium
(KFK 2387, 11 2.9)
- 2. I -
2. Input and output of MIGR0S-3
2. I Description cf the input
On the following pages the computer output of the input description of
MIGR0S-3 is given.
- 2 2 -
I~PUT DESCPIPTION FOR THF PROGR~M SYSTFM ~Ir,ROS-3
I f\ Tf~OnUCT TON
THE PROGRAM SYSTE~ ~IGROS CAlCUlATES ~ICPOSC(PIC ~PCUP
CCNSTANTS FROM NliClEAR CROSS SECTION I1ATA STORFO IN THI=
NLClFAR OATA lT8RARY KFOAK. THE SYSTE~ CONSISTS OF T~F
FCllCWING ~CDUlES:
MCDUlF Ne. PURPOSE
1 CAlCUlATION CF GROUP CROSS SECTICNS FOR INFINITE
DILUTION ANO OF RESONANCE SElF SHIFlOTNG FACTCPS
FRCM RESOlVED RESONANCE PARAMETFRS.
2 CAlCUlATI'1N OF GROUP CROSS SECTIONS FJR INFT!\ITF
OIlUTION AND OF RESQNANCF SFlF S~IElOING FACIORS
FROM STATISTICAl RESONANCE PARAMETERS.
3 CAlCUlATION CF GROUP CROSS SECTIONS FOR INFINITF
DILUTION ~ND OF RESONANCE SFlF SHIFlnlNG FACICRS
FRrM POINT CROSS SFCTION CtTA.
4 CAlCUlATION OF WEIGHTEO GROUP AVERAGES FrR
INFINITE OIlUTION.
~ CAlCUlATION OF NORMAlIlED TRANSFFR MATRICES FCR
INELASTIC SCATTFRING, (N,2N) AND (N,3N) PROCESSr-S.
6 CAlCUlATION OF NORMALIlH) FlASTIC SCATTERING
MATRICES '.lP TO 5-TH OROER (lEGENCRF. RFPRESENTA-
TION), OE ElASTIC GROUP CROSS SECTIONS, CF THE
AVERAGE ELASTIC SCATTfRING COSINE ANO OE TOTAL
GROUP CROSS SECTIONS WITH CROER-DEPENDENT
WEIGHTING.
7 CAlCUlATION OF FISSION SPECTRA.
R CAlCUlATION OF WEIGHTED I/V GRCUP aVERAGES.
9 CAlCUlATION OF NORMAlIZFD FLASTIC SCATTERING
MATRICES UP TO 5-TH ORDER IlEGENCRE REPRESFNT~­
TION), OF WEIGHTED TOTAL AND ELASTIC SCATTERING
GROUP CROSS SECTICNS ANO CF GROUP-AVERAGED
SCATTERING COSINES FOR THE REMO CORRECTICN.
10 CAlCUlATION OF THERMAL CRCSS SECTICNS.
- 2.
THE FnllO ... nG INOtlT MUST BI: DROVICEtJ .. IF GROUO CONSTA\lTS ßRF
Tn RE CAlCUlATED F8R SEVERAl MATERIALS THE CO~Pl~TF INPUT ~UST
fH REPFATEC FCR EI\CH nNE .. THE INPUT IS FOR"'AT-I=RFE ~OLlO~ING
THE I=RFFFC CONVENTIONS: FACH ~ATA RECORD STARTS IN CClU~~ I 01=
fJ. CATI'> (ARe .. IE TT IS NOT POSSIBlE TO PlACE ALL THE OATi\ OF
C"E OAlA RECGRO ON O"'lF (ARe, A SECONO, THPHJ, ETC .. CAR!") MAY
BE IJSFll, WHICH '-1UST I-HVE A BLANK IN COlllMN 1 .. '1R: A NON BUV,!K
CClU'"'N 1 If\ THE INPIH CARD IS AN INDICAT ION FOR A "'lEW INPUT
REcopn .. ONE ~AS TO DISTINGUISH BETWEEN AN ALPYA~F~IC WORe CF
T~E lEI\GH< REAl>l<4 AND m= TrE LENGTH REAl*R. ," PElIl>l<4 l<oIQRf) MUST
fH E NC l C 5 E0 I N AP 1 S TR 0 PHI ES Af\ 0 ISS T C J:l F D L E Fr - ~ r JUS T ~ 0 I N
T~E CO~PUTER AND FILlED UD WITH BLANKS JF NOT All 4 AYTES ARE
ce CUP J Fe., EX A~ Pl E: • ARG' 0 R 'A BCD'.. ARE Al *8 WO Rf) "'11\ Y n, E
ENClOSFD IN APOSTROPHIES CO"'1PRISING AT LEAST 5 CHARACTFRS ANO
AT ~OST 8 C~ARACTERS, WHICH ARE STOREO LEFT-AOJUSTEO IN 'HF
CCMPUTER IF'f\OT All 8 BYTES ARE nCCUPIED .. A SPECIAL CASE ARF
AEAl*B WORCS WITH A NUMBER OF OCCUPIEO BYTES lESS THAN OR
E'U~l TO 5. THESE W1R1S MAV RE ALSO ENClOSFn IN @-SIGNS .. THFY
ARE ALSO STOREO LEFT-'OJUSTEn IN THE COMPIHER AN!) FIlLEn LP
~ITH elA~~S. FXA~PlES: 'PU239'='PU239 '=;PU239i;
'RES '=;RES@. FIXEn POINT AND FLOATING POINT NUMßERS ARE
WP Tl T EN I N T l-' F: USU AL "1 AN NER, E. G: F t XE\) P r) I NT NU'1 !3 F= RS: 1 1 0
875 A~O FLcalING POINT NUMBER5: 10. 5.E3 0.lF-3 0 .. 01 •






MAT 1=1< I I\L Nt1f\1E IN KEDhK NilMENClATURf=
IS-BYT[ ~LPHAMERIC REPRESF AlION.
nnP PL r: R BQ 0 ~ 0 EN IN GIS I\J F(;t I GIRL E 11 S ! S TYP I CAL
F~R S-WA~f RESONANCES OF STRUCTUPAl ~ATFRI~l~,
~OPPlER BROAOENING MUST RE ACCOUNTr:n FOR A~ TS
TYPICAl FOR HEAVY ~UClICFS
Mn RES P ECTF I CALL Y:: I F ~~ 0 !) IJl ES 1 ANf) 2 !'l P F
UTllIlFD, INFI~ITE DILUTION GROUP CRCSS SEC-
TI0NS ANO RESONANCE SElF SHIElOINC Ft1CrOR~ IlRF
CALCUlATFO FRO~ RESON~NCF D8R~METEqS FOR T~~
FOLLOWTNC STANDARD TEMPERATURES:
T=n K IE ISTRUK=O,
T=300, 900, 2100 K JF ISTRUK=I ..
IF MOOULE 3 15 UTILIZED THE SAME QUANTTTJE~ ARF
CAlCUlATED FROII4 POINT CATA FOP TI-'4T TEMPEPATURE
FOR. l·mICH THE POINT OAIA ARE SH'RFf) (T=O I< f~!
THF PRESfNT VERSION, KECAK-3)~ REGARDlF.SS CF
T~F ISTRUK VAlUE.
IF TE~DERATURES OIFFERTNG FRO~ THf STANnARC
TE""!PERlI,TIIR[S ARE TC ßF USEO, THIS "lUST BE SPF-
CIFTEn ON CARD 9 BELOW.
JF GROUP BOUNOARIES OIFFERING FRO~ THeSE OF IHF 26-GRQUD AßRN
SET ARE TC PE USEO (VIl .. i) .. 215EV, O.. 465 F V, lEV, 2 .. 1"iEV, 4 .. f"'5 F V
lOEV, 21 .. 5fV, 't6 .. l)EV, lOOEV. 2l5EV, 465EV, ll<FV 2 .. 15KFV,
4 .. 65KEV, lCKEV, 21 .. 5KEV, 46 .. 5KEV, l')OKEV, 20CKEV, 400KEV,






«F Nr, « I ) , I = 1 , NF •
INVARIANT
NUMAER OF ENERGY GRf1U P BCUI\DARIES
(ARBITRARY),
ENERGY GRCUP !:lOUNOI\QIf'=S IN ur--rrs nF EV
IN ASCFNDING ORnER.
NCTF THAT THF NUMBER OF ENERGV GROUPS THAT ~Ir,R(S CAN TREH
JS NOT RESTRICTEC TO 26.
THE STANCbRC WEIGHTING FUNCTION 15 THE COLlISION DENSITY
F«I,l)=PHJ«EIIJ)=l./E( 11. AlTERNATIVElY ONE (AN EMPlOY OT~FR
WEIGHTING FUNCTIONS AFTER lINKAGE OF AN APPROPPIATE FUNCIIC~
P~I(EJ WIH.. filIGRCS .. JF IN THIS CASE MorlllE '3 JS USErJ ONE YJUST
ll~K AN ADDITIONAL FUNCTION DPHI(EI YIELDING BASICAllY THr:
Sb~E RFSULT as PHI BUT WITH DOUBLE PRECISION .. A THIRrJ AlTERNA-
TI~E I~ U1IlIIATION OF A PCINTWISE GIVFN CClLISlnN (FNSllY FOR






(FF( I 1,1=1 ,/'I,iFFI
I"lVARIANT
NUMRER OF SPECT~~,
NUMBER llF ENERGY GRTf1 POINTS,
HF( I ,JI d=l,NFFhJ=l,NSPFCI WnH
EF: ENERGY GRIO pnlNTS IN UNITS OF F~
IN ASCENCING ORf1I=R,
F: ( Oll I S ION OE NS IrY VA Llj ES ..
IF THE I\UfJRE~ CF SPECTRA (COLlISION DFNSITY FUNCTIONSI IS
GREATER TPAN 1 THE SPFCTRA 2, 3'0 •• ARE INTERPRFTED (NlY I~
~r.CULF 6 WI-ERE THEV ARE TAKEN AS THE WEIGHTING FUNCTWNS FCR
THE 1ST, 21\0, ••• MO~ENT OF THE ELASTIC SChTTERINr, MATRIX
«,.. W= 1 ( N C ~ P r: '35 L. .., AK E SURE THAT TH~ NII MB E~ 0 F SP E( TRAr s
CCI\SISTFl\l" ~11H THE NUMBER OF MOMENTS CAlCUlllTEO. IF ONl~ ONF
SPfCTRU~ IS SPECIFIFD IT wILL BE EMPLOYFD FOR ALL PECUIREC
~(~E~TS CF THE Fl4STIC SCATTERING MATRIX. A SPECIAL MODIFICA-
TION, HOWFVFR, t\tLOWS AN IMPROVEO TRFAT~ENT CF FINE-STRUCTURE
WEIGHTING (SEE CARDS 12-35). THE NUMBER OE GRID
PCINTS IS APBITRARY gUT (ARE SHOUlD RE rAKEN THAT THF SPECTPA











NUMBER OE ENERGY GROU? WHFRE Ci\t-
CUlATION WITH McnUlE NRI1,JJ IS
TO BEGIf\I,
NUMBER OE ENERGY GROUP UP TO
WHICH CALCUlATICN WlTH ~OOUlE
NR(I,J) TS TO BE EXTFNDFD.
THF LIMITS NRlZ,Jt, NR(3,J) ~RF
TO BE GIVFN IN lH~ uSUAl SE~SE QF
ASCENf1ING fNFRGY. NOTE THAI iH~N
1\101'") .''''''''_&.ln,'' 1\ t""TI.\1rr- ...... nl-H""',...
"""d.:J,""'-'V"'\L ,..JI, )l'~t.,r \'''''L't. ... )
ARE CONVENT IONALL Y lABElFO IN THE
RE VER SES FNSE, f" E.. GRCU P l\tl '"I BER
1 IS ASSIGNED TC THf GROUP eE-
TWEEN THE HIGHFST rwo ENERGY
VAlUES ON CARO 3.
C(IV~FNT:
,",CI1UlfS CAN BE CALLED ~ORF TH~N ONCE. THIS 15 NECFSSARY TF
~fVFPAl UNCeNNE(TED RA"lGFS ~F ENERGY GROUPS MUST BE TRFA1EO.
FCR EACH R~NGE UNE CAlL MUST BE ~llOE.
NR(2,J) ANO NR(3,J) ARE INTERPRETEO AS REFERRING Tn CUT-SCAT-
TFRING GRCUFS IN THE CASF OF ClASTIC liND INELASTIC SCATTERlt\IG
- 2.
MATRTCES. T~E CAlCULATION 15 PERFORMED FOR All N-SCAT ER N~
GRCUPC:;, J. F. H.l GROUPS LISTEO Ifl.1lBUJC@ 1 PHO WHICH A
NFUTROr-.j CAN GEl It\l THE COURSE OF SCATTERING PRI"'JCESS!=~. n .. F
TI-FRIJl',l GRCUP IS It\lClUDi=O AS P'i-SCATTERING GROUP
*****
JF MCnUlE 1 ANO 2 FOR CAlCUlATION OE Sf=tF-SHIFlOING FACTCRS
FROM RESClVEO ANn ST4TISTICAl RESONANCE PARA~FTERS ARE C~llEn?
AI\C T!=~PErHTURES JTHER THAN THE STANOARn TEI<lPFRATURES «OKELVIN
FCR STRUCIURAl MATERIALS, ISTRUK=O, 300, 900 ANO 7100 KELVIN








~U~BFR OE TEMPERhTURFS (ARBITRARY~,
TEMPFRATURES IN KELVIN.
IF SFlF-SHIFLDtNG FACTOPS AQE TO BE CAlCULATED (W'T~ ~OnULE 1,
2 CR 3) FCR CILUTION CROSS SECTIONS ST~~AO ISI~C([) I nlFFFRING
FRCM THeSE CF THE ABBN GROUP CON$TANT SET (V 17. 0, 10, lce,
leoe, 100CC, 100000 A~D 1000000 HARN) THE ECllC~ING CMH')S ,öRF
"'fEDEr;:





NUMRER OF DILUTION CROSS SECTIONS
«ARBITRARY) ,
DILUTICN CROSS SECTION VAlUES ISIGMAC-
V~lUES) l~ BARN ..
*****
IF WFTCHTEC GROUP AVERAGES FOR INFINITE OILUTIO~ ARE TO PE
C~LCULl\lEC OdTH "'(JOULES 4 ANO 10) FOR OAlA TYPES OTI-FR l~AN
T1-E 8 STANDARf) TYPES "'!Ufl, NUF, SGA, SGF, 5G1, SGN, l)G2t\i, ANr





« I TYP ( I ) f 1= 1 ,N TV P )
I NVAR I /lNT
NUMBER OF DAlA TYPES (AR'3TTRARY),
CATA TYPES (KFCAK NOMFNClArUREt.
- 2.
C(I'JME"IT:
WEIGHTFO GRCUP AV~QAGFS CAN BE CIlCUlATEn FOR ALL DAr VPES
W~ICH (AN er RfPRESENTEO AS ONE-VAlUEO FUNCTIONS OE A I~GlE
ARGUMFf\T (lI\CICEflJT I\IFUTRON ENERGY) .. TI-lF PflSSIBlE TVPES ö,RE
LiSTEn 11\1 KFK l12~ QR KFK 2234. SPECIAL OEFIf\IT!CNS rF GRrup
&\iERAr;ES IIPE USEO EOR COMPOSITE QU,fINTITIES SUCH AS AlPHÖ" FTA,
MUFl OR NUE (CF. KFK 11B41. IE THE CROSS SECTION TYPES seF ANO
SGiI (SEE KFK 2234) ARE TREATED THE CROSS SECTION TYPE
SGC=5GA-SGf IS AUTOMATICAllY TREATEO, TOD ..
*:&:***
I~ DEsnNANCF SFlF-SHIFLDING FACTORS ARE TO 9F C~LCULaTE~ ~qOM
INDIVHHJlI.l"RFSONAf\lCE PARA~fTERS (MODULE 1), BUT Ol\llV WI TH A
lI~ITEO Nu~efR OE RESONANCES UN EITHER SIOE OF FACH EI\IERGY






NU~BER OE RESf;NANCES TO BE CONSICEREO ON
FITHER SIOF OE A GIVEN ENERGV.
H lI·mOULE 1 IS Tn RE FMPLnVFO, BUT NOT WITH IHE 5TANDl\fH1 \JAU1r::
J .. Ol OE THE ~AXI~JM AOMISSIALE RELATIVE ERROR FOR THF INTFGRA-





12 I ~jVA R I ANT
MAXIMUIi'i ADMISSIRlE RELATIVE INTFGRATTON
~RRnR ..
*****
IF GRnup CRnss SFCTIONS AND SFlF-SHIElOING FACTCPS ARE TC eE
C~lCUlATEC FRCM POINT GATA (MOOULE 3) BUT NOT WITH THE SlAN-
DARD VALUFS EPSPOM=5.0f-05, DRINWA=5.0, (EXPlAINFD RElOW)






RELATIVF ACCURACY FCR THE RC~BERG INTECRA-
TION" THE ITERATION STOPS TF THF ~ELAlI\lF
OIFFERENCE ßETWEEN TWO SUCCESSTVF ~rp~rXJ­
MATIONS IS NOT GREATER THAN EPSRCM,
- 2 8 -
CU\JTROL flF ERRCR PRINT l\G T THF PCMRFRr;
ITERATION SUHROUTINE. IF THE ITERATION IS
STOPPED (F. G. PY RCUNO-OFF FP~CRS' PFFrPF
TH~ FPSROM CRITERION 15 FLLFIllED, AN FPRCR
,"1ESSAGE 15 PRIl\TEO CNlY TF THE CRHEP InN IS
NOT EVFN FUlFIllED kITH OPINWA T MES EPSROM.
JC ~onUlF 3 IS Tfl 8~ ~MPlnVED RUT NOT WITH THF nEFALlT V~lUFS
I TES T=,), I ZPU MS = - 1 i\ Nr) nu MS= ') (C F .. CAR 0 2 1 " THF Fe) l Ul WTNG








CONTRO" CF ERRCR MESSAGES hNC I4ARNTNGS
=0: NORMAL PRINT-OUT FnR PRCOUCTICN Pll\S,
=1: FXTENDFD PR INT-OUT FOR PR,Of;PAM
DFBUGG I NG,
=2: AS ITEST=1 WITH ADDITIONAL PRINT-[lT,
=3: ~S IT[5T=2 WITH FURTHFR EXTFNOEO PPINT-
OUT,
=4, '5, •• 9:1\5 ITEST=3,
=18, 11,12,13: AS JTEST=O, 1,2, 3 WIT~
ADDITIONAL ERROR ~ESSAGES FOR EAC~
SIGO VAlUE,
>13: AS ITI=5T=13.
COf'lTROl OF nEST FOR DIFFERENT (;ROUPS
(=-1: IlEST IS UNCHANGFO,
=IGR: BEGINNING WITH THE IGR-TY GROUP lP TO
TH~ NRI3,J)-TH GROUP (CF. [ARO 7)
ITFST HAS THE "lEW VAlUE ITU~S (SEE
BELOW) .. IGR MUST BE lFSS THAN OR
EQUAl TO NRI2,J) (CF. CAPO 7). ll-'IS
I S V ~LID FnRAt l J \oi IT H NR ( 1 , ,J) -= 4 ,
Ie E. WHENEVFR MODULE ~ IS [AllEe.
NEW VAlUE OF I1EST.
JE MODULE 3 15 TO BE UTIlIZED BUT NOT WTTH THE DFFAllT V4LUFS
NE~BER=l, E~RFR(l)=-l.O, CONWFUll)=l.O, OR NOT WITH NWFUNCl)=O
IN CASE 01= A CALCUlATEO COlLISION DENSITV, CR NCT WITH
~~FUN(l)=-l IN CASE OF A POINTWISE GIVEN COlllSION nFNSll~





I ~~ Vf\ R I AN T
NUMBER OF ENERGY INTERVALS WITH rIFFfPFNT





ENRERCII: UPPER LIMI OF ENERGY NTFP-
V.l\l, EQUAL TO lOWER UM!T OE H·l)-TH
~Nr::RGV INTfRVAl, SO THAT
F=NRER([) ( ENAER(I+ll ..
lHE tOWER LIMIT FOR THE FIRST ENERGY ~TFR­
V,'l.l rS T" KEN ASE QU .a t TOT HF PEGIN NIflJ C CF
THE CURRENT ENERGV GROUP RANGF S~4llFST
ENERGY VAl!lEI AS SPFCIFIEO ON CARf1 3 (eR IN
THf PROGRAM ANO IN CARO 7 IN CASE OE SFVF-
RAl DISCONNECTEO ENERGY GROUP R~NGESI.
ENRFR(NFI'HHR) ~UST eE AT lEilST AC; GRFlIl /'..5
THF lARGEST ENERGY OF THE CURpcNT ENFPGY
GR'lUP RANGE.
SPECIAL CASE FCR NE~BER=l:
ENREP(l)=-l.O. THIS MEANS THE WHnlf SPFCJ-
FIED ENEPGY GR[!JP RaNGE ..
i\I,.JFUN( I): TYPE OF IoIEIGHTING FLNCTION llf-O
"H:THOO OF INTEGRATION IJSED IN INTFRVAL I ..
METHon OF INTEGRATION:
NWI::UN(I}(=!): NUMERICl\l INTEGRATION WI1H
THF QCMRERG MFT~~D?
NWi=U"J(I)O: ANAlYTICAL INTEGRATION ..
TYPF DF wEIGHllNG FUNCTION:
iNWFUNIIII=Q: ARBITRARY FUNCTION WIll-! TI-'F
NAME DPHI.(CPHI=l .. /F sv n~­
FAULT IF NOT GIVEN ev TI-'F
USER AS A FlNC1ION SU~P(lTT~E
TO THE PROGR6.MI,
INWFUNIIH=l: POINTIIIISE WEIGHTlf\(; FUI\CTlrN,
I "JWFUNI 1)1=2: OPHI=CONWFUII )/F F(JR CCf\\olFt!
SEE NEX TIN PU T va R I ~ Bl E ) ..
CAUTION: BECAlSf IN SONE
CASES ROUNDING ~RRORS APPEAR
~HEN TH~ Af\AtYTICAl INTEGRA-
TION IS CHOSEN, WE PECn~~ENG
TO USE IJNlY NWFU1\J( J )(·=0 ..
THEq~ 15 NI] OIFFFRE~CE I~ THr-
C PU T I r-l FS j:l n Ioi F fN R0"113 != RC~Nn
ANALYTICAL INTEGRATION.
F&CH1R IN H-E lrIEIGHTING FlJNC-
110N DPHI=CC1\J EU(! IE. (~LY
USEO I!= f\WFUN I) 1=2 ..
*****
T~REE CIFFERENT 'lPTIONS ARE AVAIlABlE FOR THF TRA~SFFR PP(B~­
R I LI TI F 5 "F f 0 E 0 F 0 H: TH E C Al CU lAT I [N (I.I H H p.! 0 CU l E ') I] F Ne Rf'A t\-
LIlFO TRANSFER ~ATRICES FOR INElASTIC SCAl ERING ~[TH EXCITA-
TION OF DISCPETF LEVELS AT EXCITATION E"JERGIES EJ:
(U FCEP--)F)=DEl TtUEP-F-EJ) IF I<INF~=O
WPFRf [ElTA DENDrES DIRAC·S DELTA FUNCTION .. THIS FOR~
WAS lSED IN TH!= nRIGI~4l VFRSICN CF ~ GROS-? (KFK (184) ..
- 2.10-
(2) F(EP--~E)=OFlT4(~P-F-EJ*(A+l.)/h) JE KINF~=1
THI5 F(RM WAS USEO IN THF REVISEC VERSICN CF MIGROS-2
(TRAK:SFOPMI'lTT(]~ [lF FJ FROM CMS TO lAR CCORDINATES) ..
(3) FIFP--)F)=nELTA(f-FP~(A**2+1.)/(A+l.)*.2
+C:J*A/(A+l..» IF I<INEtJ=?
TI-'IS llFPRCXIMATION WAS RFCOMMENOEC IW SFGFV «SEGEV,
NS~ 45 (lCl711?6<J AND VERlESt NSF 52 (1913)485) I\ND iS
ALse PROPOSEO EOR THE PROCESStNG OE ~NnF/B D~TA (ORAKE,
8~L ~C214 (T-6011 ENDF 102, VOl.I).
FflRM (2), J. F .. KINE"1=l, IS THE OFFAUlT OPTION IN Mnnuu: 5. TE
EITHER F(F~ (11 OR (31 IS TO BE USEO ONE NEECS THE FOlLO~ING
ADOITIONAL INPUT:
CßRO 24
;i 8 IJl Ca
C/lRC 215
K I NE ~
c: 1 I"lVARTANT
T~G FOR TREAT~ENT OF OISC~FTF LEVELS
(SEE ABOVE).
IF FOR THE ~ATERIAl OF INTEREST THE NUClFAR DAlA lIBRARY ceFS
NeT CO~T~IN ANV INFOR~ATlnN ON THE ENERGV DISTRIBUTION Of
SEC 0 NO bRY NEU TR0 NS (SE 0 I C, SE 0 ZN, SE 03 1\ ) I 1\ TH F FNE P GY P EG I[1 N
CF CONTINUOUS LEVEL FXCITATION OF THE RFSIDUAL NUCLEUS AN
F\iAPOPAlICN ~Or)f::l 15 FMPlOYFO IN ~CDUlE 5. THE PARAMETER XNur
FOR THE"CAlCUlATION OE THr NUClEAR TEMPERATURE,
THE"TAtFP)=SCRT(EP/(XNUf*A», 15 SET EQUAl TO X~ItJE=O.16/ME\I SY
DEFAUtT. (A= ATOMIC WEIGHT OE THE TARGET NUCtFUS •• IF OTt"ER








(IN UNITS OE I/MEV).
IF MODULE 5 15 CALLED THE TRANSFER MATRICES FOP I"lEl~STI(
5CATTEPINC ~~O FOR (N,ZNI ARE CAlCULATEO BY OEFAULT. IF CTHFR








NUMBER OF REAeTION TYPES,
REACTION TYPE INDICATORS:
TNTYP=1 FOR INElASTIC SCATTERING,
INTYP=2 FOR (N,?N) PROCESSES.,
INTYP=3 FOR (N.,3N) PROCESSES.
*****
TF MOn U l E 6 IST f] BE U S f= C BU T N() T WIT H THF S N RUF ~







TAG FOR POSSIBlE CRCSS SEeTION MOCIFI(6TION
ANn ADDITIONAL PRINT-OUl lDEFAUlT VA lE: 2
IISElI=2: NO CROSS SECTION MonIFI ArICN;
115FL =1: BElOW lOKEV, IN THE RESClVEr
RESONANCE RANGE THF FLASTIC
SCATTERING ANe TnTAl CROSS SFC-
TIONS ARE SET EQUAl Ta 1 AAR~
CMAINlY TC SIMPllFY THF CAICUlA-
TION OF ApDRO~I~ATE SCATTFRI~G
PROBABIllTIES AND AveRAGE ElASTTC
SCATTERING COSI~ES F~R rEAVY ELE-
MENTS, ANO TO SAVE fORE ME~(PY
SPACE) ..
ISEL<O: ADDITIONAL PRINT-(UT CF INTEP~E-
rIITE INfORMATION"
HIGHEST ORDER IN lEGENORE FXPANSICN I~~X 51
THr:: ACTUAL VALUE USEI1 I S "'A)« 1,NlF 8ECAUSE
OF THE ~OR~AlIIATIO~ OF T~E ~VFRaEE SC~TTE­
RING COSINFS TO THE KEDAK MUEl VAlUES" THF
~OOUlE AlWßYS CAlCULATFS SCATTERING
MATRICES FROM ~OMFNT ZERO TC ~OMFNT NlF.
IF MODULE E IS CALLED AND FINE-STRUCTURE WFIGHTI~G WITH
l .. /SGT** (L +1) 15 TO 13E E""1PlOYED FOR THE L-TH MOMENT AOD 1'HE
C~PDS 32 UF TO 35:




NU~BER OF MATERIALS IN THE ~IXTURE WHCSE
~~CR(SCOPIC TOTAL CROSS SECTION rs T~ er:
USED F8R FINE-STRUCTURE WEIGHTING;
INAMEfIJ,TlIIJ,I=l,NMAT) WITH
NAME: MATEQIAl NAME (8- TE AIDHAMfQ.IC
Q,EPRESENTATI ON),
NUClEAR OENSITY (NUCLEI PER CM*~~J





IF MODULE f 15 CALlED AND NOT All MOMENTS ARE TC BE WEIGHTED
SV T,,"E CCllISION DENSITY F(I,U (CF .. CARO 5) OF THE O-TH f"C-







'414=1: \ojEIGI-H Fn,t+U FCR L-H': MOMENT,
NSPEC=NlE+l MUST OCCUR ON CARn ~ ~ITH
NlE GIVEN ON [ARn 31 rR SY GEFAULT;
- 2 2
'H;J=2: WEIGHT F(I,l)/SGT**<Lt- I Fell< L-TH
MnMENT «(ARO 33 MUST PRECFCE).
IF !Io1()r)UlE l: IS \JSfn fiUT NOT WITH THE STANDARD GPln prpH









AlOGf lIALFA). IS THENUMBER OF BASIC GRIn
POINTS IN THAT ENfRGY REGION WITHIN GRflUP I
FROM ~HICH ELAsrIC SCATTERING INTC ADJ~CFNT
GROUPS IS POSSIBLE, ALFA=«A-U/(A+l»I**2,
A= ATOMIC WEIGHT IN NEUTReN MASS UNITS;
NR JS THE NUMBER OF BASIC GRIO POINTS IN
THAT ENERGY REGION OF EACH GRnUp fROM WHICH
ELAsrIc SCATTERING INTO ACJACENT GRnUp~ 15
IMPOSSlelE. (THIS REGION POSS1BlV MAY NCT
EXIST, THEN NQ HAS ~O ~FAN1NG.)
*****
JF I/V AVFRAGES ARE TO RE CAlCULATED (WITH MODULE 81, BUT NOT
WITH THE ~AXIMUM AOMISSIßlE RELATIVE INTEGRATION EQRCR






MAXI~UM AO~ISSIRlF RFLATIVE INTEGRATIC~
ERROR ..
*****
JE RE~[ OAT~ ARE TO BE Cl\lCUltHED hlnt-' MODULE 9) BUT "lOT wlTH
THF STANOARD VALUES (SEf 8ElO~) ERR=O.Ol, ~J~=lO, NUJM=lC,








MAXIMUM AOMISSIBLE RELATIVE INTEGRATI(~
ERRGR;
2**NJM+l 15 THE MAXIMU~ NLMBER OF GR1E
POINTS FOR THE ANGULAR INTEGRATION;
2**NUJM+l IS THE Mf\XT~Ufll !\U~8FR CF Gp1[
POINTS FOR THE ENFRGY INTEGRATION.
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IF '~nnUtF C; IS ro ßr- USFO BUT NOT ~ITH THF IJEFAUlT VtllUFS
(FXPLAINEr: PElCIoI) ISflR=1 FOR ISTRUK=t1, ISELR=I) FflR ISTRlJK=l,








1\ C AL l
INVARIANT
:: 1 : SC ATTF. RI NG P R(] RAR I L I TTES/), P F CAl ( II AT r r1
AC(ORO ING TO EQ .. 8 .. 3 01= KFK 1184 ~I YTH
THE KEDAK VAlUES FOR THE SCATTERI~(
CROSS SECTION SGN(F},
=0: IN EO .. 8 .. 3 OF KFK 1184 THF SCATTFRING
CROSS SECIION SGN(E) IS TAKEN AS 1 PAPN;
lnWFST lFGFNORE ORnFR;
HIGHEST lEGENORF GROER;
=(): EACH TIME MOOUlF 9 IS CALlED ALL Ef\EPGY
G~OUPS ARE SUBCIVIDFf'J INTO 14 SUBCPCUPS
WITH 5 ENERGY INTERVALS E~CH,
)0 NU~8FR OF (AllS FOR MODULE 9 (MUSl AF
CONSISTENT WITH CARO 7).
IN CASE NCAll>O T~E FOllOWING CARD IS NEEDED NC~LL TIMES:
C~Rf) 44
NGRF NUMBER OE ENERGY GRCUP RA~G~S WITH OIFFF-
RENT ENERGY GRIDS;
( NU I ) , N2 ( I ) ,NE G ( I ) , NF r ( I ) , {= 1 , "G RE) loH TH
NI : NUMBER OF FIRST GROUP IN RhNGE,
N2 : NUMBER OF LAST GROUP IN RANGE,
NFG: NUMBER OE SUBGR8UPS PER CROLP,
NEI: NUMBER OF ENI:RGY INTERVALS PER
SUBGRCUP.
*****






C~RDS 1 TO 45 HAVE TO BE REPEATED FOR EACH MßTfRIAl WANTF~
ANO/OR FACH WEIGHTING SPECIRUM TO BE USED .. THr LAST CARO FCR
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DPlf\JTINr CF TH!= P~ESEf\JT INPUT nESCRIPTIOf\J CAN RE C;UPPRESSEG PY
PLflCIfIor: TI-II= FCll(;4ING ClJRIl (WITH THE M PUf\JCI-IEO p.J COLU"'II\l l) IN
FPC'H nF H·F FIRST I'lJPUT CARQ:
(tRi; C
MI GR INVARIANT
THIS CARO DCES NOT APPFlJR IN THF FREEFC rrSPlAY (F I~PUT [ArA.
THE PROGRAM SYSTE~ MIGROS REQUIRES Dn-C~RDS FOR THE FOlL(WING
EXTERNAL STORAGE DEVICES:
B UNIT ON WHICH THE DECODED INPUT IS WPITTEN BY FRrFFC,
1 UNH FRO,.. WHICH n"E NUCLEAR rArA LIRRARY 15 AVAJlAIHF,
3 UNIT CN WHICH ALL MODULES WRITf RESUlJS,
10 TEMPORARY INTERMEDIATE llBRARY NEEOED CNLY ~Y MODULE ~.
*****
H·E RECl)IlHC ARRAY lENGTH$ DEPENO ON THE INPlT ANO ON THE
(ALLEn ~COUlFS. THE NOTATION [F THE INPUT CESCRIPTION TS USFO
IN WHAT FOlLOWS. ALL ARRAY lENGTHS ARE GIVEN I~ T~R~S OE
4-8YTE wc~cs UNlESS STATEO OTHERWISE.
T~E CONTROl PHASE NEEDS
2*NTYP+3*~~AT+NFF*(NSPEC+l).NT.MI+l+3.NF+4.NA*{1+NE) WORnSt
WHERE T~E DEFAUlT VAlUES ARE USEO FOR CUANTITIES NOT SPECIFIFD
Jf\ TI-'E INPUT, VIZ .. f\JTYP=7, NFE=l, NSPFC=l, NT=3, MI=?, NP/AT=l,
AI\f) NE=26.
TO THIS ONE MUST AOD THE MEMORY SPACE OCCUPIED SY THE UTILI7ED
~Of)ULF WITH THE lARGEST STORAGE REQUIREMENT. THE STORAGE





STORAGE REQUIREMENT (4-BVTF WORCS)
7.MI+3*NE+7*MAX(~OO,NUMBER OF RESONANCES ON
KFDAKH.. 6>l<MAXf400,MAXIMUM NUMBER OE GRIC ENEPGIES
FOR INTEGRATION OVER ONE ENERGY GROlP) WORCS
CfMMENT: THE USER CANNOT OETERMINf THE NUMeER OF
GRI~ ENERGIES IN ADVANCE. TE 40C ~OROS ARt ~CT
SUFFICIENT THE SPACE EOR [ATA STORAGE 15 I=NLAPGED
PROVIDEO THE AVAIlABlE REGIeN ~CMITS THtS. JE THE
REGION IS NOT LARGE ENOUGH THE MODULE IS BY-
PASSEO .. IT IS RECOMp,lENDED IN THIS CASE TO ENlARG'~






MIR~R: M~XI~U~ NUMBER Of RA~GES wITH OIFFEPE~T
W~IGHTING FUNCTIONS OR DIFFERFNT INTEGRA-
TIO~ METHons. MI~ER IS SFT ~CUAL Tn 5 IN
THE ~UßROUTINE INPUT.
MAßWF: M~XIMU~ MIMBER OF ENE~GY POINTS I"J ONE
GROUP OF THE POINTWISE GIVEN WEIGHTI~G
FUNCTION. MABWF HIS THE VAlUE 0 [F Ne
PiJINTWISE GrVEN WEIGHTING FUNCTICN IS
p~OVlnEn IN THE INPUT. OTH~RWISE IT HAS
THE ~HdMUM VßlUE 50 ..
MXINT: MAXIMUM NUMBER OF ENERGV POINTS IN O~E
GROUP SUMMEO OVER All PARTICIPATING CROSS
SECTIONS (AND EVENTUAllV THF PCI~TWISE
GIVEN WEI GHT ING FUNCTION), MINIMUM V~lllF.:::
200 ..
M~ßQ1: ~AXIMU~ ~UMßER Of FNERGY POINTS IN C~E
GROUP FOR THE CROSS SECTION TYPES SG1,
SGA, SGN ANO, IF EXISTENT, SGF, ptINlf4L~
VhlUE .::: 2JO ..
M.~ BQ2: M0\ X I MU~ NU MBER 0 F ENER GY PC I NT S IN 0 1\ E
GROUP FüR THE CROSS SECTION TYPE MUEl,
MINI~U~ VAlUE = 200 ..
MABQ3: MAXIMU~ NUMBER OF ENERGY POINTS I~ ONE
GROUP FOR THE CROSS SECTION TYPE SGT,
MINIMUM VAlUE = 200 ..
KMRn~: KMROM-l = MAXIMUM NUMBER OF BISFCTTn~s IN
THE R[~BEPG INTEGRATION ROUTINE FSROMB,
MINIMUM VAlUE = 20 ..
MPF : 7 fCR NON-FISSIONA8lE MATERIAL,
g fOR FISSIONABlE ~ATEPI~l..
WITH THE MINIMUM VAlUES A MINIMUM MEMORY nE~AND
OF 3121 4-BYTE weRDS (PDINTWISE WEIGHTING SPfC-
TRUM GIVFN, FISSIONABlE MATERIAL) IS NECESSARY TQ
RUN ~ODUlE 3 (FSTRUK) .. BUT WF RECOMMEND TO USE
AROUT lOOOO 4-ßYTE wORDS, ßECAUSE SCME CR ~ll CF
THE MINIMUM VAlUES MUST BE INCREASEO OURING lHF
CAlCUlATIONS ..
6*NE+2*MAX(15CO,NUMBER OF SGN VAlllFS, NUMBER CF





NE21: NUMBFR OF ENERGY GROUP ßOUNDAP TES OF
IN~SCATTERING GROUP$ .. STA~OARr FSTIMATE: 21
(THE STANDARD ESTIMATES ARE USEO AS Sl~R­
TING VALUES IN THE FRCGRAM eUT MAY BF ~(nI­
EIED AUTOMATICAllY OEPENOING CN THE ACTUAl
JOB CHARACTERISTICS) ..
NAE: MAXI~UM NU~ßER OF EXCITFO LEVELS THAT CCN-
TRIBUTE IN A GIVEN OUT-SCATTERING GROUP ..






I~G ~AX MUM ~UMBfR OF E~~RGY (RIO POINTS J~ ON~
OF THE CONSIDERED CUT-SC~TTERING GROUFS.
THIS NIJMßf:=P IS DETFR"'1IIIJEO BY THE CDMßIf\A-
TION OF THF E~ERGY rRIO POINTS OF All
FXCITEn LEVELS WHICH MUST BE USED IN ll-'E
OUT-SCATlFRING GROUP AND CF THOSE GRle
POINTS OF THE SPECTRUM THAT lTF IN TI-'E
OUT-SCATTERING GROUP. STANOARC FSTI"'1A1F:200
NISGD:ISG+~AXIMU~ ~U~AER CF ENE~GY eRle POINTS CF
ANY EXCITEO LEVEL (SGIl) ~HICH CO~TRIP.LTr­
IN THE OUT-SCATTERING GROUP. STANDhRO ESTI-
MATE: 400.
NISGC=MAXIMUM NUM8ER OF ENERGY GRtD POINTS OF
SGI (S G2 N, SG3 f\» f1 N KE0 AK JN ON E 0 F n· f
OUT-SCATTERING GROUPS. 5TANDAR~ ~STTMAlt:
20J.
NISGI :MAXI~UM NUMBER OF E~ERGY PCII\TS t1S 08TtTNFr
8V COM8INING THE KECAK POINTS OF SGI (SG2N,
SG3N) ANn THE ~ESH POINTS OF THF SP~CTRUM
IN ANY OUT-SCATTFRING GROlP. STANDARC
ES TIM fl TE: 300.
NEP NUMBER OF INCIOENT-~EUTR(~ EI\ERGIES, F(P
WHICH THE DISTRIBUTIONS SEnlC CSED2N,
SED3Nl ARr: GIVEN 01\ KEDt\K. STANCtlRD FSTI-
MATE: ~c ..
NE : NU~8ER OF CIFFERENT ANAlYTICAl DISTRleu-
TIONS GIVEN ON KEOAl< FOR SEDTe (SF02N,
SED3N) FROM ~~ICH T~E TOTAL OISTRI~UTI[~
MUST BF CO~POSED. STANDARC FSTI~ATE: 5
APPRDXIMATFlY 30CCC (STANDARDB TO 20JOOO (!"iH,y
GROUPS, lAPGE ENERGY DEGR~OATION) WORDS .. T~E
EXACT STORAGE RECUIREMENT DEPENOS ON T~E MOSTlY
UNKNOWN DISTRIBUTION OF T~E KECAK OAlA nVFR THF
ENfRGV GROUPS. IT IS RECO~~F.NOEC TC ~FGIN WIT~
THE S TA NI) AR0 VAL UE ANOT 0 I NC RE ASE THE STOR ob GF
SPACE ONlY IE THIS C(E5 NOT WORK. T~F PR8GRb~
TRIES IN ANY CAS~ Ta ORGANIZF THE CAlCULATT(~S IN





"~l : NlRE+l ..
IMAX: MAXIMUM ENERGY OEGPADATICf\ Tf\ TEP~S CF
E"lERGY GROUPS (=2 FOR SIMPLE SCATTERING
INTO THE ACJACENT GPOUP).
ICOS: NUMBFR OF ANGULAR GRID POINTS OF THE S(~C
OATA ON KEDAK.
NIV : NUMBER CF ~NERGY GRID P(I~TS CF T~E S(~(
DAT A ON KECAK.
NMAX: MAXI~U~ NU~BER OF ENFRGY (Plr POINTS WITHIN
UNE FNFRGY GROUP FOR THE [AlA TYPES SG1,
SGN CR ~UEl G~ KEDAK.
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Nl~ ~AXIMUM NUMBER OF ENER I~TERVAl~ IN [NF
SURGROUP lIMES ~AXI"'U~ J\Up.lBFR llF SIJBGf<[UPS
PER GROUP ..
IZV : MAX{4,T~AX*NMIJ ..
BUF"1AX(2+IMAX*NIM,NTOn, WHERF NTtlT IS H-E
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF nATA POINTS WITHIN (J\E
GROUP FCR THE TYPES SGT, SGN ONO ~UEl (litt
THREE CONSIDERED AS !l. JOINT prPH Sr:::T) Cf\!
KFIlAK ..
10 NO SPACE FOR DAlA ARRAYS REQUIRFO.
T~E REGION PARAM~TE~ ON THE J8B CARO IS THE SU~ CF
-~AXT~U~ lENGTH UF oaTA ARRAYS,
-11CK BYTES FOR TH~ ~IGROS PROGRA~,
-f3UFFER·lENGTH.
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2.2 Description of the output
Each computational module prints the results. An explanation oi the symbols
is given in table V.
Besides the printed output an unformatted output on unit 3 is provided. The
arrangement of this output is described in table VI. The unformatted output
of MIGR~S serves as input for the program MITRA, /3/. MITRA checks the results
of MIGR~S and transforms them into an input of GRUMA, /4/, the management
program for the group constant library GRUBA, /4/.
Table V
Table VI
Symbols used ~n the printed output of MIGR0S-3.










SIGMA G Iaverage group cross section for infinite dilution.
radiative capture
SIGMA N Iaverage group cross section for infinite dilution.
elastic scattering
SIGMA F laverage group cross section for infinite dilution,
fission





SIGMATI ISIGM G + SIGMA N + SIGMA F








self shielding factors for
current weighted resonance






































SIGMANI I identical with SIGMA N
SIGMATI I SIGMA G + SIGMA N + SIGMA F



























Tamperatures are given in K, group boundaries in eV, cross sections in barns
Table V, cont.
Module 3
I Symbol I content defined byformula requiredKEDAK-types




. i elastic scatteringaverage group cro~~s sectlons























(J • ~e e
I,
'> (9.7)







current-weighted resonance self-shielding factor for
CJ • ~e e
current-weighted total resonance self-shielding factor
(9.10)
(9.9)
SIGO I background cross section CJ
o
Group boundaries are given eV, cross sections in barns
+
To SIGMA A the KEDAK type SGA I) • In the case of Hss





















. f <sect10n or
fission
inelastic scattering













average eosine of elastic scattering












If group averages of other types of cross sections available on KEDAK are calculated, averages
the sense of formula (3.1) are calculated. The names are the same as the names of the underlying
KEDAK-types. Cross sections are given in barns.
If SGN for the material Hbb01 is calculated, also a type STR is calculated, which correspond
to formula (3.6).
+)Definition of the absorption cross section (KEDAK-type SGA; compare /5/):








transfer probabilities for inelastic scattering
transfer probabilities for (n,2n)-reactions
transfer probabilities for (n,3n)-reactions
defined by underlying
formula KEDAK-type
(6. 21. I) to- IS~T I, SGIZ,
gether with SGIZC, SGI,
(6.21.2), SEDIC
(6. 14) and
(6. 20. I) wi th
(6.20) and
(6.20.2) I I N.
N
w
(6.23) I SG2N. SED2N,
IS0TI
(6.23), where SG3N. SED3N,
(n,2n) has to IS0TI
be replaced
by (n,3n)
In the first column the numbers of the outscattering groups are printed. The numbers above








SGNCI stI moment SGNC
ndSGNC2 2 moment of the elastic scattering matrix SGN
rdSGNC3 3 moment normalized to the total elastic (7.2) MUEL
th cross sectionSGNC4 4 moment SGT
thSGNC5 5 moment
~
SGN total elastic group cross section (7. I) SGN
MUEL group-averaged mean elastic-scattering eosine (7.3) SGNC
SGN
MUEL











Symbol content defined by required
formula KEDAK-types
I/V I/v-group averages in [sec/c~ (11.1) -
Module 9
Symbol content defined by required
fOrIDula KEDAK-types
SGT average total crolss section (8. I ) SGT
SGN average elastic-seattering cross seetion (8. I) SGN
MUEL average eosine of elas scattering (8.2) MUEL
FLUX average flux (weighting funet - -
SGNCn the n-th legendre~ moment for elastic scattering (8.3) SGN SGNC
Cross sec are given barns, the legendre moments are normalized to the total elast






In this module the group constants for the thermal group are calculated. The same types











o • 'MIGR---- I
n • material name. temperature in IK/. number of the




n • SIGMA G. SIGMA N. SIGMA F. SIGMA NI, SIGMATl
n , SIGMA 0, FG, FN, FF, FNl, FTI
for all SIGMA O-values
n lS an I x 4 and gives the number of succeeding 4-byte words in the
record. The material names are 8-byte alphanumerical words. AJl other
words are REAL~4. The 8-byte alphanumeric words are counted as two words







in the label names must be interpreted as blank.
o , I FSTAT--- ,
n , material name, temperature in IK/, number of the
energy group. lower group boundary ln /eV/, upper
group boundary l.n leV I.
n • SIGMA G. SIGMA N, SIGMA F. SIGMANI. SIGMATl
n • SIGMA 0, FG, FN, FF. FNI, FTI




Ist record: 0, I STRK----




5, material name (8 Byte), number of the energy group+)
lower group boundary measured in eV, upper group boundary
measured in eV.
for non-fissionable materials
5, SIGMA A, SIGMA N, SIGMA NOI, SIGMA NI, SIGMA TI
for fissionable materials
6, SIGMA C, SIGMA N, SIGMA F, SIGMA NOI, SIGMA NI, SIGMA TI
for non-fissionable materials
6, SIGO, FA, FN, FNOI, FNI. FTI
for fissionable materials
7, SIGO, FC, FN, FF, FNOI, FNI, FTI
record 4 is repeated for all SIGO values.
+) . . . . h b hAn ~nternal numerat~on ~s used. The group w1th t e greatest num er as
the highest energy boundaries.
Module 4
n , highest energy group (lowest number), lowest
energy group
n , material name, name of reaction type (S-byte,
alphanumeric)
n , group constant of the type defined by the 3rd
word in the 3rd record. for all energy groups,
specified by the 2nd record. The values are











Module 5 s labelled on unit 3 for inelastic-




produced for (n.2n)- or
thethe fol ... vw ... ,,,,,
is given first. The
added in
o , 'SMT~T---'('SMT~T2N-I; 'SMT~T3N-')




n material name, total number of outscatter groups
the matrix PR~BSGI (PR0BSG2N; PR~BSG3N) in the sense.
that the first element deseribes scattering within the
group. the second element deseribes seat
the neighbouring group etc.
repeated for all outscattering groups.
into
Module 6
Ist record: o 'FLUM----'
groups. number2nd record:
3rd record:
n • material name, number of outscatter
of Legendre moments.
n • number of the outscattering groups. group averaged
total elastic cross section, group averaged eosine
for elastic seattering. group averaged w~-weighted
total cross sections. t '" O. number of Legendre
moments~
4th record:
repeated for all outseattering groups.
n • number of the Legendre moment. number of the outscattering
group. matrix elementsSGNCi (i '" number of the moment)
arranged in the sense that the first word describes
seattering within the group. the next one seat
into the neighbouring group etc.
repeated for all outseattering groups (for a certain
Legendre moment)
repeated for all Legendre moments.
Module 7
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n • material name, energy of the fission-induc
neutron in eV, number of the lowest energy
group, number of the highest energy group.
n • CHI for all groups specified in the 2nd record.









o , 's I/V---- I
n , I/V-values for all energy groups defined by the
group boundaries in the input, arranged with increasing
energy and decreasing group numbers.
Ist record: 0 , 'REM@----'
2nd record: n material name, total number of outscattering groups,
total number of Legnedre moments.
3rd record: n , number of the outscattering group, number of sub-
groups :Ln the outscattering group, number of
4th record:
intervals in one subg~oup (the same for all sub-
groups in one outscattering group), SGT for all
intervals in one group (product of the number of
subgroups and the number of intervals in one sub-
group) arranged with increasing energy, SGN for
all intervals in one group, MUEL for all intervals
in one group, FLUX for all intervals in one group.
repeated for all outscattering groups.
n , number of the Legendre moment, number of the out-
scattering group, SGNCi (i = Legendre moment) for
all intervals in one group arranged in the sense
that first the elements describing scattering within
the group, then the elements describing scattering
into the neighbouring group etc. are stored.
repeated for all outscattering groups (far a fixed Legendre moment)








n material name. name of the reaction type, number
of the thermal group.
n • value of the group constant specified 1n the 2nd record.
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3. The calculation of
- 3. I -
group averages for infinite dilution (from tabulated
neutron data), Module 4
3. I The difference between module 4 in MIGROS-2 and in MIGROS-3 is a more
exaet method of integration. Again the integration 1n the averages is
done by a trapezoidal rule but the integration points are as weIl the
energy points at whieh the nuclear data used in the numerator or eventual
denominator integral are tabulated on the KEDAK library as the group
boundaries as the energy points at which the weighting function is tabulated.
The values of the weighting function are linearly interpolated at the
energy points of the nuclear data from KEDAK and at the energy group
boundaries. and the nuclear data are also linearly interpolated at the
energy points of the weighting function and at the energy group boundaries.
In the ease of a weighting function given as analytical funetion the inte-
gration intervals are given by the energy points of all used nuclear data
on KEDAK and the group boundaries. Each interval is divided into three
equal parts and the integration is done. Then the integration is repeated
once more in the interval now divided into six equal parts. If the re--
sults of these two subsequent integrations have a relative deviation
greater than I %, the interval is now divided into twelf equal parts, the
integration is done and the precision is tested once more and so on. If
the relative error is less than or equal to I % the result of the last
integration is taken and the next interval is regarded.
3.2 The average group cross sections are defined by
k
ax,g






x = neutron reaction (n,x)
g = energy group
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F(E) is a weighting function given by the input. Normally
a slowly varying collision density is used. so that formula (3. I)
defines the average group cross section for infinite dilution. The
average group cross sections for all types of neutron reactions are
calculated by formula (3. I) except:
- the average COS1ne of the elastic scattering
k-
j.J e,g
f k(I (E) • k o (E)' "F(E)dE
(g) e e..
f k o (E) • F(E)dE
(g) e
(3.2)




f kv(E) • kOf(E) • F(E)dE
(g)






- the average a-value
J k o (E) • F(E)dE
(g) Y
J kof(E) • F(E)dE
(g)
Y radiative capture







For which type of neutron reaction an average cross section shall be
ca leu la ted ean be choosen by . There must be 10n available
the KEDAK U If the +)on react types G and G
f
are glven In thea
t , the type G '" G - G f 1S automatical caleulated.e a









1S calculated for hydrogen. This group average can be used for the
production of the elastic scattering matrix.
3.3 The following subroutines are necessary
SUBROUTINE SUND (MM, ENG, NFE, REFE, EFE, ITYP, ITNAM, SGC, DUE,
XINTE, ZINT, XNEN, STREU, LDIM, LDIMP, SE, FSE)










Number of energy group boundaries
I
one-dimensional field containing the energy group
boundaries in [eV] I
number of points of the neutron flux densit~
'" I. if the function PHI(E) is used,
one-dimensional field containing the energy
points of the weighting function in leVI.
one-dimensional field containing the weighting
function,
number of cross section types,
one-dimensional field containing the names of
the reaction types for which the weighted
group averages shall be calculated,
dimension of the following fields SE and FSE
which is max (1500, number of oe(E) values
on KEDAK, number of of(E) values on KEDAK
in all regarded energy groups).
+ a .d) + o(n,o) 1I1
o (KEDAK-type SGA) 18 defined on KEDAKa
+)The absorption cross section
In the following way:
° '" a(n,y) + o(n,f) + o(n,p)a
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The following parameters are working fields used by the subroutine SUND
SGC, DUE, XINTE, ZINT, XNEN, STREU
the length MM;
one-dimensional fields of
SE, FSE one-dimensional fields of the length 1DIM which are
used for the calculation of k~ and kVg containingk e,g
the energies and Ge(E) or the kGf(E) respectively.
The following parameter is calculated 1n SUND
1DIMP: 0, if the length of the working fields dimensioned
with 1DIM 1S sufficient;
n. number by which 1DIM should be increased,
The subroutine SUND calls GRUP and F1.
on
SUBROUTINE GRUP (I. 11, M, ENG, SE, FSE. SF, MOD)
The subroutine GRUP 1S used only for the calculation of kv • Becauseg
KEDAK the Gf-values start to be greater zero at a higher energy than
the v-values. it is not possible to calculate v with formula (3.3)g
1n the lower energy region. A way out of this 1S to set Gf internally
1n this module equal to a positive value (I.E20) for all energies with
Gf = 0 on KEDAK. The task of subroutine GRUP is to reset Gf from
I.E20 to O. if Gf was not set in the entire actual energy group equal
to I.E20, that means. if Gf is not zero on KEDAK in the entire energy group.








Index of the lower energy group boundary in field ENG,
beginning index in the field SE for the actual energy group,
length of the field SE,
one-dimensional field containing the energy group boundaries
j
one-dimensional field containing the energy points of
kGf from KEDAK,
kone-dimensional field containing the Gf values from KEDAK,




o field SE contains the original G
f
values from KEDAK
field SE contains the modified 0f values (zero modified
to 1. E20) .
SUBROUTINE FL (EFE1, EFE2. REFEI, REFE2, E, ERG)
The task of FL is to realize the linear interpolation of the weighting
function and the eross seetions from KEDAK to th(· boundari-"s of
the integration interval.
The following parameters are defined by SUND.
EFEI Value of the lower interpolation base
I
EFE2 value of the higher interpolation base,
REFEI energy point of EFEI I
REFE2 energy point of EFE2
j
E ene!rgy point of the value to be ealeulated
The following parameter ~s filled by FL.
ERG Interpolated value to energy E.
111 B. Goel, B. Krieg,





4, The calculation of weighted average group cross sßctions for infinite
dilution and of energy resonance self shielding factors from
resolved resonance parameters. Module 1.
4.1 Flux-weighted energy resonance self shielding factors are
calculated for capture, fission and elastic scattering.
They are defined as
k = isotope
x = neutron reaction (n.x)
g = energy group
T = temperature 1n K





lS the microscopic effective cross section.
The "eighting function F(E) is the collision density and is
assurned to have no resonance structure in the NR-approximation.
F(E) 18 the weighting function defined by the input.
(See Card 4 of the input description.)
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The average 15 defined a5
<'irE) )
~here ~Eg 15 the group ~idth of group g .
The current-~eighted resonance self-shielding factors are calculated
for elastic scattering and for the total neutron reaction
~here
( 4 .4 )






Therefore the denominators of (4.1) and (4.3) may be replaced by (4.6).
k 00
Normally a 1S independent of temperature, but in cases when only
x,g
few resonances are within an energy group, and the group boundary
k co
cuts the wings of an important resonance, a may be temperature
x,g
dependent.
The averages of (4.2), (4.4) and (4.6) are calculated by numerical
integration. The microscopic cross sections a (E) are calculated
x
from resonance parameters by a Breit-Wigner single level formula.*
R
I 0x (E/ Er / T)
r"==1
r = resonance
R = number of resonances taken into account
E = resonance energy
r
(4.8a)
for radiative capture and fission,
~ (the index for the isotope will be neglected)
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and far elastic scattering
Oe (EI Er-/ T) = Eft (E; Er, T) - I f\ (EI Er; T) (4.8c)
X
















. f for t O. 1
R' effective radius of the nucleus









I I for i
Ll+(R'/~)~
0.1 neutron width
For resonances at negative resonance energies the KEDAK file contains the












For T + 0, that means 8 + 00, one obtains the unbroadened resonance profiles
w(G + 00, x) =
x
X(8 + 00, x)
lt should be pointed out that eqs. (4.9) - (4.13) and some of the definitions
beloweq. (4.13) supersede those given in the original description of
MIGROS-2 (H. Huschke, ß. Krieg, KFK 1784).
Corresponding changes have been made in the subprograms WIRQ and WIRQU in
order to improve the accuracy of cross section calculations between reso-
nances and in the thermal region. These changes refer to the energy de-
pendences of f (hence f), ß and 0 , which are now fully taken into
n p
account.
4.2 The method of integration for the averages 1n (4.2), (4.4)
and (4.6)
The expressions (4.2), (4.4) and (4.6) are calculated by numerical inte-
gration. The trapezoidal rule is used. To keep the number of integration
points as small as possible the integration points are not taken as
equidistant. This is necessary, because the calculation of the function
values is very time consuming. To be sure that the resonances are not
lost during the integration, the resonance energies are chosen as inte-
gration points. Let X. be the integration points and Y. the corresponding
1 1
function values. Then the integration algorithm can be described in the
following way:
- 4.7 -
First st~ Initial abscissa and ordinate vectors are defined as
XO ° ° ° XO Xc) (Eg+ I '(X I ' X2 , X3 " . , "" E E E E )n-I' r, I ' 2 ' ••• r,n-2'n r, g
yO 0 0 0 0 yO)
(Y I ' Y2
, Y3 '" , Y I'n- n
with
Eg+1 lower group limi t,
E upper group limit,g
Er,i' resonance energy of i-th resonance 1.n
energy group g,
Y?
0 F(E) the integrand function,and "" F(X.), where Y "" 1.S1. 1.
Second step: The center of the first interval 1.S added to the grid points,
and new abscissa and ordinate vectors are defined accordingly,
Xl I I I xl ) 0 l(xO + 0 0 Xo)(X I ' X2
, X3 ' , , , "" (X 1' XZ), X2 ' , , ,n+1 Z I n '
y l I I I y I ) 0 I 0 yO),= (Y I ' Y2' Y3' ... (Y I' F(XZ)' Yz' ...n+1 n
[I I'
Furthermore one calculates the contributions from the interval ~I' XzJ to
trapezoidal-rule integral with and without the newly-inserted grid point,
1 I 1 (Xl 1a "" -(Y + Y I) - XI)'z 2 2
i-I Y i) (Xl - XI)b "2(Y2 + 1 Z I
"Ti th
- I = 2(y I IY2 2 3 + YI )·





is fulfilled twice in succession. To be specific let the condition (4.18) be
fulfilled after m-I and again after m applications of the second step, the
last application yielding
- 4.8 -
xm m m rn Xm ) (Xrn- I I (Xrn-I Xm- I ) rn-I rn-I(XI • X2 • X3 • .•• '" + X2 •••• Xn+m- I ),n+rn I • 2 I 2 '
ym m m m yrn ) (ym-I m rn-I rn-I(Y 1' Y7' Y3' ... '" F(X2), y2 • .•• Yn+rn-I)'... n+rn 1 •





Third step: One calculates the contributions with and without the last inserted
grid point from the interval [x~. x~ •




b '" J..(ym + ym) (X
m _ Xm)2 3 2 3 2
with ym '" ...! (ym ID2 2 3 + YI)'
If the condi don
1S fulfilled the integral over the interval [x7. x~J 1S taken as
I '" l(ym + ym) (~ _ Xm)
1 2 3 1 3 1
(4.19)
and the whole algorithm 1S now applied to the remaining interval [Km
3
• XID Jn+m
starting with the ordinate vector
Xo (Xo XO'" 1 ' 2' ••• Xo ) (X
ID Xm tu)n+m-2 '" 3' 4···· n+m'
If the criterion (4.10) 1S not satisfied the integral over the interval
[x~. xr;J i staken as
and the algori thm is repeated in the remaining interval [xm2 • X






The algorithm is repeated until the integration over the total energy





I .• where N ~s the number of repetitions of the algorithm.
~
4.3 For the calculation of energy resonance self shielding factors and
average weighted group constants from resolved resonance parameters
the following subroutine are used:
FGEM (NS. SIGO. NE. ENG. NEF. ES. F. NT, TEMP, PR, NMR, NFST, SUM,
SUO, IRE, IREP, ER, L, GJ. GAT, GAN, GAG, GAF. ISTE, ISTEP, STE, STEl)
In this subroutine the input of the nuclear data from the Karlsruhe
nuclear data library KEDAK and the output of the f-factors and tbe
average cross sections is organized. Also the integration algorithm









number of a -values.
o
one-dimensional field containing the a -values
o
Lbarn J.
number of the group boundaries.
one-dimensional field containing tbe group
boundaries L eV J .
number of energy points of the weighting spectrum.
one-dimensional field containing the energy points
cf the weighting spectrum L eV J.
one-dimensional field containing the weighting.










one-dimensional field containing the temperatures
L KJ.
error limit E, as defined 1n (4.18).
R/2 as defined 1n (4.7).
length of working fields, should be longer than
the number of resonances for one isotope.
length of a working field for integration, should
be longer than the number of integration points
necessary for the integration of effective group
cross sections within one group.
SUM(NS,7), SUO (NE,3), ER (IRE), GJ (IRE), GAT (IRE), GAN (IRE),
GAG (IRE), GAF (IRE), STE (5, ISTE), STE1(ISTE)




number of the first energy group, for which f-factors
can be calculated only from statistical resonance
parameters. This parameter is important only, if the
f-factors are calculated for an energy range,
covering both, the range of resolved and the range
of unresolved resonances.
0, if the length of the working fields dimensioned
with IRE is sufficient.
n number, by which IRE should be increased.
0, if the length of the working field dimensioned
with ISTE lS sufficient.
n number, by which ISTE should be increased.
Information is also transferred by the unlabeled CO~~ON. It lS
described in chapter 1.
A description of the output lS given 1n chapter 1.
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WIRQ (INR. E. SF, SG. ST. IRE. ER. GJ. GAN. GAT. GAF, L, GAG. T, A. R.
RLA)
In this subroutine the contribution of one resonance to the energy
dependent cross section at a given energy is calculated by a Breit-
Wigner single level formula.















nlli~ber of the resonance (all resonances of an
isotope are numbered with increasing resonance
energies).
energy, L eV J.
one-dimensional field containing the resonance
energies for one isotope, C eV J.
must be greater or equal to the number of
resonances for one isotope.
one dimensional field containing the statistical
parameters g. for all resonances of one isotope.
J
one dimensional field containing the neutron
half widths for all resonances of one isotope. LeV-l.
one dimensional field containing the total half
widths for all resonances of one isotope. ["eVJ.
one dimensional field containing the fission.
widths for all resonances of one isotope, C eV J .
one dimensional field containing the neutron
angular momentum for all resonances of one
isotope.
one dimensional field containing the capture
widths for all resonances of one isotope, L eV J.
temperature inK.
atomic weight.
radius of the nucleus,[lbarn~
reduced neutron wave length,!lbarn. ;e-~
-4.12-




contribution to the fission cross section at the
energy E from the resonance wi th number INR, L barn J.
contribution to the capture cross sections at the
energy E from the resonance wi th number INR L barn ].
contribution to the total resonance cross section
at the energy E from the resonance with number
INR, [barn J.
WIRQU (NR1, E, SIFG, SIGG, SIGT, NR, IRE, ER, GJ. GAN, GAT. GAF, L,
GAG, T. A, R, RLA. NMIN)
In this subroutine the sum of the contribution to the cross section
at the energy E from all resonances, that are taken into account,
1S performed.










the number of the resonance belonging to the first
resonance energy that is greater than the higher
energy limit of the actual energy group.
All resonances of an isotope are numbered with
increasing resonance energies).
energy L eV J.
maximuw number of resonances for one isotope.
must be greater or equal to NR.
one-dimensional field containing the resonance
energies for one isotope.
one-dimensional field containing the statistical
parameters gj for all resonances of one isotop~.
one-dimensional field containing the neutron half
widths for all resonances of onf" isotope L eV ].
one-dimensional field containing the total half
widths for all resonances of one isotope. L eV J .
one-dimensional field containing the fission









one-dimensional field containing the neutron angular
momentum for resonances of one isotope.
one dimensional field containing the capture
widths for all resonances of one isotope. L eV J.
temperature in K.
atomic weieht.
radius of the nucleus in[lbarnJ
reduced .neutron wave length ~ [lbarn . ;;;VJ
the number of resonances at higher and at lower
resonance energies than the energy E~ that are
taken into account for the calculation of the
cross sections at the energy E.




fission cross section at the energy E t ~barnJ.
radiative-capture cross section at the energy E t Lharn J.
total cross section at the energy E, Lbarn J.
STOSS (E 1, E2, E3, F 1 ,F2. F3 ~ NFE, ES t F)
In this subroutine the macroscoplC weighting function (collision
density) at the energies El, E2, E3 is calculated either from an
energy point wise given weighting function by interpolation or
from a function PHI(E). As standard PHI(E) = l/E is used.





enerpes ln L eV J.
number of energy points of the weighting spectrum.
If NFE = o,l J the standard PHI(E) = l/E is used.
one-dimensional field containing the energy
points of the weighting spectrum L eV J.
one-dimensional field containing the weighting
spectrum.
- 4.14 -
The folloving paramters are calculated 1n this subroutine:
F1. F2. F3 veigbting spectrum at the energ1es E1. E2. E3.
PSIXI (x. T. U. v) /1/. /2/.
In this subroutine the functions (4.11) and (4.12) are calculated.




is defined as l~} 2» vhere e 1.S g1ven 1.n (4.13).







/1/ H. Späth t INR-Arbeitsbericht t private Communication.
/2/ C. Chiarella t A. Reichel
On the Evaluation of Integrals Related to the Error Function
Math. of Computation 22 t 1968 t p. 137 - 143.
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5. The calculation of average group cross sections for infinit'l~
dilution and of energy resonance self shielding factors from
statistical resonance parameters. Module 2
The ma1n change 1n module 2 compared to the description given 1n 131 concerns
s s s s s sthe calculation of the statistical mean values r J( ß. 8) and rJ( ß, 8). In
x
the former version of the programme analytic approximations were used for the




are in all cases calculated by numerical integration.
more time consuming it was preferred, as the results
. ~E
r
(compare formulas (5.28) to
sr J(s8,sß) aad srJ(sr,sß)
x





In the new version of the module
of the original programme showed deviations from the expected trend of the
resonance self shielding factors as function of the temperature. which were
removed by use of the modified programme.
S.I The flux weighted resonance self shielding factors are calculated for radia-







= microscopic effective group cross section (group cross section for a
certain background cross section 00 and a certain temperature T)
= isotope
= neutron reaction (n,x)
= energy group
temperature in K
= background cross section 1n barns.
The following approximation is used:









The microscopic effective group cross section may be represented
by
~. lS a slowly vary1ng. resonance free flux density at
J
the energy E., normally approximated by a collision
J
density (The weighting function defined by the input is used.
See card 4 of the input description.)






is the effective cross section in the energy interval
~. around E. belonging to energy group g) for the temperature T
J J
and the background cross section 0 •o
The 0 (E.) are slowly varying with energy when calculated from
x.g J
statistical resonance parameters. The group average of (5.4) is
therefore performed in the following approximate way
where for the E. are chosen. the upper and the lower group
J
boundary of group g. E and E "and (E + E ,)/2.g g+ g g+
lS glven by (5.3).
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a (Eo) lS composed of the contributions of all resonance serles sx,g J •
for radiative capture and fission, and
sa (Eo) is the total resonance cross section, (c = radiative capture,
r,g J
f = fission).
The current ~eighted resonanee self shielding faetors are ealeulated





The mieroseopic effeetive cross section for the neutron reaction (n,x)
in the energy group g may be ~itten as :
- 5.4 -
I A. .. Q (E·).L1E.j '1<-flJ 1 x,g J J






,t j lS a slowly varylng, resonance free current density, normaly
approximated by a collision density. (In the programme the weighting function
defined by the input iso use~; card 4 of the input description.)
~or (5.10) the same approximation for averaging as for (5.5) is used.
'
0 (E.) is composed of the contributions of the single resonance
x,g J
series s.
The effective resonance cross section at the energy E. and the
J
series s is calculated by a theory, first developed by R. Froelich /i/.
/2/ and modified by H. Huschke. This modified theory is given in
appendix I of /3/ •
. for fission and capture
- 5.5 -
and
for the total resonance cross section.
Sr width for the neutron reaction (n,x) and the resonancex
serles s
Sr total width for the resonance series s.
00. J L({ ~ X)





k = Boltzmann constant
E = energy






(\ = arctg 1 for 1 = 0,1 ; °2 11:: --- arctg (- )<i\: *" 1; 3-(~) 2
R = effective radius of the nucleus
'* = reduced neutron wave length
sn- = average level distance for the resonance serles s.
00
[:] = J r. J .S~ (r;, ).SFr (S[f) ir;, irr
o
where SF (Sr) is the distribution of the neutron width of the
n n
resonance serles sand sFf(sr
f
) is the distribution of the
fission width of the resonance series s.
(5.18)
average cross section of the neutron reaction
(n,x) for the serles s (See formula (5.28)
average resonance cross section of the
series s. (See formula (5.33»
)
with
~) <y(E» = ~i Iy(E)dE
llE
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the average background cross section.
L
t
is the total cross section of the mixture.
5




There must be noted that the expression (5.24) for the correction
is only correct for Doppler broadened resonances, so that
r/ö « 1. The formalism cannot be used for the natural line
shape of the resonances.
Y!2
D(D) = 1 \" cos [ IrrrJe + ).J.D 5/yz 41rJe? et'p[Y!} (COS 41(df-1)J (5.25)
J) L y Z]) }J J 2 D \' )J
X=-1
with \) = 10.
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To calculate the current weighted effective cross sections for the·
resonance ser~es s, an approximation of H. Huschke* is used. That
means, that the current weighted effective cross section can be
calculated by the formulas (5.13) to (5.25), when <at> is replaced
/2 . al s. {s s}/by <at> . Th~s so means, that a ff 1S replaced by a ff-< a > 2.p,e p,e r
~
The average level distance D for the resonance series s at the
energy E is g~ven by
5D=oSD·
oSn average level distance of resonance ser1es s for low





binding energy of the last neutron 1n the compound nucleus
in MeV.
E energy in MeV.
The statistical mean values of s~.J(sß, se) are
calculated by numerical integration. For the distribution of the
neutron half widths Fn(r
n
) and the fission half widths Ff(rf )
2. .. dX -d1str1but10n are use .
v degree of freedom
G here is the r-function
see appendix 11 of /3/.
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The average cross sections of the neutron reaction (n,x) for the
resonance series s are given by
with
and
l 1rz +7- 5/11 , S5






ÖR, =- - are tg(- •'= 'X
3 1L
R " )°2 =- - are tg(" 3_(~2
"
for R. ... 0, land
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The 58 are calculated by numerical integration with the x2-
x
distributions defined in (5.27)
The average neutron half widths are calculated from the reduced
average neutron half widths
(5.31)





v "" (R 1',,)
4
2 (R 1*)4+3 (R !,.. ) 2+9
The average group cross sections for infinite dilution are calculated
in the following way:
(s.32)
for capture and fission,
(5.33)
for elastic scattering, where <1>. is the weighting function(nrovided by the input) a~
J
the group boundaries and in the middle of the group.
- 5.11 ~
5.2 The numerical procedure 1n calculating the statistical averages.





where f(r) is a function, which depends onr, F(r) is a probability
distribution. F(r) is a X2-distribution of the degree of freedorn v.
The procedure of integration is the following. The whole range of
integration is divided into n intervals so that
for all intervals i=1,n (5.35)
In the interval 1 the average r. lS calculated
1
'7t1J r.F(r)dr















The integral (5.34) then is approximated by
M 0+1 VI
fCr)=jfrr.y,'J.j Fcr)Jr=~ I f(r·x i )
j =1 (7 /=-1
I
This approximation reproducesrexactly
11 V)- 12- -12rr =- r·x·-- .J1 I J1 I
i~1 i~~




In the same way the statistical averages of the type
00 00











5.3 For the calculation of energy resonance self shielding factors
and average group constants from statistical resonance
parameters the folloving subroutines are used:
FSTAT (MI. SIGO. J. ENG. NFE. REFE. EFE. MT. TEMP. SE. SM. XEUGZ)
In this subroutine the average group cross sections and the energy
resonance self shielding factors are calculated from statistical
parameters residing on the KEDAK-file. After the subroutine QUER
has calculated the microscopic average cross sections and the
effective microscopic cross sections at three energy points E
numerical integration is performed and the average group cross
sections and the self shielding factors are printed on paper and









number of values of the background cross section cr o
one-dimensional field containing the background
cross sections Cbarns].
number of energy group limits
one-dimensional field containing the energy ~roup
limits 1n L eV _7 .
number of points of the collision density/
o or 1. if the function PHI(E) = l/E is used.
one-dimensional field containing the energy points
of the collision densi ty in L eV J .
one-dimensional field containing the flux density
for all energy points 1n REFE .






one-dimensional field containing the temperatures
Kl.
three-dimensional field which ~s calculated ~n
the subroutine QUER.
three-dimensional field which ~s calculated in
the subroutine QUER.
two-dimensional field containing the resonance
self shielding factors for all 0 -values .
o
The first index indicates the reaction type
1: radiative capture. flux-weighted
2: elastic scattering, flux-weighted
3: fission, flux--weighted
4: elastic scattering, current-weighted
5: total, current-weighted
A description of the C0~N and of the output ~s given ~n chapters 1
and 2.
QUER (E, TT. N, SE, SM, ~iYN. FXNY, DEL, RQU, CHI, DN, EBI, XA, XL,
GN, GG. NEY, EY, GFA, GI, IT, MI, SIGO, NEXTGR~ ENEXT. INEXT. SSSSNE)
In this subroutine the effective microscopic cross sections for the
resonance serles s at the energy E as defined by equation (5.13)
and (5.14) are calculated. Also the effective microscopic cross
sections at the energy E including the contributions of all
resonance series s as defined by the equations (5.6), (5.7), (5.11) and





energy ln ~eV.], at which the effective cross
section should be calculated
temperature ln L K. ] •
n-th energy point within an energy group at which
the microscopic effective cross sections are

















one-dimensional field containing the v • the degree
2. .. n
of freedom of the X -dlstrlbutlons for the neutron
width, for all resonance series s (5 < 10) .
one-dimensional eId containing the vf' the degree
of freedom of the X2-distribution for the fission
width, for all resonance series.
6
(4kjA) 10, k = Boltzmann constant 1n LeVj KJ,
A = mass number.
R
2 LbarnJ. R = effective radius cf the nucleus.
2-dimensional field, containing the X. as defined
1
in equation (5.37) for ~everal d~grees cf freedom
2. . . ( 3 4)for the X -dlstr1but1on n = 25, v = 1, 2, , .
one-dimensional field containing the average
. 1 . oSD flevel d1stance at ow energ1cs or all
resonance series s (s ~ 10) L meV J.
binding energy of the last neutron in the compound
nucleus L eV J
22'
A = E·* L eV barnJo .
one-dimensional field containing the quantum
numbers I for the angular momentum in all
resonanee ser1es.
one-dimensional field eontaining the average
-0 3
redueed neutron widths r . 10 for all resonanee
n. -r o . [V 1/2 Jser1es. n 1n e
one-dimensional field eontaining the average
eapture widths for all resonance series in ~meV-7.
number of energy points, for whieh the fission
widths are tabulated on the KEDAK-library.
one-dimensional field eontaining the energy
points, for whieh the fission widths are read
from the nuelear data library L eV J; maximum
number of points 15 199.
two dimensional field containing the average
fission widths at the energ1es EY for all
resonance series in L meVJ
I
first parameter for the seriesl
secemd parameter for the energy points.
GI ( 10)
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parameter 2(21+1) for all resonance series. (J=spin of the
compound nucleua. I-sp~f the target nucleus.)
number of resonance series
number of values of the background cross
section (J •
o
one-dimensional field containing the values of
the background cross sections.
The following parameters are calculated 1.n the subroutine
SE(3,5 ,MI) three-dimensional field containing the micros-
COp1.C effective group cross seetion in Ibarn I,
first index for energy I
second index for the reaction type.
1: capture, see formula (5.6)
2: elastic scattering, see formula (5.7)
3: fission, see formula (5.6)
4: elastic scattering, see formula (5.11)
5: total, see formula (5.12)
SM( 3 ,5 ,MI)
third index for the background cross section 0
0
•
three-dimensional field containing the micros-
copic average ~ ..oup cross sections in ["barn J, as given by
tormulas (5.19), (5.28) and (5.30)
First index for energy,
second index for the reaction type as for SE)
third index for the background cross section (Jo J
(not significant, because the average cross
section does not depend on (J ).
o
Only loeal variables are: NEXTGR. ENEXT, INEXT, SSSSNE
EZZ (E, NS, EZG, EZC, EZF, DRSG, DRFS, CHI, XNYN, FXNYN, GN, RQU,
XL, XA, GG, NEY, EY, GF)
In this subroutine the statistical mean values, defined by equation
(5.29) are caleulated.
The following parameters must be defined:
two-dimensional field containing the X. as
1
defined in equation (5.37) for several degrees
of freedom for the stribution (n = 25,
v = 1. 2, 3, 4).
one-dimensional field containing the v • the
n
degree of freedom of the X2-distribution for
the neutron half width, for all resonance
series s (s < 10)- .
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one-dimensional field containing the vf' the
degree of freedom of the X2-distribution for
the fission width, for all resonances.
one-dimensional field containing the average
-0 3
reduced neutron widths r . 10 for all
n
resonance series. fT: in L;ev J.
n
R2 L barn ]. R = effective radius of the nucleus.
one-dimensional field containing the quantum




= E' *2 L eV barn J .o
one-dimensional field containing the average
capture widths for all resonance series L meV J.
one-dimensional field containing the energy points,
for which the fission widths are read from the
nuclear data library [eV J; maximum number of
points is 199.
two-dimensional field containing the average
fission widths at the energles EY for all
resonance ser1es 1n L meV JJ
first index for the series/
second index for the energy points.
The following parameters are calculated 1n the subroutine:
EZG
EZC
defined by equation (5.32) of 13/. f()r capture, not used ~n
the present version of the programme.
defined by equation (5.31) of 13/; not used in the present





defined oy equation (S.~2) of /3/. for fiss
in the present version of the programme.
defined by equation (5.29), for capture.
defined by equation (5.29), for fission
not used
TAB (XT, XK, LG, DSJ, XABCJ, DJK)
In this subroutine the J(ß,e)-function and the derivatives :~ and
aJ
ae are calculated.
The following parameters must be defined:
r , rand t:. in LeVJ, (5.17),XT e = -
t:. k -5
XK k, where k 1.S defined by ß = 2 ·10 , ß 1.S defined
by (5.22) ,
LG 1 , if XABCJ is calculated
2, if DJK 1.S calculated
0, if DSJ 1.S calculated
negative, if XABCJ, DJK and DSJ are calculated
The following parameters are calculated by the subroutine:
XABCJ
DSJ






. th B = ::;>k. 10-5., W1. • _ _
SUCH (E. NSU,NEY. EY)
This 1.S an auxiliary subroutine
Besides the subroutines the following functions are necessary:
DMIT (E. NS, DN, EBI)
:>.19 -
In s function the average level stance at the energy E 15
calculated formula (5.
number of the resonance series
one-dimensional-field containing the oSD for all
resonance series s ~meV
binding energy EB of the last neutron 1.n the
compound nucleus eV J.








GAMN (E, NS, GN, RQU, XL, XA)
In this function the average neutron width at the energy E 1.S
calculated by the formula (5.31).
energy 1.n L eV J .
number of the resonance series.
one-dimensional field containing the quantum
numbers for the angular momentum for all
the reduced
for all





~meV J.resonance serles 1.n











*2' E in [eVobarq}, x 1S the neutron wave length.
:~, the average neutron half width at the energy E
n
for the resonance series NS L meV J .
GAMG (E, NS, GG)








number of the resonance ser1.es.
one-dimensional field containing the average
capture half width8 for all resonance series
in LmeV J.
average capture half widths at the energy- E for
the resonance series NS in L meV J.
GAFM (E, NS, NEY, EY, GF)
In this subroutine the average fission half width at the energy- E






POL (X, Xl, FX1)
energy- L eV J.
number of the resonance ser1.es.
one-dimensional field, containing the energies,
at which the average fission widths are
tabulated [eV J .
one-dimensional field, containing the tabulated
average fission widths in L meV J .
average fission width at the energy- E for the
resonance series NS in L meV]





argument, for which an arbitrary function should
be interpolated.
one-dimensional field, containing two arguments
of the function.
one-dimensional field, containing the values of
the function at the arguments Xl.
value of the function at X.
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EPSI (E T. NS, DN, EBI. DEL)








energy l.n L eV J.
temperature in [ K1.
number of resonance series.
one-dimensional field containing the oSD for all
resonance series s [" meV J.
binding energy E
B
of the last neutron ln the
compound nucleus L eV J.
(4k!A).106 , k = Boltzmann constantln LeV! K J,
A = mass number
DELTA (E, T, NS, DEL)





energy l.n L eV J.
temperature in L KJ,
number of resonance series.
4k 6A . 10 ; k = Boltzmann constant l.n L eV! KJ,
A = mass number.
PHASE (E, NS, XA, RQU, XL)
R
In this function cos 201 is calculated, where 01 = R/k - arctg *. 1.
R is the effective radius of the nucleus, * is the reduced neutron
wave length.
E energy ln L eV J.






numbers 1 for the angular moment um in all
resonance series ,
SIGC(E, NS, XA, GI, DN. EBI. GN, RQV, XL)
In this function the average r~diative capture cross section at the energy E










energy ln L eV J.
number of resonance serles.
11.
2 = E.j,2 l eV·barn].
o
one-dimensional field containing the statistical
2J+1
parameter 2(21+1) for all resonance series.
one-dimensional field containing the average
os
level distance at low energles D for all
resonance series in L meV] .
binding energy of the last neutron ln the compound
nucleus in l eV J
one-dimensional field containing the average
-- 3
reduced neutron widths r O • 10 for all resonance_ I n
series. r O in L eV 1 2 J.
2 n
R in L barn J. R = effective radius of the
nucleus.
one-dimensional field containing the quantum




of the (not selfexplaining) warnings, produced by module 2
xxx WARNING 2.04
Comment: To get a correct overlapping correction, fit!. should be
much smaller than one. Normally it is assumed, that
r It!. <: 0.5 is small enough. See the discussion following
formula (5.24).
KKX WARNING 2.05
Comment: For the calculation of the current weighted resonance self
shielding factors an approximation is used, which in some
cases is not valid for small 0o-values. (See also Appendix 11
formula (25) of /3/). In these cases a warning is produced
and the smallest ° -value, for which the applied approxi-o
mation is valid, is printed out.
xxx WARNING 2.06
Comment: The reason for this warning might be the same as in
xxx WARNING 2.04. If not, the formalisme for approximating
the overlapping correction is insufficient.
The warning is given, when the denominator in formula (5.14)
becomes negative. If the resulting So in (5.14) is smallr,g
against the contribution of all other resonance series,




Theorie der Dopplerkoeffizienten schneller Reaktoren unter
Berücksichtigung der gegenseitigen Abschirmung der Resonanzen.
KFK 361 (1965)
/2/ H. Huschke
Gruppenkonstanten für dampf- und natriumgekühlte Reaktoren 1n
einer 26-Gruppendarstellung.
KFK 110, p 2-1, (1968)
/3/ H. Huschke, B. Krieg
MIGR0S-2: A Program Written in FORTRAN for the Calculation




normalized transfer matrices for tic 8cattering.
Module 5.
6. I
Module 5 has been nearly completely rewritten for MIGR~S-3. The reasons
for were connected with the introduction of KEDAK 3,/1/. In
addition to the KEDAK-3-materia1s eva1uated at Kar1sruhe those materials
have to be processed the new module, that have been transferred from
ENDF/B,/2/ the code BRIGITTE./3/.
Information about new cross-section types (SGIZC, SEDIC, SED2N, SED3N)
18 lable on KEDAK 3 and is used in the new module 5. At the time,
when the first version of module 5, /4/, was written, these types did
not information and therefore were not taken account of in that
first ver of the module.
Moreover the numerical and code-procedures have been refined in
the MIGR0S-3-version.
The following po give the main differences in detail:
I.) The of KEDAK-2. /5/. that for one material the energy points,
at which the cross-sections are stored. are the same for all cross-
section has been given up on KEDAK-3 in order to save storage
on the nuclear data library. Especially for the calculation of transfer
matrices for inelastic scattering this means. that the excitation
cross-sections for the different discrete levels (SGIZ(E .•E» are no
J
stored at the same energy points E.
2.) On KEDAK-2 there were two clear1y separated energy regions in connection
with scattering: one region of low neutron incident energies.
discrete levels of the residual nucleus are excited and an
acent of higher neutron incident energies. by which continuous
levels of the residual nucleus are excited. On KEDAK-3 the energy
regions (regions of primary neutron energy), which are connected with
excitation of discrete or continuous levels of the residual nucleus
may over
- 6.2
3. ) In contrary to KEDAK-2 the nuclear 1 KEDAK-3 s energy
distr for the neutrons inelastic
seat processes. -react and -reactions
(types SEDle. SED2N. . Therefore the transfer
matrices can now be calculated th the information taken from the
nuclear data 1
4.) Three different opt are given to ehoose the approximation
by which the partial transfer matrix connected with the tation of
discrete levels of the residual nucleus is ealculated.
5.) The method of numer integration over the outscattering energy
group has been refined for the calculation of transfer probabilities.
that are in connect with discrete excitation levels of the residual
nucleus and for those. that are connected with the excitation of
continuous levels of the residual nucleus.
6.) The nuclear data are no longer kept in core storage for the entire





th /4/ the general formula for the calculation of the
inelastic scattering transfer probability from energy group g to energy
group h is given by
i, E
fg 4> ')dE '
Eg+1
(6. I)
Again E' is the energy of the incident neutron and E the energy of the scattered
neutron. kOi(E ' ) is the inelastic cross section of material k+) at energy E',
~(E') is the energy dependent neutron flux and P(E'+E) the probability
+)The index k will be omitted the following.
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neutron of energy E' produces asecondary neutron ofthat an
energy E inelastic scattering. (6.1) is valid for (n,2n)- and ,3n)-
processes as weIl.
In the programme to be deseribed for ~(EI) the weighting funetion given
by the (see BL0c2 in the input description, chapter 2) is inserted.
This funet (given by input) may be chosen by the user. In
general it will be a collision den8ity (F(E') • [teE') • ~(E'». where
Et(E') i8 the total cross-section of the material composition under
consideration and ~(E') the neutron flux. Weighting by F(E') instead of
weighting by ~ I) means that most of the energy dependent structure in
the weighting funetien i8 neglected. It has te be cODsidered however.
that for a11 materials the threshold for inelastic scattering lies above
the resonanee region of the heavy materials. (In the (200 - 300) energy
greup representation./6! ,the full energy dependenee of the total eross-seetion
of the material composition is taken into aeeount in the weighting flux q(E') ""
F (E ')
-'-=---'--. )
1: t (E I )
To make quite elear. that the weighting funetien supplied by the input, w(E'). ~s
used for the ealculation of the transfer probabilities formula (6.1) i8
rewr ten as
E











6.2.1 ~~l~ulation of the eartial inelastie transfer matrices eonnected with the- --------------- ----'-------------------------------------------------
exeitation of discrete levels oi the residual nueleus-----------------------------------------------------
For our ealculations we have to start from formula (6.1.1). The inelastic
eross-section for the excitation of diserete levels of the residual
E'
nucleus is given separately for eaeh exeitation level E. as 0 J(E ' ). The
J
total inelastie eross-seetion for exeitation of discrete levels of the
E




orobabili ,that an neutron of energy EI by of the
level produces a 8cattered neutron of energy E is o. P.(EI+E).
1. J
Far an exact calculation of the neutron energy loss in inelastic pracesses.
the scattering angle-energy correlation has to be taken fully into
account. I • 18/, 19/. In module 5 three different approximations to
this exact treatment are applied:
(6.2)
6 is the Dirac ö-function.
This approximation corresponds to the one applied in MIGR~S-2./4/. Here
the excitation energy E. of the residual nucleus is used as it is
J
given on the nculear library. that means in the center of mass system.
If the transformation of E. into the laboratory system is carried out
J
the second possibility to calculate the transfer probability in the
new version of module 5 is given.
(6.3)
where AT is the atomic mass of the target nucleus and AN that of
the neutron. The atomic weights given on KEDAK (type IS0TI) are
referred to the atomic mass of el2 = 12 AMU. In this system the mass
of the neutron is 1.008665 AMU. so that
The third approximation used in module 5 has been recommended by
Segev,/7/. 19/. This is the approximation used on ENDF/B. /2/.
(6.3.1)
2 2
3.) P.(E'+E) = 6(E- (AT) +1.008665
J (AT+I.008665)2
EI + AT - E.)
AT+I.008665 J
(6.4)
To obtain the inelastic transfer probabilities from outscattering group g
to inscattering group h the relations I.) to 3.) have to be inserted into
formula (6.1.1). The integration using the transfer probability given in
relation I.) (formula (6.2» has been carried out in 14/. Here we shall










S (]. J(E I)w(E I)6(E I-E- AT+AN E.)1 AT J
J
E




First the double integration in the numerator ia carried out atarting with






















E.)w(E + AT E·)·X(E <E+ AT E.<E)J J g+l- J- g
I , if the inequality in the argument
AT+AN ia valid
X(E J<E+ E.<E ) ..g+ - AT J- g
0, if the inequality in the argument
ia not valid
Transformation of the integration over E 1n (6.7) to an integration over











S E."" f J dE' a. J(E')w(E')X(E <E'<E)
AT+AN 0 j 1. o 0 g+l- 0- g
Eh+l + AT E.J
The function X(E I<E'<E) may be replaced by a modification of the inte-g+ - 0- g
gration region, so that the numerator of (6.5) is finally given by
S E.o. J(E')w(E')o(E'-E- AT+AN E.)
1. AT J
(6.9)
S E.o. J (E ' )w(E ' )
1. 0 0
with
E Ma (E E + AT+AN E )u· x g+I' h+1 AT j
(6.9.1)
In (6.9.1) the function Max means the maximum value of the two numbers in
the argument. Correspondingly the function Min means the minimum value
of the two numbers in the argument.
If instead of relation 2.) relation 1.) (formula (6.2» for P.(E'~E) is
J
inserted into the numerator of (6.11) the result of the integration corresponds
AT+ANto the one given in formulas (6.9), (6.9.1), if the constant AT is
replaced by 1 in these formulas. (See /4/, (6.4) and (6.5).)
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If the option 3.) for P.{E'~E) (formula (6.4» is chosen the fOrIDula (6.1.1)
J




E. AT 2+AN 2 AT





Jg dE 'w(E I)
Eg+1
The double integral in the numerator is reduced to a single integral by



















a. J(E')w(E') • x(E <E'<E)





To carry out the integration over the inscattering group h • (Eh+ l , Eh)'
the integration over E is transformed into an integration over E', so that
o




AT 2+AN2 AT+AN J
f
(AT+AN) 2 AT
2 (Eh 1+ E.)




0. J(E')w(E ' ) • X(E <E'<E):I. 0 0 g+l- 0- g (6.11.2)
The restrietion given the function X may be taken into account by
modification of the integration limits, so that for the application of






EI + --- E.)
J
E.










E '" Max (E I' 2 2 (Eh+ 1 + E . »u g+ AT +AN AT+AN J
(AT+AN) 2 AT
E '" Min(E, 2 2 (Eh + E.»
o g AT +AN AT+AN J
(6.12.1)
In formulas (6.9) and (6.12) the integration over EI is carried out by
o
a trapezoidal rule. Integration points are the combination of all energy
points of the KEDAK-type SGIZ(E., EI) for all E. contributing between
J 0 J
E and E and the energy points of the weighting function. If w(E I ) is
u 0
not given energy-pointwise. an energy grid is constructed for the
weighting function PHI(E I). so that all points between the grid points
can be obtained by linear interpolation with a relative error of less
than °;00. For the trapezoidal integration this energy grid is combined




Given are the results for the normalized partial inelastic transfer
probabilities pd when options I.), 2.) or 3.) are inserted intoi.g-+-h'





















o. J (E ' )w (E ' ) dE I
j 1
E
fg w(E I )dE'
Eg+ 1
(6.13.1)
For the three options I.) (6.2), 2.) (6.3) and 3.) (6.4) the transfer
probability pd 18 given by
i.g-+h
E 5 E.JO dE~ o . J(E')w(E')
E j 1 o 0
pd u (6.14)..i.g-+h E E.
Jg 5 0. J(E')w(E')dE'
E j 1g+1
The different approximations used for the inelastic energy transfer
(options I.). 2.), 3.» are expressed in the result (6.14) by different
integration limits E and E •u 0
If approximation I.) (6.2) is applied the integration limits are given by:
E ( I) ... Max (E I' E + E )u g+' h+1 j
(6.15)
E(I) m Min(E • Eh + E.)
o g J
The superscript on E • E refers to options I.), 2.) or 3.)
u 0





















(Eh + E.) )




Again formula (6.1. I) has to be evaluated inserting now the nuclear data
that describe the excitation of continuous levels. In the following
formulas the superscript c refers to "continuous" level excitation.
(6.18)
E
Jg dE'w(E ' )
E
g+1
. c ( ') .The continuous level inelastic scatter1ng cross-section, a. E ,1S g1ven
1
by the type SGIZC on KEDAK. For some materials this type is not filled.
In these cases a.c(E ' ) is equal to the total inelastic cross-section1.
(KEDAK-type SGI) above the last energy point of the type SGIZ and is set
equal to zero in the energy region where excitation cross-sections for
discrete levels, SGIZ, are given. P.c(E'-+E) may be analytic or tabulated
1
functions of E and EI. In the present version of MIGR0S-3 (summer 1976)
only evaporation distributions can be processed. Additional subroutines
are being worked on, to enable module 5, to process secondary neutron
energy distributions, that are given by tabulated functions.
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The evaporation distribution 1S given by
P. c '+E)
1




U is the threshold energy of the inelastic scattering process and B the
nuclear temperature, which on KEDAK is given as a tabulated function of
EI. The normalization constant I depends on the nuclear temperature and
the threshold energy U of the inelastic scattering proces8.
(6.19.1)
8 and U are given 1n the KEDAK-type SEDIC. If SEDIC is not filled an eva-
poration model with a nuclear temperature B(E ' ) .. / V7A' ~leVJ,/1 1/,18 used
by module 5. A 18 the atomic weight of the target nucleus, read from
KEDAK, and v an adju8table parameter, that 18 set equal to 0.16 MeV-I in the
standard case but may be modified by input. If SEDIC is not filled U is
read from KEDAK as the threshold of SGI.
c in (6.19) is a continuous function of E and EI. In (6.18), (6.19) the
integration over E may be carried out first with the result
c












~ Eh + 1 Eh + 1
C ( I) (.'). 2 ( ') Iexp (- --)(


























The integrations over E' in (6.20) and (6.20.2) is done by Simpson's rule.
The energy grid. with whieh the integration is started is the combination
of the energy points of O~(E') on KEDAK and the energy points of the weighting
funetion. if w(E') is given energy-pointwise. If w(E') is given as a funetion
the integration starts with the energy points of O~(E').1.
The group eonstant sets need the total inelastie transfer-matrix, which
is the eombination of the inelastic transfer matrix for discrete level
exeitation. p~ hand the inelastic transfer matrix for eontinuous level1..g-+
exeitation p~ h' Combination of fOrIDulas (6.13) and (6.20.1) gives thel.,g-+
total inelastie scattering transfer matrix:
d pd e pe0. + 0.
P. h
1.,g i, g-+h 1.,g i,g-+h (6.21)
l.,g-+ d + oe;:0.l.,g l.,g
or, written l.n a slightly modified manner:
R~ pd + Re;: pe
P. h ==
l.,g i,g-+h l.,g i,g-+h




, )w ')dE I
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I )w ')dE I (6.21.2)
The transfer probabilities for (n,2n)- and (n,3n)-reactions are calculated
with formulas corresponding to those used in chapter 6.2.3 ·for the ca.lcu-
lation of inelastic transfer matrices in connection with excitation of
continuous levels of the residual nucleus. In correspondence with (6.18)
we have;
E






The same formula is valid for (n,3n)-reactions, if (n,2n) lS replaced by
(n.3n).
For P .2n)(E'~E) and P(n.3n) (E'+E) the information of the KEDAK type SED2N
and SED3N is used. In the present version of KEDAK evaporation distributions
are given, which from (6.19). (6.19. I) differ by the va lues of 8 and U.
Again. if no information is contained in SED2N, SED3N the nuclear temperature
is taken as an analytic function of EI with an adjustable parameter \).
which may be chosen by input.







+a (n. 2n) (E' )w(E I )82 (E') L~xP (__E-.;;.h,-+-,-I )(_Eh_+_I_+ 1)-exp (__Eh_ ) (_E_h_+ I) I





again the integration over E' is carried out by Simpson's rule.
6.3
The maln subroutine of module 5, SCAT 1.5 a subroutine of the organizing
subroutine of MIGR0S-3, INPUT. SCAT itself calls two subroutines, SCATD.
that provides the transition probabilities for inelastic scattering
reactions, that occur by excitat of dic:r ..... I'"t> levels of the residual
nucleus and SCATC, which provides transfer probabilities for inelastic
scattering processes, that excite continuous energy levels of the residual
nucleus. SCATC also calculates the transfer matrices of (n.2n)- and
(n,3n)-processes.
+)
SCATD has been developed from the former subroutine SCAT (see /4/). The
main differences are. that now the KEDAK-data are read for each outscattering
group separately and that instead of farmuls (6.2) only formulas (6.2),
(6.3) or (6.4) may be used for the calculation of the energy transfer by
inelastic scattering. The subroutine SCATD calculates the integration
limits E and E given in equations (6.15), (6.16) or (6.17) and carries
u 0
out the numerical integration over the outscattering group in formulas (6.9)
and (6.12). The integration is done in a threefold nested doloop, in which
the inner index treats the excitation levels, the second index treats the








provided by the input, energy group boundaries of the
outscattering groups, Internally the programme the
energy group limits are numbered starting with 1 for
the lowest energy (internal energy group count). EG(NX)
may or may not contain the thermal group.
number of energy group boundaries of outscattering
groups.
provided by the input: energy grid of the weighting
spectrum
+) SCAT (/4/) was originally developed by B, Schatz
.5-
estimations of needed lengths of fields. that
are used in seATD and related subroutines
speetrumpoints of the we
number of energy po s of the
is set to I if the weight
speetrurn is given by an analytieal function)
number of energy group boundaries of the in-
seat groups. The inscattering groups
contain the thermal group.
by the input: deeides. whether approximation
(6.3) or (6.4) is chosen, to describe the
energy transfer connected with the excitation











Arguments. that are transferred by SCATD to the calling subroutine SCAT.
NEA
NAß
number of energy group of lowest energy (internal
group count), for which transfer matrices are calculated
in SCATD (provided by DA~RG).
number of energy group of highest energy (internal
group count). for which transfer matrices are calculated
in seATD (provided by DA0RG).
WEIN(NX.NX) transfer probabilities for inelastic scattering with
excitation of discrete levels of the residual nucleus
(corresponding to formula (6.14». The first index
gives the group number of the outscattering group
(I being the number of the energy group with lowest
energy). the second index refers to the inscattering
group. Second index 1 means inscattering group is
equal to outscattering group. second index 2 means
the inscattering group is the energetically next
lower group. second index I means inscattering group
is the energy group. that energetically lies (I-I)
groups below the outscattering group.
S
E.












E given by formula (6.21.2)
,g
numbers. that have to be added to NISG.NAE.ISG to get
sufficient field lengths for the tasks to be carried
out by SCATD and its subprogrammes. NISGP,NAEP and ISGP
are provided by the subroutine DA0RG.
The fol ... u ...... ,l'"
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rguIDlenlts are working fields in SCATD:
Iocal working Helds: WAHR (NX) , VW(NX). E(NE27) (E (NE27) =
energy group boundaries , containing thermal group , LBA(NX).
Working fields, supplied by subroutine AKED:
AE(NAE),SU(NX).SGIT(ISG),IANF(NAE),SGIP(ISG,NAE),WERT(ISG),EZ(NISG)
The subroutine AKED, caiied by SCATD is a modified version of the subroutine













Arguments, that have to be defined, when AKED is called:
I
E(NE)
group number of outscattering group (internal energy group
count).
energv group boundaries (containing thermal group)
IE number of energy group of lowest energy required by input
INF number of energy group of highest energy required by input
NFE .EF (NFE ) ,Fr (NFE) see arguments of SCATD
NE number of energy boundaries. including thermal group
NX number of energy boundaries given by input
NAE
ISG
NISG } needed field lengths. provided by DA0RG
Arguments, that are supplied by AKED to calling subroutine SCATD.
EZ(ISG) energy field. containing combination of energy points of
E.
the excitation cross-sections a~(El), contributing in
1-
energy group I together with the energy points of the
+) AKED(/4/) was originally developed by B. Schatz.
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E.
level excitation cross-sections from KEDAK a. J(KEDAK-type
SGIZ(E .•E'».First index refers to the energ~ point EI
in theJfield EZ. the second index gives the number of
the excitation level (provided by SI0RG)
we ing function. energy points of the weighting function
given energy-pointwise by input or energy po ts constructed
by the subrout SPEeTl for the representat of an





number of excitation levels, contributing in energy group I
(provided by DA0RG)
actual length of energy field EZ. needed to store cross-




energy group integral of the weighting function:
E
fg w (E ')dE I
E
g+1











WERT(ISG) contains values of the weighting function w ateaorgy points
EZ(I) .•• EZ(LMAX)
AE(NAE) excitation energies of discrete levels contributing in





a. J(E'). SGIT(II) is the total discrete level inelastic
. 1
J
cross-section at the energy point EZ(II).(provided by SI0RG)
IANF(J) : number of first energy point of field EZ. for which
E.
an excitation cross-section of level J,o. J(E'),is given on
KEDAK. This first cross-section value is1stored in SGIP(I,J).
the corresponding energy i8 stored in EZ (IANF (J) ):
EZ(IANF(J» .•• SGIP(I,J)
EZ(IANF(J)+I) .•• SGIP(2 t J)
EJMAX
EZ(LMAX) SGIP(LMAX-IANF(J)+!)
(provided by SI~R G)
energy of excitation level of the highest energy. contri-




has two tasks, The f st time
-"'---
18 called (by the
subroutine SCATD for all energy groups required by input) its task i5 to
find out
I. The COmmon range of outscattering energies. that i8 required by the
input and for which inelastic scattering reactions to excited levels
occur. that means the range of energy groups. for which the calculation
of inelastic scattering matrices to discrete levels is actually per-
formed (IA.NAB) .
2. The maximum values of the fieldlengths NISG.ISG and NAE. that are needed
in any of the energy groups to be treated. If the values. of NISG. ISG
NAE. estimated by the organizing subroutine SCAT are not sufficient.
numbers NISGP.ISGP and NAEP are provided. that have to be added to
NISG.ISG,NAE. to get sufficient field lengths.













number of energy group
number of energy points of the weighting spectrum
energy points of the weighting spectrum
weighting spectrum
number of energy boundaries including thermal group
energy group boundaries including thermal group
field lenghts estimated by subroutine SCAT
Quantities. that are supplied by DA0RG to the calling programme:
EZ(KMAX)
KMAX
energy field. that contains all energy points of the
partial inelastic excitation cross-section within energy
group land the energy points of the weighting spectrum.
actual dimension of energy field described above.
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if +O. they give the numbers. that have to be added to NISG.
NAE.ISG. to get sufficient field lengths.
number of energy group of lowest energy. from which di5crete
levels can be excited and which i5 lying within the energy-
group-range required by input.
IA = O. if nuclear data are available for lowest energy
group required by input
number of energy group of highest energy. from which discrete
levels can be excited. and which i5 lying within the energy-
group range. required by input.
NAß = NE27-1. if nuclear data are available for highest
energy group required by input.
excitation es. that may be excited








IE no excitation levels for discrete levels are available on the nuclear data
library for the material in question. areturn is made to the calling pro-
gramrne.
NISGF.NAEF.ISGF not used in the calling programme in the present version
of the module.
The subroutine NDREAD reads from KEUAK the energy points. for which excitation
cross-sections of the excitation level next higher to a given excitation
level XLEVEL are stored within given energy limits.
NDREAD is called by DA0RG.
Subroutine NDREAD(I.EZ.E.AE.XLEVEL.J.KMAX.NENRE.NISG.NISGF.NISGP.NE27.NAE.
NAEF.NAEP.NETMAX.IL.IB.IH,-)







nUlnber of energy-group. for which da ta are to be read.
see DA0RG
see DA0RG
Real~8-number. that is set equal to 0.0 by the calling
programme. when the first excited level is to be found
on KEDAK and that has to be slightly higher than the ex-
citation energy of the level just below the one. that has
to be read next /13/.
maX1mum possible length of field EZ
maX1mum possible length of field AE
KMAX
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EZ( ) ... EZ is already filled with energy po of
excitation cross-sections belonging to preceding levels.














After the return to the calling subroutine KMAX gives the
number of energy points EZ, stored before calling NDREAD
plus the number of energy points of the excitation
cross-section of the energy level treated by the latest
call of NDREAD.
after returning to the calling programm EZ(KMAX) contains
the energy points of the excitation cross-seetions of the
first J exeitation levels. The energy points of the first
(J-I) exeitation levels are ordered aecording to aseending
energies, following in the field EZ are the energypoints
of the exeitation eross-section of level number J.
energy levels, whose exeitation cross-sections have already
been treated.
after return to the calling programme, :X:LEVEL contains the
excitation energy of the excitation level, that has been
read during the latest run of NDREAD.
number of excitation levels, already treated by NDREAD.
NENRE = 2: The excitation level read during the latest run
of NDREAD cannot be excited by neutrons with primary energies
belonging to energy group I.
quantities needed for the calculation of the field lengths
NISG.NAE
maximum number of energy points within group I, at which
the excitation cross-sections of any excitation level are
stored (maximum needed length of NISG = maximum needed
length of ISG+NETMAX).
loeal variables of the calling subroutine, that are commented
on in the F0RTRAN-programmes (NDREAD.DA0RG)
The subroutine 0RDNEN arranges the numbers, contained in the double precision
array FELD(NIT). according to increasing quantities. 0RDNEN is called by
DA0RG and SPEeTl.
Subroutine 0RDNEN(KMAX»EMIN,EMAX»FELD.NTT,EPS)
Arguments» that have to be known, before the subroutine 0RDNEN is called:
KMAX used length of array FELD
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lable length of array FELD
if the relative deviation between any two members of FELD(KMAX)
18 le8s or equal EPS:
j
FELD(I+I) - FELD(I) I
FELD(I+I) ~ EPS.
FELD(r) is set equal to FELD(I+I). In the present version
of the module EPS = 0




value of lowest number of FELD
value of highest number of FELD
number of members of FELD after eliminating equal numbers.
The subroutine CUTS cuts array FELD (that is ordered according to increasing
quantities) at lower energy limit UGG and at upper energy limit ~GG. CUTS
is called by DA0RG and by EN0RG.
Subroutine CUTS(UGG.0GG.FELD.NFE,KA,KE,KMAXl)





lowest energy value, that shall be contained in FELD
after cutting
highest energy value, that shall be contained in FELD
after cutting
length of array FELD
array (ordered according to increasing quantities). that
has to be cut




FELD(KA) = lowest value to be kept in array FELD after cutting
FELD(KE) = highest value to be kept in array FELD after cutting
KMAXI = KE-KA+l c number of values left in FELD after cutting
low and high values
The subroutine SPEeTI checks. whether the energy field EZ(KMAX) contains
enough points, to represent the analytical weighting function in such a
way, that all points of the spectrum may be obtained by linear interpolation
with a deviation of less than EPSI from the exact value. Actually it is
checked. whether the midpoints between two given energy points may be obtained
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by linear interpolation with suff ient accuracy. If not, the corresponding
midpoints are added to the field EZ and the procedure is r~peated until
the condition





~s fulfilled, SPECTI is called by DA~RG.
Subroutine SPECTI(KMAX.EZ.NISG.NISGF.NISGP.EPSI.EPS)






actual length of energy field EZ
available length of energy field EZ
field containing energy points (constructed from the
energy points of the excitation cross-sections of all
levels. that may be excited by neutrons of energy
group I).
required accuracy of linear interpolation. In the present
version EPSI is set equal to 0.001
argument for the subroutine ~RDNEN (calied by SPECTI)





actual length of array EZ after adding energy points
of the analytic weighting function.
energy points of EZ after adding analytic weighting spectrurn
if +O. the field length NISG of EZ is not sufficient.
NISGF.NISGP give information about necessary field length
The subroutine TRA corresponds to the subroutine of the same name in /4/.
TRA supplies the values FIS of the (tabulated or analytic) weighting function
at energy points EFI. TRA is called by AKEDand SCATD.
Subroutine TRA(EFI,FIS.NF.EF.FI)
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energy point, at which the weighting function has to
be calculated
field length of tabulated weighting function
tabulated weighting function
TRA i5 FIS
value of the weighting function at energy EFI
The subroutine SI0RG organizes the interpolation of the excitation cross-
sections read from KEDAK into the energy grid EZ(KMAX) provided by DA0RG.
Moreover it calculates at each point of the energy grid the sum of the
S
E,
excitation cross-sectio~overall excitation levels: o. J(E ' ).
. 1
J
The reading of the cross-sections from the KEDAK-library is done by SGINT.
the interpolation is performed by XINP0L. The subroutine SI~RG is called by
AKED.
Subroutine SI~RG(I.EZ.AE.SGIP.SGIT,IANF,JMAX.KMAX,NISG.ISG,NAE)







number of energy group
Iength of energy grid EZ. established by DA~RG and its
subroutines
energy grid. established by DA0RG and its subroutines
available Iengths of arrays. given in the dimension statement
Arguments, that are supplied by SI~RG:
JMAX
AE(JMAX)
number of excitation levels, that may be excited by
neutrons with primary energies of energy-group I
excitation levels









(E'); total discrete level excitation inelastic
cross section
pointer, that gives the number of the energy point
of the field EZ, at which the excitation cross-
section for level AE(J) starts (pointer for the
threshold of the excitation cross-section of AE(J»)
The subroutine SGINT reads for level XLEVEL excitation cross-sections from
KEDAK. that lie within the energy limits EZ(I) ••. EZ(KMAX). SGINT is very
similar to the subroutine NDREAD, however SGINT reads energy-points and
cross-section-points. SGINT is called by SI~RG.
Subroutine SGINT(EZ,AE,SGIT,KMAX,KMAXI,XLEVEL,J,NISG,NAE,ISG,NENRE,IH)





the energy field EZ is already in use until EZ(KMAX):
EZ(KMAX+I) may be used, to store the first energy point
read from KEDAK
the following excitation energy to be read from KEDAK has
to be higher than XLEVEL /13/.
available lengths of arrays
KMAXI
quantities, that are supplied by SGINT:
KMAXI-KMAX: number of energy points of excitation cross-
section of level AE(J). that are stored on
the nuclear library within the energy region
EZ(I) ..• EZ(KMAX)
EZ(KMAX+I) •.. EZ(KMAXI): energy points of excitation cross-section
of AE(J) on KEDAK (within the energy limits





excitation energy. that was treated in the latest call
of SGINT
number of energy level, that was the latest one, that was
read from the library
SGIT(I) ... SGIT(KMAKI-KMAX): excitation cross-section of
level AE(J) read from KEDAK
AE(J). when SGINT returns to SI~RG.
quantities, that are of loeal significance in SI~RG: NENRE,IH.
The subroutine
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rms the following task: The cross-sections SGIT(I) ••.
EZ(I) ... EZ
SGIT ) with the ing energy-points EZ(KMAX+I) •.. EZ(~~X+NETACT)
are to be Iated (linear interpolation) into the energy field EZ(I) ...
EZ The subroutine XINP0L is called by SI0RG.
Subroutine XINP0L(EZ,SGIT,SGP.NISG.NETACT.KMAX.KANF,KEND)
rn ..~,o~,rs. that have to be defined. when XINP0L 1S called:
energy field, into which the cross-sections are
to be interpolated





available length of field EZ
number of energy points of the cross-section
length of the energy field. into which the cross-
section are to be interpolated




values of cross-sections. interpolated into energy-field
EZ (l ) ... EZ (KMAX)
pointer, that gives the number of the first energy point of EZ,
for which a value of SGP is given: EZ(KANF) ••• SGP(I)
EZ(KANF+I) •.. SGP(2)
pointer, that gives the number of the last energy point of
EZ, for which a value of SGP is given. EZ(KEND) ••• Sl;P(NETACT)
The function FIP~LA performs linear interpolation to one point lying between
two given points
FIP~LA i5 called by TRA.SPECTI.RENUDA,SINP0L.
Function FIP0LA(XA,XB,XC.YA,YC)
XA ab5cissa of first given point
YA ordinate of first given point
xc abscissa of second given point
YC ordinate of second given point
XB abscissa of point, to which the interpolation has to
be out.
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All arguments are REAL-4-variables.
When returning to the calling programme, FIP0LA contains the ordinate
corresponding to XE.
The function FIP0LD corresponds to the function FIP0LA, however the arguments,
containing the given and required abscissa are REAL ....8-variables.
The function FIP0LD is called by SCATD.AKED,XINP0L.
Function FIP0LD(XAD,XBD,XCD.YA,YC)
XAD abscissa of first gl.ven point (REAL.S)
YA ordinate of first given point (REAL.4)
XCD abscissa of second given point (REALlltS)
YC ordinate of second given point (REAL-4)
XBD abscissa of point, to which the interpolation has
to be carried out (REAL.S)
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6.3.2 lon of the SCATC s
The subroutine ?C~TC together with its subpraßrammes calculates transfer
abilities for inelastic s with excitation of continuous
levels of the residual nucleus according to formulas (6.20), (6.20. I) and
(6.20.2). Moreover transfer matrices for (n, - and ,3n)-reactions are
inelastic scatt
6.2 .2) is
calculated to formula (6.23). For the calculation of the total
ctransfer matrices in the prograame SCAT R. la
1.,g
by SCATC. SCATC organizes for the outscattering grou]J6
(and for which continuous level inelastic scattering
occurs) and for all inscattering groups the calculation of the transfer




• that have to be defined. when the subroutine SCATC is called
EG(NX)
XNUE
number of energy group boundaries of outscattering groups
(may or may not contain thermal group)
energy boundaries of outscattering groups (internal energy
group count: EGel) refers to the lowest energy value)
of the evaporation model; used only, if type






number of points of the weighting function given by the
input
energy s of the weighting function
values of the weighting function





of reaction. for which the transfer probabilities
have to be calculated:
I: inelastic scattering with excitation of
continuous levels of the residual nucleus
INTl'P
NISG.NISGI,NEP NF : estimated lengths of arrays, used as working fields
by SCAT and its subroutines.
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normalized transfer probabilities for the reaction type
8iven by IIITYF. The first index refers to the outscattering
8rouP (internal ener~y-group count). The second index
refers to the inscattering 8rouP in the following manner:
second index = I: inscattering group = outscattering group;
second index = 2: inscattering group lies energetically one
group lower than the outscattering group; second index = 3:
inscattering group lies energetically two groups lower than
the outscattering group and so on.
R? ,given in formula (6.21.2). The reaction rate is
1.,g
calculated for the reaction, defined by INTYP
number of outscattering group of lowest energy, for which
transfer probabilities are provided by SCATC
number of outscattering group of highest energy, for which
transfer probabilities are provided by SCATC












energy group boundaries containing thermal group; given
in internal energy-group count
energy points of SGIZC (SG2N,SG3N), read from KEDAK
array, that contains continuous level inelastic cross-sections
(or (n,2n)-cross-sections or (n.3n)-cross-sections). read from
:t-lliDAK
if ~ 0, NISGP has to be added to NISG, to obtain sufficient
field lengths
array, in which the combination of EZ and EF is stored
if ~ O~ISGIP has to be added to NISGI. to obtain sufficient
field length
filled by subroutine REiffiDA
(see below)with information of




if ~ 0, NEPP(NFP) has to be added to
NEP(NF). to obtain sufficient array lengths
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Subroutine RENUDA reads from the nuclear data library continuous level
inelastic cross-sections (SGIZG) (n.2n)-cross-sections (SG2N), or
-cross-sections (SG3N) thin given energy limits. Ii the type
SGIZe is not available on KEDAK (for the material in question) the s
of
scatt
SGI, above the energy region of discrete level inelastic
the highest energy point of SGIZ) are interpreted as
points of SGIZC.
RENUDA s called SCATG.
Subroutine P~NUDA(TYP K0NT,SGIZC.EZ.EU.E0.NACT.NISG.NISGP)
Argwnents. that have to be defined. before RENUDA ~s called:
Tl.'P
EU
type of cross-section. that has to be read from the nuclear
data library
lower limit of energy region. within which the cross-section
has to be read from KEDAK
upper limit of energy region. within which the cross-section
has to be read from KEDN(
NISG of array EZ. available to store energy points read from
KEDAK
Arguments that are results of RENUDA
0: the required cross-section type is not




'" I: the required cross-section type is
available on the nuclear data library
see description of SGATG
con actual length of fields EZ and SGIZC.




ss-sections of type TYP
~ re.d from KEDAK
The subroutine constructs the energy field EI(~'~). that consists
of the energy points EZ(NAGT) (energy points of the cross-sections read
from KEDAK) and the enerey points of the weighting functions EF(NFE) Ln
case the weighting function ~s given energy pointwise by the input). If the
function is given by an analytical function. EN~RG is not called. The
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resulting energy field EI(KMAX) has the lower energy limit EU and the
upper energy limi t E0 and is ordered according to gr01i11ing eneq;y values.
The subroutine EN0RG is called by SCATC.
Subroutine EN0RG(EU.E0.EI.EF.NACT.KMAX,KEN,NISGI,NISGIP)








lower energy limit for the resultine; energy Held EI
upper energy limit for the resulting eneq~y field EI
when EN0RG is called EI contains the energy field
EZ(NACT)
energy points of the weighting function given by the
input
length of the field EI, that is to be combined with the
energy points EF, that lie within the energy limits EU,
E0
total number of energy points of the weighting
function. given by the input (=NFE)
available length of field EI




gives length of energy field. that ~s the combination
of EI(NACT) and EF(NFE)
resulting combined energy field
if ~ O. NISGIP gives number, that has to be added to
NISGI, to get sufficient field length for EI
The subroutine CUTS, called by EN~RG is described in the preceding
chapter 6.3. 1.
The subroutine 0RDI. called by EN0RG has the same task as the sub-
routine 0RDNEN described in chapter 6.3.1. However, the field FELD (NTT),
to be ordered according to increas1ng values is a REAL*4 variable in
0RD1 and a REPL*8 variable in 0RDNEN.
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The subroutine reads from KEDAK the energy distribution of
neutrons for level inelastic scattering or (n.2n)-
processes -processes respec.tively. The corresponding KEDAK-
are SEDle. SED2N and SED3N. In the present status the programme
can handle an ion model only. The nuclear temperature may be
given as tabulated funet of the ineident neutron energy or as analytic
function of the incident neutron energy. An extension to secondary energy
dis tables (types CHII, CHI2N, CHI3N on KEDAK) is being
worked on.
If the KEDAK-types SEDIC (or SED2N or SED3N respectively) do not contain
informat • an evaporation model is used with the nuclear temperature
i~given e =V~ (compar~ chapter 6.2.3). The atomic weight A is obtained
the KEDAK-type IS~TI /13/. The threshold U for the wanted reac-
tion type is obtained by reading from KEDAK the respective cross-section
(SGI.SG2N.SG3N) and finding the energy point, where the cross-section starts
to be zero.
The subroutine REPR~B ~s called by SCATC.
Subrou REPR0B(INTYP,K~NT.EP,FlF2,F3 F4.NEP.NEPP.NF.NFP)




reaction type, for which the energy distribution
of secondary neutrons has to be read from KEDAK.
type SEDIC has to be read
(or A from IS0Tl and U from SGI)
INTYP type SED2N (or A from IS~Tl
and U from SG2N)
type SED3N (or A from IS~TI
and U from SG3N)
available length of array EP and of second index of
FI, F2, F3. F4
available length of first index of FI, F2, F3, F4
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Arguments. that are results of REPR~B:
EP(NEP)
[
I: required type (SEDIC.SED2N.SED3N)
available on KEDAK
0: required type not available on KEDAK. an
evaporation model with e ""V EI I has to be usedv·A
primary neutron energies. obtained from KEDAK as
further name froP.l types SEDIC.SED2N.SED3N (see 113/)
F 1(NF •NEP) : K
F2(NF.NEP): P from types SEDIC.SED2N.
F3(NF.NEP): 8 SED3N (see 113/)
F4(NF.NEP): U
If there is no information stored in types SEDIC or SED2N or SED3N





is filled with A, the atomic weight of the material
considered
1S filied with U. the threshold energy of the reaction
if ~ O. NEPP eives number. which has to be added to NEP,
to obtain sufficient lengths of arrays
if ~ 0, NFP gives number, which has to be added to NF,
to obtain sufficient lengths of arrays
The labelled C~till0N AP0INT contains the information about the actual lengths




actual value of NEP
actual value of NF
The subroutine 5IMPS1 performs the integration in numerator and denomi-
nator of formulas (6.20) and (6.20.2) and (6.23) using the Simpson-rule 112/.
5I1'1P51 is called by SCATC
ine SIMPSI .U
EF FI,ENG NACT.NFE NE.NN.EP.FI.F2.F3 NEP
that have to be defined when SIMPSI is called:
energygroup number of inscattering group in
group count (NUGRE is used only, if NN=I)
threshold energy for reaction under considerat
as given by the KEDAK-type IS~TI
parameter of the evaporation model (v). used if no






Im.;rer energy limi t of integration
upper energy limit of integration
the values of A and Bare the energy points of the field EI. constructed
• If the weighting spectrum is given as an analytic function. A
and Bare given the array EI. that contains the energy points of the
EPS
NMAXX
cross-section on KEDAK and the energy group boundaries.
accuracy of the integration (I % in the present
• EPS means the relative deviation of two sub-
integrations
maximum number of integration intervals during Simpson integration.
(m~ = 100 000 in the present version; see the
discuss of the warning printed out by SIMPSI)


















if = O. the nuclear temperature has to be calculated from
e =V :~A (no information in types SEDIC(SED~~.SED3N)
on KEDAK)
"" I. the nuclear temperature is given on KEDAK
(SEDIC.SED2N.SED3N)




NN "" 0: f
A
B
NN "" 2: f
A
B
NN "" 1: f
A
zes function, that has to be integrated by
a.c(E')w(E')dE' has to be calculated (formula (6.21.2»
:L
w(E')dE' has to be caleulated (denominator of (6.20»
(see numerator of formula (6.20»





number of integration intervals, actually used
aecuraey of integration, aetually obtained (relative
deviation between the two last subsequent integrations)
Warning printed out by SIMPSI
In ease the required integration aecuraey, EPS, is not obtained after using
r&~ integration points in the energy region (A,B), a message is printed









number of integration intE~rvals. aetually used
maximum number of integration intervals (whieh :LS 100 000
in the present version, but may be redueed, if
A and Bare very elose to eaeh other; see below)
result of integration
integration aeeuraey, aetually obtained
type of funetion, that has to be integrated
lower integration limit
upper integration limit
number of inscattering eroup in external energy group
eount (group number one refers to energy group of
highest energy)
This message is often produeed for the ease NN=I, when the integration
limits lie within an outseattering group, that eontains the threshold of
the considered reaetion. To get an impression of the error, that may be
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introduced into the final result. the integral (NN=I) over the entire
outscat group inta group INUGRE is printed out by SCATC. This
WTite-stater.lent r;ives number of outscattering group, number of 1.n-
s group (both in external group eount)and the integral (NN=I)




In same cases the maX1.mum number of intervals. that may be generated during
the Simpson-integration i5 restrieted. in order to save computer time:
B-A
If the integration interval (A.B) is very small. (-- less or equal 1.IE-5)
B B-A
the integration is carried out by the trapezoidal rule. For --B--less or equal
5.E-S the maximum number of integration intervals. NMAX. i5 restrieted to 20.
(The integration interval (A,B) becomes small, if energy points on KEDAK are
very elose to eaeh other, or if one of the KEDAK energy points lies very elose
to one of the energy points of the weighting function.)
If the threshold of the reaction lies within the outscattering group and the
upper energy boundary of the inscattering group is less or equal 101 eV,
the number of integration intervals is restricted to 100.
If the integration the interval H becomes small compared to the
H
lower integration limit A.~less or equal 0.5E-6, and the number of inte-
gration intervals is already greater than 100, the Simpson-integration i5
stopped and the message explained above i5 printed out.
by SIMPSI is provided by the
(6.21.2)
The function. that has to be integrated






FINT is called by S~1PSI.
Function FIN'l'(E,NUGRE,U,AH,XNUE,EZ,SGIZC,EF.FI,ENG,NACT,NFE,NE,UN,EP,FI,
F2 ,F3, F4 ,HEP ,NF. K~NT)
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enerEY point of outscatterinE Eroup, at which the function
is to be calculated. This corresponds to EI in fOrIDulas (6.20),
(6.21.2)











quant1t1es, deseribed before 1n
connection with subroutines






} described in connection ...ith RENUDA, REPR0B, SCATC
charaeterization of funetion, that has to be ealeulated
(see diseussion of argument list of Sll1PSI)
see deseription of argument list of Sll!PSI
The funetion SINP0L performs linear interpolation to a given abseissa,
starting from a tabulated funetio~ SINP0L ealls the funetion FIP0LA.
SINP0L is called by FINT, to interpolate the cross-seetion and the
weighting funetion.
Funetion SINP0L(EINT,EFELD,FELD,NFELD)
diseussion of the arguments of the funetion SINP0L:
EINT
NFELD
energy point, at whieh the value of the tabulated funetion
has to be obtained by linear interpolation
number of tabulated values
EFELD(NFELD) abscissa of tabulated function (energy points)
FELD (NFELD) function value FELD(I) eorresponds to energy EFELD(I)
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The function calculates the transfer probabilities P. c '~h)
1
(see fOrIDula (6.20» for inelastic scattering. ,2n) or (n,3n)-
reac t ions.








energy point of outscattering group. for which the
transfer probability has to be calculated (corres-
ponds to E'in formulas)
~roup number of inscattering group (internal group count)
threshold of reaction
atomic weight as given by KEDAK-type 1S0Tl
parameter for the calculation of the nuclear temperature
= O. if nuclear temperature is not given on KEDAK









slon function EXD(X) calculates (with double precision)
(exp (x)·-I). which is needed for a good m.nnerical evaluation




of small energy. (see /4/. chapter 6. page 6.8)
The double
The function EXD 15 called by PR0B.
The double precision function DNFAK(NN) calculates (with double precision)
NN!
DNFAK 18 called by EXD.
The function TEMP calculate8 the nuclear temperature used for the eva-
ion model by linear interpolation of the data given by the KEDAK
types SED1C. SED2N. SED3N.









energy point of outscattering group, at which the
nuclear temperature has to be calculated
energy points (energies of incident neutron)
given on KEDAK (KEDAK types SEDIC, SED2N, SED3N)
/13/
nuclear temperatures given on KEDAK. If the energy
distribution of secondary neutrons is given by a
linear combination of different analytic functions
on KEDAK. the first index of F3 refers to the number
of the analytic function. In most cases the distri-
bution is described by one analytic function only.
The second index refers to the primary energy given
in EP.
available field lengths
The actual field lengths of EP and F3 g1ven by the KEDAK data are
transferred by the common IAP~INTI
INEP
ItfF
actual value of NEP
actual value of NF
The function THETA calculates the nuclear temperature for the
evaporation model, in case no information is contained in SEDIC
(or SED2N or SED3N respectively).




energy point, for which the nuclear temperature
is to be calculated CE' in formulas)
XNUE*A, prepared in PR0B
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subroutine of6.3.3 The~;;';;~_';;'';;.W';';;'';';'~_';'';';;';;l''_.':''_._. .__•__• • __•__•__._'" ._
One task of the subroutine SCAT is to organize the working field
X for the use in SCATD and SCATC. In the programme HIGR\ßS-2,
4 Z of the working fields used in module 5 was done by
the subroutine INPUT. In the new version of module 5 the inelastic
seat to discrete levels of the residual nucleus and the inelastic
scatt to continuous levels of the residual nucleus are treated in
te separated sets of subroutines, SCATD and SCATC. with complete
different working fields and consequently completely different storage
requirements. In order to avoid too many changes in the subroutine INPUT
(call and organization of two different modules ~nstead of one) for the
ealculation of inelastic transfer matrices} the organization of the
working fields of SCATD and SCATC is now done in SCAT.
If the length of the working field, MMAXX. is not sufficient to carry out
the calculations in SCATD or SCATC, -control i5 returned to the calling sub-
routine Ir~UT. The subroutine INPUT checks, whether transfer matrices for
further reactions «n,2n) or (n. 3n}) are required by the programme input.
In that case SCAT i8 called again and it is tried, to calculate the (n,2n)-
or (n 3n)-matriees; otherwise the module with the next module number
required by the programme-input is called. The second task of SCAT is, to
calculate the total inelastic scattering transfermatrix from the results
of SCATD and SCATC according to formula (6.21. J) in chapt,er 6.2.4.R. d ,R. C
d ~.g :I.,g
and P. h'P, c h are given as results of SCATD and SCATC.
1. g-+ 1. ,g+
Finally SCAT organizes the output of module 5 on listing and produces the un-
formatted
SCAT is called by the subroutine INPUT.
Subroutine SCAT ,EG,XNUE,NFE,EF,FI.NE27.KINEH,NIN,NINA.INTYP.X, IX ,MMAXX ,
MFELD)
The first eleven variables of the ar3ument list are input quantities, that












number of ~roup boundaries of outscattering groups
energy group boundaries of outscattering groups
parameter of the evaporation model
number of points of the weighting function
abscissa of the weighting function
ordinates of the weighting function
number of energy group boundaries of the inscattering
groups (includes thermal group)
parameter, that selects, how the energy loss of the
incident neutron is calculated in inelastic scattering
processes with excitation of discrete levels of the
residual nucleus:
KlNEM=O: formula (6.2) is applied
KINEH=I: formula (6.3) is applied
(this is the standard input
in the present version)
KINEM=2: formula (6.4) is applied
number of reaction types, for which transfer
matrices are to be calculated. Possible are
inelastic scattering, (n,2n)-processes and (n,3n)-
processes
(standard input is NIN=2)




(standard input is INTYP(l)=l, INTYP(2)=2)
i1oreover the subroutine INPUT defines the available length of the working
field:
~~ available length of the working field
X(MHAXX),IX(Nl-fAXX) working field, available in SCAT
Results from SCAT, that are returned to the calling programme INPUT.
MFELD
NINA
actually needed length of working field
number of reactions, for which calculations in SCAT
have already been carried out or had to be interrupted
because of unsufficient length of the working field
In the fol the most
6.
used in SCAT are described
Correspon.~ncebetween the
the subroutine SCATD:
f Ids in SCAT and the results of
x ."X I+NX*NX-I): to WE IN (l • I) ••. WE IN (NX. NX) in
SCATD and normalized transfer probabilities of inelastic
scattering processes connected with excitations of discrete levels of
the residual nucleus as given in formula (6.14)
x , .. X I) : to QU~T (I ) •.• QU~T (NX) in SCATD
and contains the resonance integrals R~ as given in formula (6.21.2).
~.g
Explanation of some variables used ~n SCAT. to handle the results of






external count of group numbers (I corresponds
to energy group with highest energy)
internal count of group numbers (I corresponds
to energy groups with lowest energy)
number of downscattering (inscattering)
groups (containing outscattering group)
group count for downscattering (inscattering)
eroups
MB""I: inscattering group corresponds to
outscattering group
MH=2: inscattering group is the energy group.
energetically next lower to the out-
scattering group
1'-ffi=3: inscattering group is the energy group,
that energetically is two groups lower
than the outscattering group
~1H=NXMH: inscattering group is that energy group,
that energetically is (NID1H-I) groups
below the outscattering group
between X(Ll) ••• X(LI+NX*NX-I) and WEIN(I.I) ••.
WEIN(NX,NX) and X(L2) .•• X(L2+NX-I) and QU~T(I) ••• QU~T(NX)
X(L I) to WEIN ( I • I) :
transfer probability (for inelastic scattering with excitation of discrete
level from outscattering group of lowest energy into the same eroup:
(I) ,EG(2)
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X(L I+l1G-I) corresponds to imIN (HG. I) :
transfer probabi
energy group HG.
from energy group HG (internal group count) into
X(LI+MG+NX-l) corresponds to WEIN(MG.2):
transfer from energy group MG (internal count) to that inscattering group.
that energetically lies one group below MG.
X(Ll+MG+2*NX-l) corresponds to WEIN(}1G.3):
transfer from group MG to that group. that energetically lies two groups
below HG.
finally:
X(Ll+MG+(NXMH-I)*NX-l) corresponds to \lliIN(MG.NXMH):
transfer from group MG to that group. that energetically lies (N~fH-l)
groups below MG.
X(L2) corresponds to QU0T(I):
resonance integral (according to formula (6.21.2) for outscattering group
of lowest energy (EG(I), EG(2»
X(L2+1) corresponds to QU0T(2):
resonance integral for outscattering group of second lowest energy
X(L2+NX-I) corresponds to QU0T(NX):
resonance integral for outscattering group of highest energy
(EG(NX-I). EG(NX»
2. Correspondence between the working fields in SCAT and the results
of the subroutine SCATC;
X(L3) .•. X(L3+NX*NX-]) correspond to WEINC(I,I) ••• WEINC(NX,NX), the
normalized transfer probabilities for inelastic scattering with excitation
of continuous levels (or for (n,2n) - or (n,3n) - transfer probabilities).




I) correspond to QU0TC(I) ••• QU0TC and contain the
ls accordin~ to fOrffiula (6.21.2)
,8
The relations between X(L3) ..• X(L3+NX*NX-I) and WEINC(I.I) ... \lliINC(NX,NX)
and between X ) ... X(L4+NX-I) and QU0TC(I) •.• QU~TC(NX) correspond to the
relat between the working fields in SCAT and the results of SCATD:
X to WEINC(J.J)
X I) corresponds to llliINC (MG. I)
X 3+MG+NX-I) corresponds to WEINC(MG.2)
X (NXMH-I)*NX-I) corresponds to WEINC(~IG.NXMH)
X corresponds to QU0TC(I)
X J) corresponds to QU0TC(NX)
The results of SeATo which are total inelastic scattering matrices
(IIITYP=I) or transfer matrices for (n,2n) - reactions (INTYP-2) or for
-reactions (INTYP=3) are finally stored in X(Ll) ••• X(LJ+NX*NX-I)
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Matrices and of Elastic and
In neutronic assemblies in whieh neutrons with energies above 100 keV
essential determine reaetion rates, neutron leakage etc. aniso 1C
elas scatter has to be taken aecount of. In widely used SN-trans-
port calculations this i8 achieved with a Legendre-expansion of the elastic
scatter kerne I the multigroup transport equation. Especially ex-
tended transport ions, consistent /1/ or inconsistent /2/ with
the Boltzmann ~~uabLUU. turned out to be weIl suited for anisotrop
calculations. The MIGROS-module to be described here provides the needed
microscopic multigroup cross sections up to a Legendre-order L = 5. The
LegE~n(ir~e~moments of the neutron flux density in suitably chosen subzones
of the reactor under eonsideration, being needed as weighting-functions.
are approximated by ~l(E) = F(E)/[ItCE)]l+l. 1 = 0.1 •••• ,5. where F(E) is
the total collision density and I (E) i8 the macroscopic total cross section
t
of the subzone. Additionally, simpler weighting options may be applied.
For a detailed discussion on weighting the reader is referred to 11/.
Since the first report on MIGROS-2 13/ Ln 1973 this module has undergone some
modif ions. These are
- the additional determination of $t-weighted total group cross sections
for -calculations in extended transport approximations
- a reduction 1n weighting options (options for test purposes are cancelled)
- an improved calculation of hydrogen scattering matrices (transfer
elements for scattering into the last group had been erroneous)
fine-structure weighting in conneetion with the calcu-
lat of total group cross sections
- substitution of the non-linear interpolation procedure to smoothe
polated values
- initial determination of the need of computer storage to save computing
time in ease of arestart
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cancellation of the restriction to four fine-groups per macro-group to
save time in many-group calculations (more than 200 groups)
- changes in output format to compact the written output
- changes in messages (errors and warnings)
In Tab. 1 the modified and unmodified subroutines are listed separately.
For the performance of each subroutine see below (chapter 7.3).




LEGINT.G.LEGIST.LEGANS.IP0LIN.MIXSGT .INF0RM .PUNK.L00KO •
+ +
L00KI .L00K2 .GRUPIN.SPRAL. PHI
TRAPEZ++.MUK0N+.PRINT
+ only slightly modified. ++ eliminated
Along with these modifications a change in the overlay structure was necessary
(see chapter I. Table 11).
7.1 Definition of the quantities calculated in this module




= microscopic cross section for elastic neutron
scattering at energy E
(KEDAK type SGN).
= angular distribution in the c.m.-system for
elastic neutron scattering with
+1
2~ f d~ w(E.~) = 1
_I 0 0
E = energy of the incoming neutrons




total microscopic neutron reactions cross
section at energy E
(KEDAK type SGT).
Then for energy groups (Eg • Eg_ I ). EI > EZ > ••• > EG• G :: number of groups.
. • +the module calculates the elast1c group cross sect10ns









~"0.1 •.•.• 5; g" I.Z •••••G.
the normalized i-th order matrixelements for elastic scattering from group g'
to group g
(7.2)
t .. 0.1 •••.• 5; g'.g
and the mean scattering COS1ne 1n group g
1,2 •••••G.
In (7.2) the quantity wt(E~g) is defined as












dEI ~I dIJ o 21T w(E,IJo)PQ.(lJo )







(A+I) A atomie weight of the seattering nueleus in neutron mass
Pn(\.l ) is the Legendre-polynomial of degree t, P (IJ ) '"
'" 0 0 0
and IJ (E,E ' ) is the seattering eosine in the laboratoryo
seattering from energy E to energy EI:
IJ (E EI) c: A+I lEI/E' - A-L IE/E I'0' 2 2 •
I, P1(lJ) '" IJ ete ••o 0
system for elastie
(7.6)
Further w(E,IJ ) is the angular distribution for elastie neutron seattering 1n
o
the laboratory system, related to ;(E.~o) through
where
w(E,IJ ). 0 w(E,J.1 )o
(7.7)
The quantity w (E~g) gives the probility for elastie seattering from energy E
o
into the interval (E • EI)' the energy group g.g g-
For
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computat10n the righthand side of the defining equation (7.4) which
involves a double-integration as it stands can easily be simplified.
In the case of iso 1n the s.m.-system we have ;(E.~ ) : 1/4n '" const.
o
and therefore according to (7.5) and (7.7)
where
wR,(E-+g)
1 i1 (E.E I)
== - 0 J g- dll
2 A (E E) 0
11 0 • g
(7.8)
- 1 if E > E /0. and E> E- g g
... 1 if E < E and E > E
11 (E,E ) - g g'" (7.9)o g
11 (E,E ) if E < E < E /0. and E > Eo g g g g
- 1 if E == Eg
Here E 1S the lower limit of the considered energy region, usually E==O.OOI eV.
(In the subroutine LECAL E '" ABN(IM+I». With (7.9) scattering to energies
below E is avoided, in particular: there is no scattering out of the lowest
group.
In the case of anisotropy in the c.m.-system, normally for energies above
10 keV. we have
W (E-+g) '" 2nR,
i1 (E,E I)
o f g- dll w(E,Il) Pn(ll )
• (E E) 0 0 ~ 0
11 0 'g
(7.10)
7.2 Integration, interpolation, energy and cosine grid, weighting
The multigroup constants to be determined according to (7. I), (7.1') and (7.2)
contain integrals over products of cross sections and weighting functions,
theSe two factors generally behaving differently and being given at different
grids of energy points. Additionally, in (7.2) the elastic cross section
is multiplied by the transfer "probilities", wR,(E-+g), which are angular
integrals over the product of angular distributions and the Legendre-
6 -
po 1& accord to (7.8) and (7.10). Expecially these w
1
(E+g) are
strongly fluctuating functions. a fact that requires great care
integration.
The techniques of integration. interpolation, and the choice of meshpoints
applied in this module result fram a comparison of the results of the
total1y numerical procedure with the analytical anes in special cases as
weIl as from a eomparison of different numerical methods. So
- angular integration is performed with Simpson's rule.
- energy integration is done with a modified trapezoidal rule because of the
varying density of diserete cross seetion energies and the need for
a fine mesh in the outgroup seattering region (defined below).
- interpolation of the elastie (SGN) and total eross sections (SGT) and
the mean scattering eosines (MUEL) is linear, energy and angle inter-
polation of the elastie seattering distributions (SGNC) is performed
with polynomials up the third order - a detailed deseription of this
non-linear interpol?tion procedure is given in ref. I, p. 140.
In particular. in the angular integrals (7.8) and (7.10) there is partial
eaneellation sinee the Legendre-polynomial Pl(~O) has 1 ze~os in ~I, +IJ
and therefore the integrand ehanges sign. This effeet of eaneellation
inereases with ~" but ean be overeome by a eosine grid with a number of
meshpoints increasing with 1.
For the computation of the integral (7.10) - anisotropy 1n the c.m.-system-
table 7.2 gives the number NST(L) of eosine meshpoints for the L-th moment
in [-I, + IJ .















The 10n according to (7.10) 1S performed by LEGANS.




• 2 _I 0
(7.11 )
R,=0.1 ..... 5
with ~ (~ ) from (7.7) need be ealeulated only once for all groups in theo 0
region of isotropie scattering. So we ean afford to determine the BR,(w) at
321 w-points in [:1. +0. The integration is done analytieally with suitable
different approximations for A '" I. I < A ~ 30. and A > 30.
The wR,(E~g) aeeording to (7.8) are ealeulated by LEGIST by interpolating
in the table of the BR,(w) whieh a determined with LEGINT.
In concern with energy integrations the choice of the energy grid is etrongly
influenced by the oscillatory behaviour of the transfer probilities wR,(E~g)







I I A-I 2
I I CL a: (A+ I)
~ Gruppe g )1
Fig. 7. I: Behaviour of the wR,(E-+g) for i a: 5
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Thus the energy ls that require the finest energy mesh are the









E < E ~s possible
g
region; if E /0. < E I' the intervallg g-
which scattering occurs only to energies E > E within. - g
The intervall ü: ,
g
is ca11ed outgroup
jE /0., E ~ f rom-g g-
group g is called
In the outgroup scattering region w~(E~g) may change its s~gn several times
due to the zeros of the Legendre-polynomials in (7.5). To describe this
behaviour properly we need a sufficiently fine energy grid (independent of 0.).
In the ingroup scattering region there is only a weak dependence on energy
so that a coarse mesh will do.
Comparisons with analytical cases show that for ~ < 5 and for a group
lethargy ln(E I/E) = ~u $ 0.7 an appropriate choice ~s NK = 70 and NR = 16g- g g
where NK(NR) is the number of discrete energies in the outgroup (ingroup)
scattering region used for the representation of the w~(E~g); other va lues
can be specified by input.
NR should be large enough to guarantee a sufficiently accurate representation
of an analytically given macroweighting spectrum (see below) if there are only
a few discrete SGN-energies.
The whole group g is an outgroup scattering reg10n if E /0. > E I; in thisg - g-
case NK-ln(E ,/E )/ln(l/a) - instead of NK in the first version of this
g- g
module - discrete energy points are assigned to the group. In case of hydrogen
100 energy points per energy decade are taken.
These discrete energ~es are called basic points; they are determined in PUNK.
Tagether with the discrete SGNC-energies found on KEDAK they form the coarse
energy grid corresponding to which the w~(E~g) we calculated in LECAL.
In GRUPIN the coarse grid. the SGN-energies and, if g1ven, the energy points
of the rnacroweighting spectrum are joined by means of PUSUM to form the fine
energy grid. Linear ion of the wI(E~g) and the elastic cross
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sections G to the fine grid eIds a pointwise ion of the
which lS performed groupwise in SPRAL. in case of
with I/L
i + 1 the energy points of the macroscopict
the sum of the energy points of the constituent
transfer cross sections Gi ) = aCE) • W~(E+g) which contains on one hand
the information available from KEDAK and on the other hand the oscil
behav of the a
i
) in the outgroup scattering region. For the re-
presentation of 0 t (E) (7.10) the energy points of SGT found on KEDAK are
used.
For the final integration.
a fine-structure weighting
total cross section Lt(E) -
a t ! s - are added to the fine grid. and the a i (E+g) are interpolated linearly
to the resulting grid. In case of a mere macroweighting the fine grid is used.
The modified trapezoid integration procedure in SPRAL was developed from the
usual trapezoid rule which treats the integrand as a whole linearly between
to U~Lb"U'UL'Ling points. The procedure applied here merely requires a linear
behaviour of the components of the integrand. That this is a less severe
restrict i5 clear from the fact that the product of two linear functions
does not show a linear but a quadratic behaviour. For a detailed description
see ref 11/. p. 136.
The we function wi(E) is approximated by the product of a macro- and a
rn-~nprtrum. representing the slowly varying collision density and the
poss strongly fluctuating fine-structure of the neutron flux density,
respectively.
The poss le weighting options are listed in the table 7.3.
Table 7 3: The fine-weighting options of module 6
t. Macro-spectrum Micro-spectrum MW NSPEC
I I/E I - -
2 I [J lEt CEÜ H I 2 -
3 F ) 1 - I
0





(E) I I 2.+1
MW and NSPEC are the corresponding input parameters.
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7.3 '[he routines of this module: purpose and a descriE.tion of the argument































interpolation with polynomials up to degree 3
joining of point sets
construction of a macro-groury structure dependent
on given density of data points
calculation of the total macroscopic cross section
for fine-structure weighting
transformation of angular distributions
printing of additional information
generation of the basic energy grid
reading of KEDAK
reading of lS(6TI (atomic weight) using NDF
reading of SGN. MUEL, SGT using NDF
reading of SGNC using NDF
reading of SGNC-energies using NDF
control of the calculation of the wt(E+g) according
to (7.8) and (7.10)
calculation of pointwise Legendre polynomials
calculation of Legendre integrals according to (7.11)
G(N,X,Y) = (XN_yN)/(X_y)
calculation of partial Legendre coefficients
according to (7.8)
calculation of partial Legendre coefficients
according to (7.10)




final determination of group constants
according to (7. I), (7. I '). (7.2), (7.3)
printing and reserving of final results
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In the following a description of the argument lists and the commons of
the subroutines lS given. Under the heading "Arguments" those quantities
are found which must be defined before computation will start. Under
















- Construction of macro-groups by means of MAKR0;
- calculation of unnormalized scattering matrices
for each macro-group by means of LECAL and
GRUPIN,
- calculation of normalized scattering matrices etc.
by means of MUK0N,
- printing and reserving of results with PR1NT
number of energy group boundaries (input or standard)
energy group boundaries (increasing) (input or
standard)
NX + J
Comment: the group boundaries will be modified and
rearranged in the followin~ manner;
ABN(I) = EG(NX - 1+1), I = 1,2, ..• ,NX,
{
> 10-3 NEGR NE27, ABN(NEGR)=1O-3 eV
if ABN(NX) = 10-3 NEGR = NX
< 10-3 ERR0R 6.8
NGR = NEGR-I
number of energy groups




















indices of the first and last energy
group for which scattering matrices etc.
shall be calculated (input)
highest Legendre order which can be treated
(NMAX = 5 in this version)
first Legendre moment to be calculated
(input or standard. but finally NLA = 0 always)
last Legendre moment to be calculated (input
or standard)
macro-weighting spectrum control parameter
(= I: spectrum from FUNCTI0N PHI
> I: NSPEK = number of discrete energies of the
macro-weighting spectrum)
number of values of the macro-weighting spectrum
if NSPEK > I. = lotherwise
discrete energies of the macro-weighting spectrum
if NSPEK > I, no meaning otherwise (input)
values of the macro-weighting spectrum (the first
NSPEK values for the o. moment. the second NSPEK
values for the I. moment ete. if MAZ(I) = I,
the first NSPEK values - there will be no more 1n
this ease - for all moments if MAZ(I) = 0)
micro-weighting spectrum pointer (= I: the fine-
structure mixture from which the micro-weighting
spectrum is to be calculated is given in the
arrays MAT and DAT; = 0: no fine-structure weighting)
number of different nuclei in the fine-structure
mixture (input), if NTK = I; = 1 otherwise
nuclei in KEDAK notation in the fine-structure
mixture (input)
densities in particles per ccm times 10-
24
of the
nuclei in the fine-structure mixture (input)
estimated number of discrete energies of the micro-
spectrum
pointers for the weighting of the higher moments
(see SPRAL: MZ)
estimated number of energy meshpoints of the coarse
mesh per macro-group
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number of angular meshpoints of the angular




maximum number of energy groups per macro-group
(input or standard)
number of basic points in the outgroup scattering
reg10n per group (input or standard)
number of basic points in the ingroup scattering
reg10n per group (input or standard)
nucleus in KEDAK notation for which scattering matrices
etc. shall be calculated
printed-output unit (usually N0UT=6)
unit on which the final results are stored
pointer for additional output (input or standard)
MIGR0S counting index
A(ISM),ß(ISM),EA(ISM),EB(ISM),E(ISM) ,EN(ISD) ,SGN(ISD) , EC0(ISD),SC\I\(ISD),
V(ISD).W(ISD),F(ISD),AR(IC\I\S).FU(IC0S).ABN(NE27),INT(NE27) ,GR(NE27) ,










increment of NTTT if NTTT is found to be for small
during execution
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downward extension in groups of the energy region
to be calculated in order to treat outscattering in








Summation of real numbers different in sign and













Interpolation with polynomials up to degree three
(for details see ref. I, p. 140)
number of given points
given abszissae
given ordinates





given new ahszissae with X(I) = A(I), X(N)
X(I-I) < X(I), I = 2, N
A(M),















Joining of point sets
number of elements in the array A
first point set (increasing)
number of elements in the array E
second point set (increasing)
number of different points ~n A and E









A macro-group 1S defined as an energy region
consisting of one group or several connected groupso
~~R0 subdivides the given energy region (ABN(1M +1).
ABN(1L» into macro-groups meeting the following
condi dons:
each macro-group contains
a) as many groups as possible
b) NS groups at most
c) 1SD - 1SM SGN-meshpoints at most
cl) either groups with only isotropie outscattering ~n
the com.-system or groups with only anisotropie
outscattering in the corno-system
«A-I)!(A+I»2 where A is the atomic weight of the





















indices of the first and last group for which
scattering matrices shall be calculated
index of the first group with only isotropie
outscattering in the c.rn.-system
scattering width
maximum number of groups per macro-group
number of basic points in the outgroup scattering
region per group, reduced if NUEB > 2
number of basic points ~n the ~ngroup scattering region
total number of SGNC-energies
number of energy groups




maximum number of basic points plus discrete
SGNC-energies per macro-group
ISM plus maximum number of discrete SGN-energies
per macro-group
pointer for macro-weighting (=0: l/E-weighting,
= I: weighting with a spectrum given pointwise)
number of energy points of the macro-spectrum if
KSPE = I, = I otherwise
energy points of the macro-spectrum
pointer for micro-weighting (= 0: No micro-weighting
with 1/L:/ 1)
KT number of materials for micro-weighting if NTK






materials for micro-weighting if NTK = I; no meaning
if NTK = 0
maximum number (estimated) of energy points per group
for micro-weighting
unit for temporary storage purposes




nucleus in KEDAK notation for which scattering matrices
etc. shall be calculated
printed-output unit






number. of macro-group boundaries
macro-group boundaries given by group indices
increment of ISD if ISD is found to be too Rmall
during execution
increment of NTTT if NTTT 1S found to be too small
during execution
interrupt indicator (= 0: no interrupt;
= I: an interrupt with printing of an erroT. message
has occurred)
coroment: the determined macro-groups are as follows:
I. macro-group: (ABN (INT (2) + I), ABN (IN ( I ) }]
I-th macro-group: (ABN(INT (1+ 1)+ I), ABN (INT(I) +0
I .. 2,3, •.• , INTT-I
SUBR0UTINE MIXSGT(KT,MAT,DAT,NTT,NTR,NT,ET,ST,EA,EE,ISGT)
C0MM0N ST0FF, ISTRUK, ISPA, N0UT
Purpose: Calculation of the total macroscopic cross section
of a given mixture according to
where d
I
= density innuclei per ccm times 10-24
of the I-th nucleus in the mixture and °t 1 =,
total microscopic cross section of the I-th nucleus
in the mixture; KT see below. E stands for the joint
set of discrete energies for which for at least one















number of different nuclei 1n the mixture
nuclei 1n the mixture
densities (DAT(I) z d
I
)
lower and upper boundary of the energy intervall
in which Lt shall be calculated
estimated number of discrete energies of the
mixture in the intervall ~A,EEJ.
printed-output unit
number of discrete energies of the mixture 1n the
intervall [j;A,E~
discrete energies 1n ~A,EEJ
total macroscopic cross sections of the mixture
corresponding to the ET(I)
increment of NTT if NTTT is found to be too small
during execution










Determination of PK,NU+l(FiET,ST) from PK,NU(FIET,ST)
(definition of P1.J(FIET.ST) see below.)
index of the nucleus which shall be added to the
hitherto calculated mixture of the first K-) nuclei
see MIXSGT
number of the hitherto determined discrete energies
of the mixture .. number of ET(J) in PK.,NU(E/ET,ST)
hitherto determined discrete energies
hitherto determined total cross sections
index of the highest energy up to which the K-th
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density of the K-th nucleus
energy points of the polygonial to be added
microscopic total cross sections at E and EV
ET(NU) before the last modification
ST(NU) before the last modification
number of discrete energies of the mixture up to E
discrete energies up to E
total macroscopic cross sections up to E
index of the highest energy up to which the K-th
nucleus has been taken into account
see MIXSGT
Definition of P(E!ET.ST) and PI.J(EIET.ST):
Be
p(EiET.ST) = P(EjET(I).ET(2) ••..•ET(NT); ST(I).ST(2) ••••• ST(NT»
o if E < ET(I) or E > ET(NT)
= ST(J) if E = ET(J)
ST(·-I) + ST(J) - ST(J-I) (E-ET(J-I»
J ET(J) - ET(J-I)
if ET(J-I) < E < ET(J)
provided ET(I) < ET(2) < ••• < ET(NT).
Be now
PI /Ei ET •ST ) =
•
I-I
I PK NT (EiET.ST)
K=I • K




where the ETI(K) are the discrete 0t-energies of the I-th nucleus and














Transformation of angular distributions for elastie
neutron scattering from the corno-system into the
laboratory system according to equo (7.7)
number of uniformly spaced eosine meshpoints of
the angular distributions in the c.mo-system
number of angular distributions undergoing
transformation
max~mum number of angular distributions
angular distributions in the corno-system
uniformly spaced eosine meshpoints of the angular
distributions in the com.-system with A(I) ~ -I,
A(IC) = 1
ALFA (see MAKR0)
eosine meshpoints in the laboratory system























number of discrete SGN-energies 1n the 1R-th
macro-group
pointer for micro-weighting
number of discrete energies of the micro-weighting


















Generation of the basic energy grid uniformly spaced
in lethargy
number of energy groups
number of energy group boundaries
group boundaries
first and last group 1n the considered macro-group
number of angular distributions in the considered
macro-group
see MAKR0
number of basic points in the outgroup scattering
region
maX1mum number of basic points in the ingroup scattering
region; is reduced if the whole group is ingroup sent.reg.
maX1mum number of basic points plus discrete SGNC-energies
per macro-group
group lethargy widths
calculated number of basic points in the macro-group
defined through NA,NE
calculated basic points in this macro-group
increment of 1SM if 1SM 1S too small
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SUBR0UTINE L00KO(XMAT,MASSE.c0M,~)








Reading the atomie weight from KEDAK and relating it
to the neutron mass as mass unit, ealeulation of the
mass number and of the mean seattering eosine 1n the
laboratory system for isotropie seattering in the e.m.-
system
nueleus 1n KEDAK notation





L0~KO ealls the Entry NDFL0C of the KEDAK routine NDF
SUBR0uTINE L00KI(ISD,K,E,SGN,E0,EE,NT,ISGT)








Reading of SGN, MUEL and SGT from KFDAK
nueleus in KEDAK notation for whieh data shall be
read from KEDAK
maximum number of data whieh may be read with a single eall
lower and upper boundary of the energy region for whieh
data shall be read
data-type pointer (NT = I: SGN are read; NT = 2: MUEL









number of data (SGN, MUEL or SGT) in [E0. EE).
diserete energies at whieh data are given
data read from KEDAK (SGN, MUEL or SGT)
interrupt indieator (see MAKR0)
The eonditions E(I) = E0 and E(K) = EE are met by
linear interpolation or eonstant extrapolation.
L00KJ ealls the Entries NDFL0C and NDFNXT of the
KEDAK routine NDF.
SUBR0UTINE L00K2(NEN,EA,1C0S,IC0SP,1SM,AR,SGNC)














Reading of SGNC from KEDAK
nueleus in KEDAK notation
number of diserete energi~~ at whieh SGNC are given
diserete energies for whieh SGNC shall be read (they
have been read before with L00K3)
maximum number of SGNC eosine meshpoints
max~mum number of diserete SGNC-energies
printed-output unit
inerement of IC0S if IC0S has found to be too small
during reading SGNC from KEDAK
SGNC eosine meshpoints from KEDAK
SGNC from KEDAK eorresponding to the eos~ne mesh AR
and the energy mesh EA
The eosine mesh must be the same for all energies.














ISEL pointer for additional output
1S}W estimated increment of ISM if there are more than
ISM angular distributions on KEDAK for the considered
nucleus
NE number of angular distributions on KEDAK for the nucleus
in question
EA(NE) SGNC-energy mesh on KEDAK for the considered nucleus
LST(NGR) LST(1) = number of energies EA(N) with
ABN(I+I) < EA(N) < ABN(l)
lS0 see MAKR0
1SGNC interrupt indicator (compare ISGT l.n MAKR0)




Purpose: Control of the calculation of the w~(E~g) according





atomic mass number of the scattering nucleus

























(1S0T=1: the considered maero-group is within the
energy reg of anisotropie scattering in the
c.m.-system 1s0T = 0 otherwise)
sequence of calculated moments
upper Legendre index (input)
indices of the first and the last group in the macro-
group for which scattering matrices etc. shall be
caleulated
seattering width
indices of the first and the last group for which
scattering matrices ete. shall be calculated
number of energy group boundaries
energy group boundaries
number of eosine meshpoints of the SGNC on KEDAK
cos1ne meshpoints of the SGNC on KEDAK
number of basic points plus diserete SGNC-energies 1n
the maero-group to be calculated
basic points plus discrete SGNC-energies in the
macro-group to be caleulated (eoarse mesh)
angular distributions in the laboratory system
moment-dependent number of uniformly spaeed eosine
meshpoints for ~ -integration when IS0T = Jo
moment-independent number of uniformly spaced eosine
meshpoints for ~ -integration when IS0T = 0o
maximum number of basic points and diserete SGNC-energies
per macro-group
ISM plus maximum number of discrete SGN-'energies per
macro-group
maxlmum seattering width
pointer for the ealeulation of Legendre integrals by
means of LEGINT
(1TA = 0: Legendre integrals are ealeulated,
ITA = I: Legendre integrals have already been calculated)
unit on which the w1(E~g) are stored temporarily
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Auxiliary arrays:















Caleulation of pointwise Legendre polynomials
number of uniformly spaeed eosine meshpoints
order up to whieh Legendre polynomials shall be
ealeulated
number of uniformly spaeed eosine meshpoints if
IS~T :: 0 (here: maximum length of A)
uniformly spaeed eOS1ne meshpoints
uniformly spaced eosine meshpoints (double preeision)
Legendre polynomials pointwise
F(L.I) :: PL_1(A(I))
spaeing of the A(I):
D :: A(I) - A(I-I). I :: 2. NST
SUBR0UTINE LEGINT(N.NAK.XMAT.ITA)
C0MM0N IINTEGI H. GRAL. D
Purpose: Caleulation of Legendre integrals
r-=----"""2














upper Legendre index (is ignored; the B (w) are always
determined for N .. 0, I, 2, 3, 4, 5) n
number of eosine meshpoints
atomic weight in neutron mass units
uniformly spaced eosine mesh-points, Hel) .. -I,
H(NAK) .. 1
spacing of the H(I)





pointer (ITA • I after calculation)
For A .. I, ) < A ~ 30, A > 30 the above integral is
treated numerically in different ways.
FUNCTI0N G(N, X. Y)
G(N, X, Y) =
X - Y





D .. X - Y
N-2
D y + (:)
N-3 2D Y + ••• + N-IY
SUBR0UTINE LEGIST(L.NST.IA.IB.NEGR.GR,E)
C0MM0N IINTEGI X. GRAL, D
Purpo5e: Calculation of partial Legendre coefficients when
seattering is isotropie in the c.m.-system according





== J d\1 _0_ P (\1)
4n GR(I+I) 0 d\1 L-I 0
o
using the previously in LEGlNT determined integrals
Arguments:














Legendre degree plus 1
number of uniformly spaeed eosine meshpoints
eosine mesh from LEGINT
spacing of the XCI)
see above
length of array E
boundary indices within which the E(I) shall be
determined
eosine integration boundaries
(E(I), I==IA,IB-I) == partial Legendre coefficients (see above)






Purpose: Calculation of partial Legendre coefficients when
scattering is anisotropie in the c.m.-system according











eosine mesh fram LEGP0L
pointwise angular distribution eorresponding
with the X (I)
(6.NST) Legendre polynomials pointwise from LEGP0L




E(NEGR) (E(I).I-IA.IB-I) - partial Legendre eoefficients (s.above)















C0M mean scattering eosine when seattering is isotropie in
the c.m.-system - 2!(3-XMAT)
PM fraetion of MUEL in the corrected first moment (normally I.)
NGR number of energy groups
EH(ISN) basic points plus discrete SGNC-energies in the maero-group
to be ealeulated
K number of SGN
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H(K) discrete SGN-energies
F(K) SGN corresponding with the H(l)
N number of MUEL
G(H) discrete MUEL-energies















pointer for the calculation of ~i-weighted total group
cross sections (= I: calculation, = 0: no calculation)
number of given total cross section values in the
macro-group considered
total cross section energy points
total cross sections corresponding to EG
dimension of WA (see below and FLu~I)
dimension of U (see below and FLUHMI)




number of energy meshpoints in the fine energy grid
consisting of the basic points (from PUNK), the discrete
SGNC-energies. the discrete SGN- and MUEL-energies
energy group integrals of the w@ighting spectra
RSP(L.N) = fdE ~L_I(E)
N
ELSIG(6.NUEB,NGR) elastic scattering transfer cross sections
N....II
ELSIG(L.I.N) = 0L_I
= IdE o(E) wL_I(E....II)~L_I(E)lfdE~L_I(E)
N N
where 11 = N + I-I
SGT0T(6,NGR)
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total group cross sections (if NGT = I)
N












number of given points
given points
number of g1ven new abszissae
given new abszissae where X(I) A(I), X(N) A(M)










(= 0 : I/E-weighting, = I: weighting with a pointwise
spectrum)
number of energy points of the macro-weighting spectrurn




pointers for the weighting of the higher moments
(HZ(I) = 0; same macro-weighting for all moments,
= I: special macro-weighting for each moment;
HZ(2): same as HZ(I) but for micro-weighting
field dimension (= NS if KS = I, = I otherwise)
order of the last Legendre-moment to calculated
(I ~ NLE ~ 5)
NL field dimension (= NS if MZ(I)
HZ(I) = I)
0, = N~(NLE+I) if
E(NS) macro-spectrum energy points overlapping group g if
KS = I, no meaning otherwise
















field dimension and pointer for micro-weighting (= I:
no micro-weighting, > I: micro-weighting with NTT
energy points)
energy points for micro-weighting overlapping group g
total macroscopic cross sections for micro-weighting
corresponding to ET
Legendre-order for which cross sections shall be
calculated plus 1 (L = t+l)
number of energy points in the fine energy grid
energy points in the fine energy grid for group g,
boundaries included
values of the function H in the fine energy grid (see
Purpose) corresponding to EN
fdE H(E) ~t(E),
~
In case of fine weighting with I/E t + 1 the energy grid for
t
integration consists of the fine grid and the points at
which the Lt'S are given. The behaviour of the cross
sections to be integrated. the macro-weighting spectrum
and the I/E~+I-values is assumed to be linear between
adjoining points of this grid.
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FUNCTI0N PHI(E) :: I/E
SUBR0uTINE ~ruK0N(ELSIG,ELT0T,NLE.NECU.NUEB,IL,IM,NGR.MASSE)
Purpose: Determination of oNN s~~II and ~ NN from a~N~II














Legendre degree up to which scattering matrices are
calculated
scattering width
first and last calculated energy group
ELSIG(6.NUEB,NGR) ELSIG(L I NN):: NN~NN+I-I• , aL_I
where NN :: IL •..•• IM
I :: I ••.•• NUEB





:: SL_I (see above)








where NN :: IL, •••• IM
I :: I, ... ,NUEB.
L :: 1,2 ••.• ,NLE+I
Comparisons with cases which can be treated analytically
(atomic weight A > I) whow that the matrixelements
NN-+NN+I-I
SL_I are calculated here with a maximum absolute
error
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Thus quantities smaller than 10-5 1n absolut value
are ignored and set equal to zero (except for hydrogen)
SUBR0UTINE PRINT(ELSIG,ELT0T,NLA,NLE,NECU.NUEB.ISEL.NGR,KSPEK,MAZ,NTK,
KIM,NGT,SGT0T,RSP,MASSE,NGS)





















corresponds to KSPE in GRUPIN
first Legendre moment to be caleulated
(NLA = 0 always)
indices of the first and last group for whieh
seattering matriees have been ealeulated
nucleus for whieh seattering matriees have been
ealculated
pointer for additional output
printed-output unit
unit on which all MIGR0S-results are stored
mass number of the nucleus in ST0FF
index of the first group in which has been put
SGN = SGT = 1 (only for heavy materials in ease of




Verbesserte Behandlung der anisotropen elastischen
Neutronenstreuung durch konsistente Transport-
näherungen energieabhängiger Ordnung
KFK 2377 to be published in 1977
/2/ G.I. Bell, G.E. Hansen, H.A. Sandmeier
Multitable Treatments of Anisotropie Seattering
in SN Multigroup Transport Caleulations
Nucl. Sei. and Eng •• 28. 376 (1967)
/3/ H. Husehke. B. Krieg MIGR0S-2 A Program Written in F~RTRAN for the
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8. ~he Calculation of the interval cross sections and the zero'th and hirher
moments of the normalized elastic transfer elements for the REMO-correction.
Hodule 9.
8. I Basic formulae and notations
a) The fine interval system for the REMO-Correction 11/.
The I-th group of the basic broad group system is divided into NFG(I)
fine-groups. equidistant 1n lethargy. Any of these fine groups is
divided into NFI(I) fine intervals. equidistant in energy. The fine
interval width is denoted by ~E.







The REMO correction procedure requires the total a t and the elastic
seattering cross-sections ° and the averaged eosine which is defined bye
f dE ~ (E) cr (E)F(E)
~E e e
I dE ° (E)F(E)
~E e
(8.2)
c) The elastic scattering transfer probability matrix-elements are defined
by
where
I dE cr (E) w"(E~n)F(E)
~E e ft.
LIdE cr (E) n (E~)F(E)










where Pt(t) are the Legendre polynomials.
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A 18 the mass of the scatterer. and
The scattering angle 1n the eenter-of-mass system
(A+ l) 2 EI
lJ c .. I - 2A • (I - E ) ,
and that 1n the laboratory system,
A+It .. --
2
/E I '_ A-I ß.
E 2 EI
Y (lJ c ) .. the angular distribution of the elastic scattering in the center
of mass system. It should be normalized 1.e.
I
2
(Y(lJ ) = I, for isotropie case)c





t(lJ ) .. 0.5 1-(l-lJ) --2 {A+I -
c c (A+I)






fall into the group g. The neutron transfer may occur
into the groups g. g+l. ... where Ek > a E > I' As there 18 an
unamb relation between the scattering angle ~c and energy lass. a
division of the angle interval - 1 <
groups. .e.
< 1 corresponds to the acceptor
- I _ ~k+ 1 < ~k ••• < lJ I < I
Thus the neutrons scattered with angle 1 > ~ > lJ remain in the group g,
- - I
and those with the angle lJj > lJ ~ lJ j +1 will fall into the group g+j.
According to our experience. the calculation and the physical interpretation
are the
scatter
~LWVLc~t when the integration is performed over the center-of-mass
angle.
8.2 Method of calculation
According to the formulae (8.1), (8.2), (8.3) and (8.5) the main task 1S
to perform numerical integrations.
For (8.1) and (8.2) a simple trapezoidal rule is used. The meshpoints for
the tion are derived from the KEDAK-data. All different energy points
of the datatypes SGT, SGN and MUEL and the intervalboundaries are taken.
The funetional values are obtained by linear interpolation in the energy.
For the (8.3) and (8.5) the Romberg integration method (see
app. 111 1n /2/) i5 used. The alternating sign of the Legendre poly-
and the "ill-behaviour" of the Y (lJ ) at some emergy values
c
require consideration which are described in app. IV. of /2/.
Before the 1 (8.3) 15 performed. the fine interval ~E i5 to be
d into subintervals with the following mesh-points:
~ All energy points for which elastic scattering cross-sections are
g in the nuclear data file should be a mesh point.
11 lf an energy value Ek/a falls into the fine interval, this also
should be a mesh point. The Romberg integration procedure i5
for each subinterval.
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8.3 The removal of possible inconsistencies between the average cos~ne calcu-
lated from the angular distribution and the average eosine available on KEDAK
There may two types of the above inconsistency exist:
a) The angular distributions of the seattered neutrons for the energy
range in question are not given, but the retrieved average eosine
U lS different from 2/3A. In this case a linear anisotropy i8ret
aS8umed i.e. the following center of maS8 angular distribution is
used
Formula (8.7) is always used
for the calculations.
b) The nuclear data file gives center
(8.7)
of mass angular distributions for
the energy range in question, but the caleulated average eosine
differs from the retrieved one. This differenee ean be attributed to
the uncertainties in the evaluated angular distribution as weIl as
to the uneertainties in their interpolation. Consequently there exist
only ad hoe methods~ for the removal of this ineonsisteney. We have
applied the following simple treatment.








is the labor average eOSlne ealeulated from the given mass angular
distribution. The above scattering probability is eorreeted with the
retrieved average eosine i.e.
~s(U) = ws(u) + 1
2
(-u--- - p---) P (11)ret ang I'" (8.9)
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and the correction to a transfer matrix element is
3 - -
t:. 'Ir (E-+n) .. -(\.I - \.I )
1 2 ret ang
(8.10)
where (\.I • \.l ,) is the angle interval in the laboratory system be-
n n+
longing to the scattering from E into the group N.
Formula (8. '0) is always used for the caleulations.
8.4 Strategy of the extrapolation
It may oeeur that for a cross-seetion or angular distribution the energy
interval given on the KEDAK library does not cover the whole energy range
of the group system. In this ease a message is printed out and the funetional
values are taken equal to the eorresponding boundary value (horizontal
extrapolation).
8.5 Deseription of the routines
In this chapter abrief deseription of the purpose and the argumentlists
of the programmes of module 9 of MIGROS-3 will be given. The meaning of
each variable of the argumentlists is explained onee: the first time
they oceur.
Module 9 only has one working array (W0RK t IW~RK) for storing the results
and other variables dynamieally. The eontents of this array is described
in Tahle VIII.All the results are transfered within the system with the






Control program for groupwise ealeulation
































Data retrieval from the KEDAK Library
Correetion of a groupwise energy mesh
Initialisation of mass dependent quantities
Caleulation of groupwise energy intervals
Sorting the members of an array 1.n inereasing order
Organisation of the output of sealar group constants
Organisation of the output of transfer matriees
Calculation of scalar group eonstants
Integration by trapezoidal rule
Organisation of the groupwise ealculation of
elastic transfer probabilities
Organisation of the subdivision of an energy
interval aeeording to the prineiple in chapter 8.2
Calculation of the transferprohabilities
Calculation of the integral (8.5)
Subdivision of an angle interval
Initialisation of the polynomial roots
Interpolation of angular distributions
Caleulation of the average eosine eorrection
for (8.9)
Cosine of seattering angle 1n eentre of mass system
Calculation of Legendre polynomials
Calculation of y(~)crs
Interpolation of angular distributions of
elastically scattered neutrons
Calculation of integral (8.5) for the hydrogen case
array-wise linear interpolation
point-wise linear interpolation
Normalisation of angular distribution
Normalisation of transfer probabilities
Name se
ZWIN Determinat of the boundaries of an energy range
ICSOP Determination of the groupnumber of an energy point
IWQI(F) Gett integer from an array
IWIN Storing in an array
EGRENZ Dummy routine
ANG Calculation of formula (8.6-b)












NF I ( I) • I" I •NGRE
NJM
NUJM
The number of energy boundaries
The energy group boundaries /eV/
The number of energy points for the neutron spectrum
The neutron spectrum
Energy points for the neutron spectrum
The error limit for the Romberg integration
The first and the last moment to be calculated
The number of groups to be calculated
The number of finegroups
The number of fine-intervals per fine-group
The maximum number of mesh points for angle
integration lS 2::1l:1KNJM+1
The maximum number of mesh points for energy
integration is 2**NUJM+l
ISEL s I: The formula (8.3) will be computed
0: The fomula to be obtained from (8.3), when
o (E) .. I, will be computed
s
IWORK(I). WORK(I)I=l,L Work-array. IW0RK and W0RK must be the same array
in the calling program
L The length of the work-array
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The routine REMO performs the fol tasks:
- to determine and to store the controlinformation of TAßLE VIII in the
array W0RK. For this purpose the KEDDAT entries NIVNUM and DATNUM and
the routine MASSIN are called.
- to retrieve the angular distributions in the energy range to be cal-
culated from the KEDAK library with the KEDDAT entry KEDLEC.
- to determine the needed length and compare with the available length
of the array W0RK.
- to call the subroutine REMP for the groupwlse calculations.
+ SUBROUTINE REMP(ABN.IGR,NF1.FLUX.EFLUX,W0RK.IW0K.1S)
ABN and NF1 are defined 1n REM0.
IGR is identical wirh NFG }FLUX is identical with F 1n REM0
EFLUX 1S identical with E
IS 1S the lowest energy group for which angular
distributions are available
In REMP the calculations are organised groupwise. The following tasks are
carried out:
- to establish the energy group- and intervalstructure with the routine ENERG
- to retrieve the nuclear data from the nuclear library KEDAK for the
data types SGT. SGN and MUEL with the routine KEDDAT.
- to determine the final energy meshpoints for the calculations from the
available data for SGT, SGN and MUEL. All different energy points and
the groupboundaries are taken. These points are sorted by the routine
0RDN I.
- to late the data
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SGT~ SGN and MUEL for the final energy
array with the routine LININT.
to calculat,e the group averaged quanti ti es of formula (8, I) and (8.2)
with the routine SINT
- to cal the 0 sation program for the transfer matrices ISOFAL
- to call the output organisation routines SEARCH and SUCHM
+ The retrieval of the data from the KEDAK library is organised by the








FA (I ) • Ic 1. NDAT
FF(I) ,I-l,NDAT
EP EM
name of the material
data type name
if there i5 a further name the sequential number of
the required nameeombination. otherwise without
meaning.
if there is a further name then the number of
retrieved name combination. otherwise without
meaning.
if there is a further name then its value, otherwise
without meaning.
the number of retrieved data pairs.
argument values
function values
upper and lower energy boundary [eYl. for which the
cross-section values are to be retrieved.
ENTRY DATNUM
This entry is used when only NDAT is to be determined •
ENTRY KEDLEC •NAMrYP.NWl.EA.lAE.EPW.EMW.FA.FF.FAW.FFW.EP.EM.*.*.*)
This i8 used to retrieve angular distributions in the energy
interval [ßPW.
In this case EP, EM are not energy but eosine of the scattering angle.
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EA(I),Isl,NWl the energy points
IEA(I),I=l,NWl the number of angle points per angular distribution
FAW(I),I-l,NWlxNDAT the angle points of angular distributions
FFW(I),Isl,NWlxNDAT the angular distributions (in one field,one by one)
ENTRY NIVNUM (NAMIZ,NAMTYP,NWl,EPW.EMW.EFR.x,x,*)
EFR is the energy for the first angular distribution. This entry i5
used for the determination of NWl and EFR.
The dataretrieval from the KEDAK library is performed with the standard
retrieval package NDF. If no KEDAK data is avai1ab1e for a material or
a data type the RETURN 1 statement is carried out.
In the present version RETURN 2 and RETURN 3 are defined in the argument-
1ists, but are not used in the program.
Further the subroutine AUSGL lS called by KEDDAT in order to correct the
retrieved energy meshpoints.
+ SUBR0uTINE AUSGL(NDAT.EM.EP.FA.FF)
The arguments are explained in KEDDAT.
The input of AUSGL are NDAT datapoints with argument values FA and function
values FF and the following properties:
FA( I) ~ EM
FA(NDAT) ~ EP
In AUSGL
FA( I) == EM
FA(NDAT) == EP
with corresponding interpolation of FF lS carried out. In the case that
FA(2) - FA( I)
FA(J )
< 10-6 • the point FA(2)
- R.
and
FA ) - FA(NDAT-l)1
FA(NDAT I ~ the point FA(NDAT-l)
are omitted to avoid difficulties during the R0MBERG integration.
+ INE l'lASSIN ,ARN)
WORK and ABN are defined in REM0.
The routine MASSIN gets the mass of the desired material from KEDAK and




MASSIN a transformation of the roots of the Legendre polynomials
is performed and the results are transferred to the subroutine AMESH
th the help of the entry IRDMES.
+ SUBR0uTINE ENERG(NFG,NFI,EM,EP,E)
NFG and NF are def ined 1.n REM0
EM and EP are defined 1n KEDDAT
E REAL!II8 array with rE~sults
ENERG is the centralized subroutine for the groupwise calculation of the
group- and interval boundaries. The result has double precision.
-+- SUßR0UTINE I (KMAX,FELD)
KMAX
FELD
number of va lues to be sorted
array with input values
The rout
creas order







are defined in REM<tl
18 identical with :} 1n REM018 identical with
KEAL.ö array with group- and intervaiboundaries
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In the routine SEARCH the output of the scalar groupconstants <at>' <os>
and <~ > is organized and performed groupwise.
s
+ SUBR0uTINE SUCHM(NFG.NFI,IW0RK.w0RK.M0M,ABN)
NFG,NFI.w0RK,IW0RK and ABN are defined in REM0
Moment of the Legendre Polynomials, used for the
storing formats.










i5 identical with NFG
i8 identical with NFI REM01.n
i5 identical wüh F
is identical with E
i5 defined 1.n REM0
i5 defined 1.n SEARCH
Index of W0RK of the actual energy mesh
Index of W0RK of the functional values to be integrated
by the trapezoidal rule.
if N > 0
N < 0
Formula (8.1) i5 calculated












functional values of the integration
energy me5h points of the integration
1S identical with F }
1.n REM0
is identical with E
i5 defined in REM0
total number of datapoints in ES,SGN
~ 8. J -
The fune ion FXINT ealculate5 the integral
EP




ABN and are defined in REM0
IGR2 :L5 identical with NFG(I)
NFII 15 identical wüh NFI(I)
REM0:Ln
FLUX :L5 identical with F
EFLUX i5 identical wüh E
ENERG :L5 defined in SEARCH






array with energy meshpoints
:Ln REM0
I • \ liary arraY5
I • UlAX. NUJHj
are defined in REM0
are defined in KEDDAT
i5 identical wüh F }
i5 identical with E
maximum group change +







The routine WAHRS subdivides the energy interval (EH.EP) for the calcu-
lation of the (8.3) by the R0MBERG method.












elastie seattering eross seetion at anergy EI
average eosine at energy EI
as above for the lower meshpoint
ABN.NUJ.NUJM.Wq}RK are defined in REMq}
~s identical wi th F J
18 identieal with E










lMAX the maximum group change by a scattering 1n the
interval (EM.EP)
lMAJ1 is identieal with lMAX in WAHRS
PER(NMI.lMAJ1) } auxiliary arrays
PL(NMI .IMAX) REAL-8
The routine LMI ealculates transfer probabilities from the energy interval
(EM.EP) •
+ D0uBLE PRECISION FUNCTI0N ANINT(BU.BL.K.SG.XL.AZ.ICq}S.W0RK.T.NJM)
The funetion ANINT calculates the integral (8.5) by the R0MBERG methode
is calculated in UMI




































is identical wi th BU} 1n ANINT
15 identical with BL
array with the zeros of Legendre polynomials
starting index of the zeros of the NL Legendre
polynomial
starting index for the zeros of the (NL+I) Legendre
polynomial
moment of the Legendre polynomial
The subroutine AMESH prepares the division of the angle interval (BI.B2)
aceording to the roots of Legendre polynomial of the order NL. The entry
IRDMES(AC) initialises the array AC with preproeessed data from the roots
of the first five Legendre polynomials. These initialisation takes plaee











energy mesh points of the distributions
number of angles
The routine INTEN performs a linear interpolation of the angular distributions
at the energy E.
+ FUNCTlfl\N AK!l\R(BI.BL.K.AM)
The funetion AK0R ealculates analytieally the integral of formula (8.10).
3 lJn
AKfl\R ="2 I dlJ Pt (\.I) PI (\1)
lln+1
BI corresponds with lJ n
BL " " 11 n+1
K " " i
AM is the mass of the seatterer.
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+ FUNCTI0N BCM(EI.EO.
EI the energy of the neutron before scattering
EO the energy of the neutron after scattering
W0RK is defined 1n REM0
BCM gives the eosine of the scattering angle 1n the
center of mass system






Order of the Legendre polynomial
Argument of the Legendre polynomial




are defined in ANINT
control number for the anisotropy
identical with IW~RK(23) see TABLE VIII
KJ ... 0
KJ ,. 0
no angular distributions on KEDAK in
the actual energy group
angular distributions from KEDAK
AM
WINK
1S identical with ~










array with functional values
angle for which the interpolation is to be done
result of the interpolation
auxiliary array
The routine IP~L is a slightly modified version of the SUBR~UTINE IPOLIN
by H. Wiese in chapter 7 of /2/. IP0L performs the pointwise interpolation
of angular distributions of elastically scattered neutrons.
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+ SUBR0UTINE HIDR(BU,BL,K,A,+)
BU,BL.K are defined in ANINT
A result of the integral (8.5) for the material
Only a RETURN I is the program.
The integral (8.5) 1& calculated analytically 1n the ease of hydrogen.
+ SUBR0uTINE LININT(N.XI.YI,M,X2,Y2)
N number of datapoints
XI (N) arguments
Y1 (N) funetional values





Starting from the input N,XI,YI for the M arguments of array X2
the funetional values are calculated by linear interpolation ano storeo
into the array Y2.
+ FUNCTI0N FIP0L (XA.XB.XC.YA.YC)
FIP0L
YA (XC-CB) + YB(XB-XA)
(XC-XA)
FIP0L 1S the centralized function for pointwise linear interpolation.
+ SUBR0uTINE N0RM(J2.JI.SC.w0RK)
array with angular distributions
first angular distribution to be normalized






The routine N0RM normalizes angular distributions in the array SC.
If the normalisation integral eannot be calculated with the desired accuracy
and the allowed number of points, the control number for anisotropy KJ=IW0RK (23)
is set equal two. In this case 1n ANINT the angle meshpoints from KEDAK in-
stead from AMESH are taken.
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+ SUBR0UTINE SM0RN I.N,IM,W~RK)
w0RK 1.8 defined 1.n REM0
PI(N,IM) array with transfer matrix elements, when SM0RN i5
entered.
N NLE+I (NLE defined in REM0)
IM maximum group change + I
In the routine SM0RN the calculated transfer matrices are normalized in










number of energy meshpoints
array with energy meshpoints
largest index of the array ES fulfilling
the condition ES(J2) ~ EM
smallest index of the array ES fulfilling





i5 defined in REM0
energy point












i5 defined in RE~W
index
number
The routine IWIN performs the statement IW~RK(L) = N.
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+ SUBR0UTINE EGRENZ(E.ABN.IK.IV.W0RK)
This subroutine was intended for the inelastic scattering case. In the
module 9 for the REM0 correction EGRENZ is a dummy routine.
+ D0UBLE PRECISI0N FUNCTI0N ANG(XX.GAM)
xx Corresponds with ~ c
GAM Corresponds with 1
ANG the result of equation (8.6-b)
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TAßLE VIII












Control number of the anisotropy (see
routine WINK)
2HHNJ+1 number of mesh points to be required
for angular integration
Number of cross section points
Number of energy points for angular
distribution
Error for R0MBERG integration procedure
Maximum group change+1
See input description
Energy meshpoints for angular distribution
Angle mesh points
Angular distributions
The number of the actual calculated group
Elastic scattering or total eross-seetion
Retrieved average eosine
Energy mesh points for cross-seetions
See input deseription
Auxiliary array defined 1n ANINT
Auxiliary array defined in WAHRS
Auxiliary array defined 1n LMI





























Number of angle mesh points

































31 log «A-I) )
32 Q --0. I
33 Address of TIII
34 Address of PL/II




REAL.8 Auxiliary array defined in ANINT
REAL*8 Auxiliary array defined in LMI
REAL*8 array with groupwise energy
boundaries defined in ENERG
The maximum number of datapoints of
one of the datatypes SGT,SGN or MUEL




Gruppenkonstanten für dampf- und natriumgekühlte Schnelle Reaktoren
in einer 26-Gruppendarstellung (Chapter 3.5)
KFK 770 (1968)
/2/ H. Huschke, B. Krieg et ale
MIGR0s-2. A Program written in F0RTRAN for the Calculation of
Microscopic Group Canstants fram Nuclear Data.
KFK 1784 (1973)
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9. The calculation of average group cross sections for infinite dilution
and of energy resonance sel factors from energy pointwise
data. Moriule 3 (FSTRUK).+)
9. I Introduction
The calculation of the group constants defined in the following has
originally done by a module written by ß. Krieg and described in /1/. The
results of this module showed in general good agreement with results obtained
from other sourees. But in some cases discrepancies (about 10 %)
occurred.The reason for this effect was a not sufficient dense storage
of the energy points of the cross sections on the used library.
By this presupposition of a sufficient dense energy grid, it was possible.
that the structure of a pointwise g~ven weighting function has been over-
looked by the program, or that by using the trapezoidal rule, the numerical
value of an integral has been calculated with unsufficient accuracy.
Number and largeness of the discrepancies increased, when due to limited
storage the use of a common energy grid on KEDAK (/2/ and /3/) for all cross
sections types of the form Q = F(E), could not longer be hold. Because the
program has relied upon this assumption, only the energy points of a specified
cross section type have been used as integration base. This can induce big
errors, if another cross section type, which is participating in the function
to be integrated, has - within the integration range - a different energy
grid with great fluctuations of the cross section values.
Due to the reasons given ~n the preceding we have decided to revise this
module 3. Attempts in this direction showed, that it would be more
effective to reprogram this module and by doing this also to use new methods
in solving the problems.
+)This chapter has been written completely new, because the program. des-
cribed by this chapter. has also been rewritten. Compared with the old
program the program described here is using other methods in solving
the problem. Yet the formulaes defining the physical quantities. are
identical to those given by B. Krieg, H. Huschke in /1/.
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In the following, first the physical quantities to be calculated are
defined. Afterwards a description of the program is given.
9.2 Definition of the quantities calculated by the program
Starting with pointwise data the program FSTRUK calculates energetic self
shielding factors and average group cross sections for infinite dilution.
Flux and current weighting is used.
For simplification of the formulaes the following definitions are used.
If E~ and Eh are two energy group boundaries with E~ < Eh' then we define
We also define
Eh
< y(E) > - --- J y(E)dE
Eh - E~
E~
x = type of neutron reaction (n,x)
g = number of the energy group




All these definitions are related to a specified isotope. But for simpli-
fication we have neglected the corresponding index.
Flux weighted resonance self shielding factor are calculated for
capture (reaction (n,c)
for fissionable
. f' . FC+)= total absorpt10n- 1SS1on, type name
resp. FA for non fissionable materials),
elastic scattering (reaction (n.e). type name FN)
and
fission (reaction (n.f). type name FF):
+)These type names FC. FA. FN •.•• are used 1n the print output of the program





° (0 -+.., )x,g 0
with
<cr/E) -F (E) )
° (0)
°t(E)+oo
(4)x,g 0 <F(E) >
°t(E)+oo
section ° (resp. ° ), the microscopic elasticc a
scattering cross section oe' or the microscopic fission cross section 0f'
lf the term ° in the formulaes (3) and (4) is replaced by ° (E).~ (E),
x e e
then the flux weighted self shielding factor FNO\+) is produced with
F(E) means tne weighting function, 0t(E) the total microscopic cross
section and ° (E) - according to the desired self shielding factor -
x
the microscopic capture cross





\ ,0 e ,g 0 {o ~ } (0 +GD)e e 0
with <cr (E) -; (E) -F (E) )e e°t(E) + 00
(6){o ~ } (0 ) =e e 0 < F(E) >0t(E) + 00
+)
See footnote on page 9.5
group cross sections for infinite dilution.
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~ (E) means the average COS1ne for elastic scattering.
e
The terms in the denominator in formulaes (3) and (5) are the
For 0 toward infinity
o






















Replacing x 1n formulae (7) by c, e or f we get the following quantities:
x = c (capture) SIGHA A
SIGMA C
for non fissionable materials
for fissionable materials
x = e (elastic scattering) SIGMA N
x '" f (fission) SIGMA F
The denomination of the quantity calculated 1n formulae (8) 1S SIGMA NOI.
All self shielding faetors defined until now have been flux weighted. For
the elastic scattering and the total reactions additionally the following

















See footnote on page 9.5
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0e(E) " ~e(E) • F(E) )
(0 (E) + ° )2
. t 0
< F(E) )(0 (E) + 0 ) 2t 0
( 12)
The quantity defined in formulae (9) will be found in the program output
headed with FTI, whereas the quantity defined in formulae (10) will be
found under the heading FNI. Doing the limit for 00 toward infinity 1n
the formulaes (I I) respectively (12) we get expressions similar to those






















+) The quantities in formulaes (5) and (8) respectively (10) and (14) are
used, together with other quantities, to determine the transport cross
section. For consistent transport and diffusion calculations the current
weighting (see fOrIDulaes 10 and 14) should be used. But remember that for
average cross sections for infinite dilution there is no difference bet-
ween flux or current weighting.
The quantities in formulaes (9) and (13) are used to calculate the total
current weighted cross section.
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Ihis current weighted average group cross sections for infinite dilution
(1000 ) respectively SIGMA NI
t.g
with formulae (7), and formulae (14)
are named in the program with SIG~~ TI
(I{o ~ }oo). If we compare formulae (13)
e e g
with formulae (8), we see, that there is no difference for the average
cross sections for infinite dilution between flux and current weighting.







{o fl} = SIGMA NOl
e e g
( I 5)
9.3 Numerical calculation of the integrals
A central task of FSTRUK is to calculate the integral defined in forrr,ulae (I).
Iherefore we will describe in this section. how we have solved the problem





One can see ~n the preceding section 9.2 that y(E) is normally composed
out of several functions. For example y(E) may be 0 (E)·~ (E)"F(E) ore e
°t(E)"F(E)
2 or simply F(E). The cross sections (0 (E), 0 (E) ••.. ) are(0 (E) +0 ) e t
t 0
given pointwise (see KEDAK /2/ and /3/). whereas F(E) may be given as
an analytical expression or also pointwise. The cross sections can -
according to KEDAK conventions - predicted by linear interpolation between two
adjacent energy values. We assume that this is also the case for the
pointwise given weighting function.
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If we take a specific cross sections (or the pointwise weighting function).
then it follows that this quantity can be represented in the
interval l}: i' EhJ by a set of straight line equations y = a i oE+b i wi th
a. and b. defined 1.n the interval CE., E. I]. E. and E. I are adjacent1. 1 1. 1+ 1. 1.+
energy points at which the specific cross sections (or the pointwise
weighting function) are stored resp. given. The formation of the compo-
site function y(E) out of the partial functions is best shown in an
example. Assuming Ei = 1 eV, Eh = 2.15 eV (group 23 in the ABN-group set)
and y(E) = 01(E) • 02(E). The two cross section types 0 1 and .02 are given
at the following energy points:
o 1 : E~
1.
0 2 : E~
1.
= 1.0 eV, 1.2 eV, 1.5 eV. 2.0 eV, 2.5 eV.
• 0.8 eV, 1.2 eV, 1.4 eV, 1.6 eV, 1.8 eV, 2.0 eV, 2.2 eV.
We calculate for both cross section types the a. and b.:
1. 1.
cross section type: 0 1
Interval 1. a, b
-:-1
LeVJ
1.0-1 • 2 1





















cross section type: 0 2
Interval 1. a, b,. ,.,
LeVJ


































2.0-2. 15 a 6 , 6
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If there are no energy points stored to the lower or
upper group boundary, the next point near the boundary means less at the
beginning and greater at the end) is taken to calculate the
It is evident that this
until the group boundary.
and b ..
l-
and b. are also valid in the minor interval1.
Ta get the function y(E) all the energy values of the var1.OUS participa-
ting cross sections are taken and a new energy grid is composed. Equal or
+)
nearly equal values are taken only once. In the case of nearly equal
values the minor one is taken.
In the new energy grid we can now define the function y(E). In our example








2 b~)1.0 - (al · E + · (al · E +I .
I. 2 - 1.4
1 b l ) 2 b 2)(a
2 · E + · (a2 · E +2 2
1.4 -
I b l ) 2 b
2
)1.5 (a
2 · E + · (a 3 • E +2 3
1.6
I b 1) 2 b2)I. 5 - (a






2 bZ)1.8 (a3 • E + · (a4 • E +3 4
1.8 - 2.0
I
b 1) 2 b 2 )(a3 • E + · (a5 • E +3 5
2.0 - 2.15
I 1) 2 b
2
)• E + · (a6 • E + 6
If we generalize this method, we can define y(E) for all cases (appearing
:tn the preceding chapter) over an energy grid, contructed in the same
manner as in the example. By this subdividing of the integration range we
can transform the integral (16) as shown the following:















E. < E. I for:l. = 1.2 •.••• n-I;
1 1 ...




can now be calculated:l.n a very simple way. because a rule to calculate
y. (E) exists for each value of E in the interval 1] .• E. 11 • By summation1 1 l+iJ
of the subintegrals. we will get the total integral. The subintegrals can
be calculated by numerical methods ort if the expression of the weighting
function 1S known, also analytically. Before this will be shown in part 9.4
and 9.5. we must first define the expression "nearly equal". Due to
numerical reasons it is not desirable to deal with very small intervals. There-
fore points with very close energy distance are regarded as one point. and
only the lower value is taken. Two points Ea and Eb are "nearly equal",
if they fulfill the condition
< E: (19)
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max means the maXImum value The value of E fram the number re-
presentation accuracy of the specif computer. In the version running
on the IBM/37ü model 168 of the GfK, E has the value I.OE-6.
9.4 Romberg integration
For the calculation of the integrals (18) we have choosen the trapezoidal
rule in connection with the Romberg extrapolation method (/4/). A modified
subroutine of the SSP (Scientific Subroutine Package) from IBM (/5/) has
been used.
We assume, that the Romberg method is known. If not. a description
can be found e.g. in /4/ or in the numerical mathematics literature.
Because of our assumption we will only describe special features of the
used methode
For each bisection of the integration interval an approximation of the
integral is calculated. These approximations are compared. The process
will stop, if the changes will be small enough. The process will also stop,
if the changes, which normally become smaller, will increase, whereby one
tiilles an inerease will be tolerated. By this, we avoid an endless running
of the program due to rounding errors.
The tests on the desired accuracy or on the occurance of rounding errors
will be switched on normally after some bisections of the integration
interval. The number of this biseetions depends on the size of the inter-
val. For very small ones all tests will start after the first bisection.
By this method we avoid unneeessary ealeulation expense.




desired integration error has been reached.
Tests have been started after the first bisection.
desired integration error has been reached.
Tes~have been started after some (defined in the
routine) bisections. This is the normal ease.
desired integration error has not been reached because
of rounding errors.
- 9.
The Romberg integration is controlled by the values of the variables ~iven
in BLOC 31 (see input description 2.1. I). The iteration is stopped if the
absolute relative difference is less or equal EPSROH. In the case of a
termination of the process, be fore the error has reached the value EPSROM,
a printout in the routine is done, if this actual error is DRIN~A-times
greater than EPSROM. If BLOC JI i5 not given in the input, the values
EPSROM = 5.0E-5 and DRINWA = 5.0 are used.
9.5 Analytical integration
If the analytical representation for the weighting function F(E) is known,
we can try to solve the integrals (18) by an analytic expression. This is
done in the program for two weighting functions: first for the pointwisc
given weighting function, which can be represented as straight lines,
and second for the function F(E) = I/E. Regarding the equations in 9.2







for the pointwise given weighting function and
y. (E)
~








for the I/E-weighting. The terms h
J
, h 2 , h l , ho ' r l and r o are determined
by the a and b of the contributing functions and by 00
The integration of these functions is not very difficult. But it generates
very extended expressions.For example, if using Y·(E) from formulae (20)
~
with n = 2 and the prepositions r
l
and r o not equal zero, and (riE + r o
)
not changing sign in the integration range, we get:
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+ log(rlE + ro))+ - 2r l rlE + r 0
h rJ E. I1.+0---r l rlE + E.
1.
lntegrating the other functions we get similar expressions. But it will
be shown in the following that it is in some cases numerically very
difficult to evaluate these expressions.
9.6 Output of the program for non fissionable and fissionable materials
The output of the program is different whether the material is fissionable or
not. A material is regarded as fissionable by the program, if the
cross section type Gf can be found in the data base KEDAK. In the other
case the material is regarded as non fissionable.
For non fissionable materials the following quantities are calculated by
the program:
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SIGMA A, SIGMA N. SIGMA NOI. SIGMA NI. SIGMA TI,
FA. FN. FNOI. FNI. FTI
For fissionable materials the following quantities are
SIGMA C. SIGMA N. SIGMA F. SIGMA NOI. SIGMA NI. SIGMA TI
Fe, FN. FF. FNOI, FNI. FTI.
(Ihe meaning of the names can be found in 9.2.)
The self shielding factors are calculated ~n both cases for ~ll defined
a -values.
o
9.7 Replacing the program built in weighting functionl/E
If the weighting function is notgiven pointwise,or if it ~s demanded in the
control input, MIGROS-3 uses a built-in function. which generates I/E. This
function must be given in single ~recision(name PHI)and in double precision
(name DPHI) (see 1.4.2). Normally the single precision function is used
in MIGROS-3. But the program FSTRUK described here, demands a double pre-
cis ion function. Therefore if one desires to change this function. one
has to add a single and double version of this function in a compile-~
link- and go-step. This job must have the following job control cards:
11 (job card)














9.8 Selection of different weighting Eunctions and integration müdes
independent of the group boundaries
In the program FSTRUK the user can subdivide the whole energy range, gLven
by the energy groups, into subranges, in which he can define the inte-
gration mode and the weighting function. These subranges, which are in-
dependent from the energy group boundaries, must cover the whole energy
range. In the now running version of the program up to five subranres
are possible. This number can be increased by changing the variables MAXEBR,
~lIBER and increasing the array dimensions ofENBER, NWFUN and CONWFU.
In tne rresent verS10n oE the program the following weighting functions
and integration modes can be choosen: If there is no pointwise weighting
function given in the input, one can select either the program built-in
function DPHI (resp. PHI) - or a linked function -, or the function
CONWFU(I)!E, with CONWFU(I) given in the input. If a pointwise weighting
function is existent, one can additionally choose this possibility. There
are two integration modes: numerical and analyticffl as defined in 9.4
and 9.5. But due to numerical difficulties in the evaluation oE the ana-
lytically calculated integrals in some cases (especially for great 0 -
o
values and high energies), we recommend to use only the numerical (Romberg)
integration.
The option described in this chapter is controlled by the variables given
in BLOC 33 of the input description 2.1.1. If this BLOC is not given one
energy range is used. in which numerical (Romberg) integration is made.
If there exists a pointwise given weighting function, this will be used.
If no pointwise function is available, the program built in or program
linked function DPHI is used.
9.9 Error processing and test printoutput
The program generates and prints messages, warnings and errormessages, which
are self explaining. Some errors will cause a termination of the program
FSTRUK. e.g. negative total cross sections.
The message
+++WARNING NDF. 3: THE DATA FOR .•• 30190 ARE NOT INCLUDED IN TRE KEDAK LIBRARY
9. 10
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has no meaning 1n our ease and ean be ignored. Due to program teehnical
reasons it ean not be suppressed. In tion runs not all messages,
whieh are generated, will be printed out. But it may be useful, to have
more messages printed out 1n test cases order to find errors How to
switeh on this option, which is normally only used by programmers to
correct errors, ean be seen in the input description 2.1.1 in the BLOC 32.
Short description of the subroutines of the FSTRUK-segment
In the following all subroutines of the FSTRUK-segment will be described.
All the descriptions will have the following scheme:
problem solved by the routine
definition with argument list (and entry
names if existant)
explanation of the quantities 1n the list
used common blocks (with an explanation of
the quantities)
called subprograms (except those, which are
FORTRAN-supplied procedures or subprograms
like IBCOM).
In the explanation lists of the arguments and of the eommon variables the
following abbreviations will be used:
in the mode
column
I for variables which values must be defined be fore
calling the subroutine or must be set in the common
by a previous program.
o for variables which are set in the subroutine (or in
programs called by the subroutine) and used outside
(and within) the subroutine.
L for arrays (or variables) which are only used for
plaeing some storage for the disposal of the sub-
routine and have only the meaning of loeal quantities.
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10 for a combination of land 0
for quantities. which are not referenced
in the subprogram. or non of the given
classifications is true.
~n the type R4 for REALJlf4 quantitiescolumn
R8 for REALlll:8 quantities
14 for INTEGERlt4 quantities
L4 for LOGICAL*4 quantities
B4 for 4 Byte quanti ties of any type.
The actual type will be determined by
additional information.
F8 for functions supplying REALo1I8 values.
In the dimension column the maximal dimension of arrays will be given. For
scalar quantities the word "scalar" is used.
9.10. I Subroutine FSTRUK
Problem solved:
Calculation of energy resonance self shielding factors and of average group

















Explanation of the quantities ~n the list:
name mode type dimension remarks
MI I 14 scalar number of o -va lues
0
SIGO I R4 (MI) 0 -va lues Q>arnJ
0
NE I 14 scalar number of group boundaries
ENG I R4 (NE) group boundaries [eVJ
NFE I 14 scalar number of energy points of the weighting
spectrum
REFE I R4 (NFE) energy points of the weighting
spectrum ~vJ
EFE I R4 (NFE) weighting function values at the
energy points of the Held REFE
NENBER I 14 scalar number of ranges of different weighting
functions and integration modes (see
BLOe 33 of the input)
ENBER I R4 (NENBER) range boundaries (see BLoe 33)
NWFUN I 14 (NENBER) selection of weighting functions and
integration modes (see BLOC 33 of
the input)
eONWFU I R4 (NENBER) factor(s) in the weighting function
eONWFU(I)/E (see BLoe 33 of the input)
EPSROM I R4 scalar termination accuracy 1n Romberg inte-
gration (see BLoe 31 of the input)
DRINWA I R4 scalar control of error printout in Romberg
integration (see BLoe 31 of the input)
ITEST I 14 scalar control of printout of messages, warnings
and error messages (see BLoe 32 of the
input)
"--r-
name mode type dimension remarks
IZPUMS I 14 scalar control of rh"lno;nr> 1TEST-conditions
the calculations (see BLOC 32
of the )
-"
1TUMS I 14 scalar new value of -lTt;::iT , when
~"'~~~~-l due to IZPUHS. (see BLOC 32
~
of the )
ISPATE 10 14 scalar should be 0 for non fissionable and I
for fissionable materials. But it can be
redefined in the FSTRUK-segment.
MIBER I 14 scalar maximum number + I of ranges of diffe-
rent weighting functions and integration
modes for one group.
GIBER L R4 (MIBER) range boundaries for one group.
(see BIBER)
MIBERP 0 14 scalar necessary increase of MIBER if MIBERP
i5 greater zero. MIBERP is always greater
or equal zero.
lIBER L 14 (~nBER) selection of weighting functions and
integration modes within one specified
group
ClBER L R4 (MIBER) factods) in the weighting function
CIBER(I) within one group
FFAKT L R4 (MI.6) Ioeal storage for self shielding factors
for one specified group
MABWF I 14 scalar used for dimensioning of array ABWF
AHWF L R4 (MABWF.4) representation of the pointwise given
weighting function as parts oi straight
Iines
MABWFP 0 14 5ealar necessary 1.ncrease of MABWF if HABWFP 1.5
greater than zero
HXINT I 14 scalar used for dimensioning of array XINT
XINT L R4 (MXINT) integration points within one group or
within subintervals 1.n this group
MXINTP 0 14 scalar necessary increase of MXINT if MXINTP
is greater than zero
!'lAßQ I I 14 scalar used for dimensioning of array ABQl
ABQl L R4 (MABQ I ,4) representation of the cross section types
°t' Cla' oe or 0f as parts of straight
lines.
9. 19 -
name mode type dimension remarks
MABQIP 0 14 scalar necessary increase of MABQl if MABQIP
1.S greater zero
HABQ2 I 14 scalar used for dimensioning of array ABQ2
ABQ2 L R4 (MABQ2,4) repre~entation of the cross section
type ~ as parts of straight lines,e
MABQ2P 0 14 scalar necessary 1.ncrease of MABQ2 if NABQ2P
is greater zero
t-IABQ3 I 14 scalar used for dimensioning of array ABQ3
ABQ3 L R4 (HABQ3,4) representation of the cross section
type 0t as parts of straight lines
ivfABQ3P 0 14 scalar necessary increase of MABQ3 if MABQ3P
1.S greater zero
K.lvlROM I 14 scalar KMROM-I = maximum number of biseetions
in Romberg integration.
AUXROM L R8 (KHROl1) array used in Romberg integration
Ki'1ROMP 0 14 scalar necessary increase of KMROM if KMROHP
1.S greater zero
RF L R4 (M1.MRF) auxiliary array for storing ° -dependent-
integral results
0
MRF I 14 sealar must have the value 7 for non fissionable
and the value 8 for fissionable mate-
rials. If it has not the correct value.
MRFP is set bo I , ISPATE 1.S set to the
correet value and aRETURN to the ealling
program is done.
RFL L R4 (H1,MRF) Ioeal storing of RF-values
MRFP 0 14 sealar normal o. Is set to I , if MRF (and
ISPATE) has had a wrong value (see
MRF description).
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Used common blocks (with an explanation of the 'lu"''','-J..ties) :
name of the common block: BLANK COMHON
name mode type dimension ward remarks
;'11\.1 I R8 scalar I name of the material
-
:'Tn3 - 14 (2) 3 dummy array. Not used 1.n PSTRUK
--
NOUTP I 14 scalar 5 unit number for print output
JA - 14 scalar 6 external storage number for the
output of the results. Not used 1.n
this subroutine.
~- --
l\ANF I 14 scalar 7 number of the first energy group
NEND I 14 scalar 8 number of the last energy group_.
t<.L 10 14 scalar 9 at the end of each module, KL must
be enlarged by one.
- ---- ----'
name of the common hlock: CFSTRU
name mode type dimension ~ora remarks
fESTJ 0 L4· scalar I control of test printout
1EST2 0 L4 scalar 2 control of test printout
--
11::S13 0 L4 scalar 3 control of test printout
--




GLSCh 0 RLf scalar 5 two numbers a and b are considered
as equal. if
ja-bi < GLSCH or
max ( lai , I b I ) -
if a .. b .. O.
i-.
;'lNFTYP 0 V. scalar 6 maximum value of NFTYP.
!----




name of the common block: CFSTRU (continued)
name mode type dimension word remarks
ITYP 0 14 scalar 8 type of the function to be integrated
--
1TYPFU 0 14 scalar 9 sub type of the function to be
integrated
UGR 0 R4 scalar 10 lower limit of the integration range
OGR 0 R4 scalar 11 upper limit of the integration range
CONST 0 R4 scalar 12 constant in the weighting function
CONST/E
NRI - 14 (8) 13 dummy array. Not used l.n FSTRUK.
1---
ßS1GO 0 R4 scalar 21 actuell (J -value
0-
name of the common block: CFSDUR
name mode type dimension word remarks
1DUR 10 14 scalar 1 number of groups for which calcu-


































Explanation of the quantities in the argument list:
name mode type dimension remarks
NE I 14 scalar see 9.1C.1 (argument list)
ENG I R4 (NE) 11 "
--
NA."JF 10 14 scalar " "
-
NEND 10 14 scalar " "
..-
NFE I 14 scalar 11 "
REFE I R4 (NFE) 11 "
EFE I R4 (NFE) " "
.-
NENBER I 14 scalar 11 "
_..
ENBER I R4 (NENBER) 11 "
NWFUN I 14 (NENBER) " "
-
CLlNWFU I R4 (NENBER) " ••
-- -~ -
LrSROM I R4 scalar " "
--------f--- -
~lROH I 14 scalar " "
- _.
I'K1NWA I R4 scalar " "_.. --
ISPATE 10 14 scalar " "
-- -
'HBER I 14 scalar " "
-
9.23 -
name mode type dimension remarks
:lAB\.JF I 14 scalar see 9. 10. I (argument list)
HXINT I 14 scalar " "
HA1:lQI I 14 scalar " "
llAHQ2 I 14 scalar " "
NABQ3 I 14 scalar " "
MRF I 14 scalar " "
MRFP 0 14 scalar 11 11
• - - - RETURN I 1.S done 1.n the case of ser1.OUS
errors
lt - - - RETURN2 1.S done, if MRFP 1.S set to I
1.n the subroutine





All quantities are explained in 9.10.1. (NO is NOUTP, NRI (2) is a dummy
array). The mode is I for all variables, with the exception of NFTYP,




















Explanation of the arguments:
RETURN I 1S done if at least one of the cross section types
Ga' oe' 0t or ~e is not existant.
Used common blocks (with an explanation of the quantities):
BLANK COMtl0N MAT
COMMON/CFSTRU/TESTI,TEST2.TEST3,LERMSG









Printing some values for the actual energy group. Setting and printing of








Explanation of the arguments:
name mode type dimension remarks
1GR I 14 scalar actual group number
NE I 14 scalar see 9.10.1 (argument list)
ENG I RLt (NE) " "
NIBER 0 14 scalar number+1 of the integration rangres within
the energy group
--
1'1IßER I 14 scalar see 9.10.1 (argument list)
G1BER 0 R4 (M1BER) " "
M1BERP 0 14 scalar " "
IIBER 0 14 (M1BER) 11 11
C1BER 0 R4 (M1BER) 11 11
NENßER I 14 scalar " 11
ENBER I R4 (NENBER) 11 11
NWFUN I 14 (NENBER) 11 11
CONWFU I R4 (NENBER) 11 "
!6: - - - RETURN I 1.S done for M1BERP > 0
Used common blocks (with an explanation of the quantities):
BLANK COMMON MAT.NRI(2).NO
COMllON/CFSTRU/ TEST I. TEST2. TEST3 .LERMSG .GLSCH
All quantities are explained 1.n 9.10.1. NRI(2) 1.S a dummy array. All












NAßWF .MABWF ,ABWF ,HAB\~FP,
JII,lII)
Explanation of the arguments:
name mode type dimension remarks
NFE I 14 scalar see 9.10.1 (argument list)
REFE I R4 (NFE) 11 11
EFE I R4 (NFE) 11 11
NABWF 0 14 scalar number + 1 of straight line parts
MAßWF I 14 scalar see 9.10.1 (argument list)
ABWF 0 R4 (MABw'F ,4) 11 11
--
MABWFP 0 14 scalar 11 11
JIt - - - RETURN 1 is done if MABWF has been too
small. MABWFP > 0 gives the necessary 1n-
crease.
l
1Il - - - RETURN 2 is done, if the energy range
of the weighting spectrum does not c.over
the integration range.





All quantities are explained in 9.10. I. NRI and NR2 are dummy array.








Groupwise ealeulation of self shielding faetors and average eross seetions







Explanation of the arguments:
name mode type dimension remarks
ENG I R4 (NE) see 9.10.1 (argument list)
NE t 14 sealar " 11
-
IGR I 14 sealar aetual group number
FFAKT L R4 (M1,6) loeal storage of groupwise self
shielding faetors
1'11 I 14 sealar number of (J -values
0
SIGO I R4 (MI) (J -values
0
RPH1 I R4 sealar OGR
result of f F(E)dE (F(E) = weighting
UGR funetion)
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name mode type dimension remarks
OGR




RELA I R4 scalar result of J cr (E)·F(E)·dE
UGR e
OGR
RTOT I R4 scalar result of J °t(E).F(E)"dE
UGR
OGR
kFISS I R4 scalar result of J °f(E).F(E)odE
UGR
OGR
RELFL I R4 scalar result of J ° (E)·F(E)·dE
UGR e
RF I R4 (M1,MRF) results of integrations necessary for
the calculation of the self shielding
factors
MRF I 14 scalar see 9.10.1 (argument list)
1SPATE I 14 scalar " "
-




All quantities are explained ~n 9.10. I. NRI ~s a dummy array. All quantities












Truncation of the REAL*S number A to the REAL-4 value FSSNGL. If necessary
rounding up is done.
Definition:
FUNCTION FSSNGL(A)
Explanation of the argument:
name mode type dimension remarks
A I R8 scalar value to be truncated
----
Used common blocks:
No common blocks are used.
Called subprograms:
No subprograms are called.
Problem solved:
The contents of the array AI is stored into the array A2.
Definition:
SUBROUTINE FSTRU5(AI ,NAI ,MAI,
A2.NA2,MA2,MA2P,.)
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Explanation of the arguments:
name mode type dimension remarks
AI I R4 (MAI) array of which the contents are stored in
A2
~AI I 14 scalar number of elements of AI to be stored ~n
A2
MAI I 14 scalar maximum dimension of array AI
A2 0 R4 (MA2) array which is receiving the contents
of AI
NA2 0 14 scalar after RETURN NA2 has the same value as
NAI
MA2 I 14 scalar max~mum dimension of array A2
MA2l' ° 14 scalar ~s set to NAI-MAZ if NAI is greaterthan MAZ








Retrieval of the cross sections for a specified energy group. Calculation






Explanation of the arguments:
name mode type dimension remarks
TYP I RB scalar name of the cross section type
UGR I R4 scalar lower energy limit
OGR I R4 scalar upper energy limit
NAß 0 14 scalar number + I of straight line parameters
MAB I 14 scalar maximal possible value for NAß
AB 0 R4 (MAB,4) straight line parameters
MABP 0 14 scalar necessary increase of MAß if MABP 1S
greater than zero
'" - - - RETURN I is made, if the array AB hasbeen too small
... - - - RETURN 2 is made for serious errors of
the KEDAK-data
"- ---"-- >--"- ----'-----
Used common blocks (with an explanation of the quantities):
BLANK CO}illON MAT,NRI(2).NO
COMHON/CFSTRU/ TESTI.TEST2.TEST3.LERMSG.GLSCH
All quantities are explained in 9.10.1. NRI 1S a dummy array. NO 1S NOUTP.





































Explanation of the arguments:
name mode type dimension remarks
N I 14 scalar selection of the message, warning or
error message.
lVI additional information given to the
to I 1)4 scalar printing routines. The type of lVI to
IV9 IV9 depends on the number N •
--
Used common blocks (with an explanation of the quantities):
name of the common block: BLANK COMMON
name mode type dimension word remarks
NRI - 14 (4 ) I dummy array. Not used 1n FSWROO.
--
NO I 14 scalar C· print output unit number-) .
- 9.33 -
name of the common block: CFSTRF
f---- , . -_._--_. \ ,
name mode type din.ension word remarks
FELARR 0 14 (NGMAX,3) I storage of the message, warning and
error numbers that have been appeared
-












Explanation of the arguments:
name mode type dimension remarks
NI I 14 scalar see 9.10.10 (argument list)
argument N.
IV I
to I B4 scalar see 9.10.10 (argument list) ..
1V9
.. - - - RETURN I is done, if NI has an invalid
value.
sed common blocks
- 9 34 -
th an explanation of the quantities)
name of the common block: BLANK COMHON
name mode type dimension word remarks
NRI - 14 (4) 1 dummy array. Not used :ln FSWRSI











Explanation of the arguments:
name mode type dimension remarks
NI I 14 scalar see 9.10.10 (argument list) argument N
IV!
to I B4 scalar see 9.10.10 (argument list)
IV9
.. _. - - RETURN I :lS done l if NI has an invalid
value
Used common blocks (with an explanation of the quantities):
BLANK COMMON NR I (4) •NO
name of the common block: BLANK COt-frl0N
name mode type dimension ward remarks
NRI - 14 (4) I dummy array. Not used :tn FSWRS2
NO I 14 scalar 5 print output: unit number
Called subprograms: None.
9.10,13
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Problem solved:





Explanation of the arguments:
name mode type dimension remarks
NI I 14 scalar see 9.10.10 (argument list) argument N
lVI
to I B4 scalar see 9.10.10 (argument list)
IV9
111 - - - RETURN I is done, if NI has an invalid
value
Used COWllon blocks (with an explanation of the quantities):
BLANK COHAuN NR I (4). NO
name of the common block: BLANK COMMON
name mode type dimension word remarks
NRI - 14 (4) I dummy array. Not used ln FSWRS3






Printout of the array FELARR (see 9.10.10
in the common blocks •
Definition
SUBROUTINE FSWRS9
t of the ities
Used common blocks th an explanat of the quantities ):
name of the common block: BLANK COMMON
name mode dimens word remarks
NRI - 14 (4) I dummy array. Not used ~n FSWRS9
NO I 14 scalar 5 print output unit number.
name of the common block: CFSTRU
name mode '..l;m",,..."" nn ward remarks
TESTI I 14 scalar I see 9.10.1 (common blocks)
TEST2 I 14 scalar 2 " 11
--
TEST3 I 14 scalar 3 " Il!
1ERHSG I L4 sealar 4 " 111
Lr-::»HU
name mode ,,,,i,, ... word remarks
FELARR I 14 (Nr.MAX 3) 1 see 9.10.10 (common blocks)









Te s t 0 f --~_.l.-- 7"
is set to ,FALSE.
Definition:
< GLSCH. If true FSTOLE 18 set to.TRUE .• else ist
LOGICAL FUNCTION FSTOLE(A.B.GLSCH)
Explanation of the arguments:
name mode type dimension remarks
A I R4 8calar first number
B I R4 scalar second number
"--





9.10. 16 Subrout ine FSXINT
Problem solved:





(UGR and OGR are stored in XINT. The rest of the array is set
equal -1.0).
f s;
name mode ",m",n<: remarks
I -
NXINT <:I";::l 1 J'Ilr number of O:;:U"'",I'>), po S
.
MXINT I scalar d lmpn;:!i of XINT
XINT 0 MX NT} energy gr
MXINTP i lar see 9 10. I 1,..
NV I "',~'" 1 "',. number of po s ~n V
V I R4, IDI,ID2) V ~I) ... ",,,';,,,1-,,, to be XINT,. ,HO'::"" .... "',...
the condition UGR < V(I.I) :: OGR is
fulfilled
IDI sealar used for .-!"",,,,,,e>;nvllno'0
ID2 I 14 sealar used for d;"""''''''';,n",; ... " V-g
.. - RETURN I done. if the array XINT
too small
UGR R4 sealar lower energy group ., It'
"'''"'Ul!>"'', 1.- _..l",.,




Used common an of the ies:
BLANK COMMON NR
TEST TEST2 TEST3 GLSCH








Control of the inlte~~raltion of the functions
PHI ). FI ·PHI • FI )-F2(E)·PHI
----- ~ PHI(E),
FI (E) FI (E)
F3(E) ~ PHI(E). (F3(E»2 • PHI(E).
FI(E) * F2(E) ~ PHI(E).
F3(E)
Definition:
FI(E) • F2(E) _ PHI(E)
(F3(E) )2
SUBROUTINE FSGRAL(RESULT.NXINT.XINT,







Explanation of the arguments:
name mode type dimension remarks
RESULT 0 R8 scalar result of the integration
NXINT I 14 scalar see 9.10.16 (argument list)
XINT I R4 (NXINT) 11 11
·_~.~~--
Jl.c;;m"'Jcf\"
I --NABWF see 9 0,5 ,"'Jl.~ ,,- :l
ABWr I (MA RWF
MABWF I
! <e<r::l 1::1,. I number data
see .10. 1 st,..
I I!
NARO? I 14 number of dlata in
I R4 (MA Rn? 4) see 9.10 I ,cu. list
I cr::llJ:1T " "
I 1::"",1.2'1" number of data
R4 (MARn1. 4 see 9 10. I 1 ),I.
MJ1R/11. I 14 scalar I!
KMROM I "',.. '" 1 ""'0- "
AUXROM L t l) ..
KMROMP 0 11
EPSROM ",,,,,,l"'lr 11
DRINWA I R4 scalar 19 "
IFAR 14 loeal for exact attachement of
error appearance a
LFAR T I. used for collected error .j nrOllr
LFARA "
FARIN of energy for
llected error .; "1'",.",,1'"
FARAN of for callected erraT", .. u>.a/5
prinrnnl:'
IFUNAR 0 ional i F :lOU for 1 ectedl.error pr TI n"
>11 - RETURN I is done AUXROM too small
lII: - - RETURN 2 is done, are 0t cross
u",ltH>«l. less 011:" zero
U
name of the block BLANK
name mode dimenslon word remarks
NRI - 4 I -' array. Not usedUUWlllJ
NO I 14 scalar 5 pr r",t-n"r unit number,
name of the common block: CFSTRU
name mode dimension word remarks
TESTI I L4 scalar I see 9.10.1 blocks)
TE5T2 I L4 scalar 2 " "
TEST3 I L4 scalar 3 " "
LERMSG I L4 scalar 4 " "
GLSCH I R4 scalar 5 " "
MNFTYP I 14 scalar 6 " "
NFTYP I 14 scalar 7 " "
!TYP I 14 scalar 8 " "
ITYPFU I 14 scalar 9 " "
NR2 - 14 3 10 array. Not used FSGRAL
I




R4 scalar 14 st 1 forpi:U.<:l.wt::l.l:: ....
..."'.;r:.hri .... r:. funct
~o ~o
AI 0 R4 scalar 15 line paramel.er for 0t's (Ja'
'e or I f
BI 0 R4 scalar 16 stra for °t' (Jl" a'
'e or °f
-
A2 0 R4 scalar 17 straight 1 parameter for l1 e
B2 0 R4 scalar 18 " " " i!
A3 0 R4 scalar 19 line parameter for °t
B3 0 R4 scalar 20 " " " "
- 9. 2
ronn .... n .. "'rion)L.1';)lKU
name mode dimension word remarks
BSIGO I R4 scalar 21 actual ·0-value
XIA 0 R4 scalar 22 lower limit of subinterval for
the intel"r. l.on
~
XIE 0 R4 scalar 23 upper 1 t of subinterIlai for
the ; nt&>o1'. ion
L 0 14 scalar 24 points to the respect formulae
for analytic integration
y L R8 scalar 25 result for ~IA .XIE] integration
of the funetions
NDIMP 0 14 scalar 21 if > 0 necessary increase for
KMROM



































Calculation of the function
AW • X ... BW
th double s
• X + BW 18 the
function) .
Definition:
represen.tation of the se weighting
REAL FUNCT10N FSNUOI - 8(X)
Explanation of the argument:
name mode dimension remarks
X I R8 scalar energy value for which the function
is to be calculated
Used common blocks (with explanations of the quantities):
name of the common block: CFSTRU
FSNUOI~name mode type dimension word remarksNRI - 14 (l2) . dummy array. Not used 1nI
AW I R4 scalar 13 straight line parameter for the
weighting function







Calculation of the function th double s
(AW • X + • X + BI)
(AW • X + BW 15 the representation of the pointwise g we .... 6" ....... "1S
function).
Definition:
REAL FUNCTION FSNU02 • 8(X)
Explanation of the argument:
name mode type dimension remarks
X I R8 sealar energy value for which the funet
i8 to be ealeulated
Used common blocks th explanations of the quantities):
name of the cornmon block: CFSTRU
name mode type dimension word remarks
NRI - 14 (12) I dummy array. Not used in FSNU02
AW I R4 scalar 13 straight line parameter for the
weighting funetion
BW I R4 scalar 14 straight 1 '0'" for the.
weighting function
AI I R4 scalar 15 straight line parameter for
(1 t » 0 a' ° or °fe
BI I R4 scalar 16 straight 1 parameter for





Calculation of the funetion
• 5
th doub e 15
the representation of the pointwise g1ven we
(AW • X +
(AW X + BW 1
Definidon:
• X + BI) • X + B2)
funet
REAL FUNCT10N FSNU03 • 8(
Explanation of the
name mode ion remark5
X I RB scalar energy value for the function
1.5 to be calculated
Used common blocks (with explanations of the lIUdU,I.J-ties) :
name of the eommon block: CFSTRU
name mode r!im<>n"'ion word remarks
NRI - 14 (I I dummy array. Not used in FSNU03
AW I R4 scalar 13 straight 1 LeI: for the~
weighting funet
BW I R4 scalar 14 s 1 pal for the
weighting =..n~"''; ~n
AI I R4 I sealar 15 1 Lx:-amel:.er for
°t' ° a' or
BI I R4 scalar 16 straight Une 1C for
°t' • oe or a f
-
A2 1 R4 scalar 11 stra line r :I.er for lle
-





Calculation of the function
9.46 -
th double s
(AW • X +
A3 • X + B3 + BSIGO
(AW • X + BW 15 the representat
Definit
REAL FUNCTION FSNU04 ~ 8
Explanation of the argument:
of the se funet
name mode type dimension remarks
X I RB scalar energy value for which the function i5
tlD be calculated
Used common blocks (with explanations of the quanti ):
name of the common block: CFSTRU
name mode dimension word remarks
NRI ~ 14 (12) 1 dummy array. Not used l.n FSNU04
AW I R4 scalar 13 straight line parameter for the
weighting function
BW I R4 scalar 14 straight 1
we,ont-'no function
~ ~
NR2 - 14 ) 15 dummy array. Not used in FSNU04
I
A3 I R4 sealar 19 straight line . for °t
83 I R4 sealar 20 11 11 11 01







Calculation of function th double precision)
• X +
(AW • X + BW 15 the
Definition:
X + B3 + BS
of the po se ing function).
REAL FUNCT10N FSNU05 ~ 8
Explanation of the
name mode type dimension remarks
X I RB scalar energy value for wh the function is
to be calculated
Used common blocks th 10ns of the quantit ) :
name of the common block: CFSTRU
name mode type r1;mpn~ion word remarks
NRI - 14 (12) 1 dummy array. Not used FSNU05
AW I R4 scalar 13 straight 1 parameter for the
t.:Ip,O'ht"lnO' function
~
BW I R4 scalar 14 straight line parameter for the
weighting function
NR2 - 14 ) 15 dummy array Not used' :Ln FSNU05.
A3 I R4 scalar 19 straight 1 for O't.
B3 I R4 scalar 20 " " " " "






Calculation of th double precis
• X -+
X -+ BW 1.8 the of the pointwise we fune
Definit
REAL FUNCTION FSNU06 ~ 8
Explanation of the
Used common blocks t ) :
name of the common block: CFSTRU
name mode word remc1.rks
---
NRI 14 (I Not used FSNU06
AW I R4 scalar 13 for the
BW I R4 sealar 14 for the
AI I R4 scalar 15 for
BI I R/~ scalar 16 for
NR2 14 FSNU06
A3 I R4 parameter for






Calculation f the function th double sion
(AW • X +
X + BW 15 the representation of the po
Definition
REAL FUNCTION FSNU07 • 8
Explanation of the argument:
funet
Used common blocks th explanations of the it ) :
name of the common block: CFSTRU
name mode d ion word remarks
-
NRI - 14 (12) I dummy array. Not used in FSNU07
AW I R4 scalar 13 stra line parameter for the
weiohl"ino function
BW I R4 scalar 14 s line pe... "" ..<:: ... <::JI.. for the
we 10h t-lnO funet
~
AI I R4 scalar 15 1 parameter for
G
t
, Ga' e or G f





C1 a' cr or Gfe
NR2 - 14 (2) 17 dummy array. Not used in FSNU06
A3 I R4 I scalar 19 s line jJ"'L"""''''<'' for °tI
B3 I R4 scalar 20 !I !I " !I "





Calculation of the function th double precis
• X
(AW • X + BW ~s the
Definit
reores;erltation of the po se g we funet )
REAL FUNCTION FSNU08. 8
Explanation of the
name mode dimens rernarks
X I RB scalar energy value for which the fmrrl0n
to be calculated
Used common blocks th ~ons of the quantities):
name of the common block: CFSTRU
name mode dimens word remarks
NR! - 14 ( 12) I ~ array. Not used in FSNU08'-'UWill:;
AW I R4 scalar 13 straight 1 parametc~r for the
weight fune
BW I R4 scalar 14 stra 1 parametl~r for the
we function
AI I R4 scalar 15 s 1 parameter for
°t • °a' <e or °f
BI I R4 I scalar 16 s 1 forpe.... awo:::: I..':;il.
0 t' 0 a' 'e or G f
-
A2 I R4 scalar ! 7 s 1 ~ for lle.. '1..<;;Oil.
B2 I R4 <:r,;,l.::1r 18 " .. " .. "
A3 I R4 scalar 19 straip'ht 1 parametl~r for t~
B3 I R4 scalar 20 " " .. "







Calculation of th double prec ion
x +
(AW • X + BW 15 the repre5entat
Defini ion
REAL FUNCTION FSNU09 ~ 8
lanation of the argument:
of the po se g funct
name mode cl lon remarks
X I RB scalar energy value for which the funct
lS to be calculated
Used common blocks th explanations of the quantities):
name of the common block: CFSTRU
name mode dimensi ward remarks
NRI - 14 12) 1 ~ array. Not used in FSNU09U"'~".1
AW I R4 scalar 13 s line pa .. ""'''''' .... ''' .. for the
weight function
BW I R4 scalar 14 SI"T~iohr line for the, .. ew", ... ", ..
weight function
Al I R4 scalar 15 s line parameter for
(J
t •
a a or Gfa e
BI I R4 scalar 16 S 1 parameter for
°t' a' a or G fe
-
A2 I R4 scalar 17 s line ,j-PT for lle.
B2 I R4 scalar 18 " " "
A3 I R4 scalar 19 s line y~"""u'-''''''''' for Gt
B3 I R4 scalar 20 " " " " "






Calculation oi the iunction (with double precision)
I/E
Defini tion:
REAL FUNCTION DPHI ~ 8(E)
Explanation of the argument:
name mode type dimension remarks
I
E I R8 scalar energy value for which the function






9. 10" 28 Func t ion FSAN02
Problem solved
Calculation of the funet th double precis
DPHI + I • X + BI)
(DPHI(X) 15 the program built
Definition:
REAL FUNCTION FSAN02. 8(X)
Explanation of the argument:
weighting funet
name mode type dimension remarks
X I R8 scalar energy value for which the function
1S to be calculated
Used common blocks (with explanations of the quantities):
name of the common block: CFSTRU
name mode type dimension word remarks
NRI - 14 (14) I dummy array. Not used in FSAl'j02
AI I R4 scalar 15 straight Une parameter for
a t' aa' 'e or °f
BI I R4 sealar 16 straight Une parameter for
0
t'
aa' (J or Gf Ie
Called subprograms:
None
Used common blocks th tions of the quantities):
name of the common block: CFSTRU
name mode type d word remarks
NR 14 (14) dummy array. Not used FSAN03
AI I scalar 15 stra for






Calculation of the funet
DPHI • -----------
th double precision)
(DPHI is the program built ~n weLI5" ...... "!"> function)
Def
REAL FUNCTION FSAN04 ~ 8
Explanation of the argument:
name mode dimension remarks
X I R8 scalar energy value for whi'ch the function
is to be calculated
Used common blocks (with explat~tions of the quantities):
name of the common block: CFSTRU
name mode type dimension word remarks
NRI - 14 (18) I dummy array. Not used In FSAN04
A3 I R4 scalar 19 straight Une parameter for a t




If " " 11 11






Calculation of the function (with double preclslon)
I
DPHI • -------------::.-"
• X + B3 + BSIGO)2
(DPHI(X) i5 the program built 1n weighting function)
Definition:
REAL FUNCTION FSAN05 ~ 8(X)
Explanation of the argument:
name mode type dimension remarks
X I RB scalar energy value for which the function
is to be calculated
Used common blocks (with explanations of the quantities):
name of the common block: CFSTRU
name mode type dimension word remarks
NRI - 14 (18) 1 dummy array. Not used in FSANOS
A3 I R4 sealar 19 straight line parameter for °t
B3 I R4 sealar 20 11 " 11 11 11






Caleulation of the function th double prec~s
DPHI
(DPH1 is the program built ~n we funet
Defini t ion:
REAL FUNCTION FSAN06 ~ 8
Explanation of the argument:
name mode dimension remarks
X I R8 scalar energy value for which the fune tion
is to be calculated
Used common blocks th ~AVLat,ations of the iti
name of the common block: CFSTRU
name mode dimensi ward remarks
NRI - 14 (14) I dummy array. Not used i FSAN06
AI I R4 scalar 15 straight line parameter for
O't' (Ja' oe or °f
BI I R4 scalar 16 stralQht: 1 parameter for
~
cr./J.CI or °ft a e
NR2 - 14 (2) 17 dummy array. Not used FSAN07
A3 I R4 scalar 19 stra 1 for °t,.. a....."...:"-
B3 I R4 scalar 20 " " 11 " "







Calculation of the function (with double precision)
DPH1 .. AI • X -+ BI
(A3 • X + B3 + BS1GO)2
(DPHI(X) i5 the program built 1n weighting function)
Definition:
REAL FUNCTION FSAN07 ~ 8(X)
Explanation of the argument:
name mode type dimension remarks
X 1 R8 scalar energy value for which the function
lS to be calculated
Used common blocks (with explanations of the quantities):
name of the common block: CFSTRU
name mode type dimension word remarks
NRI - 14 (4) I dummy array. Not used in FSAN07
AI 1 R4 scalar 15 straight line parameter for
°t' ° a' 0 or °fe
BI 1 R4 scalar 16 straight line parameter for
° t' Cfa' ° or °fe
NR2 - 14 (2) 17 dummy array. Not used in FSAN07
A3 I R4 scalar 19 straight line parameter for °t
B3 I R4 scalar 20 11 11 11 11 11






Ca the fune th double precis
DPHI •
1.5 the program fune
Def
REAL FUNCTION FSAN08 • 8
&;o"'V.L"U"",t of the
Used common blocks th of the i ) :
name of the common block: CFSTRU
name mode d i mprulion word remarks
NRI - 14 (14) I array Not used FSAN08UUUWi:f .
AI I R4 scalar 15 s for
°t' a' e or 'f
BI I R4 scalar 16 !::t"r:::d "hf" 1 for- .
°t' a' e CI' 0' f ~
-A2 I R4 scalar 17 I!l 1 parameter for 1J e
B2 I R4 scalar 18 11 .. .. " "
A3 I R4 scalar 19 ~f"r::l' "hf" I" "''''".. for
'" l.ne l:'''''''''~''''''''' 't
B3 I R4 sealar 2 " " " 11 "







Ca ............ a ...... V'li
DPHI •
of the function (with double precision)
• X + BI) • • X + B2)
(A3 • X + B3 + BSIGO)2
(DPHI(X) is the program built 1n weighting function)
Definition:
REAL FUNCTION FSAN09 ~ 8(X)
Explanation of the argument:
name mode type dimension remarks
X I RB scalar energy value for which the function
is to be calculated
Used common blocks (with explanations of the quantities):
name of the common block: CFSTRU
name mode type dimension word remarks
NRJ - 14 (14) I dummy array. Not used in FSAN09
AI I R4 scalar 15 straight line parameter for
°t' Ga' ° or °fe
BI I R4 scalar 16 straight Une parameter for
°t' ° a' ° or °fe
-A2 I R4 scalar !7 straight Une parameter for ile
B2 I R4 scalar 18 11 " " " "
A3 I R4 scalar 19 straight line parameter for °t
B3 I R4 scalar 20 " " " " 11











and 9 10 27
Definit
SUBROUTINE FSEXIN
Used eommon b explanat of the quantities)
name af the common block: CFSTRU
name mode rlim<>n",';nn ward remarks
NRI - 14 I 1) I ..I array. Not used FSEX1N.... ""'....."
CONST I R4 scalar 12 see 9.10.1 (common blocks)
AW I R4 scalar 13 see 9.10.11 blocks)
BW I R4 scalar 14 " "
AI I R4 scalar 15 11 "
BI I R4 scalar 6 " "
A2 I R4 scalar 17 "
B2 I scalar 18 " 11
A3 I scalar 9 " Hit
B3 I R4 scalar 20 " "
BSIGO I scalar 21 11 11
XIA I R4 scalar I 22 11 "
XIE I scalar 11
L I scalar 24 "






With Q ... F •
double precision -
/(1 + F • XIA) the function calculates - with
(I + - Q + 0.5 • Q2 by using an expansion




REAL FUNCTION FSLOMQ - 8(XIE,XIA,F)
Explanation of the arguments:
name mode type dimension remarks
XIE I R8 scalar see problem solved
XIA I R8 scalar " 01 "
F I RB scalar 01 " "
Used common blocks (with explanations of the quantities):
name of the common block: BLANK COMMON
name mode dimension word remarks
NRI - 14 (4) 1 dummy array. Not used in FSLOMQ
NO I 14 scalar 5 print output unit number
Called subprograms:
FSWR03 (entry of FSWROO)
9 10.38
Problem Ived
Checks if all SL~dL~lIlL
Defini
line ranges COver the nt"po-r:lltion sub-
LOGICAL FUNCTION FSGRA I • lAB
name mode dimension remarks
AB I R4 ,4 ) straight 1 parameters
lAB I 14 scalar pointer to the actual s line
parameter set
MAB I 14 ..... "'1"'r used for dimens AB
XIA I R4 scalar lower limit of ~nteQr ~on sub-
~
XlE I R4 scalar upper limit of integration sub-
interval
Used common blocks explanations of the quantities):
name of the common block: CFSTRU
name mode d ion word remarks
NRI - 14 ) 1 -I. array. No used FSGRAI............}
GLSCH I R4 scalar 5 see 9.10.1 blocks)
Called subrout
FSTOLE
sections are zero or less than zero or if
9. 10.39
Problem solved:









FARIN ,FARAN , IFUNAR.
NUDUR)
Explanation of the arguments:
name mode type dimension remarks
lFUN I 14 scalar selection of CA I ,B I ) • (A2 •B2) or (A3.B3)
AB I R4 (MAB.4) straight line parameters
lAB 10 14 scalar pointer to the actual straight line
parameter set
MAB I 14 scalar used for dimensioning AB
NAB I 14 scalar maximum value of lAB
XIA I R4 scalar lower subinterval limit
XIE I R4 scalar upper subinterval limit
XIEE 10 R4 scalar XIEE > X1E. energy value until which
- starting at XLA - the cross section
is zero or has any errar
SPRUO 10 L4 scalar test control. Switch for some tests
SPRU3 0 L4 scalar is set .TRUE. a cross section has
been zero 1n the interval
[X1A.XIE]
1FAR I 14 scalar see 9. 10. 17 (argument list)




Used of the )
name of the common block CFSTRU
name mode d" m<>,-",!" nn "lord remarks
NRI - 1 -' array t used 1.n FUU!lW']
LERMSG I L4 scalar 4 see 9.10.
GLSCH ""1"'::11::11'" 5 11
NR2 - 6 -' array Not... umw]
ITYP scalar 8 see 9. 10. (, b
ITYPFU 9 " I
NR3 5 0 array. SGRA2uuwwy
A laI' 15 see 9 10 I,
I B I ""1"'::.1::1'1" 6 i' H
I ",,,,,,1,,,,," I " " I
I
""1"';11::1'1" 18 " 11














Explanation of the arguments:
name mode type dimension remarks
AB l R4 (MAB,4) see 9.10.38 (argument list)
lAB 10 14 scalar " "
MAB l 14 scalar " "
NAB I 14 scalar maximum value of lAB
XIA l R4 scalar see 9. 10.38 (argument list)
X1E I R4 scalar " "
Used Common blocks (with explanations of the quantities):
COMMON!CFSTRU!NRI(4),GLSCH
All quantities are explained 1n 9.10.38. All have the same mode.
Called subprograms:
FSGRAI
















name of the funet
RETURN 1 i8 done if the
could not be reached
bi .....,....... J, ..... "
aceuraey
NDIM-l
EPS I R4 scalar des accuracy
NDIM I 14 scalar NDIM-I cions
DRINWA I R4 scalar see 9.10.1 1 t)
YF 10 R4 (3) results added for the different
classes (see 9.4)
YFEPS IO R4 (3) 10n error for
Used common blocks of the ) :
name Gf che common block: BLANK COMMON
name mode d ,on word remarks
NRI ; 14 ) I array. No used ln FSROMB
NO I 14 scalar 5 pr .
Used common blocks
- 9,68 -
th explanations of the ities):
name of the common block: CFSTRU
name mode d :lon ward remarks
TESTI I L4 scalar I see 9.10.1 (common blocks)
TEST2 I L4 scalar 2 " 11
TESn I L4 scalar 3 " 11
LERMSG I L4 scalar 4 " "
GLSCH I R4 scalar 5 " "
NR2 - 14 (2) 6 dummy array. Not used in FSROMB
1TYP I 14 scalar 8 see 9.10. I (common blocks)
ITYPFU I 14 scalar 9 " "
NR3 - 14 ( I 1) 10 dummy array. Not used l.n FSROMB
BSIGO I R4 scalar 21 a -value
0
XL I R4 scalar 22 lower integration limit
XH I R4 scalar 23 upper integration limit
NR4 - 14 (I) 24 dummy array. Not used in FSROMB
Y 0 RB scalar 25 result of the integration
ND1MP 0 14 scalar 27 if > 0 necessary increase of NDIM
DRUCK 0
I
L4 scalar 28 is set to .TRUE .• if an error
printing has been done in the
routine
Called subprograms:
FCT (see argument 1 ist)
FSWROO




Initialisat of IDUR in COMMON/CFSDUR/.
9.10.43 Subroutine A8FORM-----------------
Problem solved:
Printing of text with "big" letters.
Definition:
The compiled program is stored in a system library as object code (see 16/).
9.10.44 Subroutine NDF--------------
Problem solved:
Retrieval of KEDAl(-data. (see 13/, 12/)
Definition:
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10,
O. The calculation of group constants Ln the thermal group. Module 10
10.1 This module is extended against the version 1n MIGROS-2 by the calculation
of the average total cross section. Besides this three new types are





(definition see below). These types are used to facilitate the input for a
GRUBA /1/ insertion run.
10.2 It is assumed, that the thermal energy range is covered by one energy
group. For the cross sections except the elastie seattering eross seetion
a I/v-law is assumed, and for the weighting function a Maxwell distribution
at T = 293.6K corresponding to kT = 0.0253 eV. The thermal group cross









x = neutron reaction (n.x) except (n,n) process
th thermal
The thermal group cross sections are calculated by formula (10.1) for
all types x of neutron reactions. except those for elastic scattering.
Furthermore the following group constants are calculated:
- the average elastie scattering cross section
k-er
n.th
= ko (0.0253 eV)
n
(10.2)
- the average eosine of the elastie scattering
= k\l (0.0253 eV)
e
(10.3)
- the average number of secondary neutrons per fission
k- k
\)th = \)(0.0253 eV) (10.4)
- 10.2 -
- the average a-value
k-oy,th
k-a f,th








The assembled group constants are calculated as foliows:






















For obtaining consistence with the data included 1.n the GRUBA-library.
it is necessary to set the following types in this module:




the elastic scattering matrice 1.n the thermal group
SGNCOth .. I.
- 1.n the case of a fissile isotope the fission spectrum
1.n the thermal group
CHI == O.
10.3 The following subroutine 1.S necessary:














number of energy group limits
number of cross section types
one-dimensional field containing
the cross section types.
/i/ D. Woll
Aufbau und Verwaltung der Gruppenkonstantenbibliothek GRUBA
KFK I8 15 • I973
/2/ K.H. Beckurts. K. Wirtz
Neutron Physics. Springer Verlag Berlin. Göttingen.
Heidelberg. New York. 1964. pages 98 - 100
/3/ B. Goel, B. Krieg
Status of the Nuclear Data Library KEDAK-3
Oetober 1975
KFK 2234, NEANDC(E) 171 »U«. 1975

I I. The calculation of the ghted average I/v values. Module 8
I I. I The difference between the program vers~on 1n MIGROS-2 and 1n MIGROS-3
is a more exact method of tion. In the case of a
limits as integration po
pointwise given
the energy po s of the
function the MIGROS-2 version uses only
ghting function and the energy group
s. The MIGROS-3 version starts with
the same energy points and calculates the numerator and the denominator
of formula 11.2. Then the distance between the integration points is
bisected and the numerator and the denominator is ealeulated onee
more. This teehnique is eontinued until the relative deviation
of the numerator integral ealculated with n and 2~n energy points
and of the denominator integral ealculated with n and 2~n energy points
is less than or equal to a given error limit E. In the ease of a
weighting function given aS analytic funetion the numerator and the
denominator integral is ealeulated starting with 10 equidistant energy points
in the respective energy group. Then the number of energy points ~s
doubled and the calculation is done onee more. This technique 1S
stopped if the error limit is reached as explainedabove.
11.2 The average I/v va lues are defined as





11.3 The numerical integration 1S performed by the following formula:
(trapezoidal rule)
n F (E.) F(Ej±l)






I {F (E. ) + F (E. I)} . {E. I - E. }
i=1









- 1 1,2 -
index of the integration points
integration points in energy group g
weighting function
number of integration points 1n energy group g
constant = 7.229286 • 10-7
IIn the thermal group the I/v value 1S set equal to -/i
2
11.4 The following subroutine 1S used:
EDV (NE, ENG, NSP, E, F, EPS, V, NEF, ST, FI, IW)










number of energy group boundaries
energy group boundaries in [eV]
number of energy points of the weighting function
energy points of the weighting function in [eV]
weighting function at the energy points E(NSP)
permissible integration error
dimension of the working fields ST and FI
V(NE). ST(NEF) and FI(NEF) are one-dimensional working fields, IW is a
control word internally used .
2.
12. The cal
12.1 The program version included in MIGROS-2 calculates the Watt-Cranberg
fission 5pectrum us the KEDAK data type CHICR./2/. which contains
the corre parameters. For same isotopes the data type CHICR i5
not available on the KEDAK 1 . In such cases the module version
included in MIGROS-3 calculates the Maxwellian spectrum using the
KEDAK SEDF. /2/. with the argument K§2 meaning that a Maxwell
model is used and the first functional value p-I meaning the fraction
of the spectrum to the total energy distr ion. Note, that if the
highest energy group boundary is greater than 01' equal to IO.E6 eV
this boundary i5 set equal to 20.E6 eV because otherwise
NE
I x· i5 not close enough to I. (Summation is carried out over all
i= I ~ energy groups.)







sinh{t IE .Ef } (12.1)
2 2• {exp(-x ) - exp(-x )
g+1 g
E energy ~n
Ef fragment kinetic energy per nucleon ~n MeV,
T Watt fragment nuclear "temperature" ~n HeV
The fission spectrum 1n energy group g is defined as
x "" f X(E) dE
g (g)
E upper group 1 in MeVg ,
E I lower group limit in MeV
g+






+ exp(-y2)} - ! {erf(x ) - erf(x )
g 2 g+1 g






~~ ~ -~x - T8 - / ; xg+1 '" ~--8
Yg -f: +l:f ; Yg+ 1 -1';+1 +~
2 x 2erf (x) j -t dt8- e
;.rr 0
12.3 Calculation of the Maxwellian spectrum
The assumption for the calculation of the Maxwell spectrum is
the existence of the KEDAK data type SEDF. /2/. containing the nuclear
temperatures e at the fission energies Eo ' The Maxwellian spectrum
is given by formula (12.4) which was taken from /1/.
X(E) (12.4)
The fission spectrum 1n energy group g 1S defined as
x '"g J X(E) dE
(g)
(12.5)
Using formula (12.4) one gers







For-g-< I.E-3 a polynomial expansion is taken.
e
(12.6)
e i5 taken or interpolated from KEDAK at the median fission energy




(E) • ~(E) dE
o
j v(E) • 0
f













parameters are defined by the control
NE number of energy group limits ,
ENG (NE) one-d field containing the energy
group ~~.
The fol ng defined by the subroutine
SPALT:
X(NE) one-dimensional Held containing the fission
spectrum,
The subroutine SPALT calls subroutine CHIINM which
calculates the value of the Maxwellian spectrum in
one energy group
SUBROUTINE CHIINM (EI,E2,TETA,X2)
The following parameters are defined by SPALT:
EI lower energy group 1 imi t
l
E2 higher energy group limit,
TETA nuclear temperature at the fission energy 165 keV.
The following parameter is defined by subroutine CHIINM'
X2 value of the Maxwellian fission spectrum in the energy
region from EI to E2 .
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Ap~~enl~ix A. le Problem
I. Job Control Cards
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On the following pages A4 to A29 the output of the results is given. The
input description, that also was printed out by the job has been omitted
here. It corresponds to the input description given on pages 2.2 to 2.17.
STA~O CER KEP~DATE~BI8LIOT~EK VO~ 2610 7 6
@U 235;; 1 '"
alFLCeil ? '"
R 1 lE 18 2 14 14 4 14 14 5 5 4 5 I 1 7 25 1 a 25 I 10 26 26 "
.;>FNOE ii 111 "
@C 16;;: C *
~BLOC~ 2 "
5 3 4 4 f 3 3 6 12 12 9 3 3 9 12 12 *
~F~DE @ 111 "
iiFNCE t 112 ~
~ I G R C 5 - 3 TASK FrR ~ATERIAl U 235
~~~***»~***~****~~***«*******************~*~*












3CC.00 18 0.4650E'C2 0.1000E.03
S HI''' r; S II;MA N SIOA F SI G'1!1N 1 5I"""Tl
0.Z317C120F+C2 C.12886469E+0? o • ? 8999 I': PO HO? 'J.12R86469E+07 0.65056259 F 1-02
SIG"A 0 FG FN FF FN1 FTl
c.e ).425329881"1-00 C. 94 3<;694<;f'+QO !J. 44212 SI 41" + CO O.92716968f'I-OO 0.369457'171"1-00
C.10000000E+07 0.49302417E+CO 0.94963223E+00 'J.5C9331r1FI-<1() 1. C;3204 It,,3FI-CO ).422560571"+00
C.ICOCCCCOf'+03 0.71641'8<;3;:+ CO 0.970104341"+00 O.72497588HOO O.95?989 1.0E+JO ') .629 77850HOO
C.I00000COF+04 o .93765211HOO C.9926B764E+CC o. <;385t:~4F+CO C.98639333E+CO O.90295374f1-QO
(.ICCCCCCOH05 1.9928'35531:+'1) 0.999n2J6EI-'00 ) .99322 6 23FtOO o .9982901BE+OC C.9885HS5HOC
o .10uOOOOOF+06 1.99945521E+00 C.99989605E+OC ,). 9C;976 ~ ~I HOO O.99Q79395f+OO 0.9988089'1 EH)O




900.00 18 C.4f50E+C2 C.I0CCF+e3
SIGMA G SIGMA N 5Tr,,,~ F SIGMANI SlGMATI



















































TEMPERATUR GRUPP E GRENZEN
21CO.00 IB 0.465JF+C2 O.lJOOE+03
SIG~A G SIG~A N SIG"A F SlGMANI SlGMAT1



















































I~ ~CCUlE 1 407.16 SECCNCS (PU-TIME ARE lSED
eHE 22.11.76 TIME U:'.3c.I~
Ir-; MODULE 2 37692 WOROS ARE NOT USEO IN THE REGICN FIELD
PFOGRA~~ KENNZIFFER 2
PRCGRA~~ ZUF BERECHNUNG VON RESONANlSELBSTIIBSCH1RMFAKTOREN VON STATISTISCHEN RESONANlPARAMETERN
NUfieER CF SERIfS,TAKEN INTO ACCOUNT IS !T= t
MATERIAL TEMPERATUR GRUPPE CRENZEN
U 235 300.00 14 C.I0COF+04 C.215CE+C4
SIG~A G SIGMA N SIGMt F SIGMANI SIG~AT1

















































MATERIAL TEMPERATUR GRUPPE GRF~lFN
U 235 900.00 14 0.1000E+04 C.2150E+04
SIGMA G SIGMA ~ SIG~t F SIGMANl SIG~ATI



















































~ATERIAL TEMPERATUR GRUPPE GRE~ZFN
U 235 ZICO.OC 14 0.1000E+04 C.2150F+C4
SIG~A G SIGMA N SIG~A F SIG~ANI SIG~ATI

















































IN ~ODUlE 2 155.39 SECONDS CPU-TIME ARE LSEO
nAH 22.11.H TlME 18.44.55
IN MODULE 4 34781 WOROS ARE NOT USEO IN THE REGION FlflC
PROGRA~~ KE~NlIFFER 4
PROGRA~~ ZUR BERECHNUNG VON GRUPPENWIRKUNGS01ERSCHNITTE~ BEI UNENDLICHER VEROUENNUNG
*UMESS~GE 4. 2 : STORAGE NOT SUFFICIENT TO CAlClJlATE "'LEL
IN MODULE 4
IN MODULE 4
0.31 SECONDS CPU-TIME ARE USED
34111 WORDS ARE NOT USED IN THE REGICN FIElC
PROGRAMM KENNZIFFER 4
PPOGRAMM ZUP BERECHNUNG VON GRUPPENWIRKUNGSQUERSCHNITTEN 81"1 UNENDLICHER VERDUENNUNG
***~ESSAGE 4. 1 : 8EGIN 01" THE INTEGRATIO'! AT C.1CCCOOCCE+C4 EV :>
1 235 MUH GRUPPE 14 BIS 14
O.2860879lE-02
***MESSAGE 4. 1 : BEGIN OE THE INTEGRATION AT 0.100000CCE+04 EV
L 235 NUE GRUPPE 14 BIS 14
0.2423277<;HOI
***"'ESSAGE 4. 1 : BEGIN OF THF INTEGRATION AT O.100000GOF+04 EV
U 235 SGA GRUPPE 14 BIS 14
O.10925330E+02
***MESSAGE' 4. 1 : BFGIN OF THE INTEGRATION AT 0.1000000(1"+04 EV
L 235 SH GRUPPE 14 BIS 14
0.1481S325H01
U 235 SEC GRUPPE 14 BIS 14
C.3443497?E+01
***MESSAGE 4. 1 : 8EGIN 01" THF INTEGRATTD'! AT 0.100000(C1"+(41"V
U 235 SGI GRUPPE 14 BIS 14
0.0
***MES SAGE 4. 1 : BEGIN OF THF I~TEGRATION AT 0.10000000E+04 EV
U 235 So. GRUPPE 14 BIS 14
O.14350et,cE+02
*"'*MESSt\GE 4. 1 : BEGIN OF THE INTEGRATION AT 0.1000000(E+(4 EV
l 235 SG2N GRUPPE 14 BIS 14
0.0
"'**MESSAGE 4. 1 : BEGIN CF THE I~TEGRATION AT 0.10000000F+04 EV
U 235 sn
C.25214€2H+02
GRUPPE 14 BIS 14
H MOOUlf 4
DATE 22.11.7f
3.14 SECONDS CPU-TIME AqE USED
TIME 18.45.03
PROGRA~~ ~F~~IIEFER 5
PPCGRA~~ ZUR AERECHNUNG VON TRANSFERMATRIIEN EUER
INElASTI5eHE STREUUNG, IN,2NI - UND IN,3~1 - FROZESSE
PROBSGI
PFCGRA~~ ZUR BERECHNUNG INELASTISCHER STRELMATRIZEN
VON nI~KRETE~ ANREGUNGS~IVEAUS.
***WAR~ING ~OE. 2 : THE FURTHER ~AME O.20000190E+07 IS GREATER TbAN THF GREATEST FUPTHEP NAME
I~CLunEO IN THE KEDAK lIBRARY FOR U 23~ SGIZ
***WARNING NOF. 2 : THE EURTHFR ~AME 0.200(0190F+07 IS (REATER TbAN TbE GRFATEST FUPT~ER NAME
I~Cl\)nEn IN THE KFDAK LIBR.RY FOR U 235 seIl
***WARNING NDF. 2 : THE FURTHFR NA~F 0.2COOOI9CE+01 [5 GREATFR THA~ THE GREATEST FURTbEP NAME
I~ClUDEC I~ THE KEOAK lIBRARY FOR U 235 SGII
***WARNING NeF. 2 : THE FURTH",R NAME 0.200001'7(":+C1 I ~ GREATER THAN TbE GRFAHST EURTHFR NAME
INClUDED I~ THE KEDAK lIBRARY FOR U 235 seIZ
:»
00
PROI,RAMM ZUR BERECH~U~G I~ELASTISCHER STREU~ATRIZEN
I~ E~fRGIEPfREICH KO~TINUIERLICHER A~REGU~GSNIVEAUS DeS RE~TKERN~
*.*WA~NING NCF. 3 THE OAH FOR 920235 30C51 ARF NCT INCLUOED IN THE KEDAK LIßRARY
***WARNING NDF. 3 : lHE DATA FOR 920215 3(051 ARE ~(T I~ClUDEC IN THE KEDAK LIBRARY
***WARNI~G 5.00 : THE CRCSS-SECTICN-VALUES,GIVEN FOR THE ~'TERTAL U 235 ,TYPE SGI
**.00 NCT CCVER THE ENERGY-GROUP BETWEEN 0.14CCOOE+C7E\ AND C.250000E+07EV.THE LCWEST ANC HIGHEST VALUES
***GIVEN CN KEOAK FOR THIS GROUP ARE 0.240000E+07EV ANC C.250000E+01EV.
*'*THE INTEGRATION IN THIS ENERGY-GROUP THEPEFORE IS RFSTFIDTFD.
***WARNING ~OF. 3 THE CH A !'CP 920235 50053 'RE NO INCLUDEC IN THF KEOAK LIflRAR'l'
**'WARNING ~CF. 3 : lHE CATA FOR 920235 50053 ARE NCT INCLUDEO IN THE KEOAK LIBPARY
NC INFORMATION ON THE NUCLEAR OATA lIBRARY FCR TYPE SEOlC CF MATERIALU 235
lHETA=SCRTIE/INUE*AII IS USEO.FCR THE NORM'LIZATION THF THRfSHOLC OF SGI
U= 0.2CS8~E+C5EV,.= 0.23504E+03NUE= 0.1600CE+OO
.'N EVAPORATICN MODFL WIlH
IS lAKEN INTO ACC[UNT.
;J>
I<Z= 3~A"'=U n'5 1<0= 2 '"5 (; 7 8 S 10 11 12 13 14 1'5
'5 2.7641"-01 5.249E-Ol 1.677 E-O 1 2.3211'-O2 5. S44F-03 1.427E-B ~.504F-04 9.537[-05 2.96 3E-Q 5 1.0421"-05 4.154E-01,
16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 ? '._0
1.790E-06 1.911E-07 3.6111"-07 1.612E-C7 1.UCE-Cfl 3. '551E-C8 1.660E-Of! 7.6351"-09 3.55IE-iJ9 1.659f-09 1.42']"=-:9
4 5 6 1 8 9 10 tl 12 13 14
4 2.(;15E-02 1. '5321"-0 I ~.559E-Cl 2.7S3F-Cl I. UlE-OI 4.469E-02 1.L3n:-02 2.609f-03 5.8431"-04 1.28'3E-04 2.H:F-C5
15 16 17 18 }'; 20 21 22 23 24 25




PROGRAMM ZUR BERECHNUNG VON TRANSFERMATRIZEN FUER
IIIIElASTISCHE STREUUNG, (1II,lr'd - UIIIO (N,3~1 - RROZFSS"
PRCSSG2N




2Q730 WORDS ARE NOT USEO IN THE REGI(~ FIFLe
0.72 SECONOS CPL-TIME ARE USEO
TIME 18.45.05
PRCGRA~~ ~E~~lIFFER 5
PROGRAMM lUR BERECHNUNG VON TRANSFERMATRIZEN FUER
INELAS1ISCHE STREUUNG, (N,2~1 - UNO (1II,3N) - PROZESSE
PPOBSGI
FROGRA"'~ ZUR BERECHNUNG INELASTISCHER STREl.:"'ATRIZEf\I
vell DIS~RE1FN ANREGUNGSIIIVEAUS •
••• WARNTNG ~rF. 2 : THE FURTHER ~AME 0.20000190,,+01 TS GRFATFR T~AN THF GRE~TEST FUPTHFR NAME








2 : THE FURTHER NH'E 0.~0000190E+07 IS GREAHR THAN TH GREITEST FURTHER NAME
KEDAK l IBI~IRY FOR U 235 SGIZ
WITH INCI[ENT NEUTRON ENERGIES QJT CF T~E
r)lJEST",!) IN THF INPUT I"HASTle SC-HTERIf\C
VELS el~NOT oceUR.
PROGRA~~ ZUR BERECHNUNG INELASTISCHER STREUMßTRIZEN
I~ ENERGIEBEREICH KONTINUIERLICHER ANRFGUNGS~I~EAUS DES RESTKERNS
*~*WARNING NOF. 3
***wARNI~G ~DF. 3




3C051 ARE NeT INClUDED IN THE KEDAK lIßRARY
50053 ßRE ~eT INClUOEC IN THE KECßK liBRARY
***WAR~I~G ~CF. 1 : THE CATA FOR 920235 50053 ARE NCT INClUCEO IN THE KEDAK lIßRARY
~e INFCF~ßIIeN ON THE NUCLEAR OATA lIBRARY FCR T~PE SFOIC OF MATERIAlU 235
IHETA=SC;RTlE/INUEi<A» IS USED.FCR THE NORMßlIZllTlnN HE Tl-RFSHJLO OF SGI
U= O.?0983E+05EV,A= 0.23504E+03NUE= 0.I600CE+OC
.AN FVAPCRATTCN ~rnFl wTTH
IS TAKEN INTO ACCCUNT.
























































PROGRA~~ ZLR BERFCHNUNG VO~ TRß~SFER~ßTRIZE~ FUER
INElASTISC~E STRFUUNG, IN,2N) - UNf1 IN,3NI - PROZESSE
PROSSG2N
***WARNTNG t-CF. 3 THE CATA FOR n0235 50163 ARF ~(T INClUDEC TN IHF KEDAK lIBRARY
***WARt-Tt-C NOF. 3 : THE CATA FCR 920235 50163 ARE t-CT It-ClUCE( IN T~F KEOAK lIARARY
~C I~FeR~ATIC~ C~ THE NUClEßR CATß lISRARY FCR TYPE SED,t- OE ~ATERIAL~ 235
HETA=SQRllE/INUE*'AI) 15 U5ED.FOR THE' NORMIlUZATJ(lN THE l~RESHOLC CF SG2N
U= G.53000Ef07EV,A= 0.23504F+C3NUE= O.1600CEfOC
.AN E~APCRATICt- ~CDEl WTTH
IS TAKE"! INTO ACCOUNT.
**WEIGHTEC (ROUP CROSS-SECTION O.49~RQ9E+ao FCR OUTSCßTTFRING - GROUP U = 0.53COOOE+07KONT o
K Z= :NAM=U 235 KD= 1
1 2 3 4 ~ " 7 B 9 lQ 11G.G 7. 353E-G4 2.331f'-02 1.657 F-I) 1 2.<;69F-Ol 3.020E-Ol 1.424F-Ol 4 .919F-0 2 1.'317E-02 3.5E7F-03 7. <;~8F-C4
12 13 14 15 lC 17 18 19 20 21 2?
1.754"'-04 3.83BE-05 8.2111'-06 1.780 10-06 3.B64F-07 8.237E'-08 1.7l:'3E-08 :.8671"-09 8. 2 l t CE -10 1.7A3F-l) 3.861r-ll
23 24 25 26




IN MODUL E 1
29730 WORCS ARE NeT USEC IN T~E REGIeN FIElC
8.18 SECCNDS CPU-TIME ARE LSEO
TIME 18.45.21




PRCGRA"" ZUR 8ERECHNUNG CES SPALTSPEKTRUMS
IN THIS MeOULE THE HIGHEST FNERGY GROUP BOUNCARY IS SET FCUAL Tn 20.E6 Eil
"ATT - CRANBERG SPEKTRU"






























0.03 SECONDS CPU-Tr~F ARE USEO
TIME 18.45.21
I'" fo'COlJlE f' 31511 WOPOS ARE NOT USEC I~ ThE REGIC'" FIELf.

























































H MODULE e 0.04 SFCONDS CPlJ-TI~E ARE LSED
DATE 22.11.1E TIME 18.45.21
II\ MODULE lC 37937 WOROS ARE NOT USED TN THE RFGTC'" FIElC
PPOGRA~M KENNZIFFER 10




t 23'5 "'LE 26
C.24228SS2HC1
L 235 SO 26
C.60'5~~I"I'E+03
l 23'5 SGF 26
C.51'57E3S4E+03
t 23'5 sec 26
C.8G14I'047E+02
t 235 SGI 26
C.O
l 235 SO 26
( .166112<;81':+02
L 235 SG2N 26
C.C
l 235 sn 26
C.l:22143C7E+03
L 23'5 SHca 26
C.1COCCOCCF+Ol
l 23'5 FRCBSG I 26
C.1CCCCOCOHCl






0.04 SECONDS CPU-TIME AqE USED
TIME 18 .. 45.22
M I G R 0 S - 3 TASK FOR ~ATERrAl D 16
*********************************************
FeR 1HF ~E!GHTtNG SPECTRUI' THF' Fur-cnor- PHIIEl CR DPI-IIEI knl BE USED.
DAH 22.11.16 TfME 18 .. 45.26
I'" MODULE 3 1169L WORO~ ARE NeT USfC IN TH RfGICf\ FIEL[
*** MESSAGE 3. 1 Eß~ßA~_Kftl~llfEER_:
PROGRAMM ZUR BERECHNUNG VOf\ RESO",A"'ISElESTAPSCHIRMFAKTOREN VON PUNKTWEISE GEGE8FNFN
WIRKUNGSQUERSCHNITTEN FUER DAS MATERIAL e 16
**.WARNING "'CF. 3 : THE DATA FOR 80016 3ClS0 IRE ",el I"'CLUOFO IN lHE KEOAK liBRARY
THE (ALCULATICNS WILL BE DeNE FeR GRrn'F 4. WHICH ~AS T~E BOUNDARIES 1.400COOE+C6 EV AND 2.500000E+06 F~.
T~E MATERIAL IS NOT FISSIONABLF.
IORNING ~ESSAGES IN NUMERIUL INTEGRATION WILL BE PRINTEC, TF THE ACTUlll RELIITIVE FRROR
T5 GREßTER OR EQUAl THAN 5.000CE+OO TlMFS THE WISHEO RElATIVE ERRDR = 5.0JOOF-05.
HE FOllCIoiIt\G WEIGHTII'4G SPECTRUMISI IS (AREI USEr.
ENERGY RANGE WEIG~TINC SFFCTPUM TVP OF TI'4TFGRATION
WHCLE RANGE ORIGINAL fUNCTICN OPHT=I.00+0/E NUMER IraL
:»
.***********.********.*****,~************************.*** •• ******.*.**********************************************,***********
*0 16 GROUP=" LOWER BOUNOARY= 1.4COOOCE+06 EV UPPER ~CUNO.RY= 2.500000E+06 EV.
* FRC,", 1.4I)f}OOOE+'J6 EV TO 2.500000E+lH; EV ~UMl=RICAL INTEGRHIOI\ IS USEO. DPHI 15 USHl AS WEIGHTING SPfCTRIP'.'




























































••• ,.ESSIGE 3. 2 PROGRAM 3 HAS ENDEn CORRECTLY. KL H~S T~E VAlUE~ 2.
NO WARNII'4G- DR ERROR-~ESSAGES PROOUCED I~ ~CCUlE FSTRUK.
IPI r-CDLlE 3
DnE 22.11.16
2.07 SECCNOS CPU-TIME ARE USEO
TI'1E 18.45.2CJ
H MODULE 6 9009 WORDS ARE NOT USEr I~ THE REGION F1ELO
FFCGRÄ~~ ~E~~ZYFFER 6
PRCGRAM~ ZlR BERECHNUNG ELASTISCrER STR~UMßTRTZE~
***wARNING ~OF. 2 : THE FURTHER ~AME O.15830016F+Oß IS GRFIITFR TrAN THF GRE!\TEST FURTHER NAME
I~CLUDEO IN THE KECAK LIBRARV FOR 0 16 5GiIIC
***WARNING NDF. 2 : THF FURTHER ~AME 0.158300161"+08 15 GPFATER TrAN TrE GREATEST FURTHER NAME
Y~CLUDED IN THE KEOAK LYBRARY FOR 0 16 SGiIIC













ELASTISCHE STREl~ATRTX C. ORDNUNG FUER 0 16
FLASTTSCHF STREL~HRIX 1. CRONIiNG FllFR n 16















ELASTISCHE STREL~ATRIX 3. CRDNU~G FUER 0 16
ELASTISCHE STRFUf"ATRIX 4. ORDNUNG FUER 0 16





L-TE (RONUIIG, G-TE GRUPPE, I-TE ZEILE: ~ATRIXELf'~E~T L-TER ORD~UNG
FUER STREUUNG AUS DEP G-TEN GRLPPE 111 DIE IG+I-1)-TE GRUPPE, BElCGEN
AUF CEN TOTALE" fliSTISCI-EN eUERSCHNITT (TOTALES O.,",CMENT) DER
G-TEN GRUPPE
M A K R J wie I- TUN G F
ALLE MOMENTE WIE CAS O. MO"ENT MIT
FI E, 11 I SUN 0 ß RC FI E,11 = 1/ F)
M I K R 0 W I ( I- TUN G FS IFEINSTRUKTUR)
ALLE MOMENTE MIT FSIE,l) = 1
IKEINE FEINSTRU~lURWYCHTUIIGI


















TOTALE ELASTISCHE GRUPPENSTRFUQUERSCHf\ITTE SGN UND GRUPPFNSTRI:UI<OSINUS MUEL FUFP 0 16
EPl~EUTEPU~G
G-TE GRUPPE, 1. ZEILE: TCTALEF ELASTISC~ER QUERSCHNITT DER G-TEN
GRUPPE
G-TE GRUPPE, 2. ZEILE: "TTLEFER STREUI«SINUS DER G-1EN GRUPPE
TCTALE GRUPPF~CUFRSCHNITTE SCT FUER 0 16
ERLAEUTERlJNG
G-TF GRUPPE, L-TE ZFILF: TOTALER QUERS(~NITT DER G-TEN GRUPPE,
GEWI(~TET WIE DAS Il-ll-TE MC'ENT DER STREUMATRIX







G-TE GRUP~F, L-TE ZEILE: tL-II-TES MOME~T DES WICHTLNGSSPEKTRUMS
I~TEGRIFRT UEBER OIE G-TE GRUPPE
43.42 SECCNOS CPU-TI~E ARE USED
TIME 18.41.03
9009 WOROS ~RE NOT USEO IN THE REGIO~ FIElO
PROGRA"" KE~NZIFFER 6
PRCGRA"" ZLR BERECHNUNG ELASTISC~ER STPEUMATRIZEN
***"AR~I~G ~CF. 2 : THE FURTHER ~AME 1.15830016Et08 IS GREATFR ThAN THE GRE~TEST FLRTHER NAME
INCLUDEO IN THE KEDAK LIBRARY FOR 0 16 SGNC
***WARNING NDF. 2 : THE FURTHER NA"E O.15630016Et08 IS (REATER T~AN ThE GREATEST FURTHER NAME
I~CLUDEO IN THE KEDAK LIBRARY FQR 0 16 SGNC











ELASTISCHE STREL~ATRIX O. ORDNUNG FUER 0 16

















ELASTISCHE STRELI'IlTRIX 2. ORDNUNG FUER 0 16
ELASTISCHE STREL~ATR'X 3. ORDNUNG EUER 0 16
ELASTISCHE STREL~ATR!X 4. ORDNUNG FUER 0 16





L-TE ORDNUNG, G-TE GRUPPE, I-TE HILE: M.I\TRIXElEMENT l-TfR ORDNUNG
EUER STREUUNG AUS CER G-TEN OLPPF TII eIE IG+I-ll-TE GRUPPE, BElOGEN
AUF DEN TOTALEN EUSTISCI-EN ClERSCHNIn ITOTALFS O.I'O'ENTI DER
G-lElI GRUPPF
..,AKROWIChTUNG F
AllE "C MENTE WIE [/I SO. "(11 ENT MIT
FIE,l1 ISlANO/lRD FIEdl "lIEt
M I K R 0 W ICh TUN G FS ( FE 1111 5 TRUK TUR I
ALLE MOMENTE MIT FSIE,l) " 1
IKEINF FEINSTRUKTURWICHTUNGI











TOTALE ELASTISCHE GRUPPENSTREUQUERSCH~ITTESGN UNO GRUPPENSTREUKOSINUS MUEL EUFR n 16
E RL/I EUT ERUNG
G-TE GRUPPE, 1. ZEILE: TClIILEF FLASTISCHR QUERSCH'HTT DER G-TEN
GRUPPE
G-TE GRUPPE, 2. ZEILE: "ITTLERER STREUKOSIIIlUS DER G-TFN GRUPPE
TCTALF GRUPPENc;UERSCHNITTE SGT FUER 0 16
ERlAEUTERUN(;
G-TE GRUPPE, L-TE ZEllE: TOTtlER QUERSChNTTT Di=R G-TEN GRUPPE,
GEWICHTET klE DAS IL-Il-TE "[~FNT DER STREU"ATRIX
;I>
::::






1. 65 eC7F- Cl
7.658C7F-Cl
EALAEUTERU~G
G-TE GRUPPE, L-TE ZEILE: IL-l)-TES ~OME~T OES WIOHTUNGSSPEKTRUMS
INTEGRIERT UEBER OIE G-TE GRlPPE
IN MODUL E (:
DATE 22.1I.H
1.07 SECONDS CPU-TIME ARE LSEn
TI ME 18." 7.01
PROGRA~~ KE~~ZIFFER 9
PROGRAMM ZUR BERECHNUNG DER ELASTISCHEN STRELMATRIZE~ FUER OIE REH(-KORREKTUR
FCR MATERIAL 0 16 ,TYPE SGHC THERE ARE 20 ANGULAR DISTRI8UTIONS WITH
T~E LOWEST ('LCULATED ENERGY GRDUP NUMBER ~11H SGNC IS 2.




I~ ~ODlJLE q 128 K BYTES OF RFGION.G NOT USEO.
(ALeULAlION FCR GROUP
*************************
FOR THIS ENERGY GRaUp CAlCULAlION IlITH ANGULAR OISTRIBUTIONS.







TfTAL NL~eE" fF ClfFERENT POINTS 34
GROUP= 3 ~U~BER OF FINE INTFRVAlS=
T~E INTFRIJAl-BOUNDARIES ARE
















































































Tf'F VAl !JE S CF
1.0834HOO

















































































































































































































2 • 92 2U:- 0 1
1.5861E-Ol














































































































































































































1 • CO 001'+00






















































































































































































































































































O. C O. 0
fLASTI( ~(ATTERTNG MATRIX SGI\C3 FOR C 1l: GRCUP= ~
F ROM GROUP 3 TO GROUP 3
2.5690E-02 6.1332E-02 1.9325f-02 B.61C6E-(2 9.356eE-(2 9.'537CE-OZ 9.2515E-02 B.13B7E-OZ B.nZIE-OZ 1.6112E-)i'
1. ZOt'5E-02 6.95Z0E-CZ 6. 'lilIE-Cl 1.0693 E-OZ 1.349ZE-CZ 6.5Z04E-OZ 5.3Z8SE-02 4.Z10BE-OZ ~. 335AE-C2 2. '53221'-02
I. B49 2E-0 2 1.2A26E-OZ 8.3665E-03 4.96C4E-03 3.31131'-(3 1.179IE-02 2.5ZllE-OZ 4.3613E-0Z 6.58BIE-C2 8.14231'-02
1.06BIE-OI 1.16BOE-OI 1.2393 E-O I 1. Z9 I(l E-O I 1.3050E-CI 1 • Z6 B5E-0 I 1.13491'-01 9.'5Z00E-02 B.79B6E-CZ 8.4045E-02
B.OIC5E-Ci' 7.6Z57E-OZ 7.24HE-OZ 6. BOS3E-OZ 6.0l64f-02 5.1702 E-O Z 5 • Z2 ZI E-O 2 5.70Z6E-OZ 6 .1515E- C2 6.6416E-02
1.2452E-02 1.99Z5E-OZ 8.4043E-C2 e.2445E-02 B.1430E-OZ 'l.H51E-OZ 1. ZI14E-O I 1.48001'-01 1.6944E-OI 1.6949E-OI
1.5geBE-CI I. Z5'>4E- Cl 9.41"6ZE-OZ 8.9508E-OZ 8.6907E-02 8.416'>E-OZ 8.13 Z4F-OZ 7.8267F-02 1.5335E-OZ 1.23141'-02
FROM GROUP 3 TO GROUp 4
-2.133ZI:-(2 -5.8518E-OZ -7.8137E-OZ -8.58951'-02 -8.514ZE-OZ -7.9055E-OZ -6.7663E-OZ -5.3958E-C2 -3.<;306E-02 -2.55231"-02
-1.2791E-02 -1.46611'-0: 1.8511E-03 1.5170E-CZ Z.0626E-OZ Z.5695E-02 3.0 IlJB E-O 2 3.33271'-02 3.5160E-OZ 3.<fEtE-02
3.4813F-02 3.2800E-OZ 2.9419E-02 2.5089E-OZ 1.9990E-OZ 1.6Z45E-OZ 1.0715F-OZ 5.47131'-04 -1.~815E-OZ -Z.10HlE-az
-3.8311E-02 -4.1131E-OZ -4.23531"-02 -4.1041E-OZ -3.5915E-C2 -2.1858E-OZ -1.17:3ZE-OZ -3.3Z09E-0: 0.0 O. 0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 o. c 0.0 0.0 0.0 1).1) 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 O.C o. (
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.(
ELASTIC ~Cß1TERING MATRIX ~GNC4 FCR C 16 (!«UP= :3
FPC~ GRCUp 3 TO GROUp 3
Z.3858E-CZ 5.08ROE-02 5.6603 E-O Z 5.0799E-OZ 4.Z643E-02 3.0504E-')Z 1.6995F-OZ 5.2851E-03 -3.522IE-03 -8.1091E-03
-1.0548F-OZ -9.156ZE-03 -5.0435E-03 1.151"9E-03 8.5219E-C3 1.098ZE-0Z 1.Z29LE-02 1.434BE-02 1.68711=- C2 1. C;'i 8 5E- O?
Z.Z146E-OZ Z. 4Z 6Z 1'-0 Z Z.51NE-OZ 2.49381'-02 Z. ?13JZE-OZ 2.7658E-OZ 3. 13Z,lE-OZ 3.0868F-OZ Z.6310[,-OZ 2.1)491E-02
1.320BE-02 2.3568E-03 -9.01871"-03 -1.91351"-02 -Z.6034E-02 -2.8737E-02 -Z.5849E-02 -1.6022E-OZ -1.<302E-OZ -1.l7ElE-02
-Z.01~8E-OZ -1.15201"-02 4.16171"-03 1.7049E-CZ 6.3867E-(3 -9.0488E-03 -5.2Z31E-03 1.546lE-03 ;> .OI26E-OZ 3.2SiRE-O?
3.1446E-C2 2.9%IF-OZ Z.Z637E-OZ I.BI02E-02 1.431ZE-02 2.3016E-02 3.701IE-OZ 5.355 8E- OZ 6.6'lIOE-C2 6. /:9001'-02
6.1739E-02 4.40811'-02 2. H36E-OZ Z. 43 ~CJE-02 Z. Z19 7F-(Z Z.C05'>E-OZ 1.8056 E-OZ 1. 786lE-O 2 I.S076E-C2 I.E32~F-02
FRCI" GRCtJP 3 Ta G~OUP 4 :>
-1.<;4'>:E-02 -4.1586E-C2 -5.438ZE-OZ -4.91<;LE-0? -3.A882F-OZ -?.400lE-OZ -7.78111'-03 6.74531'-03 1.8 241E- CZ Z.lZC;Cr:-C1?
N
'3.0935 E-02 3.24081'-02 3.1183E-02 Z.1854 E-(2 Z.:lZ4E-CZ 1.88l3E-OZ 1.40HE-02 B.4B2l 1"-03 2.43561'-03 -3.1926F-)3 ll'
-9.9173E-C3 -1.5539E-OZ -Z.0186E-02 -Z.3580E-OZ -2.586BE-02 -2.96BlE-OZ -3.Z378E-OZ -Z.9B67E-OZ -2.13031'-02 -1.1544E-0?
-1.034BE-0~ 6. B592E-03 1.38 B6F-OZ 1.961CE-C2 Z.ZZ35E-(2 Z.(8<;<;E-OZ 1.5441 E-02 3.179 H-O 3 0.0 0.(
C.O 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 O. ( c.e O.C
0.0 0.0 0.0 C.O 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 O.C
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 ').0 0.0
FLASTIC S(ßTTERI~G MATRiX ~GNC5 FOR 0 H GRCUP= 3
FH" GPr:lP 3 TC GROUP 3
2.1H1E-(2 3.95181'-02 3.41991"-02 1.9Z44E-C2 3.3969E-03 -1.ZZ3BE-OZ -Z.4399E-02 -3.1099E-OZ -3.2596F.-C2 -3.(2C1E-02
-Z.4718E-OZ -1.15141'-02 -9.84B9E-03 -Z.5163F-C3 3.E657F-Co 9.30'55E-03 1.38171"- OZ 1.1046E-OZ 1.8614E-n 1.85BOF-)2
1. 69~7E-C;: 1.3771F-CZ 'J. 3943 1'-03 4.1941E-03 -1.5395E-G3 -9.7363E-03 -1.9124E-02 -2.592ZE-OZ -7.715'11"-02 -Z. '571IE-02
-Z.171BE-02 -1.80BOF-OZ -1.3129E-OZ -7.2250E-03 -Z.3140E-C3 9.CJ944F-05 -2.1980E-04 -9.Z803E-03 -1.1454E-OZ -1.(E5lF-02
-'>.8232E-C3 -7.04541'-03 -3.041ZE-03 6.0313E-04 I.IU2E-03 9.5204E-04 1.108:E-03 1.435CF-03 1.11141'-(3 2.13C2F-B
I. B1 191"- 0 3 5.1073F-04 -1.2618E-03 -3.'>4081"-03 -6.2il96F-C'I -2.0798E-03 4.2451E-03 9.3155E-03 1.3121E-OZ 1 2566E-02
1.04 3Z ('-OZ 4.1235E-03 -6.Z974E-04 -Z.1325E-03 -3.<640E-C3 -4.41ICE-03 -5.22051"-03 -2.1156E-03 5.913831'-04 3 .. 8 A 16 E-~ -j.3
FRCM GROLP 3 TO GROUP 4
-1.7513E-02 -3.61851'-02 -3.172ZE-CZ -l.7538E-CZ -1.8866E-C3 L 3635E-OZ Z.5643E-OZ 3.2Z0ZE-02 3.3566 F-,12 3.,)946F-)2
2.53651'-02 1.8047E-OZ 1.0Z1CE-02 2.7331E-C3 -3.1901f-0' -9.2389E-03 -1.375GE-02 -1.6875E-02 -1.84311'-02 -l.8370E-02
-1.6678E-02 -1.3410E-OZ -9.05Z5F-03 -3.80S6E-03 1.E395E-03 8.3379('-03 1.5565E-02 2.1Z32E-02 Z .3019F-(Z Z.;: 143E-O?
1.8538E-OZ 1.30581'-02 5.7690E-03 -Z.4635E-03 -9.6il09E-C3 -1.37B3E-0Z -1.2866F-OZ -3.0095E-03 C.O o.c
C.O 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 O.C
0.0 0.0 0.0 e.c O.C 0.0 0.0 0.0 Cl .i) 0.')
C.O O. 0 0.0 C.O 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 O.C
I ~ "COULt G ZI.04 SECCNoS CpU-TIMf 'RE USED
eHE ZZ.ll.;(; TIME 18.47.54
P~CGRA~~ KE~NZIFFER 9
PROGRA~~ ZUR BFRECHNUNG DER ELASTISCHF~ STRFUM'TRIZEN FUEF OIE REMO-KORRFKTUR
FCR MATERIAL n 16 • TYPE SGNC THERE ARE C ANGULAR DISTRIBUTIONS hITH
THE LOhEST CAlCUlATEO ENEPGY GROUP NU~eFR WITH S(NC IS 11.
) ANGle PCPHS RETRIFVEO F'1R THTS TflSK.
IN MODULE '> 128 K BYTES OF RFGION.G NOT USEr.
CALCULATICN FCR GROUP 12
~~~~**~*~~~************.*
FOR THIS Efo.ERGY GROUP CALCULATICN WITHOUT AN(UlAR DISTFIBUTIONS.







TOTAL Nu~eER OF DIFFERENT POINTS
GROUP= 12 NlM8FR OF FINE INTERVAlS=
THE INTERVAl-BCUNOARIES ARE
2

























































































:3.10 OOE + 00
3.710JE+oa 3.1(1)') E+OO 3.1000 H:O 3.1000E+OC 3.100CE+00 3.1000i=+OC 3.10001"+00 3.100'01"+00
3.70001"+00 3. 10eOE+ 00 3.7000HCO 3.100) E~o 0 3 .10GO HOO 3.10001=+00 3.7000E+OO 3. 70CCi=~oa
3.7000E+00 3.10CCE+CC 3.10ilOE+CO 3.10COE+OO 3.70COE~OO 3.rJOOHOI) 3.1Y){)i=+)') 3 .1{)OOf'~"')
3.70GOHOO 3.70001"+00 ).1000E+00 3.10COE+OO 3.1CCCE~00 3.7000E+OO 3. 1000Et CO 3. OeOF+ 00
3.7000E+CO 3.10COE~CC 3.100CE+CC 3.10CCE+OO 3.70COE+OO 3.1000 HOO 3.l000E+CO 3.1000E+JO
3.1ClOOE+00 3.1000E+00 3.1000E+OO 3.70COHOO 3.10CCEt-00 3.1000E+OC 3.7000E+OC 3.l0COF~OO
3.7000ftOO 3.10COE+CO '3.1000E+CO 3.10001"+00 3.7000 HOO 3.1000HOO 3.7000E+CO 3.?OCCF oe
THE VALUES CF SGN
3.10COE+CC 3. 1000E+ 00 3.1COOE+00 3.10001"+00 3.7000 E+00 3.7000HOO 3.1000E+00 3.1000E+00 3.70001"+ 00 3.10COF+00
3.7000E+00 3.1000E+00 3.7000E+00 3.10eOH ce 3.100CHCO 3.70eOE+00 3.7000E+00 3.1000HOO 3.7000E+Oo 3.7000E+')O
i.1000E+OC 3.1001)[=+00 :3.1000 HOU 3.7000HOO 3.7000 HI)O 3.1000E+00 3.70COE+00 3.7000E+OC 3.7000E+00 3.7000F+00
3.1000E+00 3.7000E+00 3.7000E+CO 3.7000E+00 3.1000HOO 3.7000E+OC 3.7000E+00 3.10001"+00 3 .1000E+CO 3.1 CCCH oe
3.10001"+00 3.100ClEt-00 3.1000E+00 3.1000HOO 3.1000E+00 3.7000E+00 3.7000E+00 3.1J00[=+00 3.7000E+CO 3.1000E+00
3.70CCE+CC 3.7000E+00 3.1000[=+00 3. 7000E+ 00 3.7000E+00 3.10001'+00 3.1000HOO 3.7000E+00 3.7000E+OO 3.10eOE+OU
3.7000E+00 3.1000E+00 3.1000E+00 3.10COE+CC 3.100CEHC 3.10eOHOO 3.7000E+00 3.1000E+00 3. 7 1}OO HOO 3.7000[=~Ot)
THE ~AlUE~ CF MUEL
4.1700E-02 4.l700E-02 4.l700E-02 4.11eOE-C2 4.170CE-(2 4.11eOE-02 4.17001'-02 4.11001'-02 4.1700E-C2 4.17(01'-02
4.170GE-02 4.1700E-02 4.1701) F-]2 4.1700E-02 4 • 17'}<} E-O 2 4.HOOE-02 4.170CE-02 4.110CE-02 4.1700E-02 4.11001'-02
4.1100E-02 4.11001'-02 4.1100E-02 4.1100E-02 4.17001'-02 4. 1100E-0 2 4.1100E-02 4.1700E-02 4.11001'-02 4.17COE-02
4.1700E-02 4.1100E-02 4.11001'-)2 4.1700['-1)2 4'1700E-02 4.1700E-02 4.17CCE-02 4.1100E-02 4.170'11'-'12 4.11'10E'-'12
4.11CCE-C2 4.1100E-02 4.1700E-02 4.1100E-02 4.1100 F-02 4.1700 E-O 2 4.HOOE-02 4.1700E-02 4.1700E-02 4.17CCE-0?
4.17001'-02 4.11001'-02 4.1700E-02 4.17COE-C2 4.170CE-(2 4.170GE-02 4.17COE-02 4.17001'-02 t• • 1100 1'-02 4.11001'-02
4.1100E-02 4.1100E-02 4.1100 F-02 4.1100E-02 4.17001'-02 4. 1700E-0 2 lt.17CCE-02 4.11001'-02 4.1100E-C2 4.11001'-02
HE VALUES CF FlUX
2.0432E-01 2.0206E-(H 1.9985 E-Ol 1.9111E-Ol 1.955I'E-Ol 2.0433 E-O 1 2.02 06E- 0 1 1. S986F-Ol 1.9nOE-01 1.9557E-Ol
2.0433E-C 1 2.0206F-0 1 1.9986E-Ol 1. <)169E-Ol 1.9551E-Ol 2 .0433E-0 1 2.0207E-Ol 1.99S6E-Ol I.S169[=-01 l.S558E-Ol
2.0432 E-Ol 2.0207E-Ol 1.9985E-01 1.9169E-Ol 1.<;55SE-Ol 2.C433E-!)1 ;>.0201E-!Jl 1.9995E-Ol 1 .9170 E-O 1 1.955BF-0 1
2. 0433E-C 1 2.0201E-Cl 1.9986E-Ol 1.9169E-Ol 1.955IH-Ol 2.0433E-Ol 2 .02C6E~01 1.'J996E-O 1 1.9170E-Cl 1.9557E-Ol
2.0432E-Ol 2.0206E-Ol . 1.9985E-Ol 1.9170E-Cl 1.955H-Cl 2.0432E-Ol 2.0201E-Ol 1.998 5 E~O 1 1.9170F.-Cl 1. S5 5 7 E-ll
2.0433E-Cl 2. D2 ObE-Cl 1.9986E-Ol 1.9169E-Ol 1 • .,558 E-Ol 2.0432E-Ol 2 .0207E-0 1 1.5986E-Ol 1. S169E-Ol I.S558E-(Jl




ELIST[( SCITTFRING MATRIX SGNOO FOR 0 H GROUP = 12
FRO,", GRCUP 12 TO GROUP 12
2.4930E-02 1.4146E-02 1.222S[=-01 1.6940E-Ol 2.1551E-Cl 2.618SE-OI 3.0851E-Ol 3.541lE-01 3.S8BE-Cl ..... 4241 [=- 0 1
4. fl633E-CI 5.3 'l49F.-01 5.1369 E--Q 1 6.1596E-Ol 6.S132E-Cl 6 .S8<; 3E-0 1 1.4016E-Ol 1.8168E-Ol 8.21 71 F- Cl 8.60a9E--Ol
9.00 3CE- 0 1 9. 3992E- 01 9.7861E-Ol ".99S4E-Ol 1.0000F+00 1.0000E+00 1.0000 E+OO I.OOOOE+OO 1.0000E+00 I.COCOF+OO
1.0000HOO 1.0000E+00 1.0000E+00 I.<)!) 00 I" +1)0 1.000'1E+00 1.0000E+00 1.00aOHOO 1.0000E+OO 1.00'}0E+oa I.OOO}E+OO
1.00COE+CO 1. 0'100E+ 0 C I.OOOOE+OO I.OOOOE+OO 1.0000 HOO 1.0000E+OO 1.0000HOO 1.0000E+00 1. OOOCF.+ 00 I.CO(OE+OO
1.0000E+00 1.0000E+OO 1.0000F.+00 1.00COE+OC 1. COOCE+CO 1.0000E+00 1.0000HOO 1.0000E+00 1.00!)OE+1)0 1.0000E+I}O
1. COOOE+CC 1.0')OOE+01J 1.0noo E+OQ 1.0000 E+OO 1.00OOHOO 1.0000E+OO 1.COOCE+OO 1.0000IC+OC 1.0000HOO 1.00 CGE+iJO
FROM GROUP 12 TO GROUP 13
9.1501E-Ol 9.2585E-OI 8.7111E-Ol ß.306H-Ol 7.8449E-01 7.3811",-01 6.S1S0F-Ol 6.4589[=-01 6.0121E-Ol 5.5760E-Ol
5.13~7E-Cl 4.6951E-Ol 4.2631E-Ol 3.8404E-01 3.4Z6eE-Cl 3.0101 E-O 1 ;> ."'924E-01 2.1ß32F.-Ol 1. 7829E- Cl 1.3'JllE-Ol
<;.9699E-02 ".OO82E-02 2.1328E-02 6.401iE-C5 O.C 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.( 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 O. C 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
C. I) 0.0 0.'') 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 O. C 0.0 0.0
c.e 0.0 0.0 C.O 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 o.e
fLAsrIC SCATTERI~G MATPIX SGI\Cl Fe F C 16 (;RCUP= 12
FROM GROUP 12 TO r;ROUP 12
2.4195f-02 6.90HE-02 1.0lJ76E-01 1.435JE-01 1.7356E-Ol 1.<;97<;E-Ol 2.22t0E-01 2. 3993E-0 1 2. 'i352f-Ol 2.6308[-01
2. 68S 1E-Cl 2.7093E-Ol 2.6913E-Ol 2. 637lE-Cl 2.5486E-Ol 2 .4237E-0 1 2.2618E-01 2.06761"-01 1. 8429f- 01 1.~g'15"-01
1.3005E-01 9.7555E-02 6.2313E-02 4.11(;4E-02 4.1100E-(2 4.110DE-02 4.1700F-02 4.1700E-02 4.11'lOE-02 4.1100F-)2
4. 1700E-02 4. HOOE-02 4.1700E-02 4.1700E-02 4.17)OE-02 4.1700E-02 4.11COE-02 4.11001"-02 4.1100E-02 4. 17(OF-02
4.1700E-02 4.1700E-02 4.1700E-02 4.1700E-C2 4.1100E-02 4.1700E-02 4.1700E-02 4.11001"-02 4.1700E-02 4.11CCE-02
4.17COE-02 4.1700E-02 4.1700 E-O 2 4.1700 E-02 4.17001"-02 4.1100F-i)2 4 .1700E-0 2 4. 1700E-02 4.1100E-02 4.1100F-02
4 •. 17C OE-C 2 4.1700E-02 4.1100E-02 4.1700E-·02 4.1rOOE-C2 4.1100E-02 4.1700 E-O 2 " .1700E-02 I, .1100 F- 02 4.17(OE-02
FH/' GHlF 12 Ta GROUP 13
1.7505E-02 -2.13141"-02 -6.10561"-02 -1.0180E-01 -1.3186F-Ol -1.5809E-Ol -1.80401"-01 -1.'13Z3E-01 -2.11821"-01 -2.21381"-01
-2.2721E-Ol -2.29231"-01 -2.21431"-01 -2.22CIE-01 -2.1316E-Cl -2.00611"-01 -1.84481"-01 -1.65061"-01 -1.42591"-01 -1.17251':-01
-8.834gE-02 -5.5855E-02 -2.0613E-02 -6.3965F-05 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.( r.c o. c
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.(
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1).0 0.0 '1.0 0.0
c.o 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 o.c
0.0 0.0 0.0 C.C C.C o.c 0.0 0.0 'J.1 0.0
i=LASTIC sonFRT~G MIITRIX SGNC 2 Fe P C H GRCUP= 12
HO' GRClP 12 Ta GROUP lZ
2.27731"-(2 5.9644E-OZ 8.41Z3E-02 9.9691E-02 L0612E-Cl 1.0526E-Ol 9.8365F-07 8.58121"-02 6.9190F-02 5. 1 I 721"- 0 7
3.0449E-02 8.59351"-03 -i.2811E-C2 -3.2821F-02 -5.C58<;E-C2 -6.5693E-02 -1.11261"-02 -8.3682E-02 -8.4711"-02 -1.9638E-02
-6.14891"-02 -4.12441"-02 -1.8639E-02 1.3,)13 F-04 7.95351"-04 7.9535f-04 7.9535F-04 1. S5351':-04 1.9,)35E-04 1. '1535 E-')4
7.9535E-04 7.9535E-04 7.9535E-04 1.9535F-04 7. '=]535 f -Cl, 7.9535E-04 7.95,5['-04 7.9535['-04 1.'l535E-04 7.95351"-04
7.9535E-04 7.9535E-04 7.9535E-04 7.9535E-04 7.c;535E-C4 7.c53~[,-04 1.S535E-04 7.9535E-04 7.9535F-r)4 1.9535E-t)l,
1.9535E-C4 1.95351"- 04 7.9535E-04 1.9535E-04 1.9535E-04 7.9535['-:)4 7.9535E-04 7.'J535E-04 7. <) 5 35E- 04 7. ~ '53 5F- 04
7.9535E-04 7.953510-04 7.95351"-04 7.95351"- (4 7.<;535E-C4 7. S535F-04 7.95351"-04 7.9535['-04 7.9535 ['-04 7.'l535E-04
FROI'4 GRCUP 12 TO GROUP 13 :>
-2.2003E-02 -5.8874E-02 -8.3954E-OZ -<J.B927F-C2 -1.C535E-Ol -1.0449E-Ol -9.7295E-02 -B.5042E-02 -6.9020E-(2 -5.04C2E-02 N
00
-2.'J67<;E-C2 -7.8243E-03 1.358 lE-n 3.3591F-02 5.1359 ['-(2 6.64631"-1)2 7.78<;6E-02 8.4452[,-C2 E.~48]E-C2 8.C4C8E-02
6.8258E-C2 4. 8013E- 02 1.94091"-02 6.375lF-C5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 O.C
0.0 0.0 0.0 C.C C.C 0.0 ·J.O 0.0 0.0 ).!J
C. C 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 O.C c.c O. C
0.0 0.0 0.0 C.O O.C Cl.C 0.0 0.0 0.0 O.C
C.O 0.0 .) .0 0.0 0.0 0.0 O.C O. ( O. C O.C
FLASTIC SCATTERING MATRIX SGNC3 FnR 0 lt GROUP = 12
FROM GRCUP 12 TO GROUP 12
2.0758E-02 4.71651"-02 5.5412E-02 5. CAI0E-(2 '.7988E-02 1.9%4E-02 -6.116lE-04 -2.0375E-02 -3. 7482E-02 -5. C5'10f-Q;J
-5.9020E-02 -6.2021E-02 -5.9341E-1)2 -5.1481E-02 -3.9301E-02 -2.3496E-02 -5.4317E-03 1.2577E-G2 2.8180E-02 3. S653E-02
4.3B<;OE-C2 3.766BE-02 1. H:19E-02 6.331lE-CS O.C 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 O.c
0.0 0.0 0.0 (.0 c.c D.C 1).0 0.0 I) .0 I) .)
G.O 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 O.C o.c o. c
0.0 0.0 0.0 C.O 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 G.C
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 o.c 0.0 0.0 0.0 C.C O.G
FR(1M Gf!OUP 12 Ti) GROUP 13
-2.0759E-02 -4.7166F-02 -5.5413E-02 -~.C871E-C2 -3.198SE-02 -1.98cSF-02 6.U58E-f)4 2.0374E-02 3.7481,,-02 5 !05 89 E·-)2
5. CJG 1qE- C2 6.2020E-02 5.9340E-02 5.H80E-C2 3.9300F-02 2.3495 E-O 2 5.4~C6E-03 -1.25181"-02 -Z.838H:-OZ -3. S654E-C2
-4.3egIE-C2 -3.7669E-02 -1.7620E-02 -6.3432E-C5 o.c o.c 0.0 0.0 0.0 O.C
C.O 'J.O 0.0 0.0 'J.c 0.0 O.C O. ( O.C O.C
0.0 0.0 C.O 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 ·0.0 O.C
0.0 0.0 0.0 '1.0 'l.G ).0 O.C 0.0 0.) 0.0
C.c 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 JoD 0.0 0.0 O. C
FlASTIC SCßTTERING MATRIX SGNC4 Fr\< c Tl'; G\<OUP= 12
FROM GROUP 12 TO GROUP 12
1.8280E-02 3.3293E-02 2.6764E-02 9.9353E-C3 -9.4Cl~E-C3 -2.f616E-02 -3.8343F-02 -4.2I14E-OZ -3.9ß91E-~2 -3.1~54F-02
-1. 15<;9E-O 2 - T. 59541"- C3 1.4121 E-OZ 2.7?40E-CZ 3.5906E-02 3.8857E-02 3.516 IE-O 2 2. 513lJE-0 2 I.C466E-02 -5.~646E-03
-2.0293E-02 -2.6Z2IE-02 -1.5421E-02 -6.3262E-C5 -2.5103E-C7 -2.51C3E-Ol -2.51C3E-07 -2.5103E-Ol -2.5103E-Cl -2.51C3E-07
-2.51C3E-Cl -2.5103E-07 -2.5103E-lI -2.5103E-Ol -2.5103E-Cl -2.5IC3E-Ol -2.5IC3E-C7 -2.5103E-Ol -2.5103E-Ol -2.5103E-Ol
-2.51C3E-C? -Z.5103E-01 -Z.5103E-01 -2.51C3E-01 -2.5103E-01 -Z.5103E-01 -2.5103E-Ol -Z.5103E-01 -2.5103E-(]1 -2.':leJE-Ol
-Z.5103E-07 -2.5103E-07 -2.5103E-07 -Z.51(3E-Ol -Z.5103E-OI -Z.51C3E-01 -2.51C3E-01 -Z.5103E-07 -2.5103E-01 -2.5103E-0I
-2.51C3E-C1 -Z.5103E-07 -2.51C3E-01 -2.5103E-01 -Z.5103E-01 -2.5103E-01 -2.5103E-OI -Z.5103E-01 -2.5103F-07 -2.51C3E-01
Fl<C/<4 GRCUP lZ T1 GROUP 13
-1.SZACE-C2 -3.3294E-OZ -2.6164E-JZ -9.9355F-03 9.4016E-03 Z .6616F-0 2 3.8342E-02 4.21141"-02 3. 'J891E- 02 3.1053E-02
1.1599E-02 1.5951E-0: -1.4122E-02 -2.1240E-OZ -3.5906E-CZ -3.8858E-0Z -3.516lE-OZ -Z.5138E-02 -1.0466E-02 5. S643E-03
2.0293E-OZ Z.6221E-OZ 1.5421E-02 6.3009E-05 ').0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.') o.c
0.0 C.O C.O C.O 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 c.c
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 O. C 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.( 0.(' 0.0
0.0 0.0 C.O 0.0 o. C O.C 0.0 0.0 0.0 e.c
ElASTIC SC~TTERI~G MATRIX SGNC 5 FOIl 0 16 GR(UP= lZ
FROll GR(U P IZ TO GRnup 12
1.5493E-02 1.9153E-OZ 3.8694E-J3 -1.4618E-OZ -2.1010E-02 -3.0199E-OZ -Z.40S9E-02 -1.1559E-02 3.4919E-03 1.7329F-02
2.1l92E-02 3. 0816E- 0 2 2.B81E-CZ 1.8350E-C2 5.3915E-C3 -8.6160E-03 -2.0370E-02 -Z.6060E-02 -?3184E-C2 -1.3U5E-02
1.1218E-03 1.5139E-OZ 1.Z910E-02 6.2536E-05 0.0 0.0 0.0 J.O 0.] 0.0
C.o C.O 0.0 C.O 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 O. C
0.0 0.0 0.0 C.O (]. C O.C 0.0 J.O 0.0 '). ,)
0.0 0.') O. ,) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 :»
EHpi GR(UF 12 TO GROUP 13 N
-1.5493E-C2 -1.9153F-02 -3.8E94E-C3 1.46I8E-OZ Z.1010E-OZ :3 .0199E-02 Z .4099E-07. 1.1559E-02 -3.4980E-C3 -I. 1329E-!J2 v::;
-2.719ZE-02 -3.0816E-OZ -2.I581E-02 -1.835CE-C2 -5.3975E-(3 8.6160E-03 2.0310E-OZ Z.6060E-02 2.3184E-02 1.3665E-02
-1.727eE-03 -1.5139E-02 -1.2970E-OZ -6.Z536E-05 0.0 0.0 O.C 0.0 0.0 O. 0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 O.C 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.(
0.0 0.0 1.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 o. ( e.o 0.0
(.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 o .0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 c.e 0.0 Q.O 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0
IN MOflUlE 9 3.40 SFCONDS CPU-TIME ARE lSED
OATE 22.11. JE TI ME 18.48.07

- B 1 -
Appendix B. Program Listing








ECLI VAl~ NCE DlIII, ~Xlllll











IFIMATl.EQ.MIGROSI GO TO 27
REWI NO NINP
CAU I" ING (NDUT)
27 [All NfJFOPN (KDE,NXl,NUDAT,OI
WR!TE (NOUT, 11 NLOA T








IF(~ST.FC.ll GO Ta 29
kRITE ("161 N6
EACKSPACE N6






16 REAO ("11"1 MATl,MATZ
I2[=IZI+2
IFIMATl.EQ.Nl.AND.MftI2.EQ.ll GO TC 3
NE=26
GC TC '"
R EAD I NI" I NE
RFAD ("11"1 MATl,MAT2
IZ!=IZI+2































































6 If(MATl.EQ.NI.A"'C.MAT2.~E.31 GO TO 7





8 FORMAT( IHO/' "**ERROR O. I : THF I~PUT 01" THE HOUlE NUMeERS WAS N
lOT FOUND' I
STCP
'l IFIMATI.EQ.NI.ANO.MAT2.EQ.4) GO TC 10
~ T=3
GC TO 11
10 HAO (NI"» NT
RFAD INFl MHl,I"AT2
IZ 1=1Z 1+2
11 IFIMATl.EQ.Nl.AND.MAT2.EO.5) GO TO 12
1'1=1
GC TO l'l
12 RFAn (NI"l MI
REAn PlI") MA Tl, MA T2
12I=IZI+2
I: IF(MATl.EO.Nl.AND.MAT2.EC.6) GO Ta 14
NT'tP:B
GO Ta 15




24 RFAO INFI MAll,MAT2
121=IZ1+2
CC 26 I="',N
11"1 Xl( 1 I.EQ. SGC I NTYP=NTYP+l
26 CCHINUE
I~ IFIMATI.~Q.NI.ANO.MAT2.lT.621 GC TO 22
IF(MATl.EQ.'H.ANO.MAT2.GT.62) GO TO 23




















































































lEI I.EO.NER) NER=N FR+I
IFI~FR.LT.II\DR) GO TC Z0
IIRITE INiJUT,Zll
ZI FCP"IATIIHCl/' ***ERRflR O. L : THE REGION - FIFLD IS ALREADY TOD SHO




1 XU "lE NG) • XL IN SP ECl • XU 'I ARB ) , ~ LI NTE"I PI. H I NS I ) ,









PRQGRA"''l ZUM LESEN UND PRUEEF"l 'lER EINOBF FUFF CAS "1IGROS-SVSTEM
SUPRCUTINE INPUT IITVP,I\AME.Tl,ENG.EE.NR,TE"1P,SIGO,NRE.NNl,NNZ,




1 NR( 3,NA), TEMPINTl ,~IGOI MI) ,I TYPINTYP),
I I PMIZI, ~REI I\A) .1\'111'11\, I\F l, I\NZ INA,NEI, NFCINA,NE I,NFIINA,NE I
2. Xl( 11," GI NE I • '111 NE ) • ENSER I 51 ,NWF UH 51 .e r 1\ \oF U 15 1 ,11\TV P 13 )




































































1\ ~ AX =5
ICCS=ZI
ISM= 400










3003 FOP'I\Tl'l'1 1 G R '1 S - 3 TASK FeR MATFRlAl',AI0'/' ',45('*'11
RfAD (NFI MATl,MAT2
Y 5PA =0
C TSPA IS O'l~Y eXISTENT BEC~USl" OF HISTORlCAl REASONS
IFIMAH-llt,I,B
1 RF.~O I'IFI 'lc,l""IGIIl,l~l,NEI
!lEAD 1"1'1 "IUl,MAT?
00 9 J =2."1"
IFIO:NGIIl.LT.I=NGIJ-lll GO TO 10
9 CCI\nNue:
GO TO 14
10 WRIn' l"IO'JI,1z1 IENGI!ld:l,Nr-1
12 FOR"IATllHOI' HoF.RROR 0, 3 : THF I"NERGV GROUP ecUNOARIl"S '/IBF.16,81
11
WFITF l'lOJT,13I



















16 R"Ar) INFI lSP,NFEtlIEFII,JI,I=J,NFEI,J=I,NSPFCI
PEIIO INFI '1H1,MAT2
or lA Y=2,"IFE
lFIFFll,lI,L",,,,FlI-l,UI GI) TCl 19
1S CONTJNU"
GO TO Z0
























































21. Fe~!'1AT ([ H:l/' .HERROR 0, 4 : THE EIIIERGY POI'lTS 01' THF MACROSCOPIC




20 oe 3001 NT"~ ,NSPr:C
N SP"'C 1:'l T-l
IFIIIISP::C .Gf .2IWRH::'! 'lOUT, 30021'lSPECl
3002 FORMATl/' PRINTOUT FOR SPECTRUM NR.',!5)
30'H CAll PRPHII'lFE,EFlloll,EFIl,NTIi
I FI,..AT2-31l ,2~ ,n
22 REAO INF) "IA, INRll, 1l,lIIf((Z,lI,IIIRI3,J 1,1=1,'lAI
00 11 I=I,IIIA
IFINRIZ, I1.Gf'.NRl3,I).AW1.NR12,J l.lE.INI'-lll GO Tn 11
IFINRII,II.EQ.IJ.IIIIIO.IIIRI3,1).lF.NFI GO TO 11
WRIH P'/OUT,54) NRII,l1
54 FORMAT(lHO/' ***EI<RfJR ,0. 5 : THF CHDlCF 01' E'lERGY GRJIIP BUU'lOARlFS
I FOR PROGRAM' ,I6,' lS NOT VALID')
GO TO 5000
II CONTI IIIUE
IFIIIIFE.FQ.II GO TJ 114
"1111I=1
I1AX"NE-l
00 112 1=1, 'lll
IFlIIIRI2 ,II.GT .MINI '11N='lRI 7, I I








ZOZ IFIENGIII.E').EFIJrlll GJ Tr) 200
IFIFNGIlI.LT.EFIJ,I11 GO TO ZOI
J=J+I
GO TO ZO Z
ZOI 00 Z03 'lT=l,NSPEC




IFIENGIIl.GT.IEFIJ-ldHEFIJ+I,III*0.51 GO TO Z06
00 Z04 'lT=2,\jSPEC
Z14 EFIK,"JTl=EFIK+I,NTI-IFFIK+I,NTI-FFIK-I,'lTII/IFF{K+I,II-
I EI' I K- I , I I I *I EF I K+ I • U - FNG I I I 1
GO TO ZJ 5
Z06 00 Z07 IIIT=2,NSPEC
ZO 7 EI'« K,NT I = EI' I K- I, NT I + ( EI' I K+ I , NT ) - F I' I K-I, NT 1 1 I I F I' I K+l , I I -F I' ( K- I ,I I 1 *
1 IENGII I-EFIK-l,il)
Z05 EFIK, 11= ENGI 11
200 CONTINUE
IFIEF(J,U.;T.ANI GO TO 113

























































Ils FORMHliHO/' ***ERRlIR O. 6 : THE ~A:ROSCOPiC WEIGHTI"JG FUNCTlO', i)C1






Z5 FORMATlIHO/' ***ERROR O. 7 : THF IDENTIFICATION NIIM8FRS nF W]I)ULE',
I TO BE C'LLEn CIN NOT BE FOUNn'l
GO Ta 5JOO
24 IF(MATZ-4II,Z6,Z7
26 REAO INEI NT,(HMPlII ,J=I,NTl
READ INF) MATl,MATZ
DO Z8 I=I,NA
IFINRll,II.EQ.I.OR.NRII,II.EO.ZI GO Til 29
Z8 CONTINUE
WR!TE I NOUT,30 I
30 FORMATliHO/' ***.. IIR"IING O. 2 : THE OECLAR~TI[lN ClF filE TEMDFPATIIPE
1I S NOT NECESSARY AN') 1S IGN,lREI)' I
GO TO Z9
Z7 00 31 1=1 ,lilA













33 RFAO INEI "II,lSIGOI I 1,1=1,'111
MS"MI
IFISIGOIMII.GE.IO.**61 G,] Tn Z002
"',=MI+I
ZOOZ REAO 1"11'1 "I'TI,MAT2
00 36 1= I,'l~
IFINRII,II.EQ.I.OR.'IRll,Il.FQ.2.0R."JRll,tI.FO.31 GO TO 37
36 CONTINUE
WRIr E l'/IJUT, 3 BI
38 FORMATlIHO/' ***W~RNTNG O. 3 : THf' nECL~RATION 01' THF R~r:Kr;p"\I'IO C
1 ROSS SFCTln',S I, NOT NECESSARY AND IS lGN1REJ' I
G'J TO 37
35 00 39 I=I,NA





































































, I TYP ( 71 I
, ITY PI 8) I
41 SIGOIIH)=I)."'*1
37 IFI'4AT2-6)l.42.43
42 REAl) P-IF) "lTYP,lITYPlll,I=I.NTYPI
RFAO I"lFIMATI.MAT2
00 149 1=1. ~TYP
IFlITYPII).EQ.SGC) Gi) TU 150
149 CONTI"lU~
GC TO 151
150 00 152 J=I."lTYP
IFIITYPIJI.FQ.SGAI Gl Til 153
I 52 C O"lTl "lUE
ITYP I Il = SGA
153 1)0 154 J=I.'JTYP
IFlITYPIJI.EQ.SG~1 GO Tn 155
154 cnNTI'JUF






155IFIITY!>II).EQ.SGA) GO Tf) 151
NTYP='JTY P-I
nu 157 J=I.NTYP
157 ITYPIJ)= !TYP I J+l)
151 00 44 l=i.f.lA
IFlNRII. Il.EQ.41 GJ Tn 45
44 CONTINUE
WRITF ('JOUT,46)
46 FORMATlIH0/' """"'wIlI{NI"lG Je 4 : THF OECURATIJN nF TYI' C~OSS SFCTID
IN TYPES IS 'lOT 'JECESSARY IINfJ 15 IGNOREO'I
GO T 0 45
43 0047 I=I,NA













45 I FP1AT 2- IU !. 4<), 5J
49 RFAO lNFI NRES
RFAD l'JFI '1ATl.MH2
00 5 11=1,'111
IFINRO,Il.FO.ll GO T,] 52
51 CONTI"lU~
WRITF l'JOUT ,53)
53 FORMHIIHO/' *UrlAR"lING O. 5 : TH~ 'JECLAI{HIf)N fJF THF NJM~rR D~ Re



























































5& REAO I"lF) HRUR
READ INF) MATI,~AT2
00 58 I=I."JA
IFINRll,II.FQ.ll r;] TQ 5<)
58 CONTINUF
WRITF ("JflUT.60)
60 FORMATllHOf' *",*".jA~Nj,\JG U. A : THE 'lECLAR~TI)"J OF TljC ALLflWFl PiTc
IGRATION ERROR IS NOT NECESSARY ANn IS IG"JrJRFn')
GO Tn 59
57 ERROR=O. Jl
59 on 3004 I=I,NA





3006 I FIMAT2-31)I • 30J, 3) I
3CO IFIIP.EO.II GO TO 3008
WR IT E I 'WUT, ,007 I
30rJ7 FORMATU' *HWARNING 0.11> : THF INPUT F,]R M'lf)UlF 3 IS N'lT '1e r ESS~q
I Y' )






303 IFIIP.EJ.ll GO T'J 3J09
WRITE INDUT. 30071







306 IFIIP.E1.11 GD Ti) ,J10
WRIT~ l'lilUT,30J7I




3016 FORMATllHOf' ***ERRJ, 0.16: \lU'IACk (lF I'HE:;RATlfl'l PF~L)"S 'Ir'l~c"
*15 EQIJAL',I5,'.'/17x,'~UT IT MIlST B" GF,cATfR TH~N 7fRO ~'In LrSe, JR
'" EOUAL TeiA"l ·,I2.'. ')
r;r Tl 5100
307 NENBFR=I
FNBERI 1) =-1. J
IFINFf.LF.II "I"FI.HIII=)
IFINFc.GT.ll IIIWFU"ll 11 =-[
CONWFU II ) =1. 0
























































IFINRll, 11.~Q.5) GCJ TCJ 3012
3011 CONTINUE
IP=O
GO TO 3~ 13
3012 IP=l
3013 IFIMAT2.EQ.511 G1 TO 400
KI NEM=l
GO TO 40 I
400 IFIIP.EO.l) GO Ta 3014
WRITE l"lOUT,3015)
3015 FORMAT (f' """"'WAR"lI'lG 0. 7 : THE INPUT Fno. MODULE 5 15 WH NFCE55AR
I V' 1
3014 REAOINF) I( INEM
READINF) MATl,MATZ
401 IFIM'TZ-52) 1,63,64
63 IFIIP.EQ.ll GO Tn 3018
WRITE l"lOUT,3015)









40Z IFIIP.EQ.II GO TO 3017
WRITE l'IOUT,30151
3017 o.EADINFI NIN, I INTVP I 15 1,15=1 ,NIN 1
READINFI MATI,MATZ
403 00 77 1=I,NA







80 IFIIP.EQ.ll GO Ta qZ
WR!TE IN OUT, 8 31
83 FORMATIlHOl' "'*"'WA~NING 0. 8 : THo I'lPUT co". MonUIF " 15 NOT '1~CES
I SAo.v' 1









84 IFIIP.EQ.J) GO Tn 141
IFINFE.r;r.O.AND.~FIl,Il.Fl.OI EF II,ll=I.F-3
141 IFIMAT2-6211 0133,134






























































136 I F ( MAT 2- 63) I , 137,140
137 IFllP.EO.ll GO TO 139
WRlTEINfJUT,831
139 READ (NFI MW
IF IMW.EG.ll GO To 1000
IF(NTK.EQ.lI GD To 2000
WRITE ('lOUT,20011
ZOOl FORMATllHO/' "**ERROo. 0.15 : '10flULf 6 CAN'lOT RE STARTEn, I3ECdU';E R







1001 READ (NF) MATI,MAT2
IFIMAlll).E~.OI GQ T'J 138
IFllSP.EO.OI GO TO 138
IF(LSP-I NLEHll142,138,138
142 LP=NLEH
WR!TE ('4oUT, 143) lP
143 FORMATllHO/' "'''''ERROR O. R : THE 'lUMBEP OF WEIGHTlNG FUNCTlnNS IS
'LFSS THAN Teil' NIJ"iflE". nF IEGENORE '40'4 FfIlT5 • '1[5,' NUMAER OF WEI GHT IN





145 IFIIP.EQ.II GD TJ 141













81 00 68 I=I,NA





























































71 TFIIP.EQ.l! GO TO 73
WRITE ('1fJUT,141
14 FORMATllHO/' ***WARNI'IG O. 9 : THE INPUT FOR MOOlJlE 9 IS NOT NECES
1 SARY' I
73 REAO (~Fl ERR,NJ~,NIJJM
READ (NF! MATl,MAT2
GO TO 15





76 TFIIP.EQ.ll GO TO 104
\>IR !TE I "IOUT ,741
104 REAO 1'11'1 ISElR,NlRA,NlRE,NCAll







IFIIS.EQ.NCALLI GO Ta 111
\>IR !TE ('laUT, 1111 [S, NCALL
lU EORMATIlHQ!' ***ERROR 0.9 : MOOULE 9 IS CALLED ',T3,' TIMES, TN T
IHE INPUT BLOC 92 NCALL IS SET TO',131
GO TO 5000
110 Da 106 l=l,NCALL
R EAD (NI' ING~ I' , I \I"Il( I ,J I ,\I"I? I I, JI ,IIlFG I I ,J I ,NF! I I ,J I ,J= I ,NGP E)
NRE(T!=NGRE
00 106 J=l,NGRE
IECNNlll,JI.GF.N"I21I,JII r.O Tn 106
WR!TE 1'''I0UT,101l I
101 FOR"lATIlHO/' ***ERR1R 0.10 : IN BLflS 92 PiE ["IPln 01' THE ENFRG'f GR












108 IFIMATl.EQ.~21 Gl TO R8
1 WR!TE IIIlOUT,89!

































































3000 FCR"ATII' DATF • ,A8,' T IltE ',AB I
IFINRll,Kll.EC.ll GC TO 90
IFlNRI1,KLI.FC.21 GC TO 91
IFlNRll,KlI.EQ.3! GC Ta 9Z
!FINRll,Kll.EQ.41 GO TO 93
IFINRCl,KU.FC.51 GC TC 94
IFINRll, KLI.EQ.61 GO Ta 95
IFI~RI1,Kll.EC.71 Gr TO 96
TFINRI 1,Kll.EQ.81 G( TO 91
HINRll,Kll.EQ.'11 GO Ta 119
IFINRll,KU.FC.1CI GC TO 120
WPlTE IrWUT,98I NRll,KlI












IFIIAflR.LT.IJI GO TO 121
hRITE INOlJT,l0031 NRIl,KLI,J[
1003 FORMATIlHOIlHO/' IN MODUlE',I3,18,' WCRDS ARE HT USED I~ THE RE!;I
lC~ FIFLO'!
CA LL I' GI' MIM I , 51 GO, NE ,I' ~ G,NI' I' ,I'F I I ,1 I , EI' t I ,2 I , N1 , TE" P, ERR (R , "IR ES ,
1 ~GR,XlINFRI,Xl INFR+1*MT I, IRE, IREP, ~LINFR +1*'11 +3*"11' I,XUNFR+1*I>lI+
23*~E+lRE I,)(L (NFR'7* MI +3*NF .. I RE*2 I, XLI NrR+7 *1'1 +~HF+3* I RE I,
3 XL I NFR +1 *04 I .. 3 *"l E +4 * IR EI. Xl! "lFR +1*" I" 3* NI' + 5* I RI' I ,
4YLlNFR+1*MI+3*NE+6* IREI, ISTF, IST EP,XLINFR+1./>II'~"NFH"TREI,
5)(l(NFR+1*MI+3*NE+7*IRE+5*1 STEIl
IFlIRFP.GT.O.CR.ISTEP.GT.OI GO 10 126
B=ZFTTlAI
WPlTE IIIlOlJT,10041 NR(l,KL-ll,1:I
1004 F(RMATIlH1f' H I'ODULE' ,13,1'8.2,' SECONOS CPU-TlMF ARE lJSFO'1




r. C TC 91

































































P= ZF If I AI
kR[TF INOUT,I0041 NRII,KL-II,A
NGR=O














[HSIGOIHll.GE.l.E61 GO TO 144
I qG=1
M[=Mlll
S IW IMI! =1.E6





* 4 *MRF*"1 [
IHIIOR.Ll.IIJ+lOOOOII GOTD 244
J I = I I I OR -I J I 118










LB=I 7+4*'1 ABi) I
1~=Lß~4*MABQ2
IIC=lg~4*MIßO'
110 = LI 0 ~ 11 LI 0 +ll-IIIH I II!? I '" 2 I
I II = I 10' 2* KM R0 ~
I 12= L I I ~ 2 *M R F *M [
[J=L1U2*f-IRF*n
JI=[AflS( IADR-[Jl




*MI fI E<\ , XL t L 1 I • MIR E RP , XLlL2) , XL( L3 I , XI ( L41 ,~A B \01 f ,x L I L5 I , ~ Ae Wf P,
"~X I NT ,X L (L6 I ,MX I NT P, MAe CI, XL (L 7 I ,M AA;,) IP ." ABQ?, H« L8 ) , MAg C 2P ,

































































"RITE INOUT,IC04) NI« I ,KU ,f\




IF!lA~R.LT.IJI GO TO 121
WR ITF INnUT,I0031 "lPIl,KU ,JI
CAIL Sl)N~ INF,ENG,NFE,EFlI,ll,cFII,21,NTYP, lTVP,XLINFRI,
I XL I NFR IN EI, XLI NF P~ 2 *NE I ,XLI NFR ~ 3 *NE I ,X LI NF PI4 * 1\ F) ,X I ( I\F R+5 "NF ,
21C IM, LOI MP,XIINFRI6 'NE I, XL I"lFRI6"'N E+L 0 !'111
IFILOIMP.GT.OI GO TO 124
e=ZEIT IA I
~R[TF ("IOUT,I0041 NRII,MI-Il,f\
! FI KL.IE .\IA) GO 10 liJO
G( TO 102




ce 208 IS=I, NIN
[ PV P I [ S} = I "T VP ll\ I NAt I S I




10lC F(R,,"ATIIHO/' PRCGRA~ 5 C&NNOT AE STARTFD, BECaUSE I(\NE~ was IIIClT SE
lT EQUAL Ta 0, 1 OR 2'1' UR F!flrJ INTYP W~S N01 ~FT F1lAI TO I, ~




CAll SCATlNE, ENG,XNUF,NFE,EF{ I, II,FFI Ion ,Nx,KI~E~,"H",NINA,lNTYP,
1 XLI NF R } , x LI NF RI , I A~ P-1\ F P+l , 1 J I
I J=NFR tl J
JI=!AflSIIAOR-IJI




IFIKL.IE.NII Ge TO 100
GO TO 10~
123 I\ECU=NECU+NFCUP
I ~~=I SM~ I SMP
ISO= ISfHlSOP
[CCS=!COS+lCOSP























































I S CO = MAX 0 I I SC C , NE CU * I S C I















[FlIAOR.U. [Jl GO 1[1 121
.,RITE (NOUT, 10031 NRIl,KlI,JI
CAll FlUMMI(Xl(NFRI,XlI~FR+[5MI,XlINFR'2*TS'1I,nINFRH'ISMI,
I Xl (NFR +4* I SM I , XL ( NF R+ 5* [ S"II , XLI L + I SO I ,Xl ( L +2* T SC I ,
2Xl Il+1*[SOI, XUL+4*[SOI,XL Il<5*ISO I, XLlL+6*1S0 I,. Xl !l+1*1 501,
~ Xl ("1+ [ Cf) SI, XLI ,,+ 2 '" [ CO S I ,X L ( N+ NX I ,X l I ~ + 2" NX I ,X l I: ~ +3 *NX I , E1\ G,
4 XL (N+4 *N X I ,X L 1NN +NE I • E F 1 I. Il ,E F ( 1,2 I , XLI NN+ 7*NE I ,
5 XLI "IM> [ 5Cm , XLI ~ M+ [ 5CO+ I S EC I ,X L 1 ~ M. TSCC+ 15 EC +I. H ECli "N I' "
6xl(MM+ISCO+ISEC+6*NFCU*~E+2*NFI,
8XlIMM+ISCO+ISEC+6*NFCU*NE+2*NF+NTTI,I\AME,Tl,
6 ~ I A, HE, IS El, NMAX, N F, NX, NFE, l SPEC, MAZ ,NTK ,NMA T ,~",NTTP,
E lCOS,lCOSP,NFCU,NECUP, 15M, IS,"P, ISO,
715CP,ISCO, [SCOP,15I'C, [SECP, K["I,NS,NK,NRR, XlL"lM"[SCO+I SEC+6*NECU*
8NF+2* NE< 2* NTT I ,X L (M"+ 1S CO+ [5 I'C +6 *N ECU HiE +2 "NE +;, "NTT +l S C I, XLI "1"1+
9[SCO+[SEC+6*NECU*NE+2*NE.2*NTT+2*1 SOl)
HINECUP.GT .Cl.CR. [S~P.GT.O .OR.IS CI' .GT .O.OR. [SOOP.GT .0.011..
I[COSp.GT.O.OR.lSECP.GT.O.OR.NTTP.GT.OI GC TO 123
e=lEIT LA I
.R[ TE (NCUT ,10041 NRlI,Kl-ll,B






[F(IAOR.lT.[JI GO Ta 121
IIRlTE (~OUT,10031 NRII,KU ,JI
CAll SPALT INE,FNG,XlINFRH
B=lF[HA)
WR ITE lNflUT,l004} NRII,Kl-lI ,R
































































1 XL I NFR.N I' +N E F I, I., 1
8=lElTIAI
IIRITE INOUT,\0041 NRIl.Kl-U ,B
[F(\W.EQ.ll GO TO 97













N (( NN 1="1 F [ 1 1RF MO, NI
NN=NN+l
[FINN.lE.NENO+~Nll[REf'C,NI-NN21IREf'O.NI+11 GC TC 129
J 28 CC~T ['IIUE
[FINN-[.EQ.NENO+lI GO TC 130
I<RITFLNOUT,13U
131 FCRMATllHO/' ***ERROR 0.13 , FOR ~OOUlE 9 THE [NPUT ~lDCS 4 ANn H




1 HJ~,ISElR,Xl INFRI. XlINFR l, [AOR-NFR+ll
B=ZE[TIAI
WRITE INOUT,l0041 NRII,Kl-Il,A
132 [FIKl.lE.'JAI GO TO 100
GO TO \)2
120 [J=IADR-f\;FR






IFIKl.lE.NAI GO TO 100
GO Tn 102
12l WRITE INOUT,l221 'JRII,Kll,J!
122 FORMATOYOI' ***ERRCR 0.L4 , THE REGION PARAMEHR IN ThE JOB- CARG
I lS NOT GREAT ENOUGH Ta START MonUlE',13,




IFINRII.KU.EQ a 5.ANn.NINA.GT.0.AND.NIf\;A.LT.NPil GO TO ~4
Kl=KI+1
[FIKl.lE.NAI G'1 TD 100
102 [All OATliM 10AT,TIMEl










































































I F (Q X.lf .0. ) WR IT EI InUl , 100 I I ,XI I I, XI j + II
F I ~ T =F I NT+OX '" 1Y I I -I )'Y 1 II 1
F INl=F I~T*O. 5
2 RETli R~
ISO FCRMAll' **H/IIPNING 0.15: ARGUMFHS 11I01 IN INOFASING CRCER DURING
I TRAPEZüHlAl I'lTEGRAllON.',f
., "''''''' POINT 1=',15,' XIII=',IPEI2.4,' XII+ll=',EI2.41
END











100 FORMATIlI!' FOR IHF WFIGHTING SPECllUJM'1
101 FCFMATl"',27X,'THE FUHlION PHIIE) OR 'lPHIIEI Will BE USED.')
H2 FORM~T1'" ,21X,'POINIWI5E INP\ll-CAT~ Will EE USEr. NUMeER OF POINT
























































AORESSF DES I. FflQE
ADRESSE [ES LETZTEN FAOE
lAE~GE OES EeeF WECSPEICHERN
SPEICHERN DER LAE~GE lwOR,E)
SPEIC"'ER~ DES INKRE"E~IS (WeRTEl
ADqES5~ CFS I. AqGl~F~TS
ADR ESSE DES 2. ~RGt:~FNTS
ADRESSF CES 3. ~RCU"F~lS



































































































































































































































NrT ALL 4 flYTES ARE' I
REll*B WORO MAY BE'
INVAR r ßNT'
~UMBFR 01" ENERGY GROUP RCUNrARIES'
(ARBITRARYI,'
MATERIAL NA"'F IN KEDAK NC"ENClATllRF'
IS-BYTE AlPHAMFRIC REPRESENT~TI[]NI.·
DOPPLER BRCADENING 15 NEGllGlelF AS IS TYPICAL'
FOR S-WAVE RFSON4~CES 01" STRUCT~RAL MATERIALS,'
DOPPLER BRoaOEflilNC ~UST BE ACCCUNHf) FOR AS 15' I
TYPICAl FOR HEAVY NVClIOES.' I
MORE SPFCIFIC.LLY: IF "I0DUlES ! ~No 2 \RF'
UTILIIED, I~FII\IITE OILUTICN GRCUP CROSS SEC-'
TIONS AND RESONANCE SELF SHIFlDING FACTORS ARF'
CAlCULATFD FROM RESGNAI\ICE P~RI~ETFRS FOR THE'
FOLLOWING STANDARD TEMPFRATIJRES :' I
T=O K 11' ISTRll~=O,'
T=300, 900, 2l0C K 11' I STRIJK=I.' J
=1
=0IS1'<UK
e' eE ENCLOSED IN APOSTROPHIES ANO 15 STDREO
C' THE COMPUTER ANO FIlLEO UP WITH eL AN~S IE
0' eCCUPIEO. EXAMPlE: "ARG" OR "AElCo". A
.R!TE (NOUT ,4 I
4 FCR"'A TI
I' ENClDSED IN APOSTROPHIES CO~PRISING H LEAST ~ CHARACTFRS ANrJ'
2' AT MOST R CHARACTERS, WHICH ARE STORFrJ LEFT-ö[JUSTED IN THE' I
3' COMPUTER 11" NOT ALL 8 BYTES ARE CCCUPIED. A SPECIAL CASE ARE'
4' REAl*S WORDS WITH A NUMBER OF OCCUPIEO BYTES lFSS THAN OR'
5' EOUAL 10 5. THESE WORDS '1AY BI' AlSC FNCLCSED I~ ;;l-S ICNS. THEY' I
6' ßRE ALSO STOREC lEFT-IDJUSTEO IN TI-'F CO~PUTFR AND EILLEn IJP' f
7' ~ITH BLANKS. EXAMPlES: "PU239"="PU239 "='PU739@' I
8' "PES "=;j1RES •• FIXED POINT AND FLOATING pr!NT NIJ'1BERS ARE' /
5' .RITTEN IN THE USUAL MANNER, E. C: FIXEr PO T 'IU'IqI'RS: I 0'
A' S75 A~n FLOATING POINT NUM8~RS: 10. 5.1"1 0.7E-3 0.01 .'
~, THE INPUT DATA IT FMS ARE SEPAPATEf) flY ONt DR MORE BLANKS.'
wRITE (NOUT,61

















I' 11" MODULE 1 I S UTllllED THE SAME QUANT! lIFS ARF'
2' CALClllA TED FRG"! POl "JT f)A TA I'OR THA T HMPFRd TURF' I
3' EOR WHICH THF POINT CATA ö~F STORff) (T=O ~ IN
4' THE PRESENT VERSICN KFnAK-3J, REGARolESS GE'
5' THE ISTRUK VI\LIJE.'
e' IF TEMPERATUR ES OIFFERING FRr~ THF STANDARD'
7' TEMPERHURFS ARF Tfl '3E USff), THIS '4UST BE SPE-' I
e' CIFIED ON caRO 9 BELCW.'
9' 11" GRnup 30UNDARIES DIFFERING FRCM THOSE GI' l~E 26-GROUP IßBN'
A' ,FT ARE Tr) BE USFO (Vll. O.21~FV, O.465FV, IFV, 2. SFV, 4.6'jcV'f
EI' 10FV, 21.SEV, 4S.5EV, 18oEV, 215EV, 465"V, !~EV, 2.!5KEV'
C' 4.65~FV, IOKFV, 21.SKEV, 46.5~FV, UOKEV, ?OCKEV, 40CKtV,'




























































































CALCUlATlrN 01' WEICHTFr GROUP AVERAGES FOR' I
INFINITE DILUTION.' 11
OLCULAT ICN 01" "JORMAl! lED TRANSFER MITR ICES FOR' I
INElASTIC SCATTER[~G, (N,2NI ANC IN,3!111 PROCESSES.'I
CALCULATION 01" THFR~AL CROSS SECTIDNS.'!
CALCUlATICN CF NORMALllEC ELAST IC SCATTERING'
MATRICES UP Ta S-TH ORDER (LEGENCRE REPRFSENTA-'
TION), OE ElASTIC GROUP CROSS SFCTIONS, 01" THE'
AVERAr.E ELASTIC SCATTERI~G CCSI~E IND 01" TOTAL'
GROUP CROSS SFCTIONS '11TH ORDER-DEPENOENT'
I<EIGHTING.'
CALCUlATICN 01' EISSICN SPECTRA.'
CALCUIATICN OE WEIGHTFD I/V CROUP AVERAGES.'
CALCUlATleN 01' NOR~AlllED FlßSTIC SCATTERINO'
~ITRICES UP TO S-TH ORDER IlEGENCRE RFPRESENTA-
flCNI, OE WEIGHTEO TCTAl ANo ELASTIC SCATTERING'
GROUP CROSS SECTIO~S A~D OF GROUF-AVERAGEO '









I' INPUT DESCRIPTION FOR THE PROGR~~ SYSTE~ ~IGRCS-3'
l' *************************************************'
2' INTRODUCTIO~'
3' THE PROGR~M SYSTEM MIGROS C'lCUlATES MICROSCCPIC GROUP'
4' CONSTANTS FRCM NUClEAR CROSS SECnON nAH STCREO IN THE'
c, ~UClEAR D~TA llBRARY ~EDA~. THE SYSTFM (CNSISTS CF THE'
6' FOllOlollNG MODULES:'
7' MODULE NO. PURPOSE'
"" 1 CAlCUlATION 01" GROUP CROSS SECTlC~S FOR INFINITE'
9' OllVT 10"1 AND 01" RESONANCE SELF SHIElf1ING FACTORS'
A' FRCM RESClVEO RESONA~CE FARA~ETEF<.·
e' 2 CAlCUlATlON 01" GROUP CROSS SFCTleNS F'JR INFINITE'
C' DILUTION AND 01" RESON.NCF SFlF S~IElOING FACTORS'
C' FRoM STATlSTICAl RESCNANCE PARAf'ETERS.'
1'" 3 CAlCULAlICN CE GROUP CROSS SEerlONS FOR INFINITI'"
1'" OllUTIO'l AND CF RESC~ANCE SElF SHIELolNG FACTORS'























I ' I Cl
WRITEINOUT.51
S FCRMATIIH1/IHO/1HOI
I' HIE FOlLO'lING INPUT "lUST RE PROVIDEO. IF GROLl' CONSTANTS ARE' I
" TO BE CALCULAlEr) FOR SEVERAl 'lITER IAlS THE CCMPLETF INPUT "lUST' I
;' BE REPEATED FOR EACH ONE. THE INFUT IS FCRMAT-FREE FOlLOWING' I
4' THE FREEFD CONVENTIONS: EACH DA TA RECORr) STARTS IN COlUMN 1 01"'1
5' A DATA CARO. 11' IT IS M'T POSSIelE H1 PLACF AlL THE DATA OF' I
t' GNF DATA RECORO ON ONE CARO, A SECONO, THIRO, nc. CARO MAV' I
7' eF IJSEO, WHICH MUST HAVF A BLANK IN COlUM'J I. OR: A 'ION BLANK' I
e' COlUMN I IN THE INPUT CARO 15 AN I~OICATI(N FCR A NE" INPUT' I
9' RECORO. ONE HAS TO CISTINGUISH BETWF'N AN ALFHAMFRIC wrRD 01'" I

























































NUMQER 01' DATA TYP"S (APßITR4RY1,'
DATA TYPES (KFD~K NOMENCLATlJREI.'
NUMBFR OF TFMPFRATURES I~RBjTRARY','
TEMPERATURES iN KEtVIN. '111
6
5' ARE CONVENTIONALLY lABElEO IN THF'f
6' REVERSE SENSE, I. F. GROUP NlJMRFR'
7' 1 I S ASSIGNErl TC THE GRlJUP BE- I
8' TWFfN Tt-'E HIGHFST TIm ENERGY' 1
S' VALU!"S CN CARQ 3.' !!
I' rOM'4ENT:' 1
B' /lOOULES CAN BI' CAllED MORE THIN eNCE. THS IS NECFSSARY 1" 1
C' SEVERlIl U"lCONIllECTED RANGES 01' ENERG'!' GROUPS ~lST BE TRFATFD.'
C' FOR E~CH RANGF ONE CALl MUS! RE MADE.'
E' NRI2,JI AND NRI3,JI ARE I"TERPRETEO AS PFFFR"I~G T:I OUT-SCAT-'
F' TERING GROUPS IN THf (ASF 01' ELASTIC ANrJ INFLISTIC SCATTERINS'
.RlTE INOUT,I2)
12 FCRMITIIHl/IHC/I~Cf
I' ~ATRICFS. THE CALCUllT ION IS PERFORMED Fr1'< ILL IN-SCATTERING'
2' GROUPS, I. E. ALL GRCUPS lISTED IN @BLCC'i 1 I"TC WHICH A'
3' IIIFUTROIli CIN GEl IN THE COURSF OF SCATTERING FROCESSES, THF'
4' THERMAL GROUP IS INCLUOEO AS IN-SCATTE'< NI. GRCUP.'
5' ***"'" I
6' 11' MODUlF I ANO 2 FOR CAL(ULATiON 01' SELF-SHHlOING FACTaRS'
7' FROM RESUlVEO AIliO STATlSTlCAl RESONANCE PI\RI~ETEP'; AR~ CAllFD,'
8' ~NO TEMPERITU~ES OTHER THAN TH" STANI1ARn TEIo1PFRlllU<l.ES lOKFlVlN'
S' F[JR STRUCTURIL MATERIALS, ISTRUK~O, 300, 900 ~ND 2100 KELVIN'
A' FOR HFWY NUCL"I, ISTRUK~1l ARE NFEOErl, TWO ~(lRf CAQ.f1S ,"UST' 1
B' FOllO\.l:'
C' (IR 0 9'




WP lT f I NO UT ,1 3 I
13 FCRi"AH
l' 11' SElF-SHIFLOING FACTORS liRE TO BE C/lLCULITEO IWITH MCDUlE I, 1
2' 2 0<1. 3) FOR DILUTION CROSS SECTIONS SIGi"AO (SIGOII" DIFFFRING'
~, FROM THOSE 01' IHE ABBN GRCUP C(~STA~T SET lVII. 0, 10, 100, f
4' I')I)r) , 1J1)11), IIJOOO() liND 100'1000 BARIIII THE FDLLOWING CARns IIRF 1
5' NEFDEO:' I
6' CARD 10'
l' @BlOCil 5 INVAR TA"T'
E' CARO 11' !
9' Mi NUMHER 01' DILUTiON CROSS 5ECTIONS' ,
A' {IRBITRIRY},'
8' ISIGO(II,r~I,MII DILUT!O"l CROSS SECT!OIll VAll!FS ISIG~I\O-' 1
.C' VILUES! IN el~N.' If
0' "'****' 'f
E' 11' WF!(;HTED GROUP IVERIGES FOR INFINITE rJlLUllCN AR':: TO 81"
1" CALCUlATEfJ I\.IITH MOrJUlES 4 ANO lOt Frq DIITA T'!'PFS OTrER THAlli' f
(' THE 8 STlr'WARD TYPES "'UEL, NUE, SGA, SGF. SGI, SG9II, SG2", ANn'
.RlTE INCUT,l4)
14 FORMAT I













































































TrI' LIMITS N~(;>,JI, N~(3,Jl AR!'" 1
TC BE GlVI''' IN HE USUAL SENSE 81" f
A5CENOING EIIIFRGV. NOTE THAT THEN' 1
IIIRI3,JI<=NRI2,Jl, SINU GROUPS' I
INVARIANT',
6' IFNGII},I~I,NEI E~ERr;y GROUP SOUNOARIES I" UNlTS 01' EV' f
l' IN ISCFNOING OROER.' ff
q. ~nTF THAT THF NU~BF~ 01' ENERGY GROUPS THAT MIGROS CIN TREH' 1
S' IS NOT RESTRIClED TO 26.' 111
I' THE STANOARD WEIGHTING FUNCTION IS THE COLLl510N OENSITY' 1
S' F!I,lI~PHI(E(jIl~I./Eln. aLTERNßTIVFLY ONE ON EMOLOY OTHFR' I
C' WElGHTlNG FUNCTlO'lS AFTER LINKAGE CF II.N ßPPRURTATF FUNCTION' f
r' PHI( E} "lTH MIGROS. 11' IN HllS CASE MODULF 3 IS lJSEO ONE MUST' 1
1" LINK 11.'1 ADOITICNAl FU~CTIO~ DPHIlF} VIFLDINr EßSICII.LLY THE' 1
F' SIME RFSlJLT AS PHI ~UT WITH DOUBLE PAECISION. A THIRD ILTFR'II-' I
G' TlVF IS UTiLTlIT(ON CF I PClNTWISF GIVFN COlllSION fJFNSlrV F'lR'1
H' WHICH ONE NFEDS THE FOLLOwlNG CARDS:'}
~RlTF INOUT,91
S FORMATliHlflHC/lHOI
I' (IRf) 4' 1
2' @BlOO 2 INVAR! aNT 1
3' (ARD 5' I
4' NSPFC ~UMBER 01' SPECTRI,' f
0' NFE "UMBFR 01' FNERGY GRIC pnl~TS,' I
6' IEF( II,I=l,NFf'I,(IFII,JI,l~I.NFEI.J~I,NSPECI 10TH' 1
7' EI': ENERG'!' GRIO POINTS H UNITS 01' FV' f
8' IN ISCENDING ORDER,' I
S' 1': CClllSIO~ CENSITY VALUES.' If
A' 11' THE NU'1ßER 01' SPECTRA (COll! SION OENSITY FUNCTIfJNSl IS' f
P' GR"ITFR THAN I THE SPECTRA 2, 3, ••• ARE INTFRPRFTEfl ONl Y IN' 1
(' MODULE 6 WHERE THEY IRE TAKEN AS THE WFIGHTI~( FUNCTIONS FOR' ,
C' THE IST, 2N11, ••• MOMENT 01' THE FLASTlC SCHTFRING MATRIX' ,
F' IMW=I ON CARD 351. MAKI' SURE THAT TrI' NU~8FR (I' SPFCTRI IS' ,
1" (ONSISTENf WITH THE NUMBER 01' '10~ENTS CllCUlllEi). 11' O~LY ONE' f
G' SPFCTRU'4 IS SPECIFIEC lT WILL SE EMPLOYErJ FOR All REQUIREO'I
Io<RlTE INOUT,lOI
10 FO~ßT I
I' MOMENTS 01' THE ELASTIC SCIHERING ~ATRIl(. 11 SPECIlIl '100IFICA-'
I' TION, t~WEVER, ALLOWS AN IMPROVEO TREITMENT (I' FINF-STRUCTURF'
I' ~EIGHTING (SEE CIROS 32-351. THE NUMAER 01' (RIC'
2' POINTS IS ARBITRAR'!' 8UT CARE SHOUlD SE TAKEN TrAT TYE




7' NA NUMBER nF MODULES UllllZEC,'
A' (!NR(I,JI,l~I,3},J=I,NI\l WlTr'
S' IIIRIIo-l1 "U~B"R CF ~(fJUlE,'
I' NR(2,J) NIJMBER 01' ENE'<GV f;qnup WHFRE
S' CULHPJN WITH "'ceULE NRII,Jl
C' TO BEGIN, '
0' NRl3,J} NUMBER nF FNERG'!' GRf1UP UP Ta'
1" WHICH CllCULAT[[~ WITH MOCULE'































































'lUMB ER OE ENERGY INTERVALS "ITH CIFFERENT'
IIEIGHTlNG FUNCTIOS H,OI CR rIFFERENT INTE-
GRATION ~ETHODS,'1
33
I' IF MOOULE 3 I S Ta BE EMPLnED BUT NOT lllTH HE DFFAULT VALUES' I
2' ITFST=O, I ZPUMS=-1 ANC lTUMS=O I CF. CIIRO 211, THE fOLLOWING' I
3' TWO CIIROS ARE NEEDED:' 11
CIIRO 20' I
@BlOC~ 32 I~VARIA~T' 1
CIIRO 2\'
ITFST CONTROL OF ERROR MESSAGES ANO WARNINGS' 1
=0: NOR~Al PRINT-CUT FCR FPCDUCTION RUNS,'
=1' E)(TENOEO PRINT-OUT FOR PROGRAM'
f:EBUGGING,' I
=2' AS ITEST=I WITH AOOITIC~AL PRINT-CUT' I
=3: AS ITEST=2 "'TH FURTHEP E)(TENOEO PRINT-'I
OUT, '
=4, 5, •• .,: AS lTEST=!,' I
=10, U, 12, 13' AS lTEST=O, I, 2. 3 "!TI-" I
ADDITIONAL ERROR ~ESSA(ES FOR FACH' 1





2' ENBERlIl: UPPER LIMIT CF I-TI-' ENFPGv INTFR-' I
3' VAL, EQUlll TO LOWER LIMIT CF II~ !i-TH' I
4' ENERGY INTFRVAL, SO TrAT
5' ENBER!11 ( ENBER!l~Il.·
6' THF LOWFR LIMIT FOR THE FIRST ENERGV INTER-'I
l' VAL IS TAKEN AS ECUAL Tn l~E 8EGINNI~G OF
8' T~E CURRENT ENFRGV GROUP RANGE ISMALLEST' I

















I' )13: IIS ITEST=13.' I
2' IlPU~S CONTROL DF ITEST FOR DIFFERENT GROUPS' I
3' (=-1: !TEST IS UNCHIINGED,' 1
4' =IGR: BEGINNIf\G kITH THE IGR-TH GROUP ur T8' I
5' TI-'F NRI!,JI-TH GROUP ICE. CAI'\O 7)' I
c' ITEST HAS THE ~HI VHUF ITUMS 'SEE' 1
7' BELONI. IGR ~UST BE LESS THIIN DP' I
e' ECUAL TC NRI2,.J1 10. CARO 11. THIS' I
9' IS VIIUO FOR IILl J ~lTH NRH JI=3, 'I
A' I. F. IHENEVER MODULE 3 IS CAlLEn.' 1
B' lTUMS 'lEI. VAlUE OF !TEST.' 111
C' IF MODULE 3 IS TO BE UTlL !ZEO SUT NOT WITH T~E GEFAULT VALIJES'
D' NENBEI'\=I, ENBERIII=-1.0, CONWFU(II=I.O, CR NCT "ITH NWFUNIII=O'1
E' IN CASE OE A CALCULIITEO COLLISION DENSITY, CR ~CT "ITH' I
F' NIiFUNlll=-1 IN CASE OE A POINTNISE GIVEN COLLISION DENSITY' I































































RELATIVE ACCURACY FOR THE ,CMßERG INTEGRA-'
TION. THE ITERATION STOPS IF THE RELATIVE'
DIFFERENCE BETWEEN TIo/O SUCCESSIVE APPRO)(I-'
MATIONS IS NOT GREATER THA~ EPSROM,'I
I NVARlANT'
INVARIANT'
CONTROL OF ERROR PRINTING IN THE ROMBERG' I
lTERIlT ICN SUBROUTI'lE. IF HE lTE'li\TION I S' I
STOPPED IE. G. BV ROUND-CH FRRORSI BEFORE' I
THE EPSROM CRITERION IS FULFILLEO, AN ERROR' I
MESSAGE IS PRINTEO ONLY IF THE CRITERION 15'1






~Up.lBER OF RESONANCES TO BE CONSIDEREo ON' I
EITHER SIDE Of A GIVEN ENERGY.' 111
IF MOOULE 1 IS TO BE EMPLOYEO, BUT NOT IIITH THE STA"WARO VAlllE' I
0.01 OF THE MAXIMUM ADMISSIBLE RELATIVE ERRO~ FOR THE INTEGRA-'I
TION, ONE NEEDS THE FOLLOIiING TIo/O CARDS:' 11
CARD H,' I
~BLOCi 12 INVARIANT' I
CARO 11' I
ERROR MAXIMU~ AOMISSIBLF RELATiv< INTEGRATION' I
ERRUR.' I11
.'*•• "', 111
SECTIONS AND SELF-SHIELOING fACTORS ARE TO BE' I










2' IIEIGHTE[) GROUP AVERAGES CAN ßE CALCULATED FOR ALL OATII TYPES' I
3' kHICH CAN BE REPRESENTED AS ONE-VALUED FUNCTICNS OF A SINGLE' I
'I' ARGU'IENT IINCIDENT NEUTRON ENERGYI. THE POSSISLE TYPES ARE' I
5' LISTEO IN KFK 1725 OR KFK 2234. SPECIAL DEFINITIONS OF GROUP' I
c' AVERAGES ARE USED FOR COMPCSITE _UA~TITIES SLC~ AS ALP~A, ETA,'I
7' ~JEL OR NIJE (CF. KFK 17B41. IF THE CROSS SECTION TYPFS SGF ANo'1
8' SGA (SEE KFK 22341 ARE TREATEO TH CROSS SECl ICN TYPE' I
9' SGC:SGA-SGF IS AUTOMATICALLV TREATED, TOD.' 111
P "'''''*'*'''' 111
ß' IF RESONANCE SELF-SHIELoING FICTCRS ARE TO RE CALCULATEC FRO~' I
C' INDIVIDUAL RESONIINCE PARAMETERS ('IOOULE 11, SUT ONLY WITH A' I
0' LIMITEO NUMBER OF RESONANCES ON EIT~ER SIOE CF FACH ENERGY' I

















F' IF GROUI' CROSS
G' CALCUlATEf) FRO"
IoiR ITE I 'lOUT,171
17 HR"ATI
I' DARo VALUES EPSROp.l=5.0E-05, CRINIIA=5.J, IE)(PUINEO BElOIII'








W~ lT F (fIlOUT ,l81
18 FORMATIIHI/IHO/IHOI
I' OR IN VIA
2'
FIED FNERGY G~OUP RANCE.' !
NWFUNIl): TYPE OF WEIGHTlNG FUNCTION ANO' !
METHOD CF INTEGRATION USEC IN INTERVAL I.' I
METHOD CF INTEGRATION" I
NWEUNIII<=O: NUMERICAl INTEGRHION ,41TH' !
THr RC~eERG ~ETHCD,' I
NWFUNi lDO: ANAlYTTCAl INTEGRATION.' I
TYPE OF WEIGHTING fUNCTICN:' I
INWFUNIIII=c: ARBJTRA~i" FlNCT!CN I;ITH THE' !
NAME DPrl.I[Prl=I./E BV OE-' !
FAULT IE NOT CIVEN BY THE' I
USER AS A FlNCTTO"J SUBROUTINE' I
TC THE FROGRA~I,' !
IN;,FUNIIlI=i: POlNTWISE wEIGHTlNG FUNCTlON,'1

































































NU~~FR OE REACTION TYPES,'
REACTION TYPE INCICATCRS"
YNTYP=1 FOR INElAST C 5CATTERI~G,'
INTYP~2 FOR F-J,2Nl PROCFSSES, '





TAG FnR POSSIELE CROSS SFCTION MQDIFIC ION'
AND Af)DITFlNAL PRINT-CUT ICEFAULT II&lUE' 2 '
IISEL!=2: NO CRQSS SECTION MOOIFICU ON;'
IISELI=I: RElCW ICKEV, IN Y~E RESOll/ED'
BE USEO BUT NOT WITH TrE STANDARO VAlUES'
NEEDS THE FOLlCWING CAROS"
CAllEC THE TRANSFER MITRICES FOR INElASTIC
fOR IN,2NI ARE OlCULATED BI' CEFAULT. IF OTHER' I








TAG FOR TREßT~ENT OF OISCFETE lEVELS' I
I SEE ABOVEI.' 111
IF FOR THE MATERIAL CF INTEREST THE NUClFAR ChrA llBRARY OOES'
NOT CONTAIN ANY INfOR~ATICN ON THE ENERGY f)ISYRIBUTION OF
SECONOARY NEUTRONS ISEOIC, SFD2N, SED3Nl IN THE FNERGV REGIf1'i'
CF CONTINUOUS LEVFl EICITITIC'i OF THE RESIOU~l NUCL~US AN' I
EVAPORATION MODEL IS EMPlOYED IN MODULE 5. THF PARAMETER XNUF
FOR THE CAlCUlATICN 01' THF NUClEaR TF~PFRATURE,'
THETA! EPI=SQRTlEPt« XNUE*AII, I S 5FT EQUAl TO XNUE=O.II>!MEV IW'
rEFA'JIT. IA= HOMIC WEIGHT OE THE TARGET NUClEUS.l IF CTHER
XNUE IIALUES ARE TO BE USEO ONE NEEDS THE FOllfwYNG AeDITloNAl
INPUT:' 11
CARD 26' I
@Blnc~ 52 INVARIANT' I
ORO 21'
XNUE EVAPORATICN ~CDEl PARA~ETEF' /
(IN UNITS OF I/MEVI.' 111
6' THIS APPROXIMATION WAS RECO~MENOEO ev SEGEV ISEGEV,'
7' NSE 45 11971 1269 AND VERTES, NSE 52 11<;1314851 ANO IS'
8' ALSO PROPOSED FCR THF PROCESS ING OF ENOF/B OAlA (DRAKE -,
9' ANl 5021to (T-60U ENDF 102, VOl.lI.'
~, FORM 121. I. E. KINEM=l, 15 THE DEFAULT DPTlO~









































E' IF MOOUlE 6 IS TO













































































SFE NEXT INFUT VARI6ßlEI.' /
CAUTlnN: BECAUSE IN SOME' I
CISES ROUNCI~( ERRORS APPEAR' I
WHEN THE A~AlYTICAl I~TEGRA-' !
TIO"I lS CHOSEN, WE RECOMMENO' !
TC USE CHi" ~WFUNII 1<=0.' I
THERE IS NO CIEEERENCE IN THF'!
CDU TIMES BETWFEN ROMRERG AND'I
ANAlVTTCAL I~TEGRATIO~.' I
FACTrJR IN THE WEIGHTING FUNC-'!
TIO f)FI-'I=COWFU{lI/F. DNlV' I
USEC IF INWFlNIIlI=2.' 111
In** .. *"* 0
CONWFIH 11:
THE PROGRAM AND IN CARD 7 IN CASE OE SEVE-'
RAl OISCONNECTEC ENERGi' GROUP RANGESI.'
FNBERINENBERI MUST BE AT lEAST AS GREAT AS'
T~E lARGEST ENERGY OE THE CURRENT ENERGY'
GRCUP RANGE.'
SPECIAL CASE FOR NFNBER=I:'



















I' THREE DIFFERENT OPTIO~S ~RF AVAllARlF FCR T~E TRAN~FER PROBA-'
2' elllTIES NEEOFC FOR TrF CALCUlATIO~ (WITH ~OClL~ ~I CE NOR~A-'
". lIZFO TRANSFER MATRICES EOR INEUSTIf SCATTFRING WITH EXClT~-'
4' TION OF DISCRETE LEVELS AT EXCITATIO~ ENERGIE, FJ:'
~. III ~IFP-->EI=DElTAIEP-E-FJI IF KINEM=C,'
6' "HERE DELTA DENDTES DIRAC" S DEI TA FUNcnrN. THIS
7' WAS 'ISEf: IN nE ORIGIN~l VERSION OF MIGR(S-2 (KFK
wRITE ('IOUT,261
26 FCR~ATIIHI/IHO!IH01
I' (21 FlEP--)E\=DELHIEP-E-EJ*IHI.I/Aj IF KI"~M=I'
2' THIS FOR'l W~S USFO IN THE REIIISEf) VERSICN nE ~!GRCS-2'
3' ITRA~SFORMATION OE EJ FRO'" CMS TO lAß Ce(ROINATESl.'
4' 131 FIEP-->EI=DELTAIE-EP*I~**2+1.1/1A+1.1**2'























































































SCITTERING PROßIRlllTIES ARE CAlCULATED
ACCOROING TC E0. 9.3 OF KFK 11B4 W!TH
THE KEOIK VALlFS FOR T~E ~CATiERING'
CROSS SECTION SGNIEI.'
IN EQ. 8.3 OF KFK 1184 THF SCATTERING' 1









NK*" I NI I, Al OC I ENG 11 11 ENG ( 1-11 1/
AlOGll/ALFAl1 IS THE hUM8ER OF BASiC GRIO'
POINTS IN THAT ENERGY REGION WlTHIN GROUP I'
FROM WHICH ELASTIC SCATTERIIliG IN10 ACJICENT'I
GROUPS IS POSSIßLE, ALFI=llb-II/(A+II'**2,'
A= nmnc WEiGHT IN NEUTReN "ASS UNlTS
MIXIMUM AOMISSIBLE RElATI~E INTEGRATION'
ERROR; ,
2**NJM+1 1S THE MAXIMUM NLMßER 01" GRIO'
POINTS FOR THI" ANGULIR INTEGRATION;'
2**NUJM+1 15 THE MAXIMUM ~UfolBFR 01" GRln'
POINTS FnR THE ENERGY INHGRATIO'l.' l
MAXIMUM AnMISSIßLE RElITIVE INTEGRATION'
ERROR. '
**"'*""






NR IS THF NUMBEf'l CF eASIC GRIO POINTS IN'
THAT ENERGY REGION 01" EICP GROUP FROM WHICH'
ElbSTIC SCITTERING INTO A[JACENT GROUPS IS'
IMPOSSIBLE. ITHIS REGION PCSSIBLV MAV NOT
EX1ST, THEN NR HAS NO MEANING.I' I
*****' 11
11" I/V AVERAGES IRE TO BE CALCULATED (WITH MODULE ß , Bur NOT'
MITH THE MAXIMUM AnMISSIBLE RELATIVE (NTEGRITICN FRROR'





























E' 11" RE'10 DAU ARE
WRITE INOUT,341
34 FeRMATI
I' THE STANDARn IIILUES (SEE BELOWI ERR=O.OI, NJ~=IO, NUJM=IO,'












I' 11" MonUlF 9 IS TO flE USEO BUT NOT WIT!-1 THE OEFAUl T IIAlUES
2' IEXPlAINEO flELOWI ISElR=1 FOR ISTRUK=O, ISFlF=Q FnR ISTPUK=I,













































































RESONINCE RANGE, THE ElASIIC' I
SCATTERING AND TeTAL CROSS SEC-' I
TIONS ARE SET Eg~AL TO 1 elRN' I
IMAINLY TO SIMPILIFV THE CALCUU\-' I
TloN OF APPROXI~ATF SCATTERING' I
PROBABIL ITIES ANC AVFRACE ElI\STlC' I
SCATTERING COSI~ES FOR ~EAVY ELF-'I
















TAG FOR WEICHTING,' I
MW=I: WEICHT FII,l+ll FOR l-TH MOfolENT,' I
NSPEC=NLE+I MUST OCCIR ON CARO 5 WITH' I




AooITIC~AL PRINT-CUT OF INTERME-' I
DIATE INFORMATIC~.' 1
HIGHE5T ORDER IN LEGE~nRE EXPANSION IMAX 51'1
THE ACTUU VAlUE IJSED IS ~AXn,IIlLE) BECAU5E' I
CF THE f\ORMbL HAT ION 01" TH AVERAGF SCATTE-' I
RI~C COSINFS ro THE KEOAK ~UFL I/AlUES. THI'" I
MOCULE IlWAVS CAlCULITES 5CATTERING ' I
MATRICES FRC~ MO~ENT ZERO TC MOMENT NlF.' 111
11" MODULE 6 15 CllLED IND FINE-STRUCIURE WEIEHTING WITH' I
1./SGT**llHI IS TO 8E EMPLOVEC FOR THE L-TI' ~OMENT AOO THE' I
(ARD5 32 UP TO 35:' I I
ADO THE FOlLOWING CARCS:' 11
CARO 32' I
@BlOC~ 62 INVARIANT' I
CARO 33' I
NMAT NUMBER 01" MATERIALS I~ THE ~IXTURE WHOSE' I
MACROSCOPIC TOTAL CROSS SECTION IS TO BE' I
USED FOR FI~E-STRUCTURE WEIGHTING;'l
'101=2: WEIGHT FII,IIISGT**ILHI FOll L-TH'
MOMENT (CARO 33 MUST PRFCFnEI.'
~, IF MODULE 6 IS USEO BUT NOT WITH THE STA~OAPC GPln POINT'



































I' INA ... EII), TZ( I) ,1=I,NMATl WITH'
2' NAME: ~ATERIAl NAME 18-BYTE AlPHAMERIC'
~, REPRESEHATlO~I,'
4' TZ : NUClEAR rJE"lSITY (NUCLEI PER CM*"'3I'
5' TIMES I.E-24.'
6' IF '10rJULF 6 I S CAllEO AND NOT ALL I'OMENT5 ARE TO BE
l' BV THE COlUSIDN rJENSITV EI 1,11 ICE. CARO 51 OE THE




































































M~XIMUM NIlMBER OF E"lERGV FCINTS IN ONE'
GROUP FOR THE (RrSS SECTIC~ TVPES SGT,'
SG~, SGN ANO, IF FXISTENi, SGF, f'4INIMUM'
VAlUE = 200.'
MAXIMU~ NUM8ER 0F ENEROV FCINTS N
GROUP FOR THE CROSS SEeTION TYPE ~UFl,'
"INIMUM V'lI)E = ZOO.'
M~XIMUM NUMBFR OF ENERGV PCINTS IN ONE'
GROUP FOR THE CROSS SEeTICN TYPE SGT
MINIMU" VAlUE = 200.
K~ROM-l = "~XIMUM NUM8EA OF RISECTIONS
THE RC"ßERG NTEGAA ICN ~(UTINE RC~B,'
"INIMUM VAlUE = 21.'
7 FOP NON-FISS ICNAßlE MßTERIAl,'
8 FOR FlSSIONARlE ~A1ERIAl.·
MAXIMUM NUMBER OE RINGES WITH OIFFERENT'
WEIGHTING FU~CTlrNS OR DifFERENT INTEGR
TION METHODS. MIRER IS SET EQUAL Ta 5 N'
THE SURROUT I~E INPUT.'
~AXP4U~ NUMBER OF ENERGV FCIHS IN ONE'
GROUP OF THE POINTWlSE GIVEN WEIGHT NO'
EUNCTI CN. ~'BWF HAS THE ~nUE 0 IF NO'
POINTWISE GIVEN WEIGHTING FUNCTION IS'
P~OVIOEO IN THE INPUT. [T~ERWISF IT HAS
lHE MINIMUM ~AlUE 50.
~AX I MI)" NU MBER OF EN ERGV PO INTS IN DNE'
GROUP SUM~ED nVER All PARTI(IPATING CROSS
SfCTIONS ANC EVENT~'llY iHE POINTWISE'






WITH THE MINIMU~ VAlUFS 4 MINIMU~ MEMORY DEMANO'
01' 3121 4-BYTF ~OROS lPC NTWISE WFIGHTING SPEC-'
MABQZ:
14XINT,
CO~MENT: THE USER CANNOT OETFRMINE THE NUMBER Of'
GRID ENERGIES IN AOvA~CE. IF 400 .eROS ARE NOT
SUFFICIENT T~E SPACE FOR O~TA SlCRAGF IS FNL.RGEO'
PROVIOED THE AVAIlAELE QEGICN AC~ITS THIS. IF THE'
REGION IS NOT lARGE ENOCGH T~E ~CDUlE IS 8V-' I
PASSED. IT IS RFCCMMENOFO IN THIS OASE TO ENlARGE







A' TO THIS ONE MUST '00 THE MEMORY SPACE OCCUPIEC RY THE UTllllED'1
e' MODULE ~ITH THE lARGEST STORAGE REQUI~E"ENT. THE STORAGE'
C' REQUIREMENTS OF TfJE VARIOUS MOCUlES ARE AS F(UOWS:' I I
0' "OOUlE NO. STORAGE RFQUIRFMFNT 14-BYTE WORCSI' I/
E' I 7*~1+3*NE"'7*MAXI300,"lUMRER CF RE~DNA~CES ON'
F' KEf)AKI+6*MAKI400,MAXI"U~NU"RER CF GRID ENERGIES'








































































































































BE AEPEATEC FCR EaCH ~'TERlll WINTEO'
SPECTRUM TO BE USFO. THE lAST CARO FOR'




=0: EACH TI ~E MCOULE 9 I S enlF[) All ENERGY' I
GROUPS ARE SUBOIVWED INTO 14 SUßGROUPS' I
WlTf' 5 ENERGY I NTER\lillS FACH,' I
)0 NUMBER OF [ALLS FOR MCCUlE 9 lMlST RE' I
[ONSlSTENT WITH CARO 11.' III
THE FOllOWING CARO IS NEEOEO ~CAll TIMES:' " ,










NUMBER CF ENERGY GRCUF
RENT FNFRGY GRIOS;'
lN 11 I) ,NZ ( Il ,NF G( I 1 • NF I ( I I , 1=1, NGR E) WIH •
NI : NUMBER OF FIRST GROUF IN
NZ : NUMBER OF lAST GROUP IN
NFG: NUMBFR CF SUBGRCLPS F






~' CAROS I T~ 45 HAVF TO
ANO/OR EACH WE If;HTING

































I' PRINTING OF THE PRESENT INPUT OE~CRIPTI(~ CI~ BE SUPPRESSED
Z' PUCING THE FOllOWI~G CARD OHTH THE M PU"lCI-EC IN COll1MN Il
~' FRONT 01' THE FIRST INPUT CARO"
4' CARD )'
" MIGR INVARIANT'
6' THIS CARD DOES NOT APPEAR IN THE FREEFO DISPLAY CE I~PUT
711' **"'**'
E' THE PROGRAM SYSTEM MIGROS REQUIRES OD-C'~OS FCF THE
9' EXTERNAL STCRAGE CEV ICES"
A' 8 UNI T CN WHI CH T!-IE DECSOFC INPUT IS WR ITTEN BY FREEFO,'
P' I UNIT FROM WHICH THE NUClEAR OATA lIBRA~Y IS AVAILABlE,'
C' 3 UNH ON \iHICH All MGOUlES WRlTE RESUlTS,





, THE REQUIREO ARRIY ENGTHS IlEPENC ON THE INPli AND O~ THE' /
Z' CAllED MODULES. THE NOTATION OF THE INPUT I)F~CRIPTIDN IS USED'
3 IN WHA T FOllDWS. III .RPAY lFNGHiS ARF GIVEN I~ TERMS OF' /
4' 4-BYTE WOROS UNlESS STATED On-lERIJ<!SE.' I/
5' lHE CONTRf1l PHASE NEErS'
6' 2$NTYI>V)*NMAT+NFE*INSPEC<-[)+"lT+Ml"I>3*NE+"* '*I!+NEI ~CROS,' /
l' ;,HERI' THE DEFAULT VAlUES ARE USEr FOA QUANT IT IES NOT SPfCIE IED' /
e' IN THE INPliT, Vfl. "lTYI'=1, NEE=l ~SPEC=I, Nl"3, MI=7, NIIAT:I, 'I
























































cn.~ TYPES SGT. I
OF r:NERr,y HTERVAlS I~ nNp I







ENERGY nFr,RAOATIO~) WDP~S. THE'
REQU[RE~ENT f-FPFNfS ON THF ~DSTlV'1
NU~RER OF F~ERGY GRrD POI~T< OF T~E SGNC'
06TA ON ~EOAK.'
~AXIMU~ NUMBER OF ENFRGV
ONF ENERGY GAOUP FIJR THF
SG~ OR ~UEl C~ KFr~K.'1
N"'AX:
UNK'JCWN OISTRIBUTlr~ CF THE KECeK OAT~ QVER THF'
ENEP('Y GROUPS. IT IS RECOMMFNI1FC TO qEGIN "ITH' ,
THF STA~CARO VAlUE ANC TI) INCRE6SE THF SfOR~GE' I
SPACE ONlV IF THIS DnES ~OT "OR". THF PRCGRA~' I
TRIES 1"1 ANY GASE TC ORCA"lIZF TI-E CllGUl.HONS IN"




+15.~N~XHZM' {2+! ZIII+eIJF WORI1S.'
N~l : ~lRE+l.·
I~IX: MAXIMUM ENFRGY OEGPADITIO~ [N TFR~S OF'
ENERGY GROUPS (-Z r:OP SIMFLE SCATTERING'
l'HO 1HF AOJACE~T r,RCUPI.'
ICDS: ~U~AER CF ANGUl&R GRIC POINTS nF THE SGNC'







































I' "IZ'I : MIII MlI~ NUMBFR
2' SUBGROUP TIMES
3' PER GRCUP.'
3' IZV : MAII4ol~A)(*N"'Il.'
4' BUF : "'IX(Z+IMAX.~7"','H(1TI, WHERF NTOT 15 THF'
" MAXIMUM NUMBER OF I1ITA PCI~TS WITHI~ CNE'
6' GROllP FO'< T~E TYPES SGT, seN INO "UEl lAU'
7' THREE crNSIOEPFO &5 A JnI~T PCINT SFTI ON'
ß' KECIK.'
~, IG Ne SPACE F(1P CATA hpqftvS RFCUIREC.'
A' T~E R~r,ln"l PARIMFTER nN THE JOB CIRO IS THF Sl~ CF'
B' -~AX[MUM lE~GT~ OF OATA &RAAYS,'
































































IT~E STANOIRI] ESTIMITFS IRE USFO IS ST&R-' /
T[~G VIIUFS [~ THE PRCGRI~ EUT MIY AE MnOI-'1
FIFO IUFjMATlCIllV OEPFNDING ON THE ICTlJIL' ,
JOB CHIRACT ER IST!f.SI.' I
MAI[MUM NUMBER OF ~ICITED lEVELS THAT (0"1-' ,
TR IBUTF IN A DIVEIII OUT-SC AlTER I'lG aR.OuP.' /
STAl\iOARIJ FST! ~ATF: 30.' I
NISGI:'1AXIMU/ol NUMBFR OF ENERGY PCINTS AS CBUINEO"
sv Cr/olBINING THE HOßK PCHTS nF SGI (SGZIII, '/
SG3NI ANI1 THE MESH POINTS CF rHF SPFCTRIJM' ,
I~ &NV [lJT-SCIlTERINC GROUP. STANOARn' I
"STIMATF: HC.' I
~UMAER OF INCIOENT-NFUTRON FNERGIFS, FOR' ,
wHICH THE ~ISTRIßUTlr~s SEClf (SE[ZN,' ,
SEnN) loF GIVEN O'~ KEDAK. SThNOARO "STl-' ,
MATE: 30.' I
NU~ßER rF fliFFER""T ANALYTICAL I)TSTRIBU-' ,
TICNS GIIiFN IlN KFCAK FnR SfClf. (SFI1ZN,' ,
SE03NI FROM wHIC~ T~E TOTAL DISTRIBUTlfl'l' I
'lUST BE COMPOSEI1. STIINDARC ESTlM&TE: 5' ,
APPRrXlfoIlTElV 1000J lSTANDAROI TC 200000 (MINV' I
~AX[MU~ NUMBER OF ENERGY GRIO POI~TS IN ONF"
OE THF CONS ICFREe nUT-SCATTFR ING GR.OUPS.' ,
THIS NU~BER IS OETEP~INE[ FV THF CO~BINA-' I
TIOIII OF THF FNERGY GRIO PCI~TS OF All' ,
E~crrfO I.EVflS WHICH ~U5T P.F USED IN THF' ,
OUT-SCHTFR.lIliG GRrUp AN" CF THrSE GRIO' ,
PCI~TS CF THE SPEnRUM T~AT LIF IN THE' I
OUT-SCA"ERI~G GRrup. STA~UR[ r:STlfolATE:200' ,
NISGC: ISG+"lA)( IMU"l NU"lBEP OF EIIIFRCY GRIO PCINTS OF' I
ANY EXClTEO LEIiEl (SGIlt W~ICH CONTRIAUTE' /
IN rHE OUT-SCATTERING r,R.ClF. STANeARC ESTI-'/
~&TE: 40J.' ,
IIiISGC:MAXIMUM NUMBr:R OF FNERGY DRID pnl~TS OF' I
SGI ISG2'l, SG3Nl ON KFI1AK IN D'lE OF THE' /





rRUM GIVEN, FI~5[ONABlF MATFR[Al} [S NECESSARY TO'/
RUN ~ODUlE 3 !F~TRUKI. Bur WE flECO""ENrJ TO USF' ,
ABOUT 100CO 4-BYTE WIJRD~, BECAlJSE S(~F OR bll OF' /
THE MINIMUM VAlUFS MUS' 9E INCRFbSFO OUR[NG THt=' ,
CAlCulATICNS.' I
6"NE +Z*MAXI [SO'},NUM9FR OF SCN VHuES, NlJ"1AER OF' ,





NEZ7: "IU~AER CF ENERGY GPCUP BCU~CIRIES OF' I
























































1 ' I SG :
2 ', ,
I~TEGER*2 NFEI80l,lVI191,JYI4l,ll,JKFE,STER~/H~ 1




llV16111H4/,LVl 71I1H5/,lV( 81 I1H61 ,lV19111H71 ,l\lIIOI/IH8/,
2lVIIIII1H9/,lV( 121/IH+I,LVI131/IH~/,lVI141IlH-I,lV!151/H.I.









































































































5 F(RMßTllhO/48b ERROR-CONOITIOIII IN CATA TRANSFER CR lNPlT-ERROPI
SlCP
!F (IY .EO.'lO I GOIO t667
J~H=NFE (73)
~FEI731 =STE'RN
6667 WR HE INFn,6) INFEl II,I=I,AOI
t FCRMAlll X,80AII





6ue !F!NF( 1I.EQ.lNO) GOTO 5CO






502 IF!NFEIl).EQ.lVllll GOTC 10
!F I N lll, U, 12
12 IFINFI1l3,li,l44
144 IFIKSP'lOIl45,l45,l4
14 WPHE !'lFI) N,l"!Flll,l=I,Nl
1I1IFIKOUTl11,ll,2







00 1 5 I =1111 , N2
N=N~I











97 ce 20 K=I,19




n IF IlW.GT.OI GOla 221



































































IF IJJ.LE.IVI GOTO 8000
8002 L~=1
GelD 97
80CO IF INFEl JJI.EO.lIIllll GCTD 8002























I F ILPPP. EQ. 11 GCTO 80H
NFINl=IREAL (U
N=~+ 1
IIF IN 1= tREAU 21
GCTO 8011













































































lF I LP pp • GT• 0 I GO TO e0 0 4
IF ILS.LE.91 GOTC B005
IF ILSU.GT.2147483641 GCTO
IF IIK-21.GT. 71 GOTO 3
80C5 l~U=10*LSU+K-2
51 IF IJ-IY I 16,32,32
8004 IF ILl.GT.OI GOTC 8'J06





00 B007 KK=2, 11









8009 LI=L I-LI 1
IF ILl.GT.161 GOTO 3
8eC6 REAl=RFAL*I.D+l+K-2




23 IFIK-1411.>0, 60, 24
601FILClbl,61r3







IFINFFIJI.EQ.l\/IKII GO TO 21
65 CONTINUE







































































[FINFFIJ).EQ.LVIKll GO Ta 50
74 (ONT [NlJf:
[FINFElJ).EQ.LVI1l1 GO m 73
IFINFFIJ).EQ.LVI1611 G( TO 81







226 H IK-191 26,8013,8013
8013 lFFP=2
80 IFllPP13t3,81




H I .I-lVI 82,3,3
82 .1=.1+1
IFINFFIJ).FQ.lVllll GC TC 83
882 HINFEIJl.EQ.lVI121l GO TO 83
IFINFEIJ).EQ.lVI13) I GC TO 83





8" C( 87 K= 2, II
IFINFEIJ).FQ.lVIKI) GC TC 88
E7 CONTlNUE











Gn TO 11 7


















































































[F INFElJ +l1.EO.l VIK 711 Garn [10
GCTO 116
lOS IFINFEIJ+lI.EQ.lVlll) GOO 16
O( TO 3
E~O
C SlRR~UTINEN ZUM lFSFN OER KERNDA1E~BIBlIC1~EK
C
C SlflRClHI ~EN ~f)FCPI\ • lCFCPN IU~ ERCEFFNEN [ER KERNCATE~B [ALlOlHFK
(
SLeRCUTI~E '1CF
o P"E N5 [0 N [0 A1121 , I ~O I 1 CO 31 , I 5 AT II E8 0 j ,0 ATl 160 I , ](" j , I P I 3 I, ) I ,
I ~ ~~,.. 14 I , I NAM I 20 ), KD H 1160 lo '1N A"II 20 l, NUNA I 2 I, [\;NA 1 RPOl, XNA ~ I 20 ,
2 XJOA Tl 8801 , J 0 1\ T I 880 I ,NN 141 , I RE ST 12 I, DAlZ 160 I , ZItO I , XW ~O I B80 I







































































00 I J =1,3
IFIISATZIJI-IIJI12.1.2
~RITE INOUTP.41
4 FORMAT I IHOI' U*ERROR NDF. 1 : THE




I AD I U= I SA TZ I 5 I




IR121= ISIITZI 9 I
IR 131=ISATZIl21
hlll=ISATZI71

















16 O( 12 l=IWJ.N~l
IACIK )=ISIlTZlll
12 K=K+l




































































C SlBROUTI NEN NO HOC • lDFlOC • IOHec
C
E~TRY f\DFlOC IKOHR .f\f\H.DAT I.IO.K( I















I F IN-41l 9, Z18, 20











IFINSl.NE.860) GO TC 1004
00 127 l S= I. 2















I F I MN AM «l SI. NE. lAD I K 11 GO Tn 23
IF IMNAMiLS+ll.EC.IACIK+I)) GC TO 26
23 K=K+3
WRITE INOUTP.ZOOOI iMNAMiMI,M=1.41
20JO FCRf'ATllHO/' ***WARf\ING ~DF. I: HE CAfA FCR *·,2A4... ·,IX.·*·
























































"~M~ 111= I nl0 (eTO 36 1860
H~TP=O 1?20 '00 ~~A"llSI=ISATl(Kkl 1810
IFIJJ-119S,9S,96 1330 GOTO 36 1880
~6 ~l~AIIWJI=IACIK+21 1?40 41 ~.P=ISATHKW I 1890
22 K=~+'o 13~O GO TO 36 1900
([ TO (227,2281,"1Gl 1360 '02 ICP= ISATlIKW I I 'HO
C U70 GC TO 36 I'l2C
EN TR Y !f)FlOC IKONTR,NNA~,INA~,DAT21 1380 4? ICW= ISA TZI KW I 1930
lFnSl.NE.3801 GO 10 lC04 13S0 36 KW=KW+I 1940
KK=3 140C IFIKK-1I46,46,41 1950
lF I IN AM l II-N UN Al 1I I U 0 , U I, 1 ? 0 1410 46 N~ß"1141=0 1960
131 ~n=2 1420 47 OC ~O lS=I,4 1970
GO TO 132 1430 80 NNllSI=NNA"1llSI 1980
130 HL=I 1440 IFINWNI384,384,49 1990
1~2 ~L~Alll=INAMlll 145C 49 NNK=NWP 2000
NUNA l 2 ,= INA"l 2' 1460 NW P= !DR 2JlD
IFlN~A"III-2127,27, <;2 1410 ~k.=IOW 202C
~2 J=NNAMlll l'1aO IFIIS-NWR-1I44,45,44 2030
CC 53 lS=3,J 1490 44 PEAO IlBN'NWRI l IWNßII I I, II=l,NSll 2040
~3 ~~AMI2*lS-II=I~A"llSI 1~00 ~kR=NWP+ 1 20~0
27 GO 10 I 227, 2281 , "Gl 1510 GC TO 62 2060
227 ~= IACnl *4 1520 4~ ·oe 61 lS=I,NSl 2070
IkJ=IIAIJIII+lAOl211*3+4 1530 6 I HINAllSI=ISATZllSI 2080
ce 28 l5=I,N,4 1540 ~kP=NWR+l 2090 I
IFINUNAlll-IAOIIWJI128,29,28 155C 62 oe 68 N=I,NNK 2100 '"
28 IWJ= IWJ+4 1560 . NKO=N 2110 ~
HHR=O 1510 ~k=NWW 2120
Ge 10 24 1580 KP=5 213C
29 NT= TAO II WJ + 11 1590 JC=3 2140
JP=IAOIIWJ+21 HOC ce 54 lS=I,NWN 2150
JW=IAfH IWJ+31 1610 TFl IWNAl NWWI-MNAMIKPI 158,55,56 2160
22B KP=JP 1620 56 KOIR=O 2110
Kk=JW 1630 I ~ Y= 1 2180
IVY=O 1640 lF lKK-2' 51,59,85'1 2190
IFIIS-KR-1130,31,3D 1650 ~9 I~PMIKPI=IWNAlNwwl 2200
30 READ llRN'KRI I I SA Tl I III oI 1 = I, NS ZI 1660 GO 10 60 2210
IS=KR+l 1670 859 I~PMIJCI=IWNAINWWI 2220
31 OC 32 lS=I,Nl 1680 GC TO 6) 2230
IFINUNAI2I-ISATlIKWIIB,34,33 1690 57 CH lIKP+21= XWNAINWW I 2240
33 KW=KW+7 1700 Gno 60 22~C
IFIKW-NSlI32,32,35 1710 ~~ KONTR=I 2760
35 PEPO IlRN' IS I II S PT II I I " I I = I, NS Z I 1720 60 KF=KP+2 221C
IS=IS+I 1730 JO=JO+ 1 228C
KW=KW-NSl 1740 NWW=NWW+I 2290
3~ CCNT INIJE 1150 IFlNhW-NSZI54,54,64 2300
KfUP=O 1760 64 READ Il~N'NWRI I lI/NA II I1 oll = I, ~ S 1I 2HO
Cf TO 24 1770 ~h P=NW R+ I 232C
34 K'=KI/+l 118C ~ 'k= I 2330
00 36 l5=1,6 1790 ~4 CC~IINUE 2340
IFIKW-NS1I37,37,3B laOO Ge TC 74 2 3 ~o
38 RFAD ILBN' I 51 IISATlIIII,II=I,NSll 181C ~e N'.=NI/+N\oiN+3 2360
IS=IS+I Iß20 IFINWW-N5Z168,68,10 2310
K'=I 1830 10 READ IlßN'NWRI IlwNAIIII,II=I,NSll 2380
31 GO TO 139,40,40,4l,42,431,lS 1840 ~W~=NWR+ I 2390
39 ~.~=ISHZIKWI 1850 73 ~.k=NWW-NSZ 2400
c
C



















<;7 FORMATllHO/' ***W4.RfII["G NDF. 3 : THE CATA FOR' ,219,' ARF "CT INCLU












































































~f\ MH 4 1= 0
HATtll) =MNA~1l1











































































IFIKK.EQ.31 GO TC 580
W~lTE INOUTP,2002) MNAMI5I,I""'lAMIIII,1I=I,41
2002 FC~MATIIHa!' ***kAR~I~G ~DF. 2 : T~E FURT~ER NAME ',E16.a,' 15 GRE
UHR THAN THE GREATE5T FURTHER NAME'!' HelUCH 11'; THE HIlAK llB~
2A~Y FOR',IX,2A4olX, 2A41
Ge TO 98
580 WRITE INOUTP,5811 MNAMI51,lTNAMl 111,11=1,21
581 Fe~MATHHO!' ***WAR"I"G f,OF. 2 : T~E FIJRTHR NAME',EI6.8,' IS GREA
HER TH"'N THE GREATEST FURTHER NAME'!' I"lClUDED I" THE ~ECAK UBRA!'
2Y FO~' ,211 0'
GO TO 98
I 004 WRITE l/Il OUT PolO 05 I




CC 75 LS=I, 2
~~~="WW+I
I F I NWW-N SZ I 76, 76,78
78 ~EAC IlBN'/IlWRI lIWNAlIIIoIl=I,NSZI
"~~=NWR+ I
"'WW= I
76 Gf TO 181,821,LS
EI ICR=IWNAI/IlWWI
HTO 75














B~ READ IUIN'IDRI IJDATlIIl,lI=I,NSZI




n LS=NNAM! 11 *2+ 1
Ge TO 89
EE L ~=1
89 ce 90 l= loJD
G( TO l'!l ,92 ,921 ,~K




124 CC 126 lS=I.4 3510
126 1~~~llSI=MNAMllSI 3520
GO TO 125 3530
106 OC 321 lS=I.2 3540




I VY= I 35'l0
l=5 3600
CC 109 lS=I,KP 3610
I F INWW-NS Z1110,1 10,111 3620








OH 11 l):l( LI 3110
OHIll+II=Zll+11 3120
GO TO lOg 3730
115 !tOM Ill= IWNA INWW I 3740
l=l+2 3150
GO TO 109 3760
116 L:L5+2 3110
II\~M Ill= IWNA I NWW I 3160
113 l=LS-NWN 3 HO
GO TO 11l9,l18,l171,L 3800
11'l ~.F=IWNAINWWI 3610
GOTO 109 3820
118 ICR: IWNA INWW I 3630
GC10 109 3840
117 1OW= UlNA INWW I 3650
lC'l ~H=NWW+I 3860
GO TO H8 3670
EI\C 3660
SLBROUTINE FGEMINS,SIGO,~E,EI\G,NEF,ES,F,NT,TF~F,PR,I\MR,NFST,SUM. 10





3E R11 RE I , LI IRE I , GJ 11 PE I , GA T I I RE I , GA ~ I IRE I , GßG I I H I, GßF I IR E " 10
4SHIIISTEI 60
CO~"CN MATN, ISTRUK, ISPA,NCUTP,lZWF.IRIZI,Kl <;0
EQUIVAlFNCE IFESTlIl,lFESTIlIi IOD
k~!TE INOUTP,90001 110
'lOCC FCRMAT(IHO/IHO/' PROGRAMM KEI\NZIFFER 1'1 12C
WR!TF INOUTP, 'lOOll 130
9001 f(~MATI' ?ROGRA"" ZUR eFRECHf<UNG VON RfSONßNZSElESTARSCHIRMFAKTORE 140
IN VON AUFGElOESTEN RESOI\ANZPARAMETERN'/I ISO
C~ll FSPIE 16C
CAll OO?W I 6HBEST ,~1\1l11 110
GAll DOPW 16HIson ,NN(2) I IBO
Ull OOPW (6HlSCTZ ,N~1311 1<;0
GAll DOPW 18HRES ,~~1411 ZOO


































THE STATEMENT "ORIFUN=.TRUE." MUST ONlY BE USED FOR THE ORIGINAL







FSPIE IS A SPECIAL ERROR-OETFCTING SlBRCUTI~E ,WHICH IN CASE
OF ~N ABNORMAL END OFTERMINS THE PSW At\f) PRINT5 THIS P5W +
A TRACE-BACK + THE REGISTER CC~TENTS + T~E SYSTEM COMPlETION


































































































STEil, KI = EN Gl I I" I
OC 15 lNR=NRI ,~R
IFIENGIIFI-ERI INRI 116,15,15
16 IFlfNGI If+ll-fRI INR I 118,18,11
11 K=K+I
lF I K.l E. I STE I GC TC 201
K=1




IHK.lE.IST!' I GO TO 202
K=I
ISTEF= I S TEF+ I
STEll,KI =ENGllE+l I
KIlIAX-K






STElIKI =STE« I ,KI
00 2011 K=I,KS
WflTEINnUTp,10501 K,STEIIKI
FORIlIATl' K=' ,110,' STEll KI-' ,1"14.6'
ce 19 K=I,KMAX
CAll WIRCUINRI,STEI1,Iq ,STEI2, KI ,SlE I3,KI ,STE IS,KI,I;l't, l!'tE, ER, GJ,
IGJN,GH. GAF,l,G~G,T,~,Il.,!ll~,NMI'l1
WfITEINOUTp,IOOOI K~AX,K,STEIl.K"ST"13,KI
FORI1ATI' KI1A X=' .110, 'K~' ,110,' STE1=' .EI6. 8.' STE3 s ' ,El6.81














































































































IffHA.lE.IRE. GO TO 200
flR-1
IAfF-IREF+ I
200 CAll NOFNXTI 100,lLAHl,FFST,IDAT, ICOOI
IFIIOOl112,I13,112
113 NR=NR-I





















If IST Eil, II • ECl. STE I IK I I [AB F= I










IOC7 FORMAT I' E~GEßNIS VON W[ROU:STEII,21=',EI4.6,'STEI3,21=',EI4.61
STEI4,21=STEI5,21-STEI3,21-STEI2,21
05T=STEII,2) -STEIl,l1
C WRITEINOUTP,I0061 STEI 1,lI,STEI 1,2l,STfll,3) ,[ SI









1001 FORMATI' JI=',IIO, 'FlCI=',EI6.8, 'FlC2=',EI6.B,'AFl=',EI6.8)
[FIAFl-PR I 1)21,1021,1022
1021 TFlISI.NE.lI GO ro 1010
GC TO 21







SUME=SU"1E+1 F I+F 2) *0 ST*. 5
C WPITFINOUTP,I0021 SUMOI2I,SU"1E
00 25 I SO = I , NS
S[G!=STEI5,lltS[GOI [SOl
SI G2 =STE 15,21 + S I GOI [ sei
S 10=S 1(; I*S IG I
SIG4=S[r,2*SIG2
SVMI ISO, 51=1 FlISIr;3+F2ISIG41*OST*.5+SI.;~1ISC,51
SI.; ~ I1 SO, I) = «F l! S [GI H 21 S IG2 I *0 SH • 5 + S1.;"1 1 [SO, 1I
OC 325 JI=6,7
~ 25 SUM« ISO, J 11= 1sn I J 1-2, II*F 11 5IG3+S1E« J 1-2,21 *F <;S[ G41 *rS1*.5
1+5'''1 [SO ,JII
r,o 2~ Jl=2,4



























































Fl CZ= «S TE «J I, 2 I *F 2+ STE« J I, 3 ) ~F 31 *05 T*. 5
[FIFlC1146,Z7,46
46 AFl=ABSI IFlC I-FlC2) IAM[NIIFlCl,FlC211




29 SUMOIJ U= ISTEI J HI, 2)*F2tSTEI Jltl,3)*F3) *05T*. ~+SU"[( Jll
5l~E=SUME+[FZtF31*OST*.5
C WR !TEl NOUTP ,10021 SUMOI 21 ,SU~E
100Z FCPMATl' SlJ,MO(2)=',E16.8,'SUME=',E[6.81
OC 30 ISO=I,"S
S 1G1=S TE I 5, 2 ) t S I G0 ( I SO 1
SIG2=STf(5,3 )tS[G)( ISC)
S [G3=S [G I*S[G I
SIG4=SIGZ*SIG2
SlJMIISO,5)=SUMI150.51+(F2/SIG3tF3/S[G41*OST*.5
SUM« ISO, lI=SUMIISO, U+( F2IS IGltF3/S[C21*. 5*nST
OC 330 JI =6 ,1
330 SUM{ ISO, JlI=SVM{ [SO,J U H STEI Jl-2,21 *FUS[G3tSTE«JI-2 ,31*F31
I S I G4 I*OS 1* • 5
00 30 JI=2,4
30 SU"1IISn, JII=SUMIISO ,Jlltl STEIJ 1,21 *F2IS[GI+STEI JI,31*F3/SIGZI *OST*
1.5





28 00 32 Jl=10 5
32 STEI Jl,lI=STEl JI,21
GCTO 35





.R ITE« l7 \ofF I1 "OE)( .MA H ,T E~p IIT 1 , I E, ENG I [E ) , EH I I Et I )
00 38 [S 0= I, 3
38 Sl~(<<ISOI=SUMCIISOI/SUME
I ~OE X=5
SGTl=SU'101 II+SVMOI ZltSUf"OI 3)
"P ITE I Ll WF I I NO EX ,SU ~o 12 I ,SU ~[I 3) ,SUM[ 111, SUMO 13 I, S GT 1
INflEX=6






WR HFI NOIJTP, 9501



























































WRITE 1NO UTP, 9521
952 FCR~ATI1Hu ,I', X, 7HS IG~A 0 ,IIX, 2HFG ,I4X ,2rFN, 14X, 2~ FF, 14)(, 3rFNI,








SU"I ISO, 6» =S UI' l I SO, 611« SUM 11 SO, 5 1* SUMO 1:; I I
S l I' I1 SO, 71 =SUH 1I SO, 71 11 SUM I I SO, 5 1* IS UMC III .SU" C12 J .SU MO l :; I 11
WRITE l"IOUTP,G53ISIGOIISOI,SU~IISO,3I,SU"HISO,4I,SU"115C!,21



























































































SF =Soe *G AF I I NRI '" PSI IG T
PHl=PHIO-ATANIPhIO"'FlOAH U I"lRI I I
PhI2"2."'PHll
sT"soe*1 PSI*eOSI PHI21.CHl*SII\l( PHI21 I
S I GP =4 • * PI * FLA ** 2 *"1 CAT ( 2*t I IN R 1 H I '" S IN l P h Il I ** <
IFI ST+SI GPI 10,10,3
10 WRlTEINOUTP,900lEIU INR I,E,ST,SIGP
910 FCRMUlIHJ,17H*"'*WilRf',HG 1.01 : THE CCl'iTP IBUT IO~ OF THE RfSONANCE
IWlTH THE RESONANCE ENERGY,E13.6,3H EVIIH "8X,I~HAT THE Ef',ERGY,EI4
2./;,I3H IS NEGATIVE, ,E14.6,22h BARIliS. MC lTS AA~ClUT!lH ,leX,46HII!ll




I ER,GJ .C~N. GAT ,GAF,l.G~G,
IT,A,R,RlA,NMINI
RFAl*8 MAT



















4 I f=NR HN "11 N
HIIE-NRI5,6,6
6 IE=NR



































































900 FC~"ßT n t-O,' ••*WßRNING 1,02 : THE TOTAL CROSS S",CTIO~ IS 'lEGAnVE,
l',El4, 6,' MR'lS, AT THE ENI'RGV'/19X,E14.8,' EV. THE TOTAL CROSS SE
2CTJON HAS BEEN SET !=QUAL TO .1 BARN'I






Sl~ROUTINE STOSSIEl,E2,E3,FI,F2,F3,NFE ,ES ,l'I




























GE~AU EIN~AL IST IN EINEM PRCGRA,II', CAS PSIXI ~UFRUFT,










































































R EAL=BOT*1 ACOS*CCOS-BS I N*nSI NI
A~AG=BOT * 1es I N*C COS tACOS*OS IN I
EXll=RTPl*EXPI-EXPOI/RT















SUARCUTl NE ElZ IE,NS,EZG,EZC ,ElF ,nRSG,C~FS, C~I,XNYN,FXNYN, GN,
lRCU, XL, XA, GG,NEY,EY,GF I
REAL*8 ,"AT



























































IFINV.GT.4.0R.NFV.GT.41 GO TC 4
GO 10 8
4 WPITElNnUTP,1001 NY,NFV,E,NS
100 FCPMATl/' ***ERROR 2.01 : THE HIGHEST "'UMBER Cf EXIT CHANNElS IN N
lEUTRON ElASTIC SCATTERING,NUEN,OR IN FISSICN,NLEF,THAT CA~ RE TRE'
2TEC,IS 4'1' ***NUEN=',14,'NUEF=',14,'AT ENERGY',El2.5,'FIi IN SFRIE
3S',141
8 CC 11=1,2
) ( I I =. 0
'1'111=.0




7 CC 2 1=1,111111
CC 2 J=I ,NF
X1= I ( GNN *C H 11 I, NV 11 ** 21 11 GNN*CHI I I ,NV I +G NG +G NF* CH I I J, NFY 1 1




YI 2 I = '1'12 ,+ Yl * GNF* CH 1I J , ~ FY I
EIG=Xlll IIYllJ*GNNI
EZC=I.+2./XNYNINSI
EZF=)(121 11 VI 21*GNNI








































































CEL TA =S Q RT (D EL $I '" E1
RElURN
ENC
F LNC Tl 0111 EPSI( E, T, NS ,0 N,E BI, OE LI
CI~ENSION EPI211,EPP(21"X1I2"F~U2I,DNIIOI
OATA EP/O. ,I. ,1.5,2. ,2.5,3 • .3.'5,4. ,5. ,7. ,10.,14.,20.,30.,40.,
X5 0 .,60 ., 70., 80., 90. , 100. I , ~ PP 12. 5 C66, I. 72" I , 1. 3 1C5". C6 61 ,
XO.82,O.6291,O.4845,0.3758,0.2326I,O.10002,O.03577,0.012216,




I F I X-E P «I I I 4 .4 , I
1 CCNTINUF
" CC 5 K=I ,2
1I= I +K-2


























































CALL SUCH lE ,~SU,NEV,f'VI
CC I J=I,2
~Sll=NSU"J
















01 ~EfliSION EVI 19S1
[0 14 K= 2, NE V
















































FUNCT ION PHASEI E,NS, XA,ROU, XLI
OHE ~SI ON XLI 101
B=S ORT IR QU*E I XA 1







CI ~ E fliS 10 N ENG 1J 1, I" F I" I NF I" 1, RI" I" E 1'1 FE I, T I" MPI MT" S I GOI MI 1 , NA 0 ATl 2 1 ,
2EV( ICJ9I,N'I1 5I,NA"'EI 41 ,XI201 ,IXI201 ,C1'1125,41,(FIIO,1991,
3 GN 1 101, XL ( 10 1 , O"ll I C» , G 11 10 », XN VN «10 1 ,I" XN VNI 101 ,GG 1 10» ,







Xl. 015423 ,1.2103559,1.5065244,1.801)6327,2.1 B22634, 2 .1109872,
X3. 579864B, 5. 9721596, 2. 02731"- 2,6. 1'75225E-Z ,O.10~4415,0.15091425,
XO.198549,O.24B5115,C.301221,O.35680875,Cl.41561C15,O.47820725,
XC.544925,0.61641525,O.6'73415,O.77684375,O.B6181E,O.968046,
XI .019386 7 , 1 • 2047147 , I • 34806 1 7, I. ~ I ~ 5 C8 2, 1. 116 e6 4 , I • 'l 6953 55 ,
X2. 309333,2.83258 2,4.2188757,5.90013331"-2 ,O.1333;i42,O.19497146,
X0 • 2 516 4 5, O. 3074142, a. 36262126, a. 41 814 '11, O. H 4 6 C12 , O. 53251576,
XC.5965109,1).65162BI6,a.7165'l88,a.78492293,O.86e;i4Z13,0.94071066,
XI .02577 8 7, I. 118 B85, I. 22213 54 , I. 33 8 51 86 ,I .41251 88 ,I .6312598 ,
XI.827145Z,2.0844432,2.4881CJ64,3.4'l76~4,O.ICI76(2~,C.196785,
XC.26520225,O.3268Z625,C.3B42565,O.43961925,O.49512415,0.545537,
XO.E059465, 0.65CJ715, 0.717307,0. 776ge,o. 8393C475 ,(.9C493675,
XO.'l7461015,1.049486,1.131)6795,1.2199627, 1.319785,1.4331535,
X1.567519,1.1310672, I. 942CJ085 ,2. ?eO~Oe5,3.ce98381
WAlTE INOlJTP,90001
90CC FC~"'AT(IHO/IHC/' PRGGRA~~ KENNZIFFER 2'1
\IR !TE I "lOUTP, 'lOO 1l
9001 FORMAT(' PROGRAMM ZUR 8ERECHNUNG VCN RESCNßNZSElESTABSCHIRMFAKTORE







lF I NE E. EQ • 1l NE FE= C
I S1G =0


















































































































128 I SpA 1=0




C90C6 FORMATlI' FOR '1ATERIAl ',A8,' THE CA TA TYPE STGf 15 NOT hVAllAßlE
C lC~ THE NUClEAR ['ATA lIBRARY.IS~A I~ SET ',14,' I~TERNAlLY'1
GC Tn 201
14 ISPAl= 1




C9007 fORMATII' FOR "lATERlAl ',A8,'THE DAlA TY~E STGF 15 AVAIUBLE ON TH
C IF ~UClEAR GATA LI8RARY.ISPA IS SET',I4,' IHERNAllY'1
131 IFIXI41.lT.ENGI~GR+111 GO TO 15
WRITEINOUTP,9002IENGINGRI,ENGlf'OGP.U
9002 FCPMATIIHO,37H.*.ERROR 2.02 : THE ENERGV GROUP FROM,E16.B,6H EV TC
I,EI6.B.22H EV IS WlT POSSl8lF INIlSX,61HTHIS "CClLE,BECAUSE NC STh




15 !f I X 141 .l E. EN GIN G'" I I GO TO 16




GF( K I, 1Y 1= XI 8 I. I • E3
EY 1IY+1I =X 141
GFIKI,IV+1I=XI81*I.F3
78 n=KI+l
IFIKI.GT.IT.AND.NlS.FQ.OI GO TO 92











Nl S=Nl S 1
19 GAll NOFNXTIKONTR,NAME.X,NUCAT,ISI
!FIKnNTR 1201.2el ,91

















































































IX 12 I=NN 111
D13I=NNI21
NßMEI 11= 3

















28 IFIXI41 -5.E-5.lE.l.1 GO TC 3000
IoIRITE INOUTP,90041
9004 FCRMATIII' *.*WARNING 2.07 : GONTRIBUTIONS,THAl GORRESpONO TO l.GT





















205 EHI YI =X141
GF( K I, I V 1= xI 6 I *1 • I" 3
GC TC! 16
Sill" IIYOIMI.EQ.U GO TO 11
EYlIYI=X 141
GFIKI,IVI=XI61*I.E3
11 K I=K 1'1
IFIKI.GT.IT.ANO.NLS.EQ.OI GO TC1 92
IFIKI.GT.ITI GO TO 61
GO TO 19
201 IFIIYOI~I.EQ.II GO TO 202
GO TO 204
202 WRITEI"IfJUTP,90031 HOlM, IV
9003 FCRMATI' U&&&IVOIM Tec SMUL.IVCIf"='.16,' ACTUtL DIMENSION 01" EV
I1 S I V= " 16 I
GC TC 1000
2C4 00 1 1=I,MT
TT=TE"lPI I I












CALL QUERIEINI,TT,N,SE ,SM ,X~YN,F.~VN,[EL,RQU,CHI,




6 IfIISPA.EQ.O I GO 10 40CO
IFIEYINEYI.LT.ENGIK+lll GO Ta 7
40CC N=2




25 LI J= 5
11"("11"1"1"1300,301,300
301 oe 1 I ST=I.3





IFIREFEl KK I-l"I ISTll12, H,213
12 CCH INUE
KK=NEFE
































































I F I SI" I I, I S, KI I • NE. - 9999 9 •• A~ C. SE l2 , I S , KI I • ~ E. - 9 999 9 •• ANO. SEI 3, I S.
IKII.NE.-99999.1 GO 10 ,000
XE~GZIIS,KII=-99999.
GO Ta 29
2000 XE~GZI IS ,K I I=H*ISEI I, IS,t< I l*fFIII+4. 'SH2, IS,t< I l'EFIZI'SEI3.1 S.KI I
1*1"1"131 I
29 cn T INUE
CC 30 IS=I,LlJ
C I<RITEINOUTP,50COIIS,SI"II,IS,ll,SI"12,IS,II,SMI3,IS,11
11" ISI"(I, IS ,11.f\E.-99999 •• ANC.SMI2, IS,II.NF .-9S5<5 •• ANf).S"1 3,1 $.11
I. f\E.-99999.1 GO TO 2001
SU 1 IS )=-99999.
GO TO 2002
200 SUI I S 1=H *1 SM I I,I S, 1I *EF 111" 4. *SM 12, I S, U * FF 12 I .. S" (3, I S ,I I *EF 1311
2002 IFISEII,IS,MII.NE.-99999 •• A~C.SEi2,IS,"II.NE.-99999•• ANO.SEI3,IS,
IMII.NE.-99999.1 GO TI) 2001i
XSUGlIISI=-99999.
GO TO 30
2004 XSUGlI IS I=H*ISEI 1, IS,MI I*EFI 11'4. *SE 12,1 S,MI I *EFI21"SE 11,1 S,MI 1*1'1'
11311
30 CONT INUE
XH= H* I E I' 11 1 '4. *EI" I 2 I +E FI 3 ) 1
00 32 KI=I,MI
ce 32 IS=I,LIJ
IFlXFUGZI[S,KII.H.-99999 •• A~0.XSUGIIISI.Nf.-99999.1 GO 10 2003
XEUGZI TS.KI 1=-99999.
GC TC 32
2 CC3 )E UG Z 1 I S ,K Il = XE UG Z I I S , i<I 1 I xSUG I I I SI
32 CONTINUE
oe 31 IS=I.LIJ





WRlTE l"lOUTP, 1301 MAT ,TT,TS,ENGIKII,F~G[KI
130 FeRMATIIHO,I&X,8HMATERI~L,2X.IOHTE"PERATUR,2X,ftGRUPPE,8X,7HGRFNZE
IN/IH ,1&X,A9, lX,F8. 2, 5X,I 3,2E12. 41
I ~=&
WRITE IL!ZlIN,MAT ,TT,XI,ENGIKI),HGIKI
WR ITEINOUTP, 311 I SUI ISI, IS=I, L1JI
31 FCRMATIIHO,20X,1HSIGMA G,9X,1HSIGMt N,9X.7tSIGMe f,9X,7HSIGMANI,
19X.7HSIGMATl/IH ,14X,5EI&.81
H=LIJ
I<R ITE I LI ZI IN, I SU 1 I S) , I S=I ,L I J 1
WR ITEINOUTP,138 I






























































40 oe 70 KK=I,MI





7CC WR!TE INI)UTP ,7011
701 FOMATlIHO,93H***ERROR 2.03 : A CAlCUlATYON OF RESONANCE SElF SHI E
IlDING FACTORS AT ZERO lEMPERATURE IOFGREEfI7ll,39~KElVIIliI IS NOT PO
2SSIRlE IN THIS MODULE,!
7 CC~TlNUE








SlßROUTINE QUER IE,TT,~,SE,S~,XNYN,FX~y,CFl,RQU,CHI, ON,ERI,XA,




2 SE I 3, 5, M11 , SM I 3, 5 , M[ I ,0 ~ 1 I aI • XLII 0 I , G~ 11 0 I ,G G ( IU I, EY I 199 I,
3GFAII0,1991,GIlICI
CC~MON MAT, I S TRUK, I S PA, NOUTP ,L ll,'l AIII F ,NEND ,KL
TFST=O.O
C= 0.5
CC 2S K=I, MT
SEIIII,l,KI=O.
SflN,2,K 1=12.566311 *ROU




40 SFIN,4,K )=SEI~, 2,KI
SFIN,S,K)=SEIN,2,K)
SI'IN,l,K 1=0.
S"IN,2 ,K I=SE« ~,2 ,KI
SMIN,3,KI=0.
S"IN,4,KI=SEI~,2,KI
SM lN, 5,1( I =SI' ( 1\,2, KI
ST=O.
[JC I I=I,IT
























































AC If TI=ACI I I *PHIII
ST=STt-AC TI I)
ST=ST"SIGOIKI .. SEIN,2,KI




CALL EUlE,! ,FZG,EZC,ElF,ORSG,CRFS, CHI,)("y~,FXlIIy,GN,R'U,XL,XA,




G =GA /IN I E " ,G N,RQU, XL, X ~ l+ GA" GI F, I, CG I .. r AF~ IF, I , ~ EV, EY , GF A I
nIGfDl-C122, 22,922
922 TETA=GlOl
WRITE« "dlJUT P, CJ 2 3 n Er A, I, TT, E
923 FCRMAT(IHO,3IH***kARI\[~G2.04 : CA~~A!CFLTA =,EI4.6,llr fOR SERIES





SSSS=- 2. *SSS"SIGOIK I
IfllST-ACI( 1".GLa I GO TO 31
GO TO lO
31 IFI!IJ.FQ.3.AND.K.EQ.I.AND.ISE.FQ.I.ANfl.T.EQ.INE)1l NEXTGRxO
IFINEXTGR.ECl.ll GO TO 33
GO TO 23
33 If«N.EQ.2.A'lD.IIIEXTGR.EQ.I.A"r.K.EQ.1l GO ro 32
GO TO 23
~ 2 WRITE 11110 UT P, 43 I EN Exr , S SS SillE
43 FCRMATlffff/' **"WARNII\G 2.05 : Ti"E Ti"FORY APPl HO FüR Ti"E CIILCUlA
ITION 01' TKE CURRENT WEIGHTED SElF-SHIElDI~G FAC1CRS IS NOT IIALID'!
2' ***FCR ALL IIAlUES OF SIGO H ENFRGY',El2.S. 'E\I.AT THIS ENERGY SI
3GC HAS TO 81' GRFATER THAN',EI2.5,'.'!' "**FOR "rRE CET~ILEC TNEOR~








30 "RITF INOUTP,/t 2ISTG'HKI,l,SSS,E,SSSS
42 FORMATlf' ***WARNllllr, 2.C5 , CC~CERNS CßlCUlATIC~ OF .*FN1 •• AND
LFTI**.FOR STGO=',El2.5,'SPEFF* T~ IIIEGATlIIE TN HE SFRIES',1 ,,**
2SFEFF"=',E12.5,'ßT E~ERGY',El2.S.'fV.'!' H*ACCCRDING Hl KEK 1784,
3APPENDlX !l, FCRI/ULA 25, THE THEORY DEVFLOPED THRF IS NOT \lAL ID IN
4 THIS CASE.'f' ***AT THIS EIliERGV A~'l Ir.: THIS SERIES THE THEeR\' IS
5VALlD FOR SIGO GREATER 1~AN',F12.51























































































































CAll TAB IXT,XK,lG, CSJ,XAßCJ,QJK)
CAll FSPIE
C IoHlTElNnUTP,lOOOI XT,XK,XABCJ
1000 FCRMATI' XT=' ,GI6.B,'XK=' ,GI6.B,'XABCJ=',Gl6.8)
BI31=BI31+GFX*XABCJ


































C 1t' ENS 10 N T0 I 1 20 I , T 02« 2 Cl. T C31 201 , 1041 20 I ,105 1 2 Cl , 1 C6 I 201 ,107 120 I •
1108 I 20 I , 119 I 201 , Tl I) 120 I ,T 11 I 20 1 , TI 21 20 I, T I 3120 I. 1141 20 I, Tl 51 201 ,






































































B131=1 1.-AA*ELF/EZC 1*0*AI31 ISPI
5 AI21=ACIIII-A13I-AIll
BI21=8T-ßIll-el3l








lFIISE.EQ.OI GO Ta 21
















4 GO=GA'lNI E.I ,GN,RQU, Xl,XAl
CI=SPI*GO*I.5101963/IACII 11*01





















HUIVALENCE O()(KllI,RI,lXXT! 11 T l,lXJll1 ,LI,
I IA,C,Yl,lB,O,n ,1I01,l12.Y5,P,E,/lXG.XH5.ÄÄÄKI,
2H4,yo.XKOo,J 1,IOK,RlI,IXKl,SJOI ~K2,SJlI IOK,/l,RI \/11 ,ICKB,R2,1/21
3.lrKc,R3.1/3I,IS\/,"'I,IABI,TO,~11,/l~2,AÄO, (sn,»))<"Sll,
41 XK02,XJ~2.S21 ,I SÄM,XKC3,XJAJ,S31, IH04,XJBII. IHK.XJB21.
5 «R2 K, XJB 31 • !In K, XJ (1 l, I BETA, XJ C3 I, IK ,S G, S J 31 , ( 'I' " ,lll<;, XJ 1 ,I '0,
EwGldXJ3,Y4I, (SY,ll !)(JCl,SJ2I, JA ,SJ4
EC:UIVAlENCE IXJ l,rOlllll,DJI211,TC2«1l1IXJI4U,103IUI,
11 x J I 611 ,T:>4 11 I , IX J 16 LI ,105 nI,l x J 11 0 11 , T06 11 I l, I )( J 11 2 LI, T0 71 11 ,
2 ( XJ I 1411 , T06 I 111,1 x J I 16 11 ,T 0 SI 11 I , I )( J 11 6 I1 ,Tl 0 1 111 .IX J 120 11 ,rn 1 I
31 , I XJ (2211. Tl 2 H 1 ,. 1XJ 1241 I , TB! 11 I, ! XJ ! 26 n, T 14 «111, I )(J I 2811 , Tl 5!
4l1l,lXJ!30U H611l1,DJ!32U,TlI!1l1 IXJ!3411,ne 1I1,lXJI361l,Tl
5 S 1 li 1 ,IX J! 38 11 ,T 2 0« III , IX J 1401 " 121111 " IX J 1421 l, T 2 21 111.
a IXJ (4411 , T2 31 11 I, ! XJ 146 U • T241 11 Iv IXJ I 48 Il ,1251 111 • I XJ «5011 • Tlbll 1
11 • ! XJ «52 11 • 1 21 H 1 I , IXJ I 5" I I , ,2 EH 1 1 I, 1)( J I 56 11 , T 2S « 1 1 I, I XJ I 58 II , T301
ElII,IXJI60U.13llill,IXJ(621l,T32 111.(016411.133 111
CßTA XXKI 5.2, 5.6, 6.0. 6.4. 6.8, 1.2, 7.6, 8.(, 8.4. 8.e. 9.2,
) S.6,l0.0,10.4,IC.6,11.2,11.6,12.0,12.4,12.81
CßTA XXT/0.Ol.0.02.0.03,O.04,0.05,C.CE,O.Cl,0.!!,0.09,0.10.0.11.
XO.12,0.13,Cl.14,O.l5 .0.10,0.11,0. 16,0.19. 0.20, 0.26.0.32,0.38,0.44,
XO.50,0.56,0.62,0.68,0.14,0. BC 0.86,0.92,0.961
CArA T011348 .3210,329.0620, 309.3460,289.0880, 2H.2430, 2H. 8240.
X224.91800.202.69300,160.40300,158.36100,137.04200,116.76800.




.14.11000,63.64000, 53.1800e. 44.16000, 36.74(eO, 29.75000,
x 23.80000, 18.850001
OATA T03/154.4COC,I~5.30CO,136.9000,128.9000,121.2000, 113.7000,
)(106.30000, 98.80000, 91.2BOOe, 83.f1000, 15.99(C(, 68.28000,
• 60.61000, 53.09000, 45.630'l0, 38.98000, 32.65C(0. 26.95000,
X ZI.95000, 11.65eOOI
DHA T04/129.5430,120.81BO,I13.1000,105.9960, ~;9.38·H, 93.H99,
• Er.OH9C, 61.16910, 15.3144C, 69.46550, 63.59~,10, 57.69'190,
X 51.80430, 45.'15800, 40.23460, 34. 125lC, 29.~2HC, 24.13430,
X 20.41850, 10.625401
DATA T05/11~. 3000, le6.6000, 99.0eOe. ~2. 21eO, l'6.0500, 80.3100,
X 15.030'l0, 69.93000, 64.'HOOO, 60.100 100, 55.26CCC, 50.43000.
• 45.00000, 40.81000, 36.0800e, 31.47000, 27.06COO, 22.93000,
X 19.14000, 15.150001
DA lA T06/106.4000, S7.5100, 89.9000, 83.1800, 77.2000. 71.8000,
)( 66.8400~ 62.19000, 51.16000, 53.41000, 49.21eOO. 45.13000.
• 41.00000, 36.91000, 32.86000, 28.89000. 25.06e(C, 21.43000,
x 18.05000, 14.980001
DArA TOI/100.5080, 91.4730, 83.6~OE, 76.9337, 11.0030, 65.126E,
• fC.~5150, 56.51200. 52.40730,48.56010, 44.78500, 41.09360,
X 31.45480, 33.85470, 30.2969C, 26.8024C, 23. 4Cl~(, 20.15950,
X 11.11060, 14.311301
nAH T081 96.4200, E1.1S00. 19.21ce, 72.4300, 66.4800,61.2400,
X 56.5BOJO, 52.35000. 46.45000, 44.1qOOO, 41.30000, 31.93000,

























































DAlA T091 93.4S00, 84.0900, 16.020C, 69.0800, 63.0800, 57.6'000,
X 53.22000,49.01000, 45.3000e, 41.82000,38.53(00,35.39000
X 32.36000, 29.39000, 26.48000, 23.62000, 20.63000, 18.14000,
X 1~.58000, 13.190001
01\11\ HOl 91.3415, 81.7729, 73.5745, 66.5357, H.4667, 55.1985,
)( 50.5'1150, 46.48530, 42.79780, 39.42410. 36.28530 33.31770,
X 30.41200, 21.71280, 25.01900, 22.38310. 19.81150. 17.32210
• 14.94500. 12.711801
CHA Tlil 89.7100. 80.0100, 11.690e, 64. SHO, 5!.4200 'B. 00,
• 48.4BOO~, 44.400')0, 40.16000, 37.41000, 34 3000, 31.59000.
X 28.89000, 26.30000, 23.18000, 2 .32000, @.92000, 16.60000,
X 14.38000, 12.280<101
OAlA TI21 68.460C, 1B.6400, 10.2200, 62.9900, 56.7800, 51.4200,
)( 46.17000, 42.70000, H.C9000, 35.8400C, 32.ßS C, 30. •
• .1.55000, 25.C9COO, 22.7000(, 2C.39000, l8.140CO .nooo,
x 13.88000. 11.90000
OAU 1131 fl7.4765, 71.5623, 69.0480, 6l.13'J9, ~.4~ I, 5C.0523,
X 45.37000, 41.28E50, 3 6890C, 3 41960, 3 .51410, 28.90220
X 26.40610. 24.04060, 2 .11230, IS.580IC, 11.45450, 15.39130
) 1~.42010, 11.544301
DHA TI41 fl6.1000, 76.1000, f8.leOe, H.72CO, ~4.3800, 8.9200
X 44.21000, 40.11000, 31>.51)110,33.32000,30.460(0,21.84000,
)( "~.41000, 21.I'COO, 20.9600C, 18.81>000, 6.84 ,89000
)( 13.01000, 11.720001
DATA T151 86.060C, 15.9900, 67.3300, 59.8900, 53.4900, 47.9800.
)( 0.23000,39.11000, 35.510CC, 32.34COC, 2G.49 ( 26.92000
X 24.55000. 22.33000, 20.24000, 18.23000, 16.29000, 14.43000,
X 12.64000, 10.930001
OßTA Tl61 65.5500, 75.4200, 66.6<)00, 59.1900, 52.1'100, 4 •• 900,
X 42.41000, 38,26000, 34.66000. 31.48000, 28.66000, 26.12000,
X 23.79000, 21.63000, 19.60000, 1'.f6CCO, 1~.8C((C 14.CI000
X 12.290<10. 10.~60001
CHA T171 85.1184,14.9383, E6.10b, 58.6102, 52. 123,46.5214,
• 41.10360, 37.53640, 33.91760 30.74480, 21.9354C, 25. 1610
• 23.12450, 21.00880, 19.02180, 11.15060, 15.35620 13.63380
)( 11.981'10, 10.407401
DA1A 1181 84.1600, 74.5400, 65.7200, 58.1200, 51.5800, 45.Q500,
X 41.10000, 36.91000, 33.28000, 3e.l0000, 21.30C 24.60000
X 22.53000, 20.45000, 18.52030, 16.69000, 14.950ce, 13.ZQCOO
x 11.10000, 10.180001
CATA 7191 84.4600, 14.2000, E'5.34e(. 51.1oec, 51.1200, 45.4600
X 4C.58000, 36.31000, 32.72000, 29.53000. 26.73000, 24.25000,
)( 22.00000, 19.96000, 18.0600C, H,28000, 14.59((( 12.97000
X 11.43000, 9.963001
DAlA T201 84.202" B.9C14, 65.0142. 51.3411 5 .1292. 45.0136,
X 40.126~0, 35.69180, 32.2258C, 29.01410, 26.23~tO, 23.15540,
X 21.53060, 19.50140. 11.64160, 15.69810, 14.25100, 12.66360,
X 11.18790, 9.764101
DArA TZII 83.2433. 12.82')'1, 03.1912, 55.9766, 49.220'>, 43.3851.
X 38.34820, 34.00070, 30.2448C, 26.99280, 24.16510 21.69310,
)( 19.51260, 11.56960, 15.61130, 14.2161':0, 12.13<'5C, H.35310,
X 10.05010, B.82C591
C/ITA T221 82.1B08, 72.2943, H.lS4E, '5'5.3(48, H.4E93, 42.5521,
X 37.4353G, B.OllSO, 29.1B750, 25.87920, 23.01l~0, 20.51690,


















































~ 'l.28662, 8. 16'l90 I 1160 2 H (1-2 l'l, 5,24 1710
D~TA T231 82.5236, 72.0eI2, 62.R611, 54. n81, 48.0456, 42.0794, lt 70 24 IFII-N+1l32,32,9 1120
X 36.9111)0, 32.43670, 2R .56450, 25.21300, n. 30g ~O, 19.78g00, 1180 32 ~=~8S I XK-XXK I 11 I 1130
X 17 .5'l340, 15.67080, 13.'l7510, 12.4664C, 11.11C1C, 9.87182, 1190 8= ~K-XXK I 1-11 1740
X 8.74691, 7.10C621 1200 IFI8-A 14,4,5 1750
D~TA T241 82.3662, 71.8216, a.6514, 54.6'l65, 41.7842,41.7860, 1210 4 XXXK=XXK 11-11 1160
X 36.58420, 32.07560, 28.16950, 24.18600, 21.85410, 19.31000, 1220 1= 1- I 1110
X 11.09880, 15. H850, 13.4741C, 11. G119C, lC.64360, 'l.44274, 1230 Ge Ta 12 1780
X 8.35127, 7.350631 1240 5 XXXK=XXKIII 11<;0
DAIA T251 82.2628, 11.1037, 62.5233, 54.5442, 41.6121, 41.5n3, 12"0 12 IFI Xl-XXT! M-l I 14G9,49'l,9 1900
X 36.36750, 31.83500, 21.9041C, 24.49150, 21.543fC, 18.'l8080, 1260 499 ce 6 J8=I,M lelC
X 16.75420, 14.81430, 13.1113'), 11.62440, 10.3015C, 9.11911, 121C J=JR 1820
X 8.05271, 1.0A2661 1280 I FI Xl-X XTl JA I 11, 8, 6 1830
DHA 126/ 82.1914, 1L.6222, 62.4304, 54.4388, 41.4<)28, 41.4579, 12<)0 6 ee~TINUE 1840
x 36.21670, 31.666<)0, 21.118<)0, 24.29400, 21.323CO, IR. 74490, 1300 8 IFIJ-219,l8,28 le50
X 16.50530, 14.55600, 12.85400, 11.36100, 10.04360, 8.87225, 1310 28 HIJ-M+l1l8,IA,<) 1860
X 1.82223, 6.873071 1320 18 XXXT=XT 1810
C~TA T211 82.1399, 1L.5634, 62.30t, ~ 4. 362 'l, 47.4068, 41.3608, IBO GO Ta 13 1880
X 36.10710, 31.54510, 27.58380, 24.14540, 21.16120, 18.57060, 1340 1 IFIJ-21'l ,11, 2<) 1890
X 16.32020, 14.36210, 12.65480, 11.16000, g.8441l, 8.67993, 1350 2G IFI J-M+1l17, 17,<) 1900
X 7.64071, 6.706201 1360 11 C= ABS IXT-XXTlJ 11 I'HO
DAIA T281 82.1016, 11.51<)7, 62.3138, 54.3063, 41.3427, 41.2885, 1370 D=XT-XXTlJ-11 Ino
x 36.02630, 31.45410, 21.48250, 24.03310, 21.03GCC, 18.43850, 1380 IFI D-C 11 0,10, II 1930
X 16.17910, 14.21310, 12.50080, 11.00330, 9.68843, 8.52143, 13<)0 10 XXXT=XXTIJ-l) 1940
X 1.4953<), 6.511291 1400 J=J-l 1<)50 I
C~TA T291 82.0123, 71.486" 62.2758, 54.26~I, 41.2937, 41.2331, 1410 GC TO 13 1<)60",
X 35.<)6400, 31.38430, 27.40480, 23. S4710, 20.<)4470, 18.33610, 1420 11 XXXT=XXT IJI 1970 w
X 16.06<)20, 14.0<)140, 12.31950, 10.81900, 9.56~~6, 8.40460, 143C 13 K=IJ-ll*N+1 1980 '"
X 1.37737, 6.460711 1440 XJ82=XJI K) I S<;0 I
D~IA T30/ 82.04'l4, 11.4602, 62.246\, 54.22S3, 41.2554, 41.1898, 1450 XJA2=XJI K-lI 2000
x 3~. 'll 530, 31.32960, 21.34380, 23.88010, 20.81(40, 18.25520, 1460 XJC2=XJIK+1I 2010
X 15 .91l200, 14.00470, 12.2824C, 10.118<)0, S.462~2, 8.30433 , 1410 ~=K-~ 2020
X 7.28033, 6. 36G20 I 148C XJB I=XJII( I 2.:>30
DAIA T311 82.0311, 71.43<)4, 62.2224, 54.2024, 41.2249, 41.1553, 1490 XJßl=XJIK-U 2040
X 35.81640, 31.28600, 27.29510, 23.82600, 20.810fO, 18.19010, 1500 XJCI=XJI K+lI 2050
X 15.91110, 13. n<;10, 12.20340, H.6<)120, S.31g21, 8.22151, 1510 K=K+2*N 2060
X 1.19965, 6.292531 1520 XJE3=XJIKI 2070
DAIA T32/ 82.0164, 71.4226, 62.2032, 54.1806, 41.2002, 41.1214, 1530 XJA 3=XJI K-I) 2080
X 35.B4490, 31.25060, 21.25560, 23.182H, 2C.1624C, IB.13710, 1540 XJC3=XJII(+11 2090
X 15.85430, 13.86820, 12.13850, 10.62960, 9.31019, 8.15236, 1550 DK=XXXK-XXKII-lI neo
x 1.13192, 6.221151 1560 A81=XXTIJ+II-XXXl 2110
DAlA 1311 82.0042, 11.4088, 62.1875, 54.108, 41.1800, 41.1045, 1510 ~82=XXXT-XXTIJ-II 2120
x 35.81900, 31.22160, 27.22310, 23.74590, 20.12250, IR .09340, 1580 A8I=AB IIA8 2 2130
X 15.80680, 13.BI120, 12.0844C, H.5132O, C;.2~221, 8.C<)408, 1590 H(LG-21 157,800, 151 2140
X 1.0144<), 6.172'561 HOC 151 IF(XK-XXXKI15<),159,10 2150
N=20 1610 159 XKI=IXXXK-XI(I/OK 2160
~=33 1620 X~2=IXK-XXKI1-11 I/OK 2110
00 I IFI=I,N 1630 XJI=XK1*XJAI+XK2*XJßI 21110
1= JB 1640 XJ2=XK1*XJA2+XK2*XJB2 21<;0
IFI XK-XXKI IBI12,3,1 1650 XJ3=XKI*XJA3+XK2*XJE3 2200
I CCNTINUE 1660 (( Ta 11 2210
3 IFII-219,33,23 Hl0 10 HI=IXXKIl+ll-XKI/DI( 2220
23 I Fl I-N+IIB,33,'l 1680 XK2=( XK-XXXKI/OK 2230
33 XXXK=XK 16<;0 XJI=XKI*XJB1+XK2*XJCI 2240













CKA=)(J 1* IXK I! I XJA3- XJA 2 1+XK 2f1 XJ Ai-XJA21 1
OKB=XJl* CXK 11 IXJB3- XJ821 +XK2 II XJ H -XJ8211
CKC= XJ 1* I XK 1 I1 XJ (3- XJC 2 I +XK 2f1 XJC I-X JC 2) 1
~H=XT-XXXT
~ J 1= XJA 2+)(K 1/0 XA
XJ2=XJ 82 +XX I! CX 8
XJ~=XJC2+XXI/DKC














7000 FCRMAT C' XA=' ,GI&.8, 'XM=',GI6.8. 'XK04=', Glb.8,
I'BETA=' ,G16. 8,' V=' ,G16. SI




















































































~J4= I O. 3125- XJ31 *VI
SJO=SV*XJO*SV*I-0.51
SH=SV*yt
SJ I=I-SJ OI*V I-XJ ,*S Yl
SJ2=I-SJII*VI-XJ2*SVI
SJ3=(- SJ 21 *v 1- XJHSYl
SJ4=I-SJ31*VI-XJ4*SVI
GC TO DOO








SJ5=1 « I (11 (11.444644*V-I.345013II*Y+l.239B4BI *V-1.12826141*Y






S JO=-I SV *x J I +Y *s Jll
10CO OSJ=I-3.14159261 1l8ETA*I\XG *XTI*IXKOI*XJooRI*I-XJl+2.*XJ2 HXK04
1* SJO +R IK '" 1- SJ 1+2. "" S J 2 1+R 2 * I 1- 3. I '" XJ 2 + 4. '" XJ 31 + R 2 ~ * I 1-3. I'" 5 J2 t" .'"
2 SJ31 +R3* 11-5 • I*X J3 <6. *X J4 I +R 3K* ( 1- 5. I *SJ 306. *SJ ~ I1
IFIlG160,lll,49























































































C WRITE( 6, 7005' V3
7005 FORM aT I' \IV=', G16 .81
IFIV4.LT.I.E-301 GO TC 44
V~=V3 -3.*V4*V4/116.*SV"'P*P*PI
C W~ IT E! 6,7003 I V3
70C~ FORMAT!' V3=' ,G16. 8'
GC TO 44
S9 V2=(-8.-4."'Y+(IY+8.I*Y+8.I*VOI*4./V3






















































































01 ,.EN S ION SI GCI LI, E~G I 11 ,RE F F« 1l ,HE 11 I , E~ fiT 12 I, I ~ eER n 1 ,~WFUN « I I ,
• CC~W FU 11 I, GI BE R«11, II BE R III , CI BER 1 11, F FA KTI "Il , f I ,A AWF « MA ß.F ,4) ,
'" XI ~ Tl 11 ,ABQ I I ,. AB 'I ,41 ,A BCl I" AB Q ,I, I, ABO I ,. ~ BQ3 ,4" AUX ROM 1I I,
'" RF «M I, MiH 1, R Fl I MI, MRF 1 , FAR 1"J I 2, 3. 2 1 ,F APA NI 2 ,3 I ,I F U~ AR« 2 , 3 I ,
*ITTFl3I,ITTFUI31
EQllVALENCE I~AT,E~ATIIII
CC H(N ~AT,NR3 12 I, NOUT Pd A. NAN E, NENO,KL




BERECHNUNG VON RESONANZSFlBSTABSCHIRMFAKTrJREN \(N
Pl~KTWEISE GEGEBENE~ WIRKUNGSQUERS(HNITTE~.
B E 0 E U TUN G 0 E R F I ~ GAB E G R C F S S E ~ •
"I ZAHL CER SIGO-WERTE.
SIGC SIGOlll,l=I,"'1 SIGO-.HTE.
~I ZAHL CER GRUPPFNGRfNZEN.
E~G ENGIlI ,I =I,NE GRIJPPHGREr,lEN.
NFE ZAhl DER PUNKTE DES WICHTU~GSSPEKTRU"~.
NFE<=l SPEKTRUI' N ICH T PUNKTWEISE GEGEBEN.
"lEE> I SPEKTRUM PUNKTWEISE GFGEAEN.
REFE REFEll),I=I,NFE ABSllSSENWERTE CES SPEKTRIIMS.
HE EFEl 11 ,I=I,~FE GRf1INATENWERTE (ES SFfKTRU"'S.
IHNflfR ZAHL CER ENERGIEBFREICHE FUER DIE VFR~CHlff)ENEN SPEKTRE~
OAFRll-Ll ••• E~BERIII GUFLTIGKEITSPEREI(fi CER ANZUWINDFNrEN
WICHTUNGSFUNKTION NWFU~IJI.




E S ~USS GEL TEN:
I.OE-5 <= ENBFRIII <= 20.0E+6 •
NI/FlINl!l =NFTYP. TYP DER I-JEN WICHJUNGSFlNKTJ(~, OIE ZlP AN.EN-
OU~G KC,.MT, SOWIE IRT CIR AUSZUFUFHRINCEN
I NTEGRATlO~. I =I,NFNBER.
« MOICL ICHE WERTE EUER NFTYP SIEHE Ui'TH.1
cnWFUIl 1 NORMI ERUNGSKOr,SUqE DER FU~KT In I" I-TEN
WICHTUNGSAEREICH. 1= I, NE~BER.
WERTE VCN NFTYP.
o REIN NUMERISCHE INTEGRATION.
o ANAlVTISCfiE INTEGRATION.
o BELIEBIGE FU~~TICN PHI.
I PIlNKTWEISE WICHTUNGSFUNKTIOIIl
2 CCNWfUlIl/x
CIE fAELLE NFTYP<=-2 WERDEN WIE OER FAll ~FTYP'C BEHAMJEL T.
NFTYP=I IST NUR OAN~ "CEGlICt-, WENN NH>I IST.















































































































HILFSFELD ZUR SPEIC~ERUNG DER SIGG-ABHAENGIGEN
INTEGRALRESULTATF.
INTEGRAL \/ON
I' ( E 111 5GT t S I GO I
FI E ll! 1 SG1+SIGOI*"'21
FIEI"'SGN"'MUEL/ISGTtSIGCI














FI E I*SGAlISGT.S IGO I
F ( EI'" SG 1'1 f( SG T" S I GOI
FlEI*SGF/ISGT+SIGOI NUR FUER ISPATE=l VOR~ANDEN
LOKALE SPEICHERUNG DER RF-IHRH.
NORMAL = 0 • =1 NUR flANN, WENN FESTGESTELLT WURDE
01155 MRE VERAENDERT WERDEN MUSS.
IHPFU DIENT BEI ITYP=2 ODER YTVP=l: ZUR (;E~IUEHN SPElIFIZ ERUNG










PUNKTEGITTER VON WICHTUNGSFUNKTION IN XINT 8RINGEN.
lCG CALL FSXIININXINl,MXI"T,XINT,UGR,OGR'
EUER INFHEI UNGLEICH I WIRD 'HCHTS WEITER GEMACHT, Oll LGR UNO OSR
SCHeN IN XINT SHHE". EUER !NFHPI=1 WIRC IIB\HI,l1 IN XII'<T
E IN(;EFUE GT.




101 CAU FSGRI\LI RESUL T,NXINT,XIlIlT,
* NABWE,IIBWE,M'8WE,
~ NAßQl,IBQI,MA8Ql,N'BG7,ARC2,MABC2."1803,H03,MAPQ3,
~ KMROM,AUXROM.IO~Rf)MP,EPSROM, CR INWA,
* IFAR,LFAR.LF'RI,EARIN,FAR~N,lfU~I\R,&445,A4461
GeTO LIBGRA,114,16,IB,22.24,25,26.28,29,32,34,~~,38,391





GClD LAßFEl, 141 ,42,43,44,451
103 K=l
8 !Fl.NOT.LFAR'IK,IEARIl COTO 6
LFIRIK,IFARI =.FILSf.
LEIR.lK, IFAR 1=.FAlSE.
U LI FSW R04 II 008, lT TE I H AR I , !TT FU « IE IR l, FA!lAN I K, I EAR , , es I GO I
CAll FSWR021-2005,FARINIK,IFAR,11 ,FARINIK,IFIP.211
IFlK.EO.ll (AU FSWR021-2001, lFUNARI I, IFIR Ir ITlF IEIR I'
IFIK.EO.21 CIU FSWR021-Z00ß ,IFU~ARI2,TF'R I, HTE« IFMll1































































































2**IKMROM-II GLEICH MAXIMALE INTERVALLZIHL FUER
ROMBERGINTEGRATION.
NARNUNGSAUSDRUCK IN NUMERISCHER I~TEG~~TICN.
AUSDRUCK ERFOLGT, WENN GEWUENSCHTER RELATIVER FEHLER
UM MEHR ALS DAS DRINWA-FACHE UEBERSCHRITTEN WIRD.
STEUERU~G EUER AUSDRlJCK DER ~ELDUNGFN.
=1) NORMALER AUSDRUCK FU"R PRonUKTlOllSlAftEE.
UNGLEICH 0 ERWEITERTER AUSCRUCK EUER TES1flIEUFE.
I-IIFSFELOFR
GIBERlll,!=I,NIBER INTEGRATlONSREREICHE INNERH\lB EINER GP-UPPE.
IIBERIII ,I=I,"IBER WICHTUNGSFUMTlCNfENI UNC ART EN) DFR
INTEGRATION '''NERH'LB EINEE GRIPPE I "WEINI.
NCRP'IERUNGSKO"STA"TEINI EUER OIE EUNKTWNIENI
INNERHALB EINER GRUPPE I [("WFU I •
~ lEER MAl( IMILEAW ERT FUER NIBER.
"IBERP lAHL DfR LUSAfTZlICH 8ENOETIGTEN wonE !~ HlEN MIT
MI8ER OIMENSIONlfRTEN FElDER~.
IlFFAKTI I,JI ,1=1,"'11) ,J=1,61 F-FAKTOPEN EUER EINE GRUi>i>E.
DIS FElD IBWF IST NUR FUER "1Ft>! \/("1 BFlEUTUNG ..
'EWF FELD lUR CARSTELLUNG DER PUNKTWFISEN WICHTUN~SFUNKT[ON
ALS GERADENSTUECKE.
'EWFII,II ENERGIEWERT DES INTERVALLfNOES ZU nE~ niE NACHFOLGENDEN
A U"D R WERTE GEHCFRFN.
A8WFI [,2) UNO A8WFI 1,31 A UNO 8 IlERT DES GERIlCENSTUECKES '(=IX'8.
AEWFII ,4) S !EHE ELEMENT 11,41 WEITER UNIE"!.
MA8WF MAXIMALER WERT EUER I.
MABWFP lUSAETlllCH BENOETIGTE WORTE IN DEN "'11'1 "ABWF
DIMENSIONIERTE" FELDFRN.
ACI"TUNG: ABIo/FII,21, ABWElI,31 U"!D ABI<FII,41 SII<C CHNE BEDEUTU"G.
XINTIII,I=1 ,NX INT FELD ZUR IBSPEICHERU"IG CER INTEGRAl IONS
INTERVALLE INNERHALB EINFS INTEGRATIONSBEREICI-ES.
"XINT MAXIMALES NXINT.
"~INTP ZUSIETZllCH BE"CETIGTE WORTE IN ILLEN 'IT MXINT
DIMENSIONIERTEN FELDERN.
lecl FELD lUR eARSTEUUNG DES I. QU ERSCI-NITTES
18Q2 FELn lUR DARSTELLUNG DES 2. QUERSCHNITTES
IEC3 FELD llJR eARSTELLUNG DES 3. QUERSCHNITTES
FVER IBQl, ABQ2 UND AR03 GILT:
ELEMENT 11,1 I ENERGIEWERT DfS INTERVALLENDES I'l DEM nIE
NICHECLGENOEN WERTE' UNC 8 GfHIEREN.
• WERT DES GERADENSTUECKES Y=A"')1+8,
E WERT DES GERADfNSTllECKES Y=I\"')I+8.
=0: A=ß=O.
<0: NULLDURCHGING IM INTERVAll.,
>0: KEIN NULLOURCHCING UNe I (11'f~ RUNGLEICH O.
(lf ELEMPHE 11,21,11,31 UNO 11,41 SHD (HNE E'EDEUTUI'<G.
~~EOI DIMENSIO" V(~ .RCl.
MA80lP ZAHL DER NORTE U~ DF~ "ABCI VERGROESSFPT WERDE~ ~USS.
~~eC2 DIMF"SICN VON ~E02.
".BC2P ZAHL DER WORTE UM OF~ MI802 VERGRCEssrET WERDEN MUSS.
~ßEQ3 DIMENSION VON ABQ3.
~'R03P ZAHL DfR WORTE UM OIE MAE03 VEPGRDESSERT WERDEN MUSS.
AUXROM HILFSFFlO BEI ROMRERG-INTEGRATION.
K~RC~ DIMENS ICN VON AUXROM.








































































lC4 OC 9 L=I,3
IFILFARI l,lI I LFARAI 1,1I=. TRUE.
HILFARI2,1I1 LFARAI2,L1=.TRUE.
9 CC~TINUE
A~~IGN 60 TO LABPRI
C(1 60 IFAR=I,3
IFIlFARAI1,IFARI.CR.LFARAI2,IFARII GOTC 103
60 C CNT INUE
GCH) LABPEN, 153,54,55,56,361
I FI mUR. NE • 0 I GCT0 46
TfST1=.FALSF.
lE~T2=.FALSE.








C I~ITIALISIERU~G VON FErLERARRAY.
OLL FSWROOl1l









C IOUR GIßT AM PROGRAMMENCE B7W. PRCGRA""ANFANG CIE ZAHL CER
C GRUPPEN A"I, FUER DIE BEREITS WER TE ßFRFCHf\ET IllROEN.
C D.H. IOUR LIEGT ZWISCI-EN I) UNO NANF-NENO. IGRUPPENZAHL-1I
C BEIM ERSTEN ANLAl;F FUER EINE REIHE VCf\ GRUPPEN IST IDUR=O.
C NACH ERFOLGREICHEM PROGRAMMENOE WIRD IOUR WIEOER GLFICH f\LlL
C GE~ETZT. OIES GILT AUCr FUER EINE" ABBRIJCr OES PROGRAMMS, OHNE
C nASS FIN WEITFRER ANLAUF MflEGLICH IST.




C "HIMALER BETRAG FUER NFTYP: MNFTYP
HFTYP=2
C Gl~CH SCHRANKE FUEQ TCLERA~Z VDf\ ZWEI GLElTKO"nAHEf\.
C « S IFHE LCGICAL FUNCT ION ESTOLE I
GlSUI=I.OE-6
C I. GRUPPE FUER OIE BERECHNUNGEN ERFOLGEN.
IGR="IANF-IOUR
C PPUEFUNG UNO AUSCRUCK EINIGER GRCESSEN.
CALL FSTRUOINE,ENG,NANF,NENO,NFE.REFE,EFE,f\ENAEP,ENBER,




























































SIND All E QU ERSCHN ITTSTYPE~ VORHANDEN
IFIIDUR.EQ.OI CAlL FSTRUII&4461
LOOP FUER ALLE GRUPPEN
CCH INUE
FVENTUFLLE UMSCHALTUNG VO~ TESTI, TEST?, TEST3 If\D IFRMSG.






L ERM SG=. TR UE •
62 TFSTl=.FALSE.
TE ST 2=. F ALSF.
TE ST 3= • F AL SE.
IFIIITU"IS.GE.II TESTI=.TRUE.
IFIIITUMS.GE.21 TEST2=.TRUE.
lF (llTUMS .GE .31 TES 13= .TRUE.
CCf\TlNUE
AUSDRUCK VON MATERIALNA"IE, GRUPPENf\U""ER, GRUPPE~GRENlEN,
WICHTUN~SFU"IKTIDNS8EREICH(EI.-TYPIENI UND ARTIENI DER
INTEGRATION.
VOR DEM AUSORUCK OER LETZTEN OREI GROESSEN: BE~llMMl;NG OER
I~TEGRATIONSBEREICHE IN~ERHAlB EINFR GRUPPE. GIBERIII,I=I,NlBER
GIBERIll=GRUPPENANFANG. GIBERI"lIRERI=GRUPPENOCE.
ES wERDEN AUCH IIBERIII,I=1,f1.1BER UNO CleERIII,[=I.NIBER GESI"TlT.
CALL FSTRU21IGR,NF,FNG,NIBER,MIBEA,GIBER'''IBERF,IIBER,CIBER,
*f\ff\8EIl,E~RER,f\WFUN, CONWFU, &445 I
~LllSETZEN OFR GRUPPEf\"ITTELWFRTE.
IAN CIESE STELLE KANN GESPRUNGEN WEROF~, "ENN CIF ZAHL DER
HTEGRATIONSBERFICHE INNERHALB EINER GRUPPE FRWflTERT WUROE.I
CONTINUE
















1 S RFL I 1 , J 1=0. I)




























































IFlIABS01HVP .GT.MNHVF.OR.UGR.CT .OGR Oll ESIlR0313001, FSTR'
,. 'lJl( • , LI
C NENN INFTVpl=1 "UESSEN I UNC B ELER DIS PlNKT~EISE NICHTLNGS
C SPEKlRU~ BERECHNET NERDEN.
I EI I MI SI NH VI' I .N E• 11 GO Ta 11
CILl FSTRU3! NFE,REFF, EFE, NARWF,MABWF,'EWF, "ABWfl', ~445, ~446
11 CONTlNUE
~SSIGN 11 TO llBXIN
Gno 100
C I N T E G R A l VON F I F lf)E VON UG R SI S CGR.
13 11 \'1'=1
!1VpFU=O
IS51GN 14 TO llBGRA
GeTO 101
14 RpI-IL=RESUl T
C INTEGRAL VON SG~*PHI veN UGP ~IS CCR
CAlL FSQUERI 'SGA ',UGR ,OGR ,NASQI ,MARQI ,ARQI ,"ABCI I' ,&445 ,&446'
Cßll FSl( INT I NXI NT, MX INT ,X INT, MX INT p,NABQ 1, ABQI, '"ARQ 1,4, &4451
I1YI'=2
I1YPFU=~
ASSIGN 16 TO lARGRA
Gnc 101
H RAB Sl=RE SUL l
C INTEGRAL VON SGA*FIEl/ISGHSIGOI RFIMI,H !TYP=6 IHPFU=2





1111' Ul 11 =1 lYPFU
ASSIGN 18 TO LA8GRA
IfllERMSGI GOle 41
!FAR =I
ASSIGN 41 TO LI8fEl
GOlO 102









ASSIGN 53 TO LABPEN
UTO ICl4
C I~TEGRAlF VON
C flEI*SGT !TYP=?' ITHFIJ=I
(EHI/ISGHSIGOI RFIMI II !TYP=4 ITYPF\J=O
C FHI/IlSGT+SIGO)*"Z RFIMl,21 lTVP=5 ITYPFU=Q
( FIEI*SGTI! SGHSIGO)**Z RFOII I IHp=] nVfftJ=O
~3 ASSIGN 21 TO lABXIN
GOTO 100
























































(AU FSX INfl NXl '1T ,M XI NT, XI '1T ,,", XI ~ TP, NARC!l ,,11801 ,~ABOI
ITY 1"=2
IlYpFU=1




ASSIGN 4~ TO LABFEl
GOlD 102










If IlERMSGl GOTO 50





I HFUI l) =1 TYpFU









I HF I 31 =I TYP
ITTFUI3I= lTypFU
ASSIGN 26 TO lISGR.
I fAR =3
Gere 101
26 RFll I .41 =RE SUl T
If IL ERMS G» GOTO 23




ASSIGN 54 TCI LIIRpEN
GOC lOt,
eINTEGRAl \/0'1 FIE)*SGN TYP=2 T
54 ~SSIGN 27 TO lllBXIN
GeTO 100
27 (All FSQUER 'SGN ,UGR,OG". NIIBCI,MAflQ ,IIBO ,MAßOIP,&


















































A~~IGN 28 TO lABGRA
GCTO 101
28 RnAl=RF SUl T
C INTEGRAL 110'" FIEI*SGN/ISGHSIGOI RFIMI,71 rHP=6 ITYPFU=3
CA II F SX I "'T ( NX I NT ,MX I NT ,X I NT ,MX I NT P, NA BQ 3, ABO 3"r" ABO 3, 4, ~ 44 51
lTYP=6
\TYPFU=3
IHF ( 11 =ITYP
lTTFUI 11= lTYPFU
ASSIGN 29 TO UBGRA
HIlF.RMSGI GOTO 43
ASSIGN 43 T8 lAAFEl
GOTO 102
43 CC 30 1=1,"11
B~IGO=SIGOn1
I FAR = 1
GCTO 101
25 RFU 1,11 =RE SUl T
IFIlERMSGI GOTO 30




ASSIGN 55 Ta lARPE'"
GCIO 104
C INIFGRAl IION FIEI*SGN*MUEl ITYP=3 ITYPFU=O
55 ASSIGN 31 TO lAPXIN
GCIO 100
31 CAll FSXINTINXINT,MXINT,XINT,MXIflTP,NABQI,ABQI.MABQI.4,~4451
CAll FSQUERI' MUH ',UGR,GGR,NABC2,MABQ2,ABQ2.MABQ2P,&445,&4461
CAll FSXINTl NXINT,MXINT,XINT,MXI flTP,NAAQ2 ,ABQ? ,,"ABQ2,4,&4451
\TYP=3
IlYPFU=O




C FlEI*SGN*MUEl/ISGT+SIGOI RFIMI,31 ITYF=8 lTYPFU=O
C FIEI*SGN*MUEl/IlSGTtSIGOI**21 RF!'H,51 ITYP=5 ITYPFl=O
CAll FSXINTINXINT,MXINT,XINT,MXlflTP,NABQ3,ABQ3,MABQ3,4,\445I
IFllERMSGI GOTO 44
ASSIGN 44 TO LABFEL
GOTO 102




I HF I 11 = !TYP
!TTFUI 11= !TYPFU
ASSIGN 34 TO lABGRA
I FAR = 1
HTO 101
:4 RF L11 ,31 =RE SULT
HIlERMSGI 13010 52









































































ASSIGN 56 TO lAAPEN
GOTa 104
NLR FUER ISPATE=l BERECHNUNG IION SIGF UND FF.
56 IFIISPATE."4E .11 GOlD 3e
lfITEGRAL \ION FIU*SGF ITYP=2 ITYPFU=4
ASSIGN 31 Tn lABXIN
ECTD 100




. ASSIGN 38 TO lAEGRA
GCTO 101
38 RF ISSl=RESUl T




ITTF 11 1= !TYP
I TTFUI 11 =!TYPFU
AS51GN 39 Tn lABGRA
IFIlER M5GI GOTO 45
ASSIGN 45 TO LABFEL
GOTO In
45 OC 40 I=l,MI




































































































PRCGRAM"1ENDE Mn ERNEUTEM PROGRAMM~NLAUF MIT \lERGROESSERTEP' INI






~eBRUCH DES PROGRAMMS KENNZIFFER 3, DA DATEN I FRCGRAM"SlEUEP
KERNDHE~ OCER SPEKTP1HSC~TEN I OIF DUH~FUEHRUNG









PRUEFUNG UND AuSDRU(~ EI~IGER GRCESSEN.




CATA ßEST,SGF/'REST ','SGF 'I
(O~CN "~T,NRll2I,NlJ
(OMMON/CFSTRUI TESH ,TEST2, TEsn ,LER~SG,GLSCH,~~FTYP, NFTYP
(("MON/C FS OUR/IDUR
C(~"ON/CFSMEll CRlFU~
FE"'L ER=. FAL SE.
H >= 1 ?
IFINE.GEoll GOlO 18
FEHER=.TRUf'.





























































NANF )= I 1
18 lFINANF.GE.ll GOlD 19
FEHlER=.TRUE.
(ALL FSWR0613009,'NANF',' ',NANF,'.Gr:.','THH' Il
NENO )= I 7
19 lFINEND.GE.II GCTD 20
FEHLER=. TRUE.
C~LL FSW R06 ( 3009, 'N END', ' , ,NEND, '.Ge • ' " TH H', 11
~E~BER>=I?
2( IFINENßER.GE. Il GOTD 21
FE"'LFR=. TRUE.
CALL FSWR06IJ009,'NENB' ,'ER ',NENeER,'.GE.','n-AN',lI
21 ceNT INUE
"IßER >= 5
IFIMIBER.GE. 51 GOTO 43
FE"'LER=. TRUE.
CALL FSWR0613C09,'MIßE' ,'R ','418ER,'.GE.','T~t~ ,51
4:3 (CNT I"lUE
IFINFE.LE.l.OP.I'A8WF.GE.501 GOTO 44
FEHLER =. TR \JF.
C~LL FSWR0613lJ09,'MA8W', 'E ',MA8~F,'.Gf.','lHAN',501
{.4 CC~TINUE
11'1 MX INToGE. 100 I GO TO 45
FE"'LER=.TRUE.




C~LL FSWR0613009, 'MABO', 'I ','1A8Ql, '.GE.', 'Tf'~t\',1101
46 IFIMABQ2.GEelOOI GOTD 47
FE!-l ER=. TRUE.
C~lL FSWR06«3009,'MA8Q','2 ',"1AB'2, '.GE.', 'TI-m', 1001
47 IFP'4A8Q3.GEoIOOI GOTO 48
FEHFR=. TRUE.
CALL FSWR0613C09,'HABO' ,'3 ',HABO,·.GE.','T~A~',1001
48 (CNT TNUE
IFITCUR.NE.11 GOTD 3
SETlF"! UNO TE ST \ION I SPATE. IST SGE VC~H~t\CEN, CA"'''' ,",USS ISPAH=l
SEIN. IST ES IINGLEICH I, SO WIRO ES GLEICH 1 GE~ETZT.






OLL NOFLOC! IRC, lARG2, ARG3, ARG4, ARGSI
IF(IRC.EQ.II GOTO 17
Kt IN SGF VORHANDEN.




























































































































UM!T I EV I





1 IM IT I EV I
(
ICC2 FORMAT I ' " ZI' NUMBER
.. 0 ',2 ( •
IFINHElP.GT.II
1003 FrRMATI' ',31'






IFll l-lI.GE.NENO 1 IHZ=Z
IFllI-ZI.GE.NFNDI IH2=3
OC II Il =l,r H2
IHIII=I-IIH
RH 1I I I = ENG ( NE- I H I-I )
I1 R~21I1I=ENG(NE-IHII
WRlTEINO,l0041 IIHIIII,RHlllll,R~2111I,II=l,IH21
ICC4 FORMAT!' ',H CPI6,2X,lPEI4.6 ,ZX,IPEl4.6,ZX 11
10 CCNT INUF
ceN TlNUE
WFNN ISPIITE GLEICH I AUSDRUCK.
IFIIDUR.EQ.O.AND.ISPATE.EQ.I! WR lTEINO,I0141
ICI4 FCRMATI'OTHE MATERIAL IS F! S S I C N A e 1 E .'1
C WENN ISPATE GLEICH NUll AUSDRUCK.
IFIIOUR. EQ.O. ANfl.ISPATE.EQ.O) WR IT EINe, 1015 I
1015 FORMATI'OTHF ~ATERIAl IS NOT FISSIONABlE.'1








1016 FORMATI'OWARNING MESSAGES IN NUMERIC~l I~TEGRATION Will eE PRINTED
*. 11' THE ACTUAl RELATIVE ERROR 'I
*, IS GREAlER OR EQtJAl T~AN 'olPEI2.4,· TIMES TH WISHEO RELATIVE E





I F lENG I "I E-II • LT. ENG ( NE - ll-ll I) G(TC f>
F Hl ER=. TAUE.
Oll FSWR0113G05,ll
6 CONTINUE
AUSDRUCK UNO UEBERPRUEFUNG DER SEREICHE FUER DIE INTERPOLATIONS
FlNKTlON.
11'( TOIJR.EQ.OJ WRI TE INO,lCOSl
1005 F(P~ATI'OTHE FOll!JWING WEIGHTING SPECTRlfMISl IS lAREl USEO.'!
* • ',14X,'ENI=RGY RANGF',14X,7X,'WFIGHTINC SPECTRUM',18X,
.' TVP 01' INTEGRATION'II
D( 7 1=1 ,NENBFR
ENERGIE8EREI CH.






























































C HST VfJN MRF. FUER ISPATE=O MUSS F S 7, FUER I SPA1F=1 MUSS
C ES 8 SEIN.
I I' I I I S PA TE. 1'0 • O. ANn • 'IR l'. NE • 71. OR • ! I SP 1\ 11' • I' C. 1 • ~ ~ O. ~ Rl'. ~ I' .8 J J
*GCTO 889
C TEST VON IOUR.
n IFIIDUR.GE.DJ GOTO 40
FEHLER=. TRIJE.
CAll l'SWR0613009,'IOUP',' ·.IDUR,·.GE.·,·THtl~·,OI
40 IE IlnUR.LE.INE-2 J I GOTO 41
FEHLER =. TR UE •
C~ll ESWR0613009,'IDUR',' ·.IDUR.·.IE.·.·THM'·.NF-Z!
41 Ce~T1NUE








C ~ANF )= END 7
IFINI\NF.GE.NE~DI GOTe 1
I' EPI FR=. TRUE.
C~ll FSWR0213001,NI~F.NENDI
CONTTNUE
C GRUPPENNlJMMER~ INNER~1\l8 VON ENERGIEGRFNlfNSCHE/l17
C GRUPPE I GEHT VON EI\GINE-II eis ENGINE-II-III









C IDUR MUSS KIEII\ER GLEICH NAI\F-NEI\C SEI".





C ALSORUCK DER ENFAGIEGRUPPEN FUER WELCHE CIE BE~ECPNUNGEN ERFOLGEN.
IE IfllANF.GT .NENOl GOTO 4
WRITEINO,10001 N~NF,ENGINE-NANFJ.E~GINF-INANF-I'1
IOOC EORMAT('OTHI= CALCUlATIONS WIll BE CONE FCR GRCU·,15.









1006 FCRMAT (' • ,14X.·WHOLE R~NGE'I
GOlD 9
8 IFII.EQ.I.AND.IOUR.EQ.OI WRITEINO.10C71 ENBERfl1
IOC7 FCRMATI' ',BX.'I.OE-5 EV TC ',lPH4.6.' EV'I
IFlI.GT.I.AND.If)UR.EQ.OI IoiRITEINO.I0081 E~flERIl-U .EN8ERnl
1008 FCRI'ATl' ',lPEl4.6,' EV TO ·,lPEI4.6.' EV'1
G CONTlNUE









GO TO 1 14,15, 16
~ I, IS PRU
C~LL ESWR0313001.·FSTR· .'UO ',11
14 0 R I FUN= • FAL SE.
oPt-' I TE=O PH III .00 +,') 1
IFIORIFUNI WRITFINO,IOOSI
IFI.~OT.ORIFUNI WRITEINO,10171
100S FCRI'AT(·.·.40X,· ORIGINAL FUNCTIC'" OP~I=I.OO+O/E'1
1017 FCRMAT I' +'.40X.' FUNCTION OPHI GIVEN RY IHE l!:ER'1
GCTO 13
15 IoiRITEINO.IOIOI
1010 F(RM~T f' .·.40X.' POINTWISE GIVEN ilEIGt-'TlNG SPECTRUM'I
GCTO 13
H WRITEINO,IOIII CONWFU(II




IfIIOUR.NE.O I G010 7
!f(r\FTYP.LE.O I ilRITElJl,C ,10121
1012 FORMATl·.·.85X,· NUMERICAL'I
IFINFTYP.GT.O I WRIT EINC,l'Jl31
1013 FORMATl·.· ,85x,' ANALYTlCAL'1
7 CONT INIJE
C ~E~~ EIN PUNKIWEISES WICHTUI'<GSSPEKTRUI' VERLANGT WIRr,






C "EICHE FUER NENBER=I U~C NENBFR ) I •
IFINENBER.GT.II GOTC 24
C H8ERI1i MUSS ENTWEDER GLEICH -I.e OOER GRO~S~:ER GLEICH
C E"'GINE-IN~NI)-Hl SEI~.




























































C ~F"'N NENRER > I IST "'uss ENBFRINE~EERI >= ENGI~E-INEND-lll SE IN.
24 IFIFSF1LEl FNRERI NENBERI ,ENGI NE-( NEW-Ill ,GLSCH I.CR.
*E~BERINENBERI.GT.ENGINE-(NFNC-lIll GllTO 26
FEHLER=. TRUE.
e~LL FSWR07DOI2,'E'IIBE·.'R ','IIENBER.ENRERINENIlERI ·.GE.'
"" IHAN' .ENGINE-(NEr..O-1111
26 COl'<T INUE
C HBERIJl MUSS GROESSER SEIN ALS Efo.SERlI-ll
00 29 1= 2, NE Nil EQ
JFIFNI\ERIII.GT.ENBERII-1l1 GOfO 29
FEHLFR=. TRUF.




( "E~N INWFUN(l1 I > = 2 OA~N MUSS CCNWFU 111 UNGL E In NULL SEIN.
00 30 1= I. NENI\E'l.





C TEST VON EPSRCM UNO KMRCM.
C O.C <= FPSRO" <= I.C
C 10 <= KMROM <= 40
IFIEPSRO"'.GT.O.O.OR.FSTClEIEPSRO",O.O,(LSC~11((TO 31
F EHL E~=. TRUE.
CHL FSWR0613IJI'),'EPSR','OM ',EPSROM, ·.GE.', 'T~AN·,O.OI
31 IFIEPS~8M.LT.I.0.np.FSTeLEIFPSRO~,1.0,GLSC~11((TC 32
FErLER=. TRUE.
CALL FS'4R06(3010,' EPSR' ,'DM '.EPSPO", '.lE.', 'f~AN', 1.01
~2 IFIKMROM .GEoID I GOT1 33
FFt-'LER~. TRUE.
CALL FSWRO'H 3009, 'K>iRf)','>i • ,KI'RCM,' ,GE,',' THß~' ,101
33 IF(K~ROM.LE.401 GOT1 34
FEHLER=. TRUE.
C~LL FSWR0613009,'KMRij", '''I ',KMROM,·.LE, ','IHA~',401
34 CC~TlNUE
lFIFEHLE~1 GOTO 898
C KEIN FEHLER FESTGESTELLT.
IFlTESTU C~LL FSWRCOl10041
313 RETURN
















































































OLL NDFLOCI IRC, UR CZ, ARG3, ARG4, ARG5)










AUSDRUCK VON MATFRIALNA"lE, GRllPPENWI'I'ER \JND GPlPPENGRENlEN.
BESTI""'UNG UND AUSDRUCK VCN INTFGRH IONS8HEICHEI ARTIFN)
UND TYPIENl DER INTEGRATION INNERHALB FINER GRUFPE.









lCCS FCRMAII' ',12bl'*'1 I
WRITEIIIIO, 10001 "lAT,IGR,ENGINF-!f;RI,ENGINE-IlGR-lll
lOGO F(F~aTI' *',A8,' GRGUP=',!4,' LCWFR BOllNDARV=', IPEl~.E,' EV
*UPRER f\flUIIIOARY=' ,lPE 14. E,' FV.', ~2X, '.'1
SEHEN VON GIAERHI UND GIBERIN!8ERI.
NIBFR=2






















































C BESTIM'1UNG DER eURCt' WICt-TUNGSRHKTIC'f',fN BEOINOEN UNTERBEREICHE.
C IIAER! U UND C IRERI 11 SIND OHNE AECEl:TING LN[1 ~HDn DESf-HP
C GLEICH -999999 8ZN. -9SS999.C GESEIZI.
I IBER I 11 =- 9SSSSS
CIEERIII=-999999.0
C kE~N NENBER GLEICH 1 IST, DANN GIBT FS KEI~E U~TERBFREICrE.
IFINENBlöq.EQ.ll r,OTC 1
C SUCHE V~JN ENßERIIl Mn GIBER(NI8ER-U<fNBfRIII<GIAfRINIBERI
DC 2 l=l,NIRER
IF I ENA fR I I 1 • LI. GI AI' RI N I BER- I I. OR • F STn I' I E~ BH I I1 ,G I P I'R «N I 8 EP-I , , G1
.~CHII GOrOZ
IFIENBERII I.GT.GIBFR(NIBERI.CP.FSTCLEIFNBEPIII,CI8FR1NI8ERI,GLSC~I
*) GCT 0 l









C SETZEN DER NICHTUNGSFUNKTIONSTYPFN UND INIEGRA1ICNSARTEN.
C SFTZEN DFR NORI'IERUNGSKnSIANTEN.
IFINFNAfR.GT .11 GI1TO 4














!FlI.NE.NIßfR) C,llL FSWRC313COl,'F51R','U2 ',3)
II8ER!!I=NWFU~Il\El\8ERI
C IBFR I II=CO'IWFU! 'IFN BER I
((TO 11)
t 1= I +l
IFII.LF.NIBERI CCTO 8
10 CeNTI NU~
C AUSDRUCK DER INHGRATIONSBEREICHE, TYPFN DER IlICHIU~GSFU~KIlO~
C UNe ARTEN DER I~TEGRATI(N.
er 11 I=Z, NI ßEll
hRITEINO,1001) r;IRFPII-II,GIHFRIII
1001 FCR"IAT I' *', llX, 'FRnM' ,lPE 14. 6,' EV Tr)' ,IPE 14.6,' F~')
nIIlBERIll.lc.!J1 W~ITE(I\O,l'),)ZI

























































1003 FORMATI' .' .5ß~. 'ANALVTlCAL'1
WPITEINO,10041
ICC4 FCPMATl'+' .6ß~.· INTEGPßTICI\ IS USEO.·I
ISPRlJ= IAßS( IleERe 111+L
Gue 114.15.16
~), ISPRU
CHL FSWR0313001.·FSTR·. 'U2 '.41
14 kPIT~eNO.I0051
1005 FOPMßTI·.·.ß9X.· DPHI IS USED AS WEIGHTTNG SPEC1PU~.*'1
GeTO 11
15 WRITEINO,10061
1006 HPMßTI·.·.ß9)(.· PDINTIOSE GIVEN WEIGHTING SP",CTRUI'.*·I
GeTD 11
If WRITEINO.I0071 CIßERIII
1007 FCPMATl·.·.ß9X.· FUNCTICN ·,lPEl3.5.·'1 USED·.5~.·~·'
~ •• '.(7)(, 'AS WEIGHTING SPECTRlJM.· .5)(.'''''1
HTO 11
11 CCNTINU~
WP IT E (N,). 1009 1




C fHRSTELLUNG DER PIJNKTWEISEN WICHTUNGSFlJNKTION [lJRCH GERACENSTUFCKE
C NAßWF IST DFR INDEX BIS ZU DFM DAS FELD ABWF GEFUELLT IST.
OI~EI\SION REFFIlI,EFEIII,ABWFIMABWf.41




IFeNFE.LE.ll CALL FSWP0313I)O 1, ·FSTR·. 'U3 '.11
FINAFO=.FALSE.
C VERGLEICH VON UGR MIT REFEell.
r: UGR ) REFEIU ODER FSTClFIUGR.REFEIlI.GLSCf.1 GLEICH .TRUE.




C 1=2 SETZEN UNO I. REFEII) SUCHEN. ~IT UGP C REFEIII
C UCR < REFE! II HHLERAUSGANG.
IFIUGR.GT.REFFlll.OR.FSTCLFIlIGR,REFEIlI.GlSCf-<ID COTO I
CALL FS"Ru71 301~.·FIRS'.·1 • ,REFEIll.· .GI.' ,'LCWE' " R • ,UGRI
RRA PETURN 2
1 AAWF I I • 11 =Ur, R
ßPWF I I, 21=-999999.0
ABkF 11,3) =-999999.0
AB"FI 1.4 }=-9'l99QQ. 0
NABIoIF=1
NN=I
IFITEST2} IoIRITElf\lO, 10001 "lN,IABWFI I.JI.J=1,4}




















































~ IPEl4.6.· AAWFINABIoiF. 41=' ,lPE 12. 4, '.' I
1=2
2 IFIRFFF! II.GT .UGR I GCTO
1=1+1
IFII.LE. NFFI Gerc 2




C LCCP SOLANGE OURCHFUFHREN. BIS IEINSCHllESSLlUI I. REFEIII>=OGR
C WIRD KEI"l REFElIl>=OGR. IST AUCH F~TOlE(REFEI~FEl,DGR,GL~CHI
C GLEICH .IRUE. ZUGELASSEN.
IFIFINBEDI GOTO 1
4 !FIREFElIl.LT.OCR} GOlD B
F lI\BED =. TRUE.
NA BW F=NA BWF H
C A UNO B DER GFPACEN~TUECKE AEREC~NEN.
IFINABWF.GT.~ABWFI GOTO ~
IFIRFFFIII.LT.PFFElI-IlI CALL FSWR03130fJl,·FSTR·.'U3 ',21
ABWF!NAflWF.II=REFFIII
C=I.O/IREFEI II-REFE I 1-111
AB oF I NA BWF • 2 I = I F F F I I I - EF E e I -I 1 11< C
Aew F (N AflWF. 3 1= «EFE I 1- II ~REFEII 1- EFE I 11 *REFE 11 - 111 * Q
AB"F eNABIoIF.4 1=1.0







IC IFITEST2.ANO •• NOT.FINBECI wpnEI~O.IOOOI ~AßWF.«ARWfINABWF,jl.J=I.
~ 4 I
5 IFIFINBEDI GOTe 1
1=1.1
!F11.LE.NFEI GOTO 4
C KEIN REfE( I) WAR )= CGR.
C F~TOLF(RFFE«NFEI.OGR,GLSCHI GLEICH .TRUE. WIRD llGHASSF~.
C A~CERNFALLS FEHLER.
IFIFSTCLEIREFEINFFI.OGR,GlSC~I)GOlD 1
CALL FSWROI13015.·LAST',· ·.REFEINFEI.'.LT. ','UPPE ,'R • ,OGR)
GCTD BB8












































































CATA STR.Kf'STRK 'f,TFf' FA ',' FN ',' FF ',"FNCI','FNI ','FH' 90





OCOP=ENG( NE-( lGR-lI I 150
IFI .NOT. TESTZI GOTO 1 160
CAll FSWR0611010,' ','FlUX' ,UGR,OGR,'Pf-I',PHIl I1C
CAll FSWR061-l010,' ','FlUX',UGR,OGR, 'SGA' ,1'ABSl IBO
CHl FSWR061-ICHfJ,' ','FlUX ',UGR,OGR, 'SGN', IlElA) 190
CAll FSWR061-IOI0,' ','FLlX',LG~,OGR,'SGT',PHIJ 200
CALl FSWR061-1010,' ','FlUX',UGR,OGR, 'SCOF',RFISSJ Z10
CAll FSWR061-1010,'CUR ',' RFNT' ,UGP,CGR, 'SGN', HlFll ZZO
C AUSDRUCK VON RF. Z30
~PITEINOUTP,lf)051 MI,MRE 24C
loe5 FORMATl'OAUSDRUC~ VON RF. '1[=',14,' MPF=',IZ,'.') Z50
CC II 1=1,1'1 26C
WRITEINOUTP,l0061 IRFII,JI,J=I,MRFI 21C
1006 FCRMAT I' ',lPBE13.61 260
1I cnNTINUE 290
C GRUPPENQUERSCHNITTE NULL UNO F-FAKTOREN EINS SEIZEN. 300







CC Z 1=1,'11 380
on Z J=I,6 390
2 EFAKTlI,JJ=I.O 400
C BFRECHNUNG DER GRUPPEN~UERSC"NITTE UND F-F6KT(lH~. 410
IFIRPHI.~E.O.OI GOTO q 420
C HTEGRAL UEflER PH GLElCf' 0.0. n6N~ tdUESSEN RAES. REL~, RlOT, 43e
C IRFISS J UND RELFL AUCH GLE ICH NULL SEIN. 440
IFIRABS.NE.).O.OR.RELA.~E.O.O.OR.RTOT.NE.O.O.OR.RElFl.NF.O.O.OR. 45C

















e BEI VORKOMtdENCEN DIVISIONFN ruRCI' MILL WIRD DER F-FAKTOR
C GLFICH 1.0 GESEllT.
e
IFILERMSGI GOTC 34
Dc 33 J= 1,6
lFARIIJ)=.FAlSE.










lFAR U J-ll =.FALSE.
LFARIAIJ-II=.FAlSE.
"Z IF(.NOT.LFAR2AIJ-lll GUC 41
OLL FSWR031 Z018,HELP4,FARZANI J-ll,SIGOII-1l1
LFAR2IJ-IJ=.FALSE.
LFARZAIJ-U =. FALSE.
41 1 F I J • GT • 6 I GO TO 12
IFIJ.EQ.3.ANO.ISPATE.NE.I) J=J+I
HFlP I=SG8A-SG8F
I H J. NE. I .0 R. I SPAT E • EQ • Cl GO In I 4
HFLP4=TF I 71
IF I HEL P I .N E .0.0. AN O.R F I 1,11 • NE. 0.0 I GC10 1 ~
IFILERMSGI GOTC 37









F F AK Tl I , 11 =F S S ~GLl I HEL P 2 fR F 1 I, I I I f H LPI J
IFIHFLP2.EQ.0.0) GOlD 45
IFI.NOT.LER"'SC.ANC.LFAR2(JI I LFAR26lJ 1=.TRlIE.
GOlO 13































































GOTO 121,22,23, 24, 2~, 261 ,J
Cßll FSWR031300l,'FSTR','U4 ',21
21 HElP I=RFIl ,61
HlP3=SG6A
GCTD 16
22 HElP I=RFIl, n





24 HlP I=RF« I, "
I-ElP3=SG6NOI
16 Hf lP 2=RF 11 ,1)
(eTO 30
Z5I-'ElPI=RFII,51
I-ElP 3= SG 6N I
GClC 17


















44 IFllER~SGI GOTO 40





































































C ALSDRUCK UNO AUSSCHREIBEN DFR GRlPFE~~UERSCHNITTE U~D F-FAKTORFN.
C FUER 10UR=0 U~C IGR=Nß"!F I. RECORC SCHREIBE"!.







C AlSG6BE f1ER ~ITTLFRE~ CUERSCI"l'ilTTE.
IGRINT~NE-IGR
TFIlGRI"lT.LT.ll CAll FSWWBI,IJOl,'FSTR', 'lJ4 ',~l
WRITEIJAI NN,MAT,IGRINT,UGR,OGR
lFIISPATE.EQ.ll GOTe 4




1000 FCRMATI'o',Z2X,'SIG"IA A',lIX,'SIG"IA N',lOX,'SIGP.A NCl',9X,







1001 FCRMATl'O',Z2X,'SIG~AC',lIX,'SlGMß N',llX,'SIG"A F',IOX,







































































































































WARNUNG CRLCKEN. 0.5. VOM




WARNUNG DR l'CKE N. Q. S. VOM
L.G.O.F. BIS OGR VERWENDEN
RETURN.
WARNUNG [RUCKEN. Q.5. VOM






o • S. VC~ 1. G. O. P. VON UGR
BIS ZUR ENFRGIE CES
I.G.D.P. VERWENDEN. DANN
NOR~AL ~ElrER. RETURN.
Q.S. VO~ 1.G.0.P. UNOWI E 3!J. ZUS/\ETZL ICH L.G.O. P.
I.G.D.P. )= OCR. ~OCH KEINE
I~FORMATIDN UEBER OGR.
1.G.D.P. ZWISCHEN UGI't UND fGR.
SONS T NOCH KEIN E INEOR MA Tl ON.
WIE 30. IUSAETZLICH L.G.D.P.
C= UGR •













IFIUGR.GE.OGR.OR.MA8.lT.ZI CALL FS~1't0313'lOI,'FSQU','ER ',11
IGEL=ZAHL DER VON DER LIARARV GELESENEN PUNKTE.
J(Fl=O
I~KZ=ZAHL DER AKZEPTIERTEN PUNKTE. IAKZC~JCEL.
JAKI=O






CALL NDFLOCl IRC, IARG2, ARG3, IRG4, ARG5 j






IF! TEST21 CALL FSWRC7llCll, 'FIRS' ,EMATIl I ,Ef"AT (2) ,fTYPlIll ,ETYPlI2
*1,ENERGA,OUERAI
11,1 MIT DUMMY WERT Eil: FUELl EN.
Aflll,lI=UGR




LAGE VON IJGR UND OGR BELUEGLICH CER VG'"
PUNKTE. 1= ßEDEUTET IMMER GLEICHHEIT I,.
IEAlL BEDEUTUNG
IC I.G.O. P.ll.GELESE~ER DATENPU~KT)
C=UGR. NOC~ KEINE INFORMATION
UEBER OGR.
WIE 10. ZUSAETILICH L.G.O.P.
(LFTZTER GFlESE/liER DATENPUNKTI
C= UGR.
WIr: 10. LUSAETlLJC~ L .G.O.P.
)=OGR.
WIF 10. ZUSAETZLICH L.G.O.P.


















































































Eeu IV AL ENCE I FT'fPL ( 11, T YPL I ,l I' M/\ TI 11 ,M/\ TI
DAT/\ BEST/'REST 'I,TVPSGT,TYPSG~,TVPSGÄ,TVPS(F/'SGT "




I F lN Al. G T. MA 21 GO 10 773
~ß2=NAI








C TRUNCATION OF THE REAL*8 NU~BER ß Ta TrE REAL*4 VALUE FSS~GL.














SL8RDU TIN I' FS TRU 5 lAI, NA 1, "I I I , 12, NI 2, MI 2, MA21' , * I'
C DER INHALT DES FELDES Al WIRD IN DAS EELO A2 U~(ESPEICrERT.
C WENN f)IE DI"IENSION NICHT AUSREICHT, WIRD "IA2P ) C GESEIlT
C U~f) RFTURN I GE~ICHT.
C
SU8ROUTINE FSOUERITVP.UGR,OGR,NI8,"AB,AB,"IABP,.,~1
C VC~ DEM QUERSCHNITTSTYP TVP DES "ITERIßLS "IT loHROE" VON UGR 81S
C nGR IN DEM FELD IR f)IE FNTSPRECHENDEN GERADENSPEIIFIKATIONEN
C IBGESPEICHERT.
C REICHT nIE FELOLIENGE NICHT AUS, SC I<IPi) MABP)" GESfTlT
C U~C REllJ RN 1 GEMICHT.
C BEI FEHLERN I~ OFN OATE~ AUF KEOIK WIRr: RETURN 2 GE"ACrT.
IFAll SE HEN.
lfMl=O
lfIE"ERGA.LT .UGR.OR.FST(lEIENEIlG~,UGR,RSnl1 (om 10








lfl.III0TeTEST21 CAll FSWR0711C11, 'FIRS',E~AH11 ,E"A1I21,
*ETYPllll ,FTYP1l21 ,EH'RGA,QUERAI
Oll FSWR041 ZOD,QUERA,' UGR' ,UGR ,CGIlI
Nß8=NAIHI














CAll NDFNXI I IRC, !ARGZ, ARG3, ARG4, ARG51
ENGE DER DATEN DES PETREFFE"CEN TYPS EPREICHT1
lfllPC.EQ.lI GOTO 10Z
IFIFSTOlEIENERGA,OGR,GISCHII GOTe 113
HIN PUNKT DES 8 ETR EH ENCEN QUER SO'N I ns MEHR \ eRHANGE N.






CHI. FSWR03l3001, 'FSQU', 'ER ',41
IC3 CCNTlNUE
I IFAll= lJ I • VFRGlEICHE loG.D. P. MI T UGR UND CGR.





116 CAll FSWR07l1011,' lAS',EMAT!lI,E~ATI2I,ETYPlIII,ETYPlIZI,
HNERGA,QUERA 1













ZI4ISCHi=N UGR UND OGR llEr;r~O. l.G.D.F. IN DE~ BEREICH
VERWENCEN, WD KEINF
DßTEN \CRHßNnE~ SIND.



































































CAll FSWR0711011,' lAS' ,EMATlIl,EIo1ATIZI,ETYPlI1I,ETYP!.121
*ENERGN, QUFR'!I
CAll FSWR!)41-Z013,QUERA,' !lGR' ,UGR,OGRI
Gero 106
104 CCNTlNUE
C I IFl\ll=30 I. VERGLEICHE l.G.D.P. ~IT UGR UNO UR.














IFITEST]) CA II FS~RCZII0IZ,F"FRGN,'UERNI







C FNERGN > UGR 1














































































III IFIIEND.EQ.21 GOTO lt5
C E~FRGN >= OGR 1
IFIENERGN.LT.OGRI GeTO lai




115 IFlTESn I WRITEI~O,lO()1I IGEl,IAKl
1001 FORMAT!' SUßROUTINE FSQUER. IGEL:' ,Ui,' IAKl=" ,16,'.'1
330 lF I.NOT. TEsn 1 GCTO 332
00 331 I=I,NAf\
WP !TElNO,loao I 1,lAßll, JI,J= I, 41
Icee F(RMATI' Aß: 1=' ,I5,' E=',IPFl3.6,' EV ~=',IPEI3.6,' ß=',
*11'1'13.6,' AßI 1,41=',11'1'12.4,'. 'I
331 ((H INUE
~32 (ONTlNUF
C eEl NAß .GT. MAß KE INF PRUEfUNG DER OUFR SCHNITTE AUF C ODER< O.
IFINAß.GT.MAßI GCTO 71C
C FUER TYP=SGT,SGN,SGA,SGF TFST Oß NEGATIII (DER "C.
C BEI SGT NEGATIII ODER GLEICH 0 WAPNUNGSAIISCRUCK UNe FEHLERSTOP.










IFlflRST I GOTO 122
123 ßE=A81I,lI
G(ra 120
122 ßA=Aßl I-I ,I 1
FIRST=.FALSE.
GeTO 123
121 IFI.NOT.PAINT' GOTO 120
PR INT= .FALS E.
CALL FSWR'J612JI5,EI"UIII,EMßTI2I,ETYPLIII,ETYPILI21,BA,ßEI


































































C DRUCKT MFLOUNGEN, WARNUNGEN UNO FEHLER~ELCUNGE~.
C ~=1 NULLSETlEN VON FELARR.
C ICOO+I <= N <= 1000+NMMAX ~ElfHNGEN.
C 2COOH <= 'l <= ZI)JO+N,,~A)( WARNUNGFN.











NC,.. AX=MAXO ('l MI"AX, NW ~AX, NEMA XI
C VCRSCHUB NUR, WFNN ~>O.
IFlNIN.GT.OI WRITElNO,ICCOI
I eoc FCRMAT I' 'I
NIN=IABSININI











C M E L DUN GEN. LAßELS 100 I, 1002, •••





C " A R NUN GEN. lAß EL S 2 01) I, 21) 0 2 • • ••





C I' E H L ER. lABELS 3001, 3002, ••
C FORMATSTAfEMPHS 13001. n(oz, •••
fHARR I NI, 31 =fELARR I N1,31+1





















































C NUllSETlEN VON FElÄRR.





C NICHT DFFI'lIERTE NÄCHRICHTENNlJMMER.
He ~lll=O
wRITEINO,30001 NUll
3000 FCRMATI'O*** ERROR 3.',121
WRITEINO,7711 N,NMMAX,~"MAX,~EMAX
171 FCRMATI'+',16X,' PROGRAM nR "ACHI~E fRROR 1"1 F~"ROC. N HAS THE VA
'"llE" ,112,'.' I
.. ',16X,' flUT IT MUST BE IN '11'11" 01" THF FCllOWI~G IHERVAlS:'1
*, ',l6X,' IDOl T'1 1000+',14/
*' ',\6)(,' 20Cl 10 200C+',141
.' ',16)(,' 3001 Ta 3000+',141
713 111' IT EINO, 7721
712 FORMATI' 0' ,1201'*' 1/' ',451'.' I,' PRO G R I M S TOP "










ENTRY FSWR05IN,IIII, IIIZ,11I3.1 V4,1 V51
GCTO 999
1"1'1 TR Y F S WR 061 1'1, I VI , I V2 , IV 3 , I V4 ,I V5 ,I V6 I
G010 9'19







SlPROlJTINE FSWRSIINI, lVI, IV2, 1113, lVI" IV5, IV6, lVI, 1118, I V'I,*I
COMMON "11'1141,1'10
C ~ I" l 0 U 1'1 GEN. lABEL S I 001, lC C2, •••
C FCRMATSTATEf"ENTS 1I00l, 1l002, •••
WRITEINO,lOOOI NI
lOCC FCRMATl' **'" ~ESSAGF 3.',12)
Gom l I') 0 1, 10 C2, 1003, 1004,1 0 C5 ,I e06, 1007 , I 0 C8 ol. CC9 ,10 I 0 ,1 Oll , 10 12 ,
*1013,1014,1015






















































1I001 FOMATI'+',1bX,' PROGRAMM KENNliFFER 3'1
* '+',16X,' '/
.'0',16)(,' PROGRAMM ZUR BERECHNUflG I/D~ 'lESCNH2SElESH8SCHIRMfAKTC
*RE~ 1101'1 PUNKT_EISF GEGEBENE""I
,., ',16)(,' WIRKU~GSQUERSCHNITTEN FLER CAS "ATERlAl. ',2M,'.'!)
HTO 333
IOC2 WRITEINO,110021 lI/I




IIOC3 FURMAT(' +', Ib)(,' AFTER CHANGING ARRAY OIf"ENS Ins PROGRAM WilL BE
*CAll ED OIllCE MCR 1".' 1
GC10 333
1004 WRITE 11'10, 110041
1I004 FCR",ATI'+' ,16X,' PROGRAI'-COHROl-CATA HAVE BEE'" CHCKEO. NO ERROR
*s FaUND. 'I
Gero 333
ICCS IFIII/I.l T.IOI \;RITEINO.110051 lVI
ll005 FORMAT I'''', 16X,' FIRST RECGRO WRITTEfI. 011I FTO' ,I1,'FOOI.'l
IFIIVI.GT.IO) WRITEI~C,2101)51 lVI
21005 FORMATI'''',16X,' FIRST RFCl)RI1 WRIHF'" ON FT',12,'FOOI.'1
GCH) 333
10(6 WRITEIIIIO,110061
1I006 FrRMATI'''',l6)(,' All CROSS SFCHON 1YPFS IIIEFOEO 1"01' lHE FCllOWING
'" CAlCUlA TI ONS FOUND 0'" nOAK.' I
Gero 333
1007 wRITEINO,II0071
IIOC7 FORMATI'+',16X,' IIIITEGRATIOfl BOUNCARIES A"'D ASSCCIATEC lI.lUES FOR
,. C~E GRIJUP HAVF BEEN CEFINEC.' 1
GCTO 333
1008WRITEINO,110081
1I008 FCRI'ATI'''',16X,' I~TEGRATI[f\ CF TI-E FUNCTIONISI'I
[FIIVI.l T.I.OR.II/I.GT.91 1111=1
GCTO 11,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,'1 I, lVI


















1200S FCR"'ATI'+' ,5lX,'FIEI' I
























































14008 FCRMAT!,+',SIX, 'SGN * MUEl * FIEI'I
IS008 FCPMATI'" ,SIX,' 1.0 I ISGT • S IGOI * FIEI'I
16008 FDRMATI·'·,SlX.'1.0 I IISGT • SIGOI**21 * FIE!"I
17008 FCPMATC'+·.SIX,· I ISGT • SIGOI '" FlE!'1
180C8 FORMATI·".SlX,·SGT I IISGT • SIGOI**21 * FIEI"l
19008 FCPMAT (' ". SIX, 'SGN * MUH I (SGT • 51GOI * FIEI'1
20008 FCPMAT!·.·.51X.·SGI\ * /'UEl I IIS0 • SIGOI**21 ~ FIEPI
10 IFIIVI."IE.Z.AND.lvl.NE.61 GOTO 11
IFlln.EQ.11 \oIRITEINO,211')1)81





Z3008 FCRMAT ('.' .51X. 'SGN'I
21,006 FCRMATI'.' .SIX,·SGF·I
11 IFIIVI.GE.41 WRITEI"IO.260081 IV3,n4
26008 FCRMAT13IX,' I FIRST SIGO=',IPEI2.6.· LAST SIGO=',IPEI2.c,· 1'1
GOTO 333
1009 WRHEINO,llJ091 lVI, [V2, IV3, IV4,IV~,lve, lV1,1V I',lV9
1I00, FCRMATl·.·.56X.·EXACT PCRTICN' .13X.·INACCURATE feRTIONS'1
*. '. 60 X•• YF ( 2 I " 16X. ' YF I II ' • 12 X. ''1'1' I ~ I 'I
*. ',16X,' VAlUE' ,12)( ,IPEI3 .6.8X.IPEI3.6, 4)(, IPEl3.fl
.' '016X, , VAlUE 1"1'1; 01' YFlll.YFI21.YFC31 ',IOX,OPF6.2,ISX.
*OFF6.2.7X,JPF6.21
*' ',16X,' RELATIVE ERROR BETTER OR ECUAl THAf\ '.2X.IPEI3.6,
*8X, IPE13 .6, 4X, IPE13.61
GCTO 333
10lC \oIRITEINO.IIOIOI IVI,IV2,IV3,11I4,IVS,IV6
11010 FoRMATI'.',16X.' ',A3,A4,' WEIGHTED INTEGRAL FRCf'=',lPEI3.6,
*, Eil TO=',IPFl3.6,' Eil 01' REACTIO'l TYPE '.A3,,' =',IPEI3.6,·.'!
GOTO 333
1011 WRITEINO,l101l) IVI,IV2,1V3,1V4,1I1S,lVc,T1I1
110ll FORMAT!'.' ,16X,' ',A4,'T PCINT FOR MATERUl ',2ß4,' CROSS SECTION




1101Z FCRMATI'.' ,16X,' E=' ,lFEI3.6.' EV ~='.IPFl3.1,,· BARN.' I
Gorn 333
1013 ~FnEINo,11,Jl11 11I1,IVZ,I1I3
llOD FORMAT!·.· .16X.· TFR~ To CMCUlßTE WAS: '.
*IPEl3.o, '/1', IPEI3. 6.'.', IPE 13.6,' I. 'I
GClO 333
1014 "Rnelrl/O,110141 IVl,1I1Z,I1I3,1114,IIIS,IV6
11014 FORMAT!'.·, 16X,' TeRM TO CAlCUlATE WAS:' I


































































SlARCUTINE FSWRSZINI, 1111, IV2.1113,11I4,11I5. 1116, IV1,IV8.III'l.*1
COMMON rl/R U 4 I • NO
C WßRrl/UNGEN. lABElS2001,20C2••••
C FCRMATSTATEMENTS 12001. 12002 ••••
WFITFINO,2000) "I I





2001 WF ITEltI!O, lZ0011 IVI,IV2
12001 FCRMH!'.· ,16X.' FOR GRGUP I\IJMfHR', 14,' NO CA!CUlATIONS CAN BE 00
*NE. IT IS T~E GROUP \oIITH THE lOWER BCU~OARY IN l~E'1
.' ',16X.· THER~Al REGION. THE GROLl' NUMBER FOR .HICH THE CAlCULA
*ICNS Will START IS SET To' 014.·.·1
~CTo 333
7002 IoFITEINO,120021 IVl.lV2,1V3
12002 FORMAT!'.',l6X,' THE GROUP NU""ßER'oI4,' IS oUTSIOE THE GRIJUP STRU
*CTURE OEFINEO BY THE',14,' GROUP BoUNOARIES.'1
.' '.16X,· THE GROUP I\V~BER FCR WHIC~ THE (AlCUl~TICNS Will START
* ISS ET TO',I 4, ' • ' I
GCTC 333
Z003 WRITE(NOol200~1 1111,1112
IZ003 FCRMAT I' t' 016)(,' ACOIl TONAllY TI'E GROllI' NUMBER FOR WHICH THE CAlC
*UlATlO"lS SHOUlD EtI!o I S SET TC' ,14,'. 'I
.' ',16X,' BECAUSE IT HIS BEEN GREATER THAN',[~,'.'1
GClO 333
2004 WRITEltI!O,l20041
12004 FCRMHI'.',16X,' I~ RC"BERr INTEGRATION CESIRH ACCURAC~ COUlD NO
*T BE REACHED BECAUSE GI' ROUNnlNG ERRORS.'I
*, ',16X,' APPROXIMATION TAKEN AND OTHER INFOR~Al1oN IS PRINTED If\




*. EV TO=' ,lPEl3.6,' Eil HAS SEEN OllEN THE RFSUT ZERO BECAUSEq
GOTO 333
2Ce6 .RITEINO,12J061
12006 FORMAT! '. " 16X,' THE POINTI<I SE GIIiFN I<FIGHTI NG SPFCTRUM 15 lERn
"1\ THE GIVE"I INTEGRhTlON RANGE.'I
GOlO 333
2007 WR ITEINO, IZ0071
IZ001 FCRMATI'.' 016X,38X,' IS COMPlFTFlY ZERr, IN THE (IVEN INTEGRATION R
*ANGE.')





13001 FCRMAT\'.' .23X,'THE FUI\CTION IN THE CEI\OMINATOR'1











































































































SUBRCUTINE FSWRS3INI. lVI, IV2,IV3.11/4,IV5. IV6, lVi,IV8. I V'l,*,*
COMMON IIlRl(4I,NO
C I' I' ~ L I' R. LABELS 3001, 3002, •••
C FORI'6TSTATEHNTS DOOI, 13002, .,.
WRITEINO.30001 NI






non FORMI\TI·"'.16X.' PROGRA,.- OR I'ACHINE-FRPCP IN !~PPCUTINE "
*A4.A2,' TESTPCINT·.14.·.·)
GelO 113
3002 WP lT I' INO. 130021
13CC2 FOR"1ATI'''',16~,' THE PRCGRA,. COfliTPOL fATA CR l~E CATA GII/EN IN KE
.OIK CR I fIi THE WE IGHTlNG SPE(TRUM'I
"" ·.16X,· WILL "CT AllOW CAICULAIION 01' AVFRAGE GROUP CPOSS SECTI
* 0" S FO R IN I' IN IT E 0 Il UT ION AN 0 01" 1
*. ',16X.· ENERGV RESONANCE SELF Sf-<lELCIIIlG FACTCRS FRO"! ENERGY POl
*NT WISE OAIA IN THE RESCNANCF REGION.' I
G(TC 333
3003 WRITFINO,l30031 11/1,IV2
1300~ FCRMATI'''',16)(,' THE NUMBEP 01' THE FIRST GROUP=·,14.
"" FOP WHICH CAlCULATlClliS SHOIILD BE "ONF IS LESS'!
•• ·.16X.· THAN THE IIlUMBER 01' TfiE LAST GROUP=' ,14.'.' I
GCH 333
30[4 WRITE(NO.130041 1'11.11/2
13004 FCR"! AT ( • ." ,l6X.· IN THE CA SE 01' OIllE AND DNl Y O~E ENERGY SPEC TRUM
"'E"BERIU fiAS THE I/ALUE ·,lPEl4.b.·.·!
.. ',16)(.' BUT lT "!UST BE EQUAl -1.'1 Oll GREATER OR FQUAL ',lPFI4.t
* .. ' .. ')
GCTO 333
3005 wPITEINO,13J051 lVI




13001: FCRMAn'''' ,16X,' I" TI"E' ,13,'. WEJGf<TING SPECTRUM RANGE ABSOLUTE
*VALUE OF ACTUELL NFTYP=',13/' ',1b~,' IS GREAHP THAfIi THE ~AX!MU~
* fOSSIBLE VAlUE MNFTVP=',n.'.·1
G010 333
3007 ~RlTEIIIl0,13'J01l lVI
13007 FCRMATl'''' ,l6X.' IN THE' ,13,'. WEIGHTlNG SPECTf'U~ RANGE A POINHIIS
*1' 5PECTRU"1 WAS WISHEO.·I· '016)(,

























































SECCNO FUIIlCTION IN THE IIlU'"'ERATOR'!
FIRST FUNCTlCN'1
SECCNO FUNCTlON'!





FORMATI' .' ,36)(,' THE
FO~MAT l·.· ,35)(, 'THE
G(TO 333
2008 WPITEI~0.120081
120G8 FOMATl'.' .54)(.' CHANGES THE S IG~ IN Tf-<EGIVEN INTfGRATlON RANGE."
GOTO 10
2009 WRITEIN~.120091
12009F(PMATI·.·.16)(.· ACOlTIONAllY'I' ·.54X.· IS CO,,"PlETElY ZERr) IN TH
* T~E GIVEN INTEGRATIO~ RANGE.·I
GCTO 10
2010 ~RITEINO.12aI01




12CIIFCRMATl·"'.16X.· THE RESUlT MAV ßE INACCURATE. WISHEO RElATIVE ER
'" R0 ~= " I P EI 3 .6, ' , • I
GCTC333
2CI2 WRITElNO,I20121
12012 FC~MAT C·.· ,16X.· TI"E AI/FRAGE GROUP CROSS SECTlCNS FOR INFINI TE DI
*LUlION ARE SET TO ZERO BECAUSE'I' '.16)(.' THE IHE(RAl 01' THE "'EI
*GI'TlNG FU"ICTION IS ZERO IN THE GII/EN INTEGRATlO" RANGE,"
GCTO 333
2013 "'RITECNO.1201~1 11/1,I1/2.IV3,11/4
12013 FORI'ATI'''' .16X,· THIS CROSS-SECTION I/ALUE 1 ·,1PEI~.6.




17014 FCRMATI'+' ,16)(,' THE SElF Sf-<IELCING FACTOR ',A4,' I SIGO=',
*IPEl3.6,· I HAS BEEN SET TO 1.0,'1
*, ',16X,' flECAUSE IN CAlCUlATING THIS FACTOR A DIVISICN BY ZERO H
*AO TO 81' DONE.·)
(eTO 333
2015 kRlTEI NO,12a151 lI/I ,1V2, 11/3,11/4,11/5, IV6
12015 FORMATl '+', 16)(,' FOR MATERIAL • ,2A4,' THI: CRO!S SEcnCN TYpE',
*2A4,' IS LESS OR FQUAL ZERO AT lEAST'1
*. ',16)(,' IN SO"E PARTS 01' Tl-iE ENERGV RA"GE • ,lFF13.6,
*. EV lJlIlTll ·,1PE13.6,· FV.·I
GOC 333
2 C16 IOR lT I' l NO ,120 H) 11/1, I V2
12016 FfP,",ATI'''',16X,' THE SRF SHIElOING FACTOR ',A,4,' I SIGO:',
* !FE12, 6,' I HAS BEEN CALCULATFD AS ZERe. HCAUSF'I
Gcrn 333
2Cll wPlTEINO,12iH71 IVI,IV2,IV3
12017 FORMIITI'''',16X,' THE SElF SHIELOlfl<G FACTCRISI • ,114,
*, FROM S IGO=' ,lPEl2.6.· TO SIGO=·dPEI2.~!
WRITEIW),l30111
130n FCPMATI' ',l6X,' HAI/E BEFN SEl 10 1.0, flECAUSE IN CAlCULATlNG THI
*s FACTORS, OIVISIONISI BY ZEPO HAO TO BE CONE.')
GCTO 333




13CCS FOR~ATI'.·,16X,· NO DATA FOUND FC~ ~ATER1Al ',2A4,' TYP ·.2A4,'.'.,
GnO 333
3009 WRITEINO.130091 1111,11/2, 1113, 11/4, II/S,llIt
13009 FC~'1ATI'.' ,16X,' THE IIARIABlE '. A4, A2,' I-AS TI-E IIAlUE " H2, '.'1
•• ',16X,' BUT IT M~ST BE ',114,' ·.A4,' ',U2,'.·1
GCTO 333
3010 WRITEIN~,130101 1111,1112, 1113, 1\14, 1115,1116
13010 Fe~MAT('., ,16X,' THE IIIIRIABIE ',114, A2,' I-IIS TI-E IIAlUE " IPElii.6,
.'.'/' ',OPI6lt,' BUT 1T MUST BE ',OPA4,' ',A4,' ·,lPFI4.6,·.·1
GCTO 333
3Cn IoiPITEINiJ,l30111 11/1,1112.1113.11/4.1115,1116,1111
DOll FO~"'ATI·+·,16X.· THE IIRRIIY ELEMENI ·.1I4,lIl.·I·,I5,'1 HIIS THE IIAL.U
*E ·,112.·.·/· ',16X,' SUT lT MUST EI' ·.,V•• • '.~"",' .,Ill •••• )
G010 333
301l lORlTEINO.1301l1 1111.1112.1113, 1\14, 1V5, 1\16,11/1
13012FORMATI'+',l6X.' THE ARRAV ELEMENT ',114.112,'1'.15,'1 I"AS THE I/AIU
.1' ·.IPEI4.6, '.'/' ',OP16X,' BUT IT f'lUST BE • .(PA4.· ••114,' •
HPE14.6,·.'1
GOTO 333
3013 \IR ITE 1NO ,130131 11/1,11/2,11/3,11/4,1\15
13013 FORMATl'+',l6X,' THE IIARIABlE ',M.IIl,· rAS TH IIAlUE ',112.·.·/
•• ·,l6X.' BUT IT MUST SE I'QUAI ',1l,' OR EQUAL ',12,'.'1
GCTO 333
3014 W~lTEINO,130141 1111,11/2
13014 FCRMATI' +' .L6X,· THE PClNTWISE WEIGHTING SPECTRUM IS NOI OEF INEO
*IN THE ENERGY RIINGE ·,1PEI4d"· 1'\1 TC' ,lFEl4.,6,' EI/.'!
HTO 333
3015 ,,,niEINO,l30151 11/1,1\12,1113,11/4,1\15,11/6,11/7
13015 FCRMIIT!·+·.16X.· THE ',114.111.' ENERGY POI"T CF THF P(lNT~ISE WEIG
*HTlNG SPECTRUi' =' .lpn".6,· EI/ IS ',1\4,' TI-IIN HE ·.A4,Al/
•• ',16X.· BOUNDARY OF lHE If>TEGRAlION RANGE =' ,IPEl4.6,· Eil. 'I
Gero 333
30 1 6 Ii R!TE I NO , 13°1 61 I 1/1 , I 11 2 , 1\/3 • 1114 , 1115
130.16 FORMATl"',16X,' H1R MATERIAL ',lIl4,' CROSS SECHON HPE'.
"'2A4,' ONll' '.11,' PCINTISI !<AVE SEEN fOJNO ON HE IIBRIIRY.'/
*. ·,16X.· ERRANOEUS IIEllARY ')
GClO 333
3011 WRITEIN~, 130111
13011 fCRMATI' +' ,l6X,' L1BR~RY HAS BEEN FOUND fRRANCFLJS. CHECK lIßRARY.
•• 1
((TO 333






































































loee FO'lMATI'ONO WARNING- OR ERRO~-"ESSAGES PROCUCEC I" MODULE FSTRIIK.'
*1
330 IFI. N01. TESB. AIIIO.. 1\OT. TEST2 .A1\O •• f\OT. TEST3) GCTe 333
WR1TE(N~,luOll
1001 FCRf'lßTI' OTASLE OF MESSHES PROOIICED OR PRINTEO IN MOrHJlE FsmUK.'
.·CMESSAGE NUMBER CCUNT'/l








ce 4 1=1 .NGMAX
















ce 5 1=1 ,NGMAX
IFIFFIARRII,3I.EO.OI GelO 5
IFI.NOT .PRINT 1 GCTD 1
IoRITEINO,10061
Oll RAMANFINO I
CALI ABFORMINO,' FRRORS "
(ALL ABFORMINC,'PRDOUCEO'1
OLL RAMENOI NO)
~RI TE I NO .1004)
lce4 FORMAlI'u',llO('*'I/' ',461'*'1,' FRRl:RS IN ~((LlE FSTRUK. "
*461'*'1/' '.120('*"1



























































































21 AASIlA-B)/I't"lAXllABSIAI.AßSIBIII <= GLSCH
WE~N A TOLERA~T B IST. ~AT FSTOLE CEN WERT .TRUE. A~DERNFALLS
CEN WERT .FALSE.
OIE RELATION IST SY~MFTRIS[H. D.H. A TCLERANT ~ GENßU DANN WENN
B TOLERANT I't IST.







SUIROUTINE FSXINTl NXI"T .MXI NT.XI ~T ,MXI~TP,NV,V,lCl,lOl .*1
DIE WERTE VfJ,lI,J=I,NV , WEL[HE DER BEnINGUNG
XINTlII <= VIJ,l1 <= XINTI~XINTI
GFNUEGE'l, WERDEN IN XINT EINGEFUEGT.
I DIE' WERTE IN V ~UESSH GROESSER GLEICH 0.0 SEIN. SOWIE
UND EINE AUFSTEIGENDE REIHENFOLGE HABFN.)
WEHE IN v, eH CI[~T BEI WERTEN IN XINT LIEGEN, WERf)E"l
NI[HT UEBERNO~~FN.
WIRD "lXINT> MXINT SO WIRD MXINTP GESETlT UND RETURN 1 GEMACHT.
NXINT MUSS BEI FINE~ FSXINT AUFRUF IMMFR >= 2 SEIN. n.l'. ES MUSS
VCRHER FIN FSXIIN AUF~UF GE~ACHT WCRDEN SEIN.
LeGI [AL*4 FS TCL E. TESTl, TEST 2, TEST 3,L FRMS G
CHENSION XINT n I.V 1101,1021
[OMMON NR1141,NO
CC~ '" 0 NI [ FS T RU I T ES Tl, T ES T 2. TE ST3 • L ER MSG• GL S[ H
IFINXINT.GT.MXINT.OR.MXINT.LT.I.CR.NV.LT.I.CR.N)INT.LT.2.0R.
*XIHlll.GE.XINTINXINTII [ALL FSWR030001.·FSXI·.'NT ',11











































C J = LOOPIIIIDEX IN V.
I = I
J=1
[ lEST VOlll VIJ,U.
10 IFIVIJ,lI.LT.O.OI CALL FSWR03130Cl.·FSXI' .'NT • ,n
11' IJ.LE.l) GOTO 2
IFIVIJ.ll.LT.VIJ-I,l1l C/lU fSWR03(30Jl.'FS)(I'.·~T '.31
2 CONT INIIE
C VFRGLEICHE VIJ.lI ~IT HNTI I1
IFIFSTOLEIVIJ.ll .XINH II.GLSCHII GCH 11
IF!VIJ.ll.GT.XINTlIll GCTO 12
[ VIJ,l1 IST KLEINER ~LS )11111(11. knN I GRCESSEF ßlS I, WERT
[ EINflIEGEN UNC J ~OC~ZAEl-LEN.
C FUER 1=1 NUR J HCCHZ~EHlF~.
13 I I' I I .L E. 11 GO 10 23
NXIN1=NXINT+1
IFINXINT.GT.MXINTI GOTC 88
I = I +1
OC 3 II=I.NXlNT




[ AlLE WERTE EINGFFUEGT. RETUQN.








[ VIJ,l1 GLEI[H XINTI". J HO[l'lAE~LFN.
GOTO 23
12 CCM INIJE
C VIJ. Il GROESSER ALS XINH 11. I HCCHZHHLH.
1= 1<1





[ 1I\ITlHISIFRUNGSENTRY. rAS FELD XINT WIRC OLEIn -1.0 GESEHT.
C XINTlIl wIRD GLEICH UGR UND XINTl21 ~IRr) GLEICH COP GFSUlT.
C UCR MUSS KLI;INEP ALS DGP SEIN.
[ NXINT GI8T AN. WIE WEIT nAS FELD GEFUELLT IST. ES WIRe GlEI(~ 2
C CEsnn.
IFIUG~.GF.OGP.OR.FSTCLEIUGR,(GR.CLSCFI.OR.~X[Nl.LT.31
*CALl FSWR03( 3001, 'FSXI' .'NT '.4)



































































C JHEGR~T ION EINER FUNKT ION ENTSPRECHEND !TYP.
C I TYP INTEGRAL IICN
C I PI-!
C ? FI * PHI
C 3 FI*F2*PHI
C 4 I/F3 * PHI
C 5 lIF 3* '" 2 '" PH I
C f. F I1 F3 * PI-!
C 7 FlIF3**2 * PHI
C 8 F 1*F2IF3 '" PHI
C ,FL*F2/F'l**2 * PI-I
C PI-I IST DURCH ABWF ~ZW. FORMElMAESSIG ODER ALS FUNKTION - JE NACH
C WFRT IION NFTYP - GEGEBEN.
e FI, F2 UNn F3 SINn CURCH ABOI, ABe2 BZW. ABQ3 GE(EPEN.
( CURCHFUEHRU'IIG DER INTEGRATION 1'J DEN INTERIlAllEN
C XII\TIl-II ••• XINTI!I ~!T 1=2.NXINT.
C RETURN I WIRD GEM.CHT. WENN KMRDM ~ERGROESSERl ~ERDEN ~USS.
C DANN IST KMRCMP GRDESSER ALS O.
C RFTURN 2 WIRn GFMACI-T, kENN SGT c= 0 FESTGFSTElLT WIRD.
(






• FSI\\l08, FSNlJ09, FS ANO 2, FS AN03, FS AN (4, F SANO 5, FSAN Cf ,F SANO 1 ,F SAND 8,
*F SAN09
CI "ENS Ir] N XI NT I11 ,A RIoF 1 MAB WF ,4 I ,I\B CI1 MAß CI, 41 , 6E C2 1MAB02 ,41 ,
'" AB 03 I" AAO) ,4 I ,AU)( R(~II I, YF n l, Y FP (J I, FAR IN I 2, 3,2 I,
* FARANI2,31,IFUNAPI2,3I,YFEPSOI
cr~MON NRI141,~G






C SHUERGROES5EN FUER I'<TEGRALBERECHNUNG IM TESTFAll DRUCKEN.
IFITEST31 WPI1EINO,IOOl NFTYP,XINTnl,I\XI~T,Xlnlf\lXINTI
100 FCRMßTI'OSU~ROUTI~E FSGRIIl. NFT'P=',13,
*, XINTIIl=' ,IPEI3.6,' NXINT=',I"JPI6,' XINTIN)lNTI=',
.IPE13.6, '. ')
lFlTEST11 CIIll FSk/R041100B,ITYP, lT'PFl,flSIGO,BSIGOI
C RFSUlT GlFICH NUll SETZEN.
RESULT=O .0
























































C SETZEN VON ANFAI\GSWFPTE~ FUER ~ UNe P.
A\<I=ARWFI lAB WF, 21
S~=ABWFIIABWF,31






C A~FANGSWERTE FUER FEHlERDRUCKSTFUERUNG BEI FSRO"B HHlERI'..
DRUCt<l=. FAlSE.
nRUCK= .FAlSE.
C ANFANGSWERfE FUER MIKROINTEGRUWERT UNI1 YF UNO 'FFPS.
'1'=0.0
00531=103
y F 111 =0.0
53 YFFPSIII=O.O
C FEI-l ERTEST
!FllAflSINFlYPl.GT.MNFlYPI (All FSWR03I3fJOI, "'SOlO, 'Al ',2
C BEI NU~~RISCHER INTEGRATION FSRO"B INITIALISIERE~.
I F INFTYP .lE.O I CAll ES ROM 11 EPSRO~,KMRO'l, DR INWA ,YF, YFEP S,AUXRO~
C 5FTZEN IION I GR I aRe
((10 11000,2000, 3000,4000,50CO,600C, 1CCO,8000,SCCCI ,I np




lF INFTYP .EQ.21 GOTD 1920
IFINFTVP.EQ.-11 GOTO 1902
CAll FSWR031 3001, 'FSGR', 'Al ',41
1901 ASSIGN 1001 TC IGRIAP
GOTO 9
1902 ASSIGN 1002 TC IGRIAR
GCTO 9
1910 ASSIGN 1010 TO IGRIAR
Gno 9






I F «N FT \'P • EQ • - Il GO 1') 29 C2
CALl FSWRJ31300I,'FSGR','Al ',51
29Cl ASQGN 2001 TO IG1'l1 AR
((TO 9
2,C2 ASSIGN 2002 TC IGRI AR
(eTO 9
2910 ASSTGN ZfJIO TC IGRIAR
Gorn 9
























































GOTO 9 1010 ~~2C A~SIGN 6020 Ta IGRIAR 16203000 C(NT INUE 1080 Gern 9 H3C
IFINFTYP.EQ.0.OR.NFTYP.lE.-21 GOTD 3901 1090 7000 CO TI NUE H4C
IF IN H I'P • EQ • I' GO TO 3910 1100 IFINFTYP.EO.0.OR.NFTl'p.lE.-21 GOTO 7901 1650
IFINFTYP.EQ.2' GOTO 3920 1110 IFINFTYP.EO.II GOTO 1910 IHO
IFINFTYP .EO.-11 GOTn 3902 1120 IFINFTYP.EQ.21 GOTO 192C 1670
Ull FS ... R0313001, 'FSGR', 'Al ',61 1130 IFINFTYP.EQ.-ll GOTf] 7902 1680
3~CI A~5IGN 3001 TC IGRIAR 1140 CAll FSWR031300l,' FSGR' ,'Al ' ,10 I 169C
(CTO 9 l1S0 7901 ASSIGN 1001 TO IGRIAR 1100
39C2 A55IGN 3002 TC IGRI AR 1I6C GCTe 9 1710GnTO 9 1110 1~C2 A55IGN 1002 TO IGRIAR 17 ZO
3910 ASSIGN 3010 TC IGRIAR l1S0 COTO 9 1130GClD 9 1190 7910 A551GN 7110 TC IGRI ~R 1140
3920 ASSIGN 30Z0 TO IGRIAR 1200 GCTO 9 1150
GCTO 9 IZIO 7920 A5SIGN 7020 TC IGRIAR 116C4000 CCHINUF 12Z0 GrTf] 9 1110
IFINFTYP.EO.0.OR.NFTYP.lE.-21 GOTO 4901 123C SOCO c(~TINUE 1780
IFINFTYP.EQ.ll Gom 491C 1240 I FINFTYP .EQ. O.OR. NF TYP .lE. - 2) GOlf., 8901 1790
IFINFTYP.FO.21 GOTO 4920 12 SC IFINFTYP.EQ.I' GOTO 8910 180e
IFINfTYP.EQ.-II GOTO 4~CZ IZ60 IFINFTYP.EQ.2I r,OTO 8920 UICCAll fSWR031300l,'PSGR','Al ' ,11 1210 IFINFTYP.EQ.-l1 GOTf) 89C2 1820
49CI A5SIGN 4001 TO IGRIAR IZ80 CAll fSIIR031300l,'FSGR' ,'Al ' ,1 11 le ~CGOTO 9 1290 8~CI A~5IGN 8001 TO IGRIAR 1840
49C2 A551GN 4J02 TC IGRIAR UCC G(TO 9 le50GOlf) 9 1310 89C2 ASSIGN 8002 TO IGRIßR 18604910 ASSIGN 4010 TO TGRIAR 1320 Gern 9 1870
,
GOTO 9 1~30 8910 A~5IGN 8JIO TO IGRIAR 1880 '"49Z0 ASSIGN 40Z0 TC IGRIAR 1340 GOlD 9 1890 ~GOTO 9 1~5C 8920 ASSIGN 8020 TC IGRIAR 1900 ,5000 OONTI~UE 1360 GOlD 9 I'JIC
IFINFTYP.EQ.O.OR.NFTYP.lE.-21 G010 S901 1310 90)0 CONTINUE 1920
IFINFTYP.EQ.II GCTO S910 1380 IFINFTYP.EQ.0.OR.~FIYP.lE.-21GOTO 9901 1~30IFINFTYP .EQ. 21 Gorn 592C 1390 I FI NFTYP .EQ. 11 GOTO 9910 1940IFINFTYP.EQ.-ll GOTO 5902 1400 IFINFTYP .EQ.21 GCTO 992C 1950
OAll FSWR0313001.'F SGR' ,'Al ' ,8 I 1410 IFINFTYP.EQ. -ll GOTO 99C2 I~H';901 ASSIGN 5001 TO IGRIAR 1420 CALl FS ... R031 3001, 'FSGR' ,'Al ' .I 21 1910GelO 9 143C 9901 ßSSIGN 9G!}1 TC IGRIßR I'JEO5902 ASSTGN 5002 TO IGRIAR 1440 Gom 9 1990GCTO 9 1450 9902 ASSIGN 9002 TC IGRIAR ZOOOS91C ASSIGN 5CIO TO IGRIßR 1460 GCTO 9 2CI0GOTO 9 1410 9910 ASSIGN 'JOI0 TO IGRIAR 2020
S~2C A55IGN 5'J20 TC IGRI AR 1480 GCTO 9 2C30GnTO 9 1490 9920 A5SIGN 9020 TO IGRIßR 2040
6000 CCNTINUE 1500 GOm 'I Z050
IFINFTYP.EQ.O.OR.NfTYP.lE.-ZI GOlD 6901 1510 C lOCP UE8ER AllE I~TERVAllF. Z06C
IFINFTYP.EQ.II GOTO 6910 15Z0 9 X1i==XINTl 11 2010
IFINFTYP .EQ. ZI GOrn 692C 1530 1=1 2CEC
HINFTYP.EQ.-ll GUTO 6902 1540 2 1= 1+ I Z090eAlI FSIIP0313COl,' FSGR',' Al ' ,91 1550 IfII.GT.~XINTI GOTO 3 2100
6901 ASSIGN 6001 TO TGRIAR 1560 XIA=xTE ZIICGerc 9 157C XIE=XI'HIII 2120
~902 A5SIGN 6002 TO IGRIAR 1580 8 SFRUO=.FAlSF. 2130
GCTO 9 15~0 XIFF=-I.OEHO 2140
6910 A5SIGN 6010 TO IGRIAR 1600 IFIX IA.GE.X IE I CAll FS ... R031 3COI, 'F SGR', 'Al ' • I ~ I 2150GCTO 9 1610 C Pl~KTWEISE WIOHTUNGSFU~KTIO~ 1 2 ltC
IFIIAßSINFTYPI.NE.lI GOlD 4
C EVENTUELL POINTER FUER ABWF HflCHZAEHLEN.
IFIXIE.LE.ABWFIIAßWF,lll GerC 52
I Aew 1'= IA BW F .. 1
1F1IABWF.GT.NABWFI CALL FSWR0313001, 'FSGR','Al ',l41
A"=AßWFIIABWF,21
ek=ABWFI IAßIH, 31
52 IFIFSGRA 11 ABWF,IABWF,MABWF,XIA,X 11' 11 CAll FSWR0313001,
"FSGR', 'Al ',151
C "I(HTUNGSFUNKTION = 0 1
IFIABWFI IABWF,41.NE.O.OI GOTe 4
C SFRUNGeEDINGUNG SET ZEN. XIEE AUF ABWFI IABWF,ll ~ETZEN. WARNUNG








( PRUEFUNG DER "QUERSCHNITISGFRAOEN" ENTSPRFCHFND IIYP.
IFI!TYP.EQ.ll GOlD 5
11'11 TYP. EQ. 21 GOTD 10
YFIIIYP.EQ.31 Gom ZO










C FUNK TlON I' 2.
(ALL FSGRA212,ABQ2, IABQ2,'1ABQ?,NABQ2,IIA,XIE, XIEf,SPRUO,SPRU3,
*IFAR,lFAR,LFARA,FAR IN,FARAN, IFUNAR ,.FIlLSE.)
10 (eNT INUE
C Fl~KIICN 1'1.
OLL FSGRA21 I,AIiQL,IAßQI,MAflQI,NAßC1 ,XIA,XIE,xlEE,SPIlUO,SPRU3,
* IFAR,LFAR,LFARA, FAR IN, FARAN, IFUNAR,. TRUE.I
~ (CHINUE
( WENN KflN FEHLER, MIT INTEGRAlBERECH~U~G BEGI~~EN.



































































11'1 lTYP.FQ.31 GOTO 21
IfllTYP.GE.4.ANO.IIYP.lE.'11 GaTrJ 31




A3=ARQ3 I I AR03, 2 I
R3=ABQ31IAB03,)1











































GO TO 0 C













































































































C lTyp=q. INTEGRAL VON FI"'F2IF3**2 '" PHI.
90CI C~ll FSROMBIFSAN09,&4451
Gorn 1





























































C lCGp ENDF FUER lCOp IHBER AllE INTERVALLE
IF IORUCKU I)RUCK=. TRUE.
RESUl T=R ESut. T'Y
GCTO 2
R ESlll4=R FSUl T
C FEH ERTEST.
IFINFTYP.GT.OI GDTO 50
C FAllS ORUCK=.IRUE. ODFR NFTYP(=O u~n ~~TE!l vr~ YEIII BlM. YEl31
G ~~ ERGERNIS RESIJLT MEHR ALS 1~ AUSMACHE'" "ARNLN(;SALSI)RUCK.
IFIRESUlI.EQ.O.O) GOTO 50
IF IA BSIV FI I l/R ES Ul4 I • GE .1. OF- 1 • nR. AB S I YE I 3) / RE ~ Il41 • GF. .1 • C'=-2 I
*ORLC K=. TRIJE.
50 IF! .NOT. TFST3.A"D•• NOT .DRUCK) GfJTO B3
ULL FSW R0411003, !TYP, iTVPFIJ, ':lS [GG,BS [GI) I
CAll FSWRIJ31-ICI5,XINTIII,XINTINXINTl,RESUlTI
IFICRIJCKI CAll FSWROll-201l,EPSROMI




IFIRFSUl T.EQ.OI GOTO 51
~FP 111 = ABS IV F !l 11 RESU l4 I'" 100.0









I ITEST21 WRlTEIl\D,lOIl !TYP,rTYPFU,PS!(;O,XIA,)JE,Y
lCI FORMATI' ANAlYI ITYP=',I2,' ITypFU=',I2,' 51C,0=',IPEl3.6,








































































FSNU04=( CBl EI AWI*X+OBlEIBWIIIIDBlEIA31*X+DBlE 1 B31+0BlEIB 5IGCII
PE TURN
ENf:
REAL FUNCTlON FSNU05*8( XI
REAL *8 X
CC~MQN"CFSTl'\UI NRI(121,~W,BW,NR214I,n,A3,ESIG(I












































REAL FIJNCTlI1N FS~U01*B( XI
REAl*B X
COMMON/CFST'<UI NRII121 ,AW,BW,Al,ßI,NR212I,A3,ß3,8S IGO
F SNUO 1=1 DB lEI AW I. X+DA lE (ß 1011 1* IOBl E (A 11" X+C ALE I 81111
* ( I CBl E I A31 *x +0 ßl E1 B3 I +C 8l EI ß S I GI) I IU n
RFlURN
ENC
REhl FUNCTlON FSNUOe*81 ~I
PE AL *8 X
C(~"CN/CFSTRUI NRlII2) ,A",ß" ,AI ,BI ,AZ ,82 ,n,B3 ,ES IGI)








*CELEIB21 III IOBl EIA3 I*X+CßlEI 83l+CBlEIBSIGC 11** <I
RFTURN
EM
REAL FUNCTlON FSANOZ*81 ~I
REAl"'8 X,DPHI





RE ~l '" '.l X, flP H I
ce~MCN/CFSTRlJl NPI 1141 ,II,8I,A2, 8Z


















































































REAl* S X,DPH I
COMMON/CFSTAUI NRlll41,Al,B I,NR212I,A3,B3,BSIG(






CUMCN/CFSTRUI NRlI141, AI, Bl,A2, B2,A3,R3,BSIGC
FSANOB:OPHIIXI*IDBlEIAI,*X+OBlEIPIII*I(BlEIA21*X<OBlEI82111



















FSAN09=DPHII XI*IDBlEIA ll*X+DBlEI elll*IOBlEIA2 I*HOBLEI B21lf








*x IA, XIE,l, V
OI=CBlEIAII





o Xl A:DBlE (XI A)




G ( 10 I U, 12 , 2 1 ,22 ,3 1 ,3 2 ,41 ,42 ,51 ,5 2 ,61 ,62 , 71 , 7 2 , 8 1 , 82, 91 , " 2 ), 1 S P R
ITp: I
r,c lC 770











































































C 11\TEGRAl \ION F= I AW *x +BW 1.1 AI*X+B 11.1 A2*X+B 21 450 I lNNUl=2 1000
31 1\=0 4~0 t-2=OAW *OAI 1010
IlNNUl=3 410 HI=OAW*~RI+OB.*OAI 1020
II =DAl*OA2 4EC hO=OBW *OB I 1030
Z2=OAI*OB2+0RI*OA2 4~C GCTC 1 1040
l?=CBI*OB2 500 C lf\lEGRAl \ION F=CONSlfX * I Al *HR 11 f I I A3*X +B3+ SS I GO 1** 2 I 1050
H3=OAW*11 510 12 "1=2 1060
H2=OAW*7. 2+0RW*ZI 520 Ilf\NUl=1 100
t-I=OAW*Z3+0ßW·Z2 530 I<I=OAI IIlBO
H(=OBW*O 540 hO=OBI 10<;0
GCTO 1 550 GCTO 2 UCO
C HTEGRAl \ION F=CONST/X * lAI *X +e I I. ( A2'" X+B2 I 560 C INTEGRAL \10"1 F=l AW*X+ßWI.IA I*X+R 11.1 A2*X+B21 I1 A3*X+B3+BSIGOI UIO
32 N=C 510 EI 1\=1 1120
IUI\NUl=2 5ec IlNNUl =3 1130
H2=OA 1*0 A2 590 ZI =CAl*OA2 1140
I<I=OAl*OR2+0RI*OA2 600 Z2=OAI*OB2+0BI*OA2 1150
H(=CBl*OB2 610 13=081*OB2 1160
GOTO 2 620 H3=OAW*1l Inc
( INTEGRAL \ION F=IAW*X+BWI/IA3.X+B3+BSIGCI 630 H2=OAW*Z2+0~W*ZI lIRO
41 "1=1 640 I"I=OAW*13+0BW*12 ll'iO
IUNNUl= I 650 HC=OßW*13 1200
HI =OAW 660 GCTO 1 1210
HC=ORW 610 C Il\lEGRAl \ION F=CONST/X '" (Al*X+Bll·1A2*X+S21/IA3·X+S3+SSIGOI 12.0
Gom 1 680 82 "1=1 1230
C HTEGRAl VON F=CCNSTIX * 1.0flA3*X+B3+SSIGOI ~'l0 It:I\I\Ul=2 124C
42 N= I 700 H '=OA I*OA2 1250
IlJI\NUl=O 11C hl=OAl*OB2+0Bl*OA2 1260
1"(=1.00+0 720 I-'C=OBI*OB2 1270 '"
GCTO 2 730 GOTO 2 1280 ~
C lf\lEGRAL VO"l F=IAW*X+8WI/IIA3*X+S3+SSIGOI*.21 140 C IHl'GRAl VON F=I AW*X+BW I.IAI*X +B 11.1 A2'X+B21f1 I A~*X+ß HflSIGOI**ZI 1290 ,
51 N= 2 750 SI N=2 1'00
I U~NlJl=1 16C IUlliNUl=3 1310
HI=OAW 170 Zl=OAI "4<ruz 1~20
,",O=OBW 780 Z2=OAl*QB2+0BI*OAZ IBO
GClC I 1'l0 Z3=OBl*DB2 1340
C INTEGRAL VON F=CO"lST/x * I.0/IIA3*~+B3+~STGOI**21 BOO W~=OAW*ZI 1350
52 f\=2 810 h2= OAW *Z2 +OBW *Z I 1360
IlNNUl=O B20 HI=OAW* l3 +OBW* Z2 1310
hO=I.00+0 830 HC=OBW*Z 3 13BO
GCTO 2 8~0 Gno I 13S0
C INTEGRAL VON F= ( AW* X+ß W1.1 AI.X+B li/l ~ 3. X+ B~+ ß S IGCI 850 C I~TEGRAl VON F=CONST/X • lAI*X+BII.Iß2*X+S21/1IA3*X+B3+BSTGOI.·21 l'iOC
H f\=1 S~O q2 N=2 1410
IlNNUL =2 810 I Lf\NUL=2 1420
t-2=OA".OAI SSO H2=DAI*OA2 1430
HI=oaW*OBI+QBW*OAI 8'10 h!=OA1*OBZ+DBI·OA2 1440
hO=eB" *OBI 'lOO H(=OBI*OB2 1450
GCTO I 'lIC GCTO 2 1460
C INTEGRAL VO"l F=CONST/X * IA !.X+B 11 I1 A3.X+83+B S HO I 'l20 c**************************·*··**···**····*··.····**·· ••******.*.******* 410
62 "=1 930 c*·****** •• ***·****·**·***********··****************.·***.* ••*.******.*. 14BO
Ilf\NUl=1 ~'iC C I"TEGRATION VON Fl=lh3*X*.3+HZ*X •• Z+HI.X+HCl/fRI*)+RCI**N N"'O,I,Z 14'10
hI=OAI '150 c*····*.·.********.******··*******.·.*·*· ••• ·** •••*.· •••••** ••••••• **••• 15CC
HC=OBI S60 C* •••• *•• *.***.*** •••••**.**.****••* •••*** ••*.*.****************.******* 1510
GOlO 2 '170 I ~R8=0.00+0 1520
C INTEGRAL I/O"d F=IAW*~+BWI*IAI*X+flIl I( IA3*)(+83+8SIGOI**21 '180 !FIN.EQ.OI GOTO 1055 1530

























































N=I RI=O.O RO UNGLEICH NUll.
El;~KTION UND INTEGR~L WIE 1055 VERSEHEN MIT FHI0R lIRO.
GClO 1055
cel<TINUE
~=1 PI UNGLEICH NUll RO=O.O
El=I/R 1*IH3"X**2>H2*X+H I+HO/XI















llSCl 'PE=VR8~HI*')D + Ho*nCGICXIE!nXIßI








/1=2 RI UNO RO UNGLEICH NULL.
F 1=IH3*X**3~H2*X**Z +HI*X+HO III IR I*X+RO I**ZI
HTEGRAL vnN EI = H3/1R 1**41 *1 O. 5*IR I*X+ROI**Z-3.C*RO. IRI*~~ROI
~3.0*RO**Z*ALOGIPI*X'ROl+IRO**311 IPl*X+ROII
+HVIR 1**31 *11 R IU+,lOl - 2. O*PC* ALCG IR 1* HRO I-I RC**2 111 PI *x ~RO» )










l1=Z 5~ FF *FF* 00* 0 x I F*C,
GOTO 112991, 12992,12~931,IUNNUL
GeHl 71')
12S~3 YR E= VR 8+H3/1 Rl**4 1*1 RI*RI*[)fJ*1 O. 50tO*CC+l C~+FF* [X I '.1 H'CX lE*cx IA
• -0011*OCI+3.00+0*RC*RO*Z51
12~<;Z 'R E=YR8>HZ/I RI**31* RO* I FF*FF*OO*CX JAI 11 .(J[+O+F EHX IA I-Z5-111






N=Z RI=~O RO UNGLEICH NUll.















































































~=O PI UND PO C~NE BEDEUTUNG.
FI=H3*X**3~H2*X**2+HI*X~HO

































lEST VON RI UND RO.
IF IRI.EQ.O.O I GOTO 1151
IFIRO.Ea.O.OI GOle 1190
CCNT INUF
~=I RI UND RO UNGlEle~ NUll.
FI=IH3*X·*3+HZ*X**Z+HI*X+HOI/IPI*X+ROI
I~TEGRAl VON FI = H3/IRI**41*10.33333333*IRI*XtRCI**3
-1.5*RO*IRI*X+RCI**Z+3.0*RO**Z*IRI*X+ROI-RO**3*.lOGIRI*X+ROII
H2IIP I **31*1 0 .5*IR I*X+RO I**?- Z. C*RO*1 PI* ~+RCI






H=FSLO"1 CI OX I E, OX IA, EE I
Z5=Zl-0. 5* 0* 0
ZI=Z5+0














































































































N=l R1=0.0 RO UNGLEICH 0.0
FLIIKliON UNO INTEGRAL WIE 2055 MIT FßKTDR I/RO
GOlD 2055
CUTINUE
11=1 Rl UNGLEICH 0.0 RO=O.O
F2=1/Rl*IH2~Hl/x+HO/X**21















N=2 Rl UNO RO UIIGlEICH 0.0
FZ=IH1*X**Z+Hl*XtHO 111 X.IR l*Xt-RO 1**21
IIITFf,RAl VON F2 = HZlIR1**21*IRO/IR1*XtROltAlOGIR1*HROI
-HI/Rl*l.C/«Rl*X~ROI
-HOl I RO **2 I.« AL OG« R1 *X+R C 1- AL 0 GI XltR 1 $X II R 1* HR 0 II
111"=15
H=RlIRO
Q=FF*OO/Il .OOtOHF*CX 1 AI





11=15+FF *FF *00*r) XI E*OQ
GCTO 122990,22991.22992 l, lUNSP
Gorn na
22992 YF8=YR8+H2/IRl •• 21*11
22~~1 YRe=YR8-HI/Rl*Z4/RO
22990 YR 8= YR 8-HO/I RO**21 * (Z l-OlOGI [JX IE lfJ XI AI +R 1" 10 XI EIl
*Rl"'OXIE+RO I-CXIß/IR1*OX IA+RO III
GOlD 2000
2251 (OllINIJE




































































N=2 ~l U~GlEI(H NULL RO=O.O
Fl=1.0/Rl**2*IH3*X+H2+HI/X+HC/X**21











( IIITEl;RHIO~ VON F2=(ONST'lh2*XH2+Hl.HHC 111 X*IR l'HRCI**1\1 N=0,l,2
C·.·.··*************·***************·*,,··*········*··· ••••*••••• *••*****











N=O Rl UNO RO OHNE BEOEUTUNG.
F2=CONST*IH2*X+Hl+HO/X)




~R 8= YR 8+ O. 5*H 2*1 DX I EU 2-f) Xl A** 21
YP8=YR8+Hl*OC











N=l Rl UNO RO UIIGlE ICH 0.0
F2=IH2*X**2+Hl*X+HOI/IX*IRl*X+ROII

















N=2 R 1=0.0 RO UNGLEICH 0.0
FU~KTION UNO INTEGRAL WIE 20S5 MIT FAKTOR 1.0IlRO**21
GOTO 2055
CONTINUE
N=2 Rl UNGlETCH (J.O RO=O.O
F2=1.O/IRl**21*IH2/X+HI/X**2+HO/X**31




YR 8= YR 8+H2*OlOG I OXT ElO XJA I
YR8=YR8-HI$1l.0/CXI E-l.O/OX lAI
YR E= YR 8- O. 5$HO*II. 0/10 Xl E** 21-1. O/IOX I A** 211



























IFIIABIIAB-I,ll.GT .xIA.ANO •• NOT.FSTOlEIABllAB-1, II,XIA,GLSCHII.OR.


















C ES IST 0 = F*IXIE-XIAI/II+F*XIAI
C OA~N Gil T
C lCGlll+F*XIElIll+F*XIAII = lOGlt+OI
C FSlOMO 8ERECHNET lOGlt+QI-0+O.5*'**2
C ES MUSS GELTEN: XIE,XIA > 0 ; XIE)XIA ;
RFAl*B X I E ,X I A, F, Cl OGM, FEll, FEHl ER, F ElREl, FOl OG~, FElE NO, Cl






C=f*IX lE-X IA 1*0
DLCG"=OLOGH-0*ll.JD+0-0.50+0*CI
IFlDABSI DtOGM I.GT.I.OE-4.0R .DABSIOI.GE.l. 00+01 GCTe BC
FElENO=OFLOAT INMAX+II*CLOGIOIOABS 1'1 '-DtOG 101 DflOATlNMAXHll-
*OlOGIOIOABSIDlOGMll








IFIQ.l T .0.01 FEHlER=FEL I/I I 1.OD"C+" **IN"lll




WRITE INO, 10001 XIE, XIA, F ,DlDG~ ,F ElE ..O ,FSlOl'Q ,F EHLE R,F ElREl ,N, NMAX
lCOO HFMATl' ',IP6El5.7/' ',lP2El5.7,OP21121






































*TFAR,LFAR,LFARA, FARIN, FARAN, IFUNAR,NUCUR 1
LCGICAl*4 SPRUC,FSGRAI ,FSTOlE,NUOUR,SPRU3,LERI'SC,lFAR 12.31,
·LFARAI2,31





IAB= IAB .. I
IFIIAR.GT.N4BI Oll FSWRIH1300I, 'FSGR','A2 ',11
















3 IFI.NOT.FSTOlElbEllAB-lolIoXIA,GLSCHIl CALl FSWRC313'lOI,


















































































lOG ICAl*4 TE ST" TE S T2, TEST3, LERM SG ,ORLeK" ~ TKlf
REAL*8 SM,AUX,H,Q,HH,X,P,HD,FCT,Y
DIMENSION I\UXlll ,VF131 ,'IEEPSI3!
CCMMON NRU41,NC
C(,~MON/CFSTRUI TEsn ,TEST2, TFsn ,lER~SG,GlSCH,~R212!, !TYP, ITYPEU,
*NR31 lllr es IGO, Xl,)(H,NR41 11 ,V,ND! ~P,I)RUCK
FfHlFRABFRAGE.
IFlXl.GT.XH.DR.NDIM.LT.41 CALl FSWF0313001,'FSRC','~ß ',I!
V(RBEREITIJNGE~ FUER DEN RDMBERG-100P.























































YFlll ZAHL DER HI\UHERUKGEN IoAR nEllIlFR ALS
INCIMAK(=41. RElATIVER FEHLER WLROE ERREICH
ODER UNTERSCHRITTEN.
fF12) ZAHL DER HALBIERU~GFN WAR )= 3 «KCIMIK)=4,.
RELATIVER FEi'LER WURDE FRRElCHT OCER UNTER=
SCH~U HEN.
nc ER:
BEI i'<DIMAK=4 THATEN RUNClJlIlGSFEHlER AUF. ES WIRD DER
WERT VON NDIMAK=3 GENOMMEN, FALL5 DAS ZUGEHOFRIGE
CELREL SCHON KlEI"ER oeER ClEIC~ (EM GEWUENSCHTEN
RELATIVEN FEHLER WAR.
YF131 ZAHL !:ER HALBIERUNGEN WAR )= 3 INDIMI\K)=41.
RELATIVER FEHLER WURDE WEGE~ RIJ~CUNr,SFEHlfR
N ICH T ERREICHT.« U.U. FEH1ERAUSORUC~.
STEHDRIM4A.1
HILFSFELD CER CIMENSIDN NDIM.
WIRD EPS NICHT INNERHAle VD~ ~nl~-I HtleIERUNGE~
ERREICHT, SO WIRIJ NDI"IP=1 GFSETlT UNO RETURN I GEP'I\CHT.
INTEGRAL. !
FELD, ZU flF~ Y IODIERT WIRD. AUSWAHL CES FlEMENTES








BERECHNET MIT HILFE DER AOMBERG 'E'HCDE Q
VON Xl BIS XH.
ß E S C H R EIe U ~ G 0 E R PAR A
Xl UNTERE INTFGRATIONSGRfNZE.
XH OBERE INTEGRATIONSGRENl •
EPS OBERE GRENZE FUER BETRAG DES RE
"CIM DIME,,"SION DES HILFFELDES .&UX.
NDIM-l=~AXIMAl "OEGUOH DER HAt I E~
CFS INTERVAllS ••• •
lUSI\ETllICH BE~CETIGTE WORTE IN •
SCHRANKE FUER FEHLFRAUSDRUC • AESCHRElfLNG SIEHE ESTRU!<.




NAME DER lL INTEGRTFRENDEK FU~KTI





















2 IFlXlf.lF.AB(lAß,U) Gcre I
IAA=II\ß+l
lFlIAß.GT.NABI OLL FSWRC313COI, 'FSGR','A3 ',lI
GCTO 2




lF~RI PR !NT, lFIIR I~.TRUE
FARIN! IPRINT, IFAR,II~)( IA
FARlNiIPRINT,IFI\R 21=XIEE
FAPIIN! IPRINT, IFIIR 1= ES !GC
IFUNARI! PR!'IH, IFARI =IFUN
GCfO 333
5 lFlFIIRIN IPRHIT,IFI\ ,U.NE.XIA.AldJ.FAPINIlPRINT,IFAR,21.NE.XIEE
*.AND.IFUNARIIPRINT IFIUn.NE.IFUNI (AU FSWR03 0001 ,'FSGR' "
*5 I
GC1C 333
14 Oll FSI/RO'ii 1008, !TYP, IlYPFU,BSIGO,BSIGO
Ull FSWRIJ2 !-2005 ,X lA,X lEE
11'1 IPRINT.EQ.lI CAU FS~R02i-2007dFU~,ITH
IFIIPRINT.EQ.21 CAU FSWR021-200e, (fUN,IHP
GCTO 333
C F ~IJll DU R(HG AN G1






C llJSAETlllCHE TEST BEI SCHON \lORHANCENE~ FFHLFR I~ INTERVAll )( IA
C fIS XIEE.
J=IAB
4 lF I J • GT • NA B.0 R.A BlJ- I , 11. GI'. XlEE. 0 R. I' STO LI' I AB I ,)-1 ,li ,)( lEE, GlS CHI 1
.. Gno 'H3
IFINUDUR.I\ND.ABIJ,41.LT.0.01 (All FSWR021-2010.IFUN,ITYPI
fFIABIJ,41.fQ.O.OI (All FSWRCl21-2009.lflJN, !TYP 'I
J=J+l
eno 4
331 IFllFR~SG.DR.ITYP.lE.il GO TC 333
IHl FARIl, IFAR 11 LFI\RA I l,1FAR 1=. TRLF.
332 fFILER"SG.DR. ITYP.LE.il GOTC 333



















































IFIY.fIIE.O.1)1 CElREL=CELTIIDAeS IV I
~=H*'I











11 INT , X"l EN, S TR EU, L OlM ,L 0 IMP , SE ,F SE )
PEAL*B ~AT,ITI\At',FEST,NfE~T,~N,M"M
DIMENSI'JN F"GIMMI,R~FEI"'FrJ,F~FII\FE),ITNA~(ITYPI,NNIlll,FEST!51
1 ~ F ES Tl S ) ,S Ge I M"11 ,NS AT Z ! 4 I, SE lL OlM I, F SEI L 0 P' ) ,D L F I ~M I, XI NTE I M"11 ,
2 1 ! 1\ T l MM) ,XN E N ( M"11 , S TR E!J I MMI, F 14 I ,F 14 ) , F lU S S l 2 I ,S F I 2 I
COMMON '1AT,ISTRUK,ISPA,NOUTP,JA,NA~F,~ENry,KL
Eelll VALENCE I FFSTll),NFFST llli
WPITEI:-lfJUTP,lI
I F(F~ATIIH'!/IH'l/' PRCGRA~M KEI\"lIFFER 4'1' PR~GPA~~ lUR BERECHNUNG













IfnE~T2 .nR.DRUCK) WR ITEI:-lO, 10001 ITVP ,( TTPFU,B ~1(;O,Xl.XH,V,EPS,
*OE LRF L ,D E LTI, 0 F l T 2, 1 AC 11 , ~ 0 I ~ ~K , lAU X I J) ,J = I ,1\11 ( ~ AK I
1000 FORMATI' Rn"'BERG ITYP=',l2,' ITYPE!J=',I2,' ~IGC=',lPFll.6,
*' XL=',lPEI3.6,' XH=',lPFI3.6,' V=',lPFI3.~1




































































IFI TESB) WRI TEl NO,lCOli
FCP~ATI' RO~RERG. PRI"lTCUT OE ARRA~ ALX.' I
lEITESB) WRITElNO,I0021 Aux!11
I Z=O












nXI 11=0 .S*AIJXII-ll +P*SM









IflTEST31 WRTTFINO, 10021 IAIHIJI,J=I,"lflIMAK)
FCR~ATI' ',IP6D21.IZ1




BEI GROSSEN INTERVALLEN NOCH KEINE FfHI~R~eFPA(F IN DF~ ERSTE~
ZOEI HALBIERUNGEN'.
IEll.LT.4.AND •• "lOT.INTKlEI GOTO 7
PELATIVER FEHLER KLEINER GLEICH EPS7
IF I DELT2 .EO.O.O I GOre 13
CHREL=OELT2IflMAXlI DABSlYl ,OAASI ALXI U II
IFlTE~T31 WRTTEINO, 10041 DElREL
FORMATI' DELREl=' ,IPEI3.6)




















II IF I lTNA'I IJ.Jl .NE .NN( 41 1 GO Tn 32
f\FESTl31 =NN131
124 IFIISPA.NE.11 Ge TC 12
WRlTE INf)UTP.l::>1 MAT,IHA"(JJ)
13 FCPMATIlHOI' *H,jARNING 4.2 : T~E GROl:P CROSS :ECTION FrR ',2A'I,






12IFllTNA'1IJJI.NE.NN(5)1 GI) Ta 14
1'1 f\FESTI31=NNI21
GC TC 15





























































I F 1I TN AMI J J) • NE. NN( 9) I




16 WRTTF l'lOUTP,l81 INFESTlll,l=l,31,ITNAP'IJJI
18 FeFMATIlHOI' ***WAR'IING 4. 3 : OATA FOR ',3A9.' ((HILf) WH BE FnUNO
I IN !HE KEOAK lIBPflPY ·/19X.'THIS TYPE IS USEr TC CALCUUTE THE GR









2C WR lTE I 'lOUTP, 2U FNGl NGP). I ~EEST (11,1=1 ,3I,SF I II
Zl F(FMAT !tHO/' H*I1ARNING 4. 4 : THE LnWER ENERG) GROUP BOLNDAIO "
IFH.8,·~V IS f\OT IN THE AVAIl~8LE ENEPGY RAf\GE ff\ KEOAK FOR '1l9X,
2?A9.· THE lOWFR ENERGY GROUI' '10Uf\OARY HflS BEEf\ HOHIEC TO •
3EII>.ß,' EV' I
41 "=2
26 CAlL NOE"n (NSUCHI. '1SAT l, FEST,NUCA1,NC I
1 I' I NSUCH 1) 22 ,22,23
2::' IFIFFSTl41-FNCINGRI124,24,?':
24 S F n I =F I' ST (4 I
FSFIIl=FESTI 5)
Ge T 0 21>
2: IFIJR.E~.21 GO TO 902
IFlFESTl51."Q.0.ANO.FSEIU.FO.0.ANO.ITNAMIJJI.EQ.NNI5 I GO TO 900
IFIFESTl51.EC./).6ND.FSElll.F(.0.ßN(.ITI';AMIJJI.FC.NN GO TO 24




































































S ~GC I I ) =0.
JJJ= I




IF I NFF.E 'l.I I f\FF"=)
NGR=M'I-NANF
~ f f\=~'HI-NENC
C~ll DDP\; (ilHBEST .f\FESTI211
CAll DOP\; (8HSGA ,NNllll
CAll OOPw lilHSGF .~~(2)1
CALI 110PW IBHSG... • ... N(3»
UIL DCPIo/ 18H"UFL ,Nf\1411
Lnl OOPw 18H ... UE .~f\(51)
CAll DOP>I IßHSGC ,NNl611
CAll DOPw IßHSTR ,f\f\(71)
CAll [10PW (QHALPHA .NN1811
Oll OOPI/ IRHETA .NN(9))
C~Ll OOPW I 8H~GG ,f\f\IIOll
CAll OOP\<I IßHH 01 ,NN!lll)
CAlL OOP\<I IQHSGKE .""MI
INR=O
~HSTlll="IAT
NFFSH 31 =NNI 21
NSHlll)=3
CAIL N')FlOC If\SUCHI.NSATl.FFST.NUCAT .NO




Ice2IFIlSPA.FIJ.IIS) GO TC 1003
1003 Hl ISPA.EQ.O I GO TO 2
II =()
00 3 I=I,ITYP
IFIITNöMIII.EC.NNIIII GO TO 4
1F(ITNAMIlI.~E.N~1211 Ge Ta 3
4 II =L L + I
IF(ll.EC.2) Gr TO 5
Cef\T1NUE
WRITF PF1UTP.,,) MAT
6 FCRMATllHJ/' ***WARNING 4. I : T~F GRCUP CROSS SECTION SGC CANNOT
IBE CALCUlATFD FOR ·.A91l9X,'R"CALSF THF PFACTle~ TYPFS SGA ANO SGF







ENGlll , I NFESTI J "J= 1 ,31, FEST! 41
+11139,304,304
WRlTE Ir.jOUTP,9011 SEIll,FESTl41
901 FORMATIlHOl' *"MESSAGE 4. 8 : FOR THE CAlCUlAllON OF NUE SGF 1S
















1F IMOO.EQ. 1. ANO. I TNAI'II JJl. EQ.NNI51 I FSE 111= 1.1:20
30 00 180 1=1,'"
IFIFSEIII.GE.OI GO TO 180
112 WRITE Ir.jOUTP,l1l1 FESTlll,FESTl31,SElll,FSElii
171 FORMATI/2Al),' ENERGY',E16.8,' CROSS SECTION ON KEOAK NEGATIVE',
lE16.81
180 CONTINUE
IFllOIF.EQ.Ol GO TO 31
lOIMP=llOIF-ll*lOIM+M+l
WRITE INOUTP,4001 HNAMIJJI














IFIITNAMIJJI.EQ.NNI411 GO TO 125
IfIITNAMIJJl.NE.NNI5'1 GO TO 35
125 NFESTI31=ITNAMIJJI
476 EI31=AMAXlIENGIII,SFI111
42 IFlEI3'.U .ENGII+1l1 GO TO 76
1=1+1
IFII.GT.IGRUPI GO TO 10
GO TO 42
76 CAll NOFlOC INSUCHl,NSATl,FEST,NUOAT,NCI
IflNSUCHl' 36,36,37
36 WRITE INOUTP,381 INFESTIJI,J=l,31
38 FORHATIIHO/' ***WARNING 4. 5 : OATA FOR ',3A9,' CDUlO NOT BE FOUND
































































1FIFESTl31.EQ.NNI411 GO TO 173
IFIFlll.GE.OI GO TO 173
WRITE Ir.jOUTP,lHI FESTlll,FESTl31,EIlI,FI1i
173 CAll NDFNXT INSUCHl,NSATl,FEST,NUOAT,NCI
IFINSUCH1143,43,44
43 WRITE I\lOUTP,'I51 IFESTlJI,J=l,3l
45 FORMAT IlH)f' ***WARNING 4. 6 : OUA FOR ',3119,' ARE NOT AlJAllABlE
1 ON KEnAK IN THE DESIREO ENERGY GROUPS'J
GO TO 10
44 IFIFESTI41-EI31 139,39,46
46 IF IFlll.EQ.0.ANO.FESTI51.EQ.Ol GO TO 39
E I 21 =F ES TI 4 I
FI21=FESTl51
IFIFESTl31.EQ.NNI411 GOTO 174
IFIFI21.GE.OI GO TO 174
WRITE I\lOUTP,llU FESTlll,FESH3I,EI2I,FI21
174 EI3I=AMAXliENGII hElll,SE11l1
921 IFlEI3I.lT.ENGII+U I GO TO 925
I =1+ I
IFII.lE.IGRUPI GO TO 921
WRITE INOUTP,4711 MIT,ITNAMlJJI,NFESTI31
477 FORMATI' ***WARNING 4. 8 :',A9,' TYPE "A9,' CANNOT BE CAlCUlATED,










F 131 =F 111




50 00 60 II=I,M
IFISEIIII-E131160,260,61
260 IFIITNA'iIJJI.NE.NNI511 GO TO 903






IFIITNAMIJJI.NE.NNI511 GO TO 907
IFIHOO.ECl.OI GO TO 907
(All GRUP 1I,I1,M,ENG,SE,FSE,SFlll,MOOI




























































261 IFCl.EO.OI GO TO 51
49 FI31"FIlI+IFI21-FIlIIIIEI2I-EI 1I1*IEI3I-EI 111











IFINFE.EO.II GO Ta 57
f141"AMI NI lENG U+II ,EI 21. SEIlli, REFEIN I1I
IFIITNAMIJJI.NE.NNI511 GO Ta 911
IFIMOD.EQ.DI GO TO 911
IFIMARK.EQ.OI GO Ta 911
MARKKO
CAll GRUP II,II,M,ENG,SE,FSE,SFIII,MODI
911 IFIEI41.EQ.ENGII+11 I GO Ta 58
IFIEI41.EQ.EI211 GO TO 59
IFIEI41.EQ.SEIIIII GO TO 62
FlUSSIZI=EFEINII
NI"NHI
63 (All Fl IFSEI !I-lltFSEI IU ,SEIH-li, SElIII,EI41 ,SFI211
16" CAll I' LI FH I , I' 121 , EIl! , El21, EI41 , F14 11
GO TO 66





IfIEI41.EQ.EI211 GO TO 158
162 IFIEI41.EQ.SEIIIII GO Ta 159






IFINSUCHI.lE.OI GO Ta 161
EI21=FESH41
I' 121 "FES Tl 51
11l"1
IFIFESTI31.EQ.NNI4ll GO TO 162

































































165 IFIIF.EQ.OI GO TO 166
167 IFIIK.EQ.L.ANG.IW.EQ.OI GO TO 164
IFIIK.EQ.I.AND.IW.EQ.ll GO TO 66
IFIIK.EQ.O.ANG.IW.EQ.OI GO TO 63
GAll Fl IFSEIII-II,FSEIIII,SEIII-LI,SEIIII,EI"'I,SFI211
GO TO 66





E111 =E 12 I
FllI"'FIZI
GAll NOF MXT 1NSUCH1, NSAT Z, FEST, NUGAT, NC)
IFINSUCHI.GT.OI GO TO 65
161 WIHTEINOUTP,6111 IFESTlJI,J=I,3),EI21





F 12' "'F E5Tl 51
IFIFESH 31.EQ.NNI4' I GO Ta 176
IFIFI21.GE.OI GO TO 176
IlRITE INOUTPoi Tli FESTllI,FESTl31oEI2I,F 121
116 IFIElltl.NE.SEllIl.AND.EI41.NE.REFEINI1I GO TO 152
1101=0
IFIEI41.EQ.SEIIIII GO Ta 153




IFIEI41.NE.REFEINIII GO ro 156
154 FlUSSI21=EFEINII
NI"'Nl+l
IFllW.EQ.ll GO TO 66
CAll Fl IFSEIII-U,FSEIIII,SEIII-1I,SEIIII,EI4"SFI211
GO TO 66
152 CAll Fl IFSEIII-ll,FSEIIII,SEIII-II,SEIIII,EI4I,SFI211
156 (All FlIEFEINI-U,EFEINII,REFEIN 1-11 .REFEINII ,EI'" ,FlUSS(2)1
GO TO 66
62 SFI21=FSEI II I
I1"'tI+1




150 CAll HIEFE! NI-II,EFEINIl,REFEIN l-ll,REFEINII, EI'>I ,FLUSS(2)
151 CAll FU Flll,FIZI,Elll ,EIZI,Ellt) ,FI41 I
66 IFllAlF.EQ.II GO TO 11


























































IFIEi'tI. NE.ENGll+lIl GO TO 61




I' 131 "I' 141
IFIEI4I.EI:I.5EIIIII lI"lIH




IFINSUCHI.GT.OI GO TO 64
264 WRITE INOUTP,681 IFESTIJI,J=I,31,EI21
GO TO 200
64 EI21-FESTI .. 1
F121=FESTl51
11'1 FESTl31.EQ .NNI4I 1 GO Ta 115
IFIFI21.GE.~1 GO TO 115
WRnE INOUTP,ll1l FESHII,FESTi3l,EI21,FI21
115 IFIKW.EQ.lI GO TO 200
IFI1.GT.IGRUPI GO TO 200
GO TO 61
51 EI41-A"INIIENGII+II,EI21,SEIIIII
IFIITNAMIJJI.NE.NNI511 GO TO 912
IFIMOO.EQ.OI GO TO 912
IFIMARK.EQ.O 1 GO TO 912
MARK=O
CAll GRUP ~1LLIJ, M• .ENG. SE ,FSE ,SFIII .MOO I
'H2 IfIlEI"I-EI3IIIEI3I.GE.I.E-31 GO TO 143
I I' IE14-1. EQ. E1 311 GO T0 U 4
flUSSIII-PHIIEI311
HUSSI21-PHllEI411
CAll fl 1I' SE I li-li, f SE I 11 I , SE 1 II -11 , SE 11 I I ,E I .. I ,SI' I2I I
(All fl 11'11 1,1'121, EIII,EI21, EI .. I.FI411







SI' 111 =SI' 121
FlUSSllI=FllJSSIZI





































































CAll FLI FIU, FI210E 111, Ei21, EE44,FI411
FlUSSIZI=PHIIEE..41
IFllAlF.EQ.l1 GO TO 71







IFlll.lT.MNI GO TO 69








12 Iflll.ECl.O•• OR.Xl.EQ.O.1 GO TO IU
IFII1l-ZZIIZI.GT.RFEHl.OR.0(1-X21/XI.GT.RFEHU GO TO 11
GO TO HZ
1I1 IFllI.EQ.O•• AND.XI.EQ.O.1 GO TO 114
lFlll.EQ.O.1 GO TCl H3
IFlllI-lZI/ZI.GT.RFEHll GO TO 11
GO TO HZ
113 t~IIX1~X2IfXl.GT.RFEHll GO TO 11
112 ZINT! 11= ZINH 11 +lZ
X~ENIII=XNENIII+XZ
114 IFIEI41.EQ.ENGIIHII GO TO n
E131:E141
1'131=1'141






IFINSlJCHI.lE.OI GO TO 73
EI ZI=FESTl41
FI21=FESTISI
IFIHSTl31.EQ.NNI411 GO TO 177
IFIFI21.GE.OI GO TO 117
WRITE INOUTP,17l1 FESTlll,FESTI3I.EIZI,F(2)


























































35 IF( ITNAMIJJI.EQ.NNI811 GO Ta 123
IFliTNAMIJJI.NE.NNI911 GO TO 75
123 IFllETA.EQ.OI GO TO 82





71 IFINFE.EQ.II GO Ta 78
lINTIII=ZINTIII.ISFIII*FlUSS(II+SFI21*FlUSSIZI 1*0.5*IEI41-EI311













I F11-1 GR UP I 81 ,ll7 ,303
84 EI1I=FESTl41
FIlI=FESTl51
IF(FESTl3J.EQ.NNI't1i GO TO 181







IFIFESTl31.EQ.NNI411 GO TO 118
IFIFIZI.GE.OI GO Ta 118
WRITE INOUTP,llll FESTlII,FESTl3l,EI2I,FI21
178 E (3) =AMA)(lI ENGI II ,E I L11
WRITE INOUTP,481EI31
91 IFIE(3).LT.ENGII+U I GO TO 90
1= 1+ I
fFlf.GT.IGRlJP1 GO TO 10
GO TO 91
90 1<=1
F 131 =F H 1+I F 121 - F 11 ) 1 I I EI 2 I - E( I I I '" I E13 1- E« I I I
IFlNFE.EQ.LI GO TO 96
D093NI=I,NFE

































































IFINFE.EQ.ll GO Ta 105
EI41=A~INlIENGIl+ll,EI2I,REFEINI1I
iFIE 141. EQ.ENGII +111 GO Ta 91
iFCEI41.EQ.EI211 GO TO 98
FlUSSIZI=EFEINII
NI=NI+I
100 CAll Fl IFllI,FI2I,EllI,EI2I,EI4l,FI""
GlJ TO 99
97 IFIEI41.NE.EI21.AND.EI41.NE.REFEINIII GO Ta BI
110=0
11<=0
IFIEI41.EQ.E(2)1 GO TO 132
136 IFIEI41.EQ.REFEINIlI GO Ta 133
GO Ta 140
132 F141=F121




I F INSUCHI.l E.O 1 GO TO 135
EI21=FESTl41
FI21=FESH51
iFIFFSTl31.EQ.NNI411 GO TO 136






140 IFIIIO.EQ.l.AND.IK.EQ.ll GO TO 99
IFIIw.EQ.I.ANO.IK.EQ.OI GO TO 137
GO TO WO
137 CAll Fl IEFEINi-U,EFEINII,REFEINI-U,REFEINII,EI41,FlUSSIZI
GO TO 99






IFINSUCH I.GT .01 GO Ta 102





IFIFESTl31.EQ.NNI411 GO Ta 119
IFIFI21.GE.)1 GO Ta 179
WRlTE INOUTP,lHI FESTlll,FESTl31,EI2l,FIZI




























































99 llNT Il 1= II NT I 11 +I 1"13 I "'flUSS I U+FI41"'FLUSSI ZII "'O.5*IEI41-EI311
XNEN 111=XNENIII+1 FLUSS 11 HFlUSSI211 *0. 5*1 E141-E 1311
IFIHAT .NE.Ni\lllU 1 GO TO 10lt


















IFINSUCHI.GT.OI GO TO 101
Z65 WRITE INOUTP,681 IFESTIJI,J-I,31,EIZI
GO TO 200
101 EI21=FESTI41
I" I 21=1' ESTl51
IfIFESTI31.EQ.NNI411 GO TO 120
IFIFI21.GE.OI GO TO 120
WRITE INOUTP,l711 FESTIII,FESTl3I,EIZI,FIZI
120 JFIKW.EQ.1I GO TO 200
IFII.GT.IGRUPI GO TO ZOO
GO TO 96
105 EI41=AMHHIENGIlHI,EIZIi
IFIIEI41-EI311/EI31.GE.I.E-31 GO TO 141
FlUSSIU",PHI I EI311
FlUSSI21"PHIIEI411
CAll Fl 11"111 ,FIZI,EllI,EI21.EI41,FI411
ZZ-IFI31"'FlUSSIII+FI41*FlUSSIZII*0.5*IEI41-EI311
IZ-IFlUSSIII+FlUSSIZII*0.5*IEI41-EI311
IFIMAT.NE.NNIIIII GO TO 14Z












































































12Z CAll Fl Iflll ,FIZI ,Eil! ,EIZI ,EE44,fI411
flUSSIZI=PHIIEE441
ZZ=ZZ+l I' 131 *1" lUSSlll+f 141 *flUSS IZI 1*0.5*1 EE44-EE33 1
XZ=X2+IFlUSSIII+FlUSSllII*0.5*IEE44-EE331
IFIMAT.~E.NNlllll GO TO 106









IFlll.lT.MNI GO TO 101








109 IfIZl.EQ.O•• OR.ll.EQ.O.1 GO TO 116
IFIIZl-ZZIfZl.GT.RFEHl.OR.lJ(1-XZIfXl.GT.RFEHll GO TO 108
Gd iO Hf
116 IfIZI.EQ.O •• AND.Xl.EQ.O.1 GO TO 118
IFIZI.EQ.O.I GO TO 119
IFIIZI-ZZIfZl.GT.RFEHlI GO TO 101'1
GO TO 111
119 IFIIXI-IZI/Xl.GT.RFEHll GO TO 101'1
111 ZINTlIl= ZINT« 11 H2
INENIII=XNENIII+XZ
118 IfIMAl.EQ.i\lNllll.AND.ITNAMIJJI.EQ.NNI311 DUEIII=OUEIII+l3









IfIFESTI31.EQ.NNI41 I GO TO 105

























































C AUSDRUCKEN DER ERGEßNISSE
C
200 IFIITNAMIJJI.NE.NNI911 GO TO 211






213 00 214 N=K,IGRU~
214 XINTEIN1=XlNTEINI/II ••STREUINII
















203 FORMATlIH , 7El6. 811 IX, 71'16.811
IFIITNAMIJJI.EQ.NNIIII GO TO 204
IFIITNAMIJJI.EQ.NNI211 GO TO 205
GO TO 206
204 00 207 N-K,IGRUP
207 SGCIN1=SGCIN1.XINIEINI
IFIlNR.EQ.U GO TO 210
INR= I
GO TO 10
205 00 209 N=K,IGRUP
209 SGCIN1:SGCIN1-XINTEINI










WRIlE INooTP,2031 1SGCllU ,LL=K, IGRUP I
GO TO 10
206 IFIMAT.NE.NNlllll GO TO 10






















































































5lBRoun NE Gnup 11 rll,~.ENG. SE.FSF,SF.~O[l
CII'ENSlON ENGlll.SEIMI,FSEl'n
oe 1 /II1=H,'1
11'1 SE(''Hl.r;E.F/IIGII~UI GO 10 2
I cnTI/IIUE
2 IFIFSEINII.EQ.I.E201 GO TO 4
CC 3 '11=1,/111
3 IFIFSEIMII.EQ.1.E20 I FSEIMII=O.















































C*U**SUBROUTINE SCH.OHE 01' LAST CHANGE 21.12. 19U.lllNES 10 TO 10
C*****36S01 20








C AUSDRUCK DER Cl"ENSIONEN FUER HILFSFELDER 110
















46 00 44 1=I,MMAXX 280
XIll=O. 2SC
H IXIII=O 300
CALL OOPWIBHSMTOT ,NAM41111 310
CALL OOPWIBHS~TOT2N ,.,/II'41ZII :20
CAll 00PWIBHSMTOT3N ,NAM41311 330
CAll OOPWI8HPR08SGI ,NPIIII 34C
CAllOOPW!8HPROBSGZN,NPI211 350
CAlL 00PWIBHPROBSG3N,NPI311 360
IF!INTYPIITI.EQ.2.0R.INTYPIITI.E'.31 GO TO 45 :70
C****"'ESTIMATED VALUES 01' THE DIMENSIONS 01' THE liORKI"G FIELDS 380














lFIINTYPllTl.EQ.ll CUL DOPWIBHSG2~ ,TYPI 530
IFIINTYPIITI.EQ.31 CAlL DOPWI8HSG3N ,TYPI 540
C W~ITEINA,10131 NAE,ISG,NISG,~AEP,ISGP,~ISGF 550
CIOl3 fCFMATI'NAE=' .110,' ISG='.IIO,' NISG=',IIO,
C "I' NAEp=',II0,' ISGp=',rIO,' NISGP=',II01

















CI006 FORMATli' BENOETIGTE FELDLAENGE' ,110,
C *1 ' VERFUEGBARE FElOLAENGE',IIOI
IFlLI4.lE.MMAXXI GO TO "
C WPITEINA,10141 LI4,MMAXX
CICI4 FORMATI'OSUMME DER lA ENGEN ALLER EINZELNEN HILfSfElCE~ GLEICH ,
C .112,' WORTE'I' DIESE ZA~l UEBFRSTEIGT DIE MAXI~AlE OIMENSICN VON
C *' .rU,' WORTEN.'I' VERGROESSERII SIE Olf ~HlON UM DIE MAXIMALE 01







9000 FORMATIIIIII' PROGRAMM ~ENNZIFFER 5'/1
W~ n EI NA ,900 11
9001 FCRMATI'OPROGRAMM ZUR BERECHNUNG VON T~ANSfER"~T~IZEN FUER 'I
.' INELASTISCHE STREUUNG, IN,2Nl - UNO C",3NI - FROZESSE'/I
WRITElNA,90181 NPII~TYPliTII
9018 FORMATIIHO/' ',A8/1XI
IFllNTYPllTl.EQ.l.OR.INlYPllTl.EQ.31 GO TO 40
l31=13-1
00 I 1 =l l, l31
X!u=o.
CALl SCATDINX,EG,NFE,EF,FI,NEZ7,XILII,XIL2I,Xll31,
U 114 I, XIL51 , )( 1L61. XI L11 , )(<< LBI, XIl 9 I. XI U 01 ,Xl LI 11 • X« 1121 ,
* X ILI 3 I ,N I SG , NI SGI', NA E, NAEp. ISG, I SGF, KIN f M, lAD. ,., Ae C1
C**.**xILII •••••• XILl-II : NORMAlIZEO TRANSFER FROBAEIllTIES
C**..*PICGH.XIl21 ••••••XIl3-1I : ENERGV INTEGRAL 01' riSCRETE
C·*"**lE~EL INElASTIC SCATTERING CROSS SECliON ~ULTIFlIEC BY
(** ••• WEIGHTI~G FUNCTION SIOG. «G MEANS GROUP NU~BER CF CUT
C*****SC_T1ERING GROUP,H GROUP NU~PER GF INSCATTERIN~ GROUPI




























































1 If IIAO.EQ.O.AND.NABD.EQ.OI GO TO 43
~)2:NX"'NX
C"'''''''.'''IG: EXTERNAt ENERGV GROUP COUNT 1I CCPRE5PONDS TO ENERGV GROUp
C"''''*'''*hITH HIGHEST ENEPGY
oe; e 16: I,MX
C",****"t : INTERNAl ENERGY GROUP COUNT 11 CORRESPOND5 TO ENERGV GROUp
C"'**"'*hITH lOWEST E~ERGY.
"tzNEl1-IG
C"'''''''''''''~X~H : NUMBER CF DOWNSCATTERING GROUPS INClUOI~G OUTSCATIERING
C"''''.'''*GROUP.
B f;X~":NX-IGH
C"''''*''''''Mh : COUNT OF INSCATTERING IDOWNSCATTEPINGI GR(UPS.~H=I ~EANS
C"'."'''''''SCATiERING INTO OUiSCATTERING GROUP.MH=2 MEAN5 5CAilERING INiO
C"'**"''''THAi ENEPGY GROUP,i~Ai ENERGEllCAllY lIES ONE ~RCUP BElOW THE
C*"'***OUTSCATTERING GROUP.MH=~ MEANS SCATTERING INTO l~AT ENERG~ GRaUl',
C****$TH~T ENERGETICALlY LIES rwo GROUPS BElOW THE OLTSCATTERING GROUP.




C 5 WPITEINA,90061 MG,IG,Xlll-I+"'~1


















































































































*x 1161 ,X IUI , XIl81 ,X 1191 •xIUO I ,x Il U I , X1l121, )( !LU I ,
*NISG,NISGP,NISGI,NISGIP,IIIEP,NEPP,NF,NFp,laC,NAEC,IRI
C*****xll31 ••••••Xll.-11 , NORMAlIlEO TRANSFER PROBA8IliTIES FOR INElAST
C*****IC SCATTERING IN CONNECTION WITH THE EXCITATIC" CF CONTINUOUS lEVE
C*****lS 01' THE RESIDUAL NUClEUS 10R FOR IN,2NI- OR 1~,3NI-REACTIONS
C*****PICGH.Xll41 ...... )(ll5-1I : ENERGY GROUP INTEGRßl OVER THE PROOUCT
C*****OF CONTlNUOUS LEVEL INElASTlC SCATlERING CROSS 5ECTYON (OR ( ,2Nl
C*****OR IN,3NI-CRDSS-SECfIONI ANO THE WEIGHTING FUNCTION SICG




51 IFIN1SGP.EQ.O.AND.NISGIP.EQ.0.AND.NEPP.EQ.O.AN[.NFP.EQ.0 GO Ta I
WRITEINA,900BI NISG,NISGP,NISGI,NISGIP,NEP,NEPP,f;F,NF
9008 HIIlMIIT l' IIIISG=', 16, 'IIIISGP=', 1&, 'NISG 1=',16, 'N 15GIP=', t.
* • NE P=' , I 6, ' NE PP=' , I 6 , ' NFe' , 1I> , ' NFP=' , 16 I
GO TO 15
14 IFIINfVPIITI.EQ.2.0R.INTYPIITI.EQ.31 GO TO 41
IFIIAO.EQ.O.ANO.NABO.EQ.OI GC TO 41







































































C 23 WPITEINA,90021 lXlll+IM~-II*NX.MG-ll.MH=I,NXMHl









9013 FORMAT!' OKZ=' ,H,,'NAM=' ,A8,'I(O=' ,161
c*uu IGI : EXTERNf\L ENERGV GROUp COUN, I I CfJRRESPO~CS TO ENE
C·****WITH HIGHEST ENERGYI.IG : EXTERNAL ENERGY GROUp COUIIIT.IG IS
C*****INTRODUCEO TO OßTAIN AN OUTPUT ,THIT S,ARTS WIT~ ,HE OUISCATTERING




C*****THE "'EANING 01' MG.NXMH ,liND MH COPRESPONOS TO T~E MEANING












IfINXMHI.NE.OI GO Ta 21
W~ITEINA,90201
9020 FORMAT!' ••"'WIIRIIIING 5.10 'THE INEL.STIC SC'T,EAING MATRIX IS FfJUND
ITO BE EQUAl 10 ZERO IN AN ENERGY GROUP'!',WHERE THE IHElISIIC seAT
2TERING CROSS SECTION IS GREITER T~IIN lERO.CHEC~ NUClEAR O.TA





WR nEINA,90111 I Xlll+l MH- U *NX+MG- U ,MH~1 ,"XMH I1
FCIl"'ATIlOEI2.51
WRITE lLlZl NXMHll.IG,I)(IU+IMH-II*NX."G-I""I'~I,NXMHl
OPGANIZIITIDN OF THE OUTPUT ON llSTING IN THE FCR" OF MAXIMUM I
SCATTERING PROBIBILITIES PER lINE STARTING WIT~ THE OUTSCATTERING






































































1::9004 FORMIITI' IN SI::IIT 11\=',16,'IIIIIB=', 16, 'I<D=',16, 'IAD=',16, 'IIIABD=', 16
I:: 1,'IAC=',16,'IIIIIBC=',161
11' (KO.IIIE.OI GO TO 48
WRITEINA,90221 KD,IIIAM411111TVPIITI I
9022 FORMATUI' KO=',16,' NO TRAIIISFER MATRICES FOR nPE ',A8,'11II THE




C WR Ir EI11111,90121 IA 7, IIIAB 7
C9012 FCRMAH' 1111 SCAl !A7"', 16,' NAB7=', 161
'UZ=NX*NX
C*"''''''IG : EXTERIUl flllERGV GROUP COUNT I I CORRESPONI:5 TO EIIIERGY GROUP
C.*••• WITH HIGHEST EIIIERGYI.
oe 16 IG=NA87,IA7·
C••*.*"'G : fXTERNll EIIIERGY GRoUP COUIIIT I CORRESPOIIICS TO EIIIERGY GRDUP
C•••••WITH lOWEST EIIIERG'I.
MG"IIIE21-IG
CU."NX"'H : NUMBER 01' DOIoiNSCAHER ING GROUPS lNClUDII,G (HJTSCAHERING
C*"'''' ••GRCUP.
]6 rUMH=NX-IG+l
C••••• IlH : GROUp COUNT FOR oOWNSCATTER ING GROUPS,MH= I I'IEIINIIIIG
C.""INSCUTEIHNG GROUP CORIlESPONoS Ta lJUiSCATHRlf\lG GRCUp,f<lH=2
C***"'*~EANS INSCATTERIIIIG GROUp 15 IHIT EMERGY GROUp,lHAT ENERGETICIILlY
C"''''''''''15 HEXT lOIiER 10 OOTSCATTERING.MH=3 IlEFERS TO INSCATTERING
C* .....GROUp EN ERGET/CAU' 1WO GROUpS UlWER IHIIIII OUT HAlTER I NG GROUP.
C 16 WilITEINII,90021 IXllHIMH-Il*NX+MG-lI,MH:I,NXMH:1
00 11 IG"NAB 1, U 7
11 14(;=NE21-IG











20 Nll MH=NJ(-I GH
C 20 IIRiTEINII,90021 IXI13+IMH-U*NX+MG-lI,MH=I,NXl"lin
C*••••CALCULATION OF THE COM8INIITION OF OI5CRETE lEVEL IND CONIINUOUS
















































IFIUM.G T. U 11 GOTO 31
WR ITEINA ,90151 1'1 Xll H+lM-ll ,l~=U'" Llll
FCRMATIIOX,llI3X,13,5XII
HllI.NE.lI GOTO 38
ll;-OUTSCATTER ING GROUP ACCOROING Ta THE [OliNTHG IN THE A8N-SET
I.E. LOIlEST GROUP NUMBER [ORRESPONCS TO HIGHEST ENERGY BOUNOARIES
Xlll+IMH-II*NX+MG-II-PROBABILITV FOR INELASTIC SCATTERING CUT OF
GROUP IG INfO GROUP IMH+IG-ll.








FeRMATI' AFTER STATEMENT 24 KO=',I6,'IT=',l6,'I'!N=',161
Il=ITH









C••••• Sl8ROUTINE ~EADS TYPE SGllC FQC~ T~F ~UCLE~Q LIIP~RY WIT~IN THE F~
C*HU~EFGY LlMYTS EU ~NC EO.
C OI~Ef\ISlnN FlINISGI,SGIZCIN[SGI,N~~E(3l,NNH(3I,'UFR(2I,NN(51









































































lFITYP.EO.NNH I.CR. TYP.I'Q.NNI41.CR .TYP.I'O.NNI511 GO TO 1





NAME 121 =BE ST
C N~MI'121=TYP
NA~F I 31 =TY P
C 19 Ull LOFLOCIKENNZ,NNIIM,NAMF ,QUER I
19 CAll f':OFlOC(KI'N"l,NNA~,NAME,~OAT,N(OI
1F I KENN Z • I' Q. C I GO T0 2
21 QUERIII=NAMFI41
OlERI21=NAMEI51
C 21 I F «GUI'R I 11 .l T. EU 1 GO Ta 20
IFICUEPIII.lT.EUI GC TC 20
IFIQUERI !I.EQ.EUl GC TC 12
. IF I OU ER ( II • GT • EU • ANC • OU ER « 1 I .L E. EO .11 '11 C. E ~ • GT• C •• A1'10.1 • EQ. I. ANO.
INISGF.EQ.OI GO Ta 10
IfIQUE'lIIl.GE.EOI GO TO 22









IFINOPT.FO.lI GO TO 6
I = I + 1
1F I I .l E. N I S Gl GO 10 3
GC Ta 5
C 2 WRITEINA,IOOI NA~,TVP
C 100 FORMAT I' **'l< FOR THE ISOTUPI' ',118,' THr DA TA nPE ',118, 'I S "ICT AV







C 3 Ull lDFNXTIKFNNZ,Nl'iAM,NAME,OtJE'l1
3 CAll NnFNXT«KENNl,NNA~,f\iAME,~OAT,f\i(OI
CU ER 111= NAM E ( 4 I
CLERI21=NAMEI51





















































































































FCR~ATI' IJPPER ENERGY OF TYPF SGll IS·,GI4.6,·E~·1
1\~/I"1l1=2
19 NNAHlll= 3
1\ A~ F 12 ) = Nil 1~ 1





S IFIElII' .GF.E(I I\ACT=1
!FISGIICIIl.EO.1 •• ANO.I\ACT.GF.2) GC TC ~O
Ge TC 2Y
eC IFIlFIIZl-Elllll/ol(21.CT.I.F-21 ce TC 27
CC TO 2'1




2P Fll=IEI(21-FII lll*O.1+EII 1)
F 12 = I E I I 11 - Elll I 1*0 .1 tEll
SC II C I =F I PO l/l I El I 11 ,E 11 ,F II ?I , SG I l ( I 1 I , SGll ( (? I »






SGI IC l21 =SGI ICI
SCIlCI3I=SG[IC2
~ACT=NA(T+Z















., U,NAB, IR I
CI~ENSION FGINXI,EFINFEI,FIINFEI,~EINCINX,NXI,ClOTCINXI,ENGINF21I
*FlOl! SG 1 • SG (IC I NI SG 1 • E I I NI SG 1I • E P I NE PI, F I I NF, 1\ EPI ,F2 IN F, NE P I,

































































6 IFI I.GT.II GO TO 1
( "HTEI"l~,lOII TYP,NA",EU,EO
( ICI FCflM/lTI' **""10 GAU FOR' ,/lR,'OF ~ATER!Al' ,118, '/VAIlIlBlE I~ THE ENE




IFINISGF.NE.OI GO TO 8
C !FIKENNI.EQ.OI "1110=1-1
IF ISGlICIII.EO.C .. /lNfl.SGIICI2!.EQ.O.1 GC 1C 24
GC TO 9
















~ H E 12 1= AE51
C ~A~E 121 = TYP





lFIKENNZ.FO.lI GO TO 13
16 CAll NnFlOCIKFI\~I,NI\A~,I\A"E,I\OAT,I\C(1
C 16 CAll lflFlOC(KFN"lI,NNA~,N/lME,QUERI
IFIKENI\I.EQ.OI GO TC 11
C le NIVEAU=NAMEI II
13 I\IVEAU=I\/I"EI41
15 CU FR (11= "lA~ F 151
CLERI21=NA~EI61
C I': F=AM/lXHF,QUERIIII
F =A" AX 1 I F, QU ER I 1 I I
C C~ll lnFNXT(KENNl,N~A",I\AME,CUFRI
CAll NnF"lXTIKENNI,"lNAM,NA~F,l\nAT,NCOI
[FIKFNNZ.EQ.l1 GC TC 15
C IFINAMFl31.GT.NIVF/lUI GO 10 16




9000 FO~MATI"" PROGRAMM ZUR BERECHNUNG lNElASTlSChE~ STREUMAT~IZEN 'I IZO









11' INFE.EQ.II KEN=O 220
(ALL OOPWIßHSGIZC ,NNlill 230
CAlL OOPWlBHSGIZ ,NNI211 2~0
CALL OOPWIBHSGI ,NNI31l 250
(ALL OOPWIBHSEOIC ,NNI41l 26C
(ALL 00PWIBHSG2N ,NNI511 210
(AllOOPWIBHSE02N ,NNl611 280
CAllOOpWlBHSG3N ,NNI?II 290
CALl OOPWIBHSE03N ,NNIBII 300
NUGRE-O 31C
11' IEGIII-I.E-31 40,40,25 320
&,0 NEsNX 330
oe 26 IsI,NX 340
26 ENGINXI=EGINXI 350
GO TO 41 360
C•••••• : AOOING THERMAL GROUp TO INSCATTERING GROUpS 310




41 00 29 IG-I,NX 420




00 42 IGE"'IGl,IG2 410
IFIINTyp.EQ.ll GO TO 5 480
ITYP=Z.INTYP+I 490
GO TO 8 500
5 ITYP=l 510






CAll RENUDA ITYP,KONT,SGIZC,El,REU,REO, ~eo
*NACT,NISG,NISGPI 590
C WRITEINA,1191 NISG,NISGP,KONT 600
C 119 FCRIlATl' NlSG"',16,'NlSGP=',16,'KONT=',16l elC
900Z FORMATI" •••WARNING 5.00 : THE CRCSS-SECTION-~ALUES,GIVEN FOR THE 620
I I'AlERUl ',A8,' ,TYPE ',A8/' .*"'00 NOT COVER TIHE ENERGY-GROUP BETW 630
2EEN ',El.4.6,'EV ANO ',EI4.6,'EV.THE LOWEST ANO HIGHEST VALUES e/' 640
3•••GIVEN ON KEOAK FOR THIS GROUP ARE ',EI~.6,'EV ANO ',E14.6, 650
~'EV.'" ••"'THE INTEGRATION IN THIS ENERGY-GROUP THEREFORE IS RESTR 660
5TCTEO.'1
IFIKONT.EQ.OI GO TO 6
IFINISGP.NE.OI GO TO 49
IF INACT.EQ.OI GO TC 52
GO TO 51
C 52 W~ITEINA,90031 NAM,TYP,ENGIIGE"ENGIIGE~lI
C9003 FORMATI' NO ENERGY-POINTS ON KEOAK FOR MATERIAL ',A8, 'TYPE ',ASI
C Z' IN THE ENERGY-REGION BETWEEN ',EI2.5,'EV ANO ',EI2.5,'EV'1
5Z CCI\TINUE
GC TO 42
51 IFINISGI.GE.NACTI GO Ta J3
N15G IP=NAC T-NI SG I
IFINISGIM.GE.NACTI GO TO 35
kRITEINA,l171 NACT,NISGIM
FOflMATl' NISGIM TaO SMALL,NACT:',16,'NlSGIf"=' ,161
GC TO 49
C ~5 NI5GI=NI SGI .. NI SGI I'
C NISGIP=O
33 IFIEZIII.GT.ENGlIGEI.OR.ElINACTl.LT.ENGI IGE~II I
IWRITElNA,90021 NAM,TYP,ENGIIGEI,ENGIIGE+II,EZIII,EZINACTI
OC 17 I=I,NACT
11 I' 1111 =EHII
C.....EZlll ••• ElINAClI : ENERGY POINTS 01' SGIlC
C•••••EFIll ••• EFINFEI : ENERGY POINTS 01' THE SPECTRUf"
C."'.**EIIII ••• EIIKMAXI : SUM 01' EZ ANO EI' A~O ENERGY ERCUP LIMITS
GC TO 9
C I IFlINISG+NlSGPI.LE.NISGf" I GO TC 2
( WRITEINA,IOOI NISGM
C 100 FCRMATI' &&&DIMENSION NISGMAX TOO SMAll'1




( GC TO 3
6 IFI !TYP. EQ.lI GO TO 1
WRHE INA,9001l NNIITYP 1
9001 FORMATI' NO INFORMATION FOR TYPE',AB,'ON T~E NUCLEAR llBRARY'1
GC Ta 49





14 (All ENORGIENGIIGEI ,ENGIlGE~ll,EI,EF,NACT,KMAX,NfE,NISGI,
*N ISGIP I
C WRITElNA,I071 NISGI,NISGIP
C 101 FORMATI' NISGI=',16,'NISGIP=',161
IFINISGIP.NE.OI GO TO 49
GC TO 36
C 34 TFIINISGI"NISGIPI.LE.NISGIMI GO TO 31
C WRITEINA,IIBI NISGI,NISGIP,NISGIM
C 118 FORMATI'."'*NISGIM TOO SMALL NISGI=',16,'NISGIP=',16,'NISGII'=',161


























































C GO TO 1'>
C 36 WRITEINA,l081 IEIlKShKS=1,KI'll\lO




IF IKOHT.EQ.OI GO TO 15
U=F,> 11 01 I
GO TO 11




(fIA.Eil,f411,111 GO TO 1I
A=f411,11
~RITEINA.I091 TYP,NAM,NNIZ*INTYP+II.U,A,XNUE
109 FORMATli' NO INFORMATION ON THE NUClEAR OATA llERAPY FOR TYPE ',A8
I,'OF MATERIAl·,1I8,'.AN EVAPORATION MODEL WITH'I' THETA=5QRTIE/INUE
2*AII 15 USEO.FOR THE NORMAlIlATION THE THRESHOlC OF ',A8,' IS
:nAKEN INTO ACCOUNT. 'I' U=', EI2.5, 'EII,A=' ,E 12. 5. 'f\UE=' .E12.51l
11 (f IEZI11.lT.UI GO Ta 65
IFINEPP.EQ.O.ANO.NFP.EQ.OI GO TO 5C
GC Ta 49
















IF IEIIIE+II.lE.EMINI GO TO 18
IFIEIIIEI.GE.EMAXI GO TO 18







C9010 fORMATI' IE=' 016, 'E 11 lEI"" .EI2.5 ,'E1IIE+1 I s' ,E12.51
C I' RESINT .. '. EIl.5, ·SU"'.. ·.EI2.51
16 Sul'=SUM+RESINT
C WRITEINA,IIII SU'"
C 111 FCR"'ATl' SUM.. • ,Ell.51
N"=l
























































C**."SCATTERING GROUP IGE. ISUMWI 11'1"1=21
Su"w=o.
iFIKEN.EQ.OI GO TO 60
00 46 IE=I.KMAXI
IFIEIIIE+ll.lE.EMINWI GO TO 41
IFIEIIIEI.GE.EMAXWI GO TO 47
C IoRITEINA,1261 EIIIE I. EIIIE'I !oNM
C 126 fORMAT«' ENTER SIMPSI EIIEI=·.El2.5,'EliE+lI=·,El2.5.'NM=',161
CAll S IM PS II NUGR E, U. A, XNUE, Eil JE I, EI 11 E+II ,EI' S ,""A)(, WI NT ,N .n ,
ISGIZC,EF,FI,ENG,~ACT,NFE,NE,NM.EP,FI,F2,F3,F4,~EP,NF,KONT,ERR
21NTGI
C WRIr EI NA ,I Z1 1 EII1 E I. EI I IEH I, NM, WIN T








C 124 FORMATI' &&&&&&SUMW=·.EI2.5,'&&&&&&')
C IlIIHTEINA,90201 IE.EIlIEI,EIIIE+lI,IIINT.SUMW







C WRITE INA,90041 EMINW,EMAXIlI,WINT




C*****SU"QQ - WEIGHTEO GROUP CROSS-SECTION.
SUMQ.. SUM
C WRITEINA,I251 SUMQ
C 125 fORMATI' &&&&&&SUMQ=',EI2,5,'&&&&&&'1
IFIINTYP.EQ.2.0R.INTYP.EQ.31 WRfTElNA,I151 SUMCC,NIGE,U,KONT
115 fORMATllI' **WEIGHTEO GRaUl' CROSS-SECTION = ',EI2.6.' FOR OUTSCAT1
IERING - GROUP '016,' U = ',EI2.6.·KONT = ',161
Ql./IJTCIIGEI=SUMQ
1'11'1=1
C*••**CAlCUlATION Of THE INTEGRAL OF SIGMA*SI'ECTRUM*lRANSFER-PR08ABIlIT~









IF IEIIIE+II.lE.EMINI GO TO 21



































































































































C H~NZ=O,IN THE OSE,T~E REQUIRED DAT/\ SET WAS Nel FOUND,-I OTH!'Rk!
( NNAM(I)=NUM~ER OF NAMES OF THE REQUIREC CATASET.
( IHS TO BE SPECIFIED BY THE CAlllNG PROGRAMMI
C ~~A"(2)=NUMBER CF ARGlJI'Ef'<TS FCP A SINnE UTA HE"
( N~~MI31=NUMBER OF FUNCTIONAl ~AluES FOR A SINGLF OATA ITE"_
C IN~~"121 ANI1 tlNAMOI AllE EIllEO ey lCHOe.
C NA"'( Il=NA'IE OF THE ISOTOPE IN AlEHAMFRICH EOR~
( ~~"121=NAME OF THE CATA TVPE IN ALPHAMFR ICAl FORM
C NAI'131=FlOATING PCINT ~ALUE CF T~E FURT~ER NAME
( NAMllI,12l,131 !'AIIE rn BE EIllEO B~ THE CIILUNG FR[GRAII.
C ANSli:FlOATING POINT ARF!AY,WHICH IS FlllEO SY LCFlOC W TH ThE
C FIRST DATA tTEM,BElCNGING TO THE NA'lES,SIJPPlIEC IN NA/'Oll.
C ANSliO!=K,ANSWI21=P,ANSWDI=THFTA,FO~ K=1,2
( =A,FOR K=3,=E(,FCR K=4
( ANSWI41=U FOR K=I,2,ß FCR K=3,O FO" ~=4
(** '" '" * /lA T= MAT I" RI Al NAM E, TYP= TV PNAM I" '" .,.*,. * ** •• ****••• * **"** .**.* ***"'***** *
C*•••• NrPT=l:ES FOLGT NOCH EINE FI~GABE*******••••**~~.*•• ** ••••••• $"**



















S FCRMATlfll,' ISUTOPFt.AME=' ,A9,'
(All lDFlOCIKENNZ,NNAM,NAME,ANSWI
(All NnFLOCIKE~~Z,NNß",~A"'E.~CAT,NCOI




IFIKENt.Z.EQ.OI GC TC 3
GO Ta 500
GC Tr 2









































































HZ fORMAT(' IE='.16,'EllHI=',EI2.5,'EHIE+U-',EI2.5,'NUGRE=' 16,
I 'PRI NT: , ,E 12. 51
C WPITEINA.H21 11",1"1111" I,EIlIEHI,NUGRE,PRINT




C WPITElNA,1l51 EH 11" I,EllIE+lI




113 FCRMAT I' PROSUM=',ElZ.51
2C COPHINUE
IF IINTG. EQ.I) WR IrE INA, 114 I NI E, NUGR I, PRO SUM
114 FCRMATI' **OUTSCATTERING GROUP = ',Ib,' INSCATHRING GROUP = ',I
16/" TOTAL CONTRIBUTION OF SIGMA*SP8CTRUM*TRANSFER-PROßABllITY
21PH4.6/1
NUGRI=NUGRI-NIE+l
























131 fORMATlli' THE lOliEST ENERGY OF SGIlC (SG2N,SG3~1 ON KEOAK , E=',E
H2.5,' EI/ LIES BElOW THE THRESHOlO'l' 01' THE CORRESPONnlNG REACTIO
2N IGIVEN IN SEOIC ISE02N,SE03Nl OR SGI RESPECTIVElY! U=',EI2.5,' I"





C***.*SlBROUTINE ESTABllSHES ENERGy-FIElC,CCNSISTING CF THE ENERGY
C••••• PCINTS OF SGllC ISGII AND THE ENERGY PCINTS OF 'HE wEIGHlING SPEcr










































































IF IKENNl.EQ.OI GO TO 3
:i:i AN>WII )=NAMEI41
HSW 12 )=NAME 151
22 IFIANSWI21.GT.0.1 GO TO 16
IFIANSWI21.GT.0.1 GO TO 16
l=ANSWl! I
GO TO 20
16 IFW.NE.O.1 GC TC 17
WR !TEl NA, IDOl ANSWIll ,A~Sw121















IFIKENNl.EQ.OI GC TC 3
ANSWIII=NAMEI41
A~SI"21=NAMEl51
F I, 1 I , 11 = AN SWill
U=F4 11, 2 I
A=F4l! ,I I
WRlTElNA, 191 U,A



































































6 FOMATI' FOR THE ISOTOPE',A.", TI1E OAU T~PE'.A.l,· IS ~OT




IFIIl.lE.NEPI GO TO 23
N EPF=NEP F+I
11=1
EPI III=SNGU NAME! 31)









ANSW I 4)= NAME 181
4 FIl!,/ lI=ANSIHIl
F I( I" 11 =ANSWllI
F211, III = ANS W(2)
F3 n ,I Tl =ANSW 131
F41 I, Ill=A"ISWI41
IFIFlII,1I1.NE.I.OI WRlTElNA,lOli EPHll,FIII,J1l
ICI FORMATC' ***WARNING 5.01 : FCR P"I~ARY NEUTRON fNERGY EP=',EI4.8,'




IF IKENNl.EO.ll GO TC 24
GC T G 28
24 1=1+1




28 IFIII\IJSISUMI-I.I.GT.I.E-4) lolPITEINA ,12) SUM




IFISNGllNAMFI311.GT.EPIIlH GC TC <;
I F ISNGLI NAM E I I, H.GLEP i Il 11 GO TO
KCNT=I
IF INEPF.NE.Ol GC TC 2~
INEP=I!
GC TO 26
25 NEPP=I INEPF-II*NEP) +11






















C ORDI ORDNET FELD NACH WACHSENDEN WERTEN
C
IFIK"AX.L T. 2) GOTO 100
oe qq K=2,KMAX
1"=1(-1










































































502 lFlK .GT.KMAXXI GO Ta SOl
I"=K-I














C*****SlBROUTINE SIMPSI.DATE CF lAST C~~"GE 15.11.1916.llINES 10212
C* ..HTC 10790 I
SLeRClJTlNE SI"PSIINU~RE,U,AW,XMJE,A, e, EPS,NMAX~,RESINT,N,El,SGllC,
IEF,F I,ENG,NlIC T,NFE, NE ,N~,EP ,Fl,F2,F3 ,F4,NEP,NF ,~CNT ,ERP, '''TC)
C*****A,B:LI"ITS OF INTEGRATION.NMAXX:MAXIMLM N~MßER CF INTEGRATICN POIN
C*****TS.FINT: FUNCTIO'" , WHICH IS TC eE IHEGRATEO.HSINT: RESULT




01 MFN SI ON Pli NAC Tl , SG I lC« NAC Tl , fF I "F EI, F I «HE I , E"G I '" EI, EFI HP I.
I FIIN F, NEP I, F 2 I NF ,NE P l, F 31 NF , NE PI, F 41 NF ,NE P I
I ~ TG =0
NINT=O
NI"AX=NMAXX
I FlENGlfllUGRE+U.lF.IOI •• ANO. A.lE.U*1.00051 "'''A)(=100
IF(A~SIIA-AI/ßI.lE.I.IE-51(;0 TD lC




SU"= F INT I A, NUGRE,U, AW, XNUE, F l, SG 11C, EF ,F I ,ENG, I-ACT ,NFE ,NE ,!'iN ,FP,
IF 1 ,F 2 ,F3 ,F4 , I- EP , "F , KCNT 1+4. '"


























































OF ENERGV PCI"TS EF IN
REn*8 NAM




E2=A "I NI I EF I KEN I, EO I
CAll CUTSIEI,E2,EF,~E""KA,ICE,IC"AXlI
C*****KA:EFIKAI=POINT OF SPECTRUM EF WITH lOWEST
C*****THE OESIREO REGION.EFIICEI:PCINT CF EF WIT~
C*****BElONGS TO THE OESIRED REGION.KMAXI=Nll"BER
C*****T~E REGION.
C WR JT EI fIlA ,1 001 ICA ,KE , K,. AH
C 100 FCR"ATI' AFTER CUT KA=',I6,'KE=',16,'KMAXI=',lfl
NISGIF=NAcr+K"AxI+!
lFINISGIF.lE.NISGJI GO TO I
NISGIP=NISGIF-NISGI
GO TO 10
Eil NAC H 11 =El
EIINACH21=E2





C 102 HRMATI21' ',y6,ElZ.611
CAllORDllKMAX,El,E2,ET,NISGI,EPSI
WRITEINA,1011 IKS,ElIKSI,KS=I,KMAXI






SlJM4=F I~H IA+HI.NUGRE.U.AW, XNUE,El.SGIlC .EF ,FI .EI\G.f>iACT."FE.NE.NN.
















2 SL;~4=Fi'HIHM,NUGRE.IJ.AW .XMIE.El. SG IlC. EF. F I. FNC.NACT.NFE,NE,NN.
I EP.F 1. F2.F 3. F 4.NEP. NF .KONTI
2 +SUM4
SL ~=- SU'! 2+ 4. * 5UM4+ S UM
RES INT= H*SU'! 13.
ERR=ABSll.-Z.*SU"E/SUMI







1000 FORMAT'" **SIMPSI. N=·.16.· NMAX=·"t.· RESII\T=' .IPEl .... 6.· ERR=










C>I****FUNCTION CAlCUlATES VALUE OF FELD AT ENERGV FI'" BY lll\EAR INTERP
C*****CLAT ION
C*UUOlATlO"l




IFIEFElOIII.LT.FINTI GO TO 1
lfIEfFLOIIl.EQ.EIrHI GO Ta 2




















































4 HIT .EQ.ll GO TO 5
11=1
GO TO 6
2 11 = I
GC TO 3
CCH I'IIUE
I F «A BS [E FEL D« ~ F HO 1- E I NT I1 APol Al( 11 EFEL C I NF El CI, E Ir-< 1 I .1 T • 1. E- tl
I GO 10 8
"FlTE«~A,lOII EFElOINFHDIoEINT






5 IF IABSIEFELOIlI-EINTlIßMAXlIEFElCIIl,EINTl.LT.I.F-eIGO TO lO
WRlTFlNA,lOOI EFElO( 11 ,EINT
100 HPMAT«' INTERPOLATION NOT POSSIBLE.S"1ALLEST ~AlU' OF FIElD EFElD=
1= ',F 14.7,' EI ~T= '.EI4. 11
S II\POl=O.
Ge TC 9'l
e 5 INPOL= F I PO LA I E FE LD II I-ll ,E I NT ,EF El CI Il I • F H C ( 1l-1 I. FE LC I III I





C 99 IoiFITEINA.I021 EIU, SINPOL
C IC2 FORMAT!' END OF SINPOL EI NT=' ,EIl,. e,' S INPCL=' ,E14.61
99 P nURN
FI\O
Fl~CTION FINT !E. ~UGRE.U .AI<I,XNUE, El,SG [lC, EF,F I ,ENG,NACT.NFE,NF,NN.
IEP,Fl,FZ,F3,F4.NEP,~F,KCNTI
C ! ~ENS ION E l (N ACT I , S GI ZC «N AC Tl, EF l NF EI, F !I NFE , ,EI\G I NE I .E F «f\EP I ,
IF IINF ,NEPI ,FZ(NF.NFPI, F3INF,~EPI.F4INF.'HPI





3 H!NN.EO.21 GC TC7
FE IN T= SI NPO LI E .E l • SG I ZC ,r-<AC Tl"'''




























































CCUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION EXCIXI lO
C FXO CALCULA1ES THE SERIES EXPIXI-I. 20
PE~L*8 X, XN, ONFAK,X"l1 30
"1=1 40
X~=X*·N/CNFAKINI 50
I F (!JAB SI XNI. LE. 1.0-501 ~O TO 2 H
~=~+l 10
.GC TC 1 80 '"
IfIN.EO.1l GO 10 4 90 gj
~1=N-I HO ,
Em =XN IlC
CO 3 K=I,Nl 120
n1=XN.[)FL[)HI~-K+1I/X I~O
on = BO +XN I 140
3 X~=xH 150







C•••••Fl~C110N PROB.041E CF LAST C~A~GE 15.11.76.ILI~ES 23970
C.... *TC 24560 I
Fl~CTION PROBIE,~UGR,U,A,XNUE,EN~,~E,EP,El,E2,F3,F4,
IN EP, "11', KONT 1
c***.* SLERCUTI NE CALCULH ES PRCBAE IL ITY fOR INEL AST IC SCHTER IN~ fROM
C" ••• ENERGY E TO GROUP NUGR. AN EV4PORATIC~ MODEL IS USEC. U 15 THE
C•••••T~RESHCLD OF THE INElASTIC SCATTERING PROCESS.
C••••• NUGR=GROUP NUMeER,FNGINUGRI=LOWER ENERGY liMIT Cf GROUP,
C..... E~~INUGR+lI=UPPER ENfRGY LIMIT 01' GROUP.
REAL"'8 EIO,EUr.,EXEM,EI~S,SUI,SU2,E"D,HC, EXEl, EH,
I NAM, EMAX,W,S\<
CI "E~S ION ENG INE I, EPINEPI, FllfIlF, NEP I ,F2lNF,NEP I,F3I"IF,NEPI,
IF4INF,NEPI
CCMMON NAM, ISTRUK, ISPA,NA,LIZ
C XM1E 15 THE ACJUSTAeLE PARAMFT ER HR l~E OLCUUT ION Of HE




El P=AMI NH ENG I~UGRH 1 , E1HR 1















EMD=DBLF I EM I
EI~S=flBLEll.O I
IFIEM-O. Oll 600,600,601
C 11' IEIHIITHETIl-EIH+lI/HETAI LESS OR EOUAL O.CI,lSTATE"E~T
C NUi"BER 6001,EXO 15 USEO TO CALCULATE T~E TR4NSITION PRORABILITIES,
C OT~ERWISEISTATEMENT NUMBER 6011 1HE flCLBLF PRE(ISlC~ EXPC~E~TIAL






























































HC= EX EL *140
\I =kO.DBlFITHE21
C***.*~N:PPOBABILITY FnR IN~LASTIC SCA1TERING FRCM F~ERGY E ,I~TEGR~TED
C...... CVER ALL POSSIBlE FI"lAL ENERGIES.











OOUBLE PRECISICN FU~CIICN DNFAKI~~I
C CNFAK CAlCULATES N.IN-1I*IN-2H' "'IN-IN-lli FOR IHE































































































THE lOI/ER BOUNOIRY OF THE lOhEST ENERG~'
lARGER OR EQUAl Ta I.E-3,WHle~ IS THE lCWEST'
F'JR ALL OAU TYPES.THIS 15 Hl FUIFlllEC'j
C*****SlBROUTINE SCATO.OATE GF LAS1 CHß~GE 14.10.lq16.llI~ES 6532 TC
(*****102101
C CAlCUlATIONS OF 1HE INElASTIC SCAT1EPI~G FPG6AelliTIES
C
SlEROUTINE SCßTOIN)(.EG.~FE.EF.FI.NE21,WEIN,QU01.~aHR.Vw,
1 E. ß E. SU, l BA, SeIT, TA NF, 5GI P , • FR 1 ,E 1 ,
2NISr"NISGP,NAE,NAEP,ISG,ISGP.KINE~,NEA.NAel
REAl*8 NAM,ISOT,NA~4,EC.EU.OIFF,AE,E~IN,E~A)(,F,5L~.WAHP









9001 FORMATIIII' PROGRAMM ZUR ßERECHNlNG INELASTISCHER STREUMATRllEN' ,









Io/R lT EINA, 9003 IW 11 HP
FeRMATlIlI' CAlCULATIC~ ',A8,' KINEI'IATIC',I' ',321'-'11
NNIII=3
AEII1=NI"
AEl21 =1 SOli I)
HI31=ISOTl21
eAlL NOFlO( Il,NN,AE,K,Kl
!F( I.EQ.Ol GO Ta 999
A=AEI'+I
f'\E=NX
lf NOT (ONT11NEO IN EGINXI THE THE~""l GROLl"
IS Aoom.THIS RESlJUS I~ EIH211.
IFIEGI lI-I.E-31 ~05, 301, ~01
305 "RITE INA,]!)41
~ C" FORMA TI
I' ***ERROR ".0 I
2' GROUP HAS TC 8E























































00 '+ 1= I,INEP
IEIEPIIl-EFS 11,2,3
1 GO TO "
.3 HII.EQ.ll GO Ta "
11=1
GO Ta '5





C eilRITE (NA,!DDI EFS,EPIlI,EPINTI
C loe FORMATI' DIE GEilUENSCHTE ENERGIE EFS=',EI6.8,'llEGT AUSSER~AlB





5 TE" P= I F3 11 , Il 1- F3 11 , 11-11111 EP I 111- EP l 11- 1 11"'« H S-E P ( I 1- 111
I+F311,11-11
1 Ge Ta 6
C 7 fiRITEINA,lOl I EFS,TE"P
C 101 FCflMATI' EFS=',E16.8,OfEMP=',EI6.BI
6 RETURN
END
C H THE FOllOWING FUNC TlCN F IPOlO lua,'OI
C ANC (XCa,YDI ARE THE STARTING POINTS ANO










































































IFI IA.LI: .IF 1
WPITEINA,I791
179 FCP"ATl
I' ."ERROR 5.04 : .. ITH INCIOENT NEUTPCN EhERGIE5 eH CF ThE'
2' ENERGY GROUPS PEQUESTEO Ifli THE I~PlJT INflAST H SCATTER ING'













lOOP OVFR All OUTSCATTERING GRnUPS TC ~F CCNSIOEREO
OC 1 I=I\EA,IE
C WRITEINA,90161 T ,NAf\,~EA,IE,fliFE
'J016 FCRMATI' 1=',16,'NAfI=',16,'NEA=',lt,'IE=',I6,'NFE=',l61
CAll AKEOII,E,El,SGIP,J"AT,l"AX,SU,QUCT,WERT,~E,
I IA, NAB, I E, IN Fo NFE, E F, F I ,N E ,N ~ , Sr, I T ,NAE ,
2~AEP,ISG,ISGP,IANF,hISG,NISGPI




FCRMATl' AFTER AKEO J~AT='oI6,'I='ol6,'SU=',E12.61
110 310 J=l,JMAT




lfl I-NAfI 183, 85,1002
85 E~=E"AX
GC Ta 89
83 E~= E I I +1 I
es hEl=NF-l
lOOP OVER All INSCATTERING GRflUPS
00 2 K=loI
SI;"=O .00
lCCP nVER All INFlASTIC EXCIUT!CN lEVELS OF TH "ATERIAl CONSIOER
OC 3 J=l,JMAT
C .. RITEINA,90141J,IANFIJ I,Ellll,lMAX
C9C14 FORMATl' J=' ,I6,'lA~F(JI=',16,'EZIIl=',r,14.6,'L"AX=',161
IFIJ.NE.11 GOTO 6
KI'lN=O
KI' IN= lANFI J 1-1
GC TO 8
6 KI'IN=IANFIJI-l





































































E 111 =1 .1)-3
00 302 I =2,NE27
302 EIII=EGII-lI
GC TO 303




FCPMAT13 I' 1=' ,16,' E=' ,El5.91l
DETERMINATION OF THE EFFECTIVE 1~ITIAl ENEPGY GPCUP CUT CF WHICH
HElASTIC SCHTERING OCCURS AND OF THE lAST GRDIJP UP TO ~HICH
T~E TRANSITION PROBABlllTIES ARE PEQUIPED
303 NEl=NE-I




















9010 FCP~ATI' IC=' ,16,'NISG=', 16, 'NISGF=', 16, 'NISGP=',16/'NAE=',16,
I 'NA FF= , , I 1>, 'NA E P = , , I 6 , ' I SG = , , I 6, ' J ~ AT=' , 16 1
OC90 I=INF,IE
CAll OAORGII ,KEN,FZ,E,AE,EF,FI,JMAT,l""'X,hISG,hISGF,NISGP,







997 I F 11 A• GT • I I GO T 0 9 I
IFINISGF.NE.O.OR.NAEF.NE.O.OP.ISGF.NE.OI PETUPh
qy IF(NAA.EQ.NABII G'1 Ta 'lC
GO TO 92
90 echT INUE
C S2 ~PITEINA,901Ii I~,N~B
'l01l F(RM~TI' JA=', 16, 'NA~=', 161





























































SGF2 =F I POL 0 I E XII< ~ AF I, E0 , EZI KMF I,
I SG I P I I AI' ,J I , SG I P I I F 1 , J I I









ISnPIIAß,J" SGIPI IBd I1
CALl TRAIEU,Fll,~EE,EE,Ell






CAL(UUT ION OF THE INTHRAl BEHHEN EU AND EO Bl TRAPElOlDAl RUlE










IFIIFI.EQ. IAFI GOTO 185















181, IFIIBl.LT.LIEI GOTC 63
61, Fl=SGPl*FIl



































































!FIEIIK.... II.GE.EOI GOTO 61








72 IFIIAB.NE.OI GOH 70
13 IFI EllKM I.GE .EO I GOTO 75
H IAF=IG
GO TO 4
70 IFIEZII<MI.LT .EOI GOTO 74
8 H=I.DO
F~=I.DO
IFIKINE~.EQ.21 GO TO 5
IF IKINEM.EQ.II GO TO lCI
GC TO 20e
201 F~=08l EI I A+XM 11 AI
Ge TO 200
S EINMIN=IA*A+XM*AI/IA*A+XM*XMI*SNGlIAEIJII
( IiPITEINA.90511 J,AEIJI, EINMIN
(90S1 FCPMAH' J=' ,I6,'AE=',014.6,'EIN"I~=',El4.61






G IFIIEIK"ll+FA>I<AEIJII.lT.FE*EIIII fOTO 3
EU=EI I I






































C 60 WRlTflNA,90531 l,KMl,ElIKMll,ElIKI'lHI
(9053 FCRMATI' l=',14,' KI'l=' ,14, 'EIIKMll=', EI2 .6, 'EIIKMl+ll= '. E12.61
60 (ONTINUE
( SL"~AT ION LOCF FCR II\THRAl (LOS EC
~ CONTlNUE
C LCCP OVER E)(CITA ION LEVELS J ClOSEO
88 IFISUIII.EQ.O.OI GCH 42




C 2 WRlTElNA,9101l I,K,~AHRIKI
(9101 FCRMATI' I=',T6,'K=',I6,'WAHP=',EI2.61
2 (ONTYNUE
( lOOP OVER ALL INSCATTERING GRnUPS K CLOSED





130 IFIGES.EQ.O.OI GOTO 54
53 ~A"'RllKI=WAHRllKI/DelEIGESI
GO Ta 56











IFIKE. NE.II GOTe 136
C CONCERNS ONLY THE SCATTERING PROBABILITIES IN IHE OTSCRETE REGION







































































































UWA=WAHR lKOI/DBL EIOUO J
~AHR I KOI =UWA
CONTINUE
CPGANIIATION OF THE OUIPUT ON LISTING IN T~E FCPM OF MA)(IMUM II
~CATTERING PRCRAßILIIIES PER llNE STARTING ~IT~ THE OUTSCATTERING























FCRMA Tll 0)( oll «3X ,13 ,5X"
IFILI.NE.lI GOTO 153
~EI-CUTSCATTERING GROUP ACCOROING 10 T~E COUNTI~G 11\ THE ABN-SI=T
I.E. lOWEST GROUP NUMßER COPRFSP(NCS TC ~IGHEST ENERGY 8CUNCARIES
WAI-R-PRnBABIL ITY FOR INELASTIC SCATTERING OUT CF GROUP I INTO K
~R!TE l NA ,1241 I\F I, I ~AHR IU'!,lM=l, L 111
FORMAT(3)(, 12, 5)(, III IPE 10. 3,1 XII





WEIN( I,K I=SNGll ~AI-!R I KII
~RITE(llZl NZl,NEl, lWEINlI,KI,K=l,Nll
~RITE(NA,91001 Nll.~EI,I























































SUBROUTINE AKED 11, E,E1.SGTP,JMAT,lMAX,SU,CUOT,IoERT,AE.
IIA.NAB.TE.TNF,~FE,EF,FT.NE,~X,SGIT.NAE,
2NAEP.ISG.ISGP,IANF.NISG.NISGPI
PEAl*B NAM,FElC,KFEL,IIAM2,NAM3,AE, EMAX, E,EMIII,E1
OlMENSION FElOl61 ,~FE1I61 ,NFE1I61 .SUI~X 1 ,'UOT I~X l, EINE I,
I AE IN AE I, WERT I I SG"S GIP I I SG, NAE " SG I TI I sr; 1 •
2EF I NE EI. EI I NFE I • IA NF I NAE 1 • E1 I NI SGI











I F INFE.EQ.II KE~=O
(All DAOPGII,KEN,E1,E,AE,EF,FI,J~AT,l~A,~ISG,NISH,NIS<OP,
INE21,NAE,NAEf,NAEP, ISG, ISGF, TS<OP, IA,NAB,
;;& 10001
C WFTTEINA,90021 JMAT,lMA
90(2 FCR"ATI'&&&\AFTEP OACR<O JMAT=' ,I6,'l~A=' ,T61
( All S lIJ RGI I. EZ , AE, SGTP , SG IT , I AN F , J MAT, 1 "A ,N I SG,
lIS<O,NAEI
( WRITEINA.90011 J"AT,lMA
C9001 FCRMATI'&&&UFTEP SIORG JMAT=',Tb' LMA='''61







I' *"'*ERROR 5.03 : ONE CF THE BDUNC6P!ES OF THE ENERGY RANGE,IN' I
2' WHICH IiIlELASTIC SCATTERING IS POSSIBLE : EMA.X I - UPPEP' I
3' ENERGY LIMIT OF TH eIS(RfTF REGIOn 01'1 EMIN I - LAST KEDAK' I
4' EiIlERGY,AT WHICH THE T(TAl INELASTIC SCATTERIN<O CRCSS SECTION' I
5' 15 STill EQUAl TO ZEROllS NOT COillTAINED IN M,~ OF THE ENERGY' I
e' GROUPS OF THE GIVEN GRrUp STRUCTURE.THAT MEANS T~E GIVEN' I
l' STRUCTURE OF ENERGY GROUPS rJOES NCT COVEP THE IoHC'lE EHRGY' I
e' PANGE' I
( OETERMINATION OF THE ENFPGY GPCUF IA, TN "~IC~ E~JN IS lYING, ~ND







,J 3 CCNT INUE
C l~AX - I NIJMßER OF KECAK ENERGIES + 11 8ETW EEN EM IN liND THE UPPFR



























































C INTERPOLATION CF THE WEIGHTI~G FUNCTION IT THE ~ED.K ENERGY POINTS
,Ie KENl=KEN-l
IFIlMAX.lE.ISGI GO TC' 15
ISGP=l'MX-ISG+1
RE Il:RN
C 306 IFIKEN.EQ.OI GrJTO 156
15 OC 32 lF=I,ll'U




C INTERPOLATION OF SIGMA TCTll AND T~E "EIG~TING FUNCT10N IT TME
( ENERGY GROUP BOUNOARIES
39 11=1
1>EI=NE-l
C CR lT rCAl CASES
IFIECIA+II.GT.EZIIII GCTC 7

























118 lFIFllll.GF.ElILl+UI GOTO 40
U1 U=lL
sr, I =F I PO ll) I F Z!LU , E II I ) ,F ZIlL>1 I ,
IS (; IT lll), sr, lT IlL>11 )




102 IFIEIII+U.GT.ElILlll Gorn 122
GC TO 41)
























































122 1f1l1.i'E.NABI l;OTC 107
12~ NEl=NE-1
IfINAB.NE.NEII GOTO 107




FI-t2 =W ER T II MAX 1
GC TO 100
107 1f1!'IIt+ll.GT.EZlll+lll GO TO 128
GC TO 127
128 11' (LMXI.GT.lLl GO TO 4C
127 LE=ll+1
I' I' =0 "I NI I E I I I + I I ,EZ I l " H I I
SG2=FIPOlOIEZIllI,EE,EZIll+II,
1 Sl;IHlLl ,SGIT Ill+lII





( If IUIAX.GT.OI WRlTflNA,30001 II,EI1I+U,fZll"lnl,l"AX
C3COO FCPMATI' 11=' ,1l0,' EITI+11=',IPOI4.6,' EZIUHXI=',IPDI4.6,
( l'lMAX=',I61
GC TO 41
( (Al(UlATION 01' THE INTEGRAL OVER T~E WFIGHTING FUN(TION AND T~E
( INTEGRAL OVFR SIGMA TUTAl"'WEIGHTPIG FUNCTH1"l B'l TRAPEZOIDAL RUlE
C IOD "RITEINA,91011 II,L"AX,LA,lE,ElTll,Ellltll
C9101 FORMATI' II=',16,'L"lAX=',I6,'lA=',I6,'LE=',I6,'f=',EI5.9,'F\=',F\5
C I. SI









o I FF= I' E- I' II LAI







104 IFlIl.NE.LAI Goro 19
IFIEIIlI.GE.EZllll GrTO 34
6 FUI=SGIT ILAI*WERTILA I
DIFl=EZI LAI-EA
o IFF=EZ( LA+ll-!'lllA I


























































DIFF=E ZI LA+ II-EA
SUP=DIFF*IWERTIlA+11+FhIII/2.
GC TO 35







DIFF=EZI Il+ ll-EZI IU
SUP=D I FF *1 WER Tlil + 11 +WER TI 1l11/2.




41 IFISI)I 11 I.EQ.O.I GUro 31
C 29 CUTIIII=SUMM/SUIII I
2~ ClCT(III=SU~M
GC TO 50
~ I eLCH I Tl =0.
C 50 WRlTEINA,91001 II,QUOTllll,SUM",SUllIl


































































C*****SlBROUTINE NORE~O.OATE CF lAST C~A~GE 14.10.I~lt.llINES 10192
C·uu126601
SlfROUT I NE NORE~( 11, El, E, 111", ~l EVEl.J ,KMII I( ,NENR E,~ I SG,
INI SGF,NI SGP,NE21,NAE,NI\EF,NI\E",NET~A)(,ll.le.H.* I
CUU*SUBROUTINE REAOS ENERGY SeAU: OE E~CITATlON CRO~5-SECHO"S,
C*****hHICH COVER E"ERGY GROUP I,WITH lOWER ENERGY ll~IT 1"111 liND
C•••• *UPPER ENERGV lIMIT 1"11+11.















IF!J.NE.OI Ge TO 9
NFTi'lAX=1
KI'~X:O




Oll NOFlOC.lN, NFEl, FElO,NOAT ,NCO 1
IFIN.EQ.1l GO TO 2
CUU*NANRE:O INE"lRE:OI:FIRST (LAST! ENERGV pOlPlr BELC~GnG TC G~OUP
C*****I HitS NOT VEr SEEN FOUH.NltNRE:1 If\ENRE=ll : FIRST 11l\STI
C*****ENERGV POINT BElONGIf\G TO I HitS eEEN FCUPlC.
CUUHfPlRE:2: ALL EXC nATION CROSS-SECl IONS INFlUENC IPIG GROlP I
C****.~ltVE SEEN REAO.
Oll NDFlOCIN,NFEl, HlC,NOAT,NCO I




C 3 nRITEINlI,llOI ""'I',NßM3.FELOI41
C HO FCRMAT(' FOR THE ISOTOPE' ,A8,'THE CAH TYPE',"'B,'IS NOT AVAIlASLE
C IFOR EKCITATION ENERGIES A80VP',GI6.8,'CN ~EOIK'h
3 IF IJ.EO.OI GC TC 1000
Il: I
Ge TC 57
C*****IL=I MEANS : LAST EXCITIITION LEVEL OF THE ~EOA~ LleRARV
C.4***~AS SEEN REACHEC.
2 J:J+I


































































C>I<UHFI"DING IT THE BEGINNING OF THE HEllE OF DCIUHON CROSS-SECTlONS
C*****lAST ENERGY POINT E~ ~ITH CROSS-SECTICN VAlUE E'Ulil TO ZERO.
10 IF I FEl DI 6 I • NE. O. 1 GO TO 11
[~:FElOISI
CAll NOF~XT!N,NFEl,FElD.NOAT,NCOI
IFIN.EC.II GO TO '"
lIRITEINA,I121 J,IIEI JI
H2 FCPMATI' *** WARNING 5.20 : FOR lEWl J: ',16, 'HI Jl = ,Ell.6




C*>I<***C~ECK WHETHER EN BElONGS TO THE ENERGV SCALE NEEOEO FOR ENERGY
C****GRClP I
11 CCNTINUE
IFIEN.GE.EIII.ANC.E!II.LT.ElI+11I GO TO 19
IFIFElOI51.GE.EIII.AND.FElDISI.LT.EIHIlI GO TC 18
jFIEN.U .EIIII GO TO 19
IFIEI\.GT .EII+III GO TC 40
CUU+ECllOWING CONDITIO"l,THAT lEADS TO STATEMENT Nu~eER 1~. IH OR
















C*****FOlLOWING CONOITION , THIIT LEADS TO STATE~ENT ~U"BER 19 « EN IS




~**>I<**FCLlOWING CONOITION,THAl lElieS TC STATEMENT NU~eER 40 EN IS
C*****GREIITER THAN UPPER liMIT OF GROUP II
40 ~HRE:2
IF I J.EO.1l IB:!
C*uuIE=1 : lCWESJ EMRGV POINT OF FIRST INFllISllC CROSS-SECHCN
C*' ••*IS GREATER THA~ THE UPPER ENERGV LI"IT OF (ROUF I
Ge TO 51






























































IfIN.EQ.OI GO TO 51
IfIFElOI51.GE.ElII.ßNO.fELOI51.LE.EI 1-" I (Q TO 43
IfIFFLDI51.LT.EIIII GO T047
IfIFfLOI51.GT.EII-III GO TO 48
C*****FCLLOWING CONrlTION LEAOINO TO STATE~E~T ~UMBEF 43.IFELCI51
C* ••••WITHIN E~ERGY LIMITS OF GROUP II
43 K=K+l
KK=KMAX+K
IfIKK.LE.NISGI GO TO 44
NI ~GF=r'l1 SGF H
KK=1
44 IFINANRE.EQ.OI GC TC 45
EZIKKI=FEUll 51
GC T 0 42
4~ NANRE=1









C••••• FCLLOWING CONCITION,LEACING TO STATEMENT NLMBER 47lFELDI51





C•••••FCLLOWING CONOITICN,THAT LEAes TC STATEME~T NU~EER 4BIFElC(51
C••••• IS LARGER THAN THF UPPER ENERGY CF GROLP I1
4f K=I<+1
KK=KMA X+K






11 If(KK.LE.NISGI GO TC 49
r\ISGF=NI5GF+I
1<1<=1
4'1 EIIKK )=FELOI5 I
C.****LAST FNFRGY Of CROS5-SECTION TABLE ,CORRESPONCI~C TO ~XCITATION
C••••• ENfRGY FELOl41,THAT INFLUENCES E~ERGY GROtP I,~.S BFE~ REAe.
51 IfIXLEV.lT.FELCI411
11 H= 1
IflNISGF.NE.OI GO 10 52


































































IF INENRf.EQ.21 GO 10 57
I<~AX1=KMA)(
K"AX=KK
62 IFIEZIK"lAX-lI.EQ.EI l+lll GO 10 56
GC TC 59
56 KMAX=KMAX-l





tl E Z 11 0) =E Z( I 0+ 11




SU8ROUTINE DAORGI I,KEN,EZ,E,AE .EF,F[ ,J.KI'A),NI ~G,r-lSGF.NI~GP
1,~F27,NAE,NAEF,~AEP,ISG,ISGF,ISGF,IA,~A8,.
2 I
C••••• SL8ROUTINE CCNSTRUCTS ENERGY FIElD EZ.CONSISTI~G CF ALL E~ERG[ES
C*****CC~TAINEO IN THE CRCSS-SECTICNS TAfLES OF THE EXCITATION
C* •••• C~OSS-SECTIONS,RElONGINGTO OIFFERENT EXCITATlO~ ENERGIE~.
CIl'E~SION EZI~ISGI,AEI~AEI,E(NE27I,Ef(KENI,FIIKENI
REAl*R EZ,IIE,E.NAM,XLEVEL,EI,E2
CfI' H N NA M, IST RU K, I SPA, NA, L ! Z
C* •••• IH=I:lAST ENERGY POI~T ,FOR WHIC~ SGIZ ARE STCFfC FOR
C* •• '.lfVEl AEIJI HAS SEEN REAn.IH=O:lAST E~ERG~ POI~l,FOR
C**.**~HCH VIILUES CF SGll ARE STCHC FOR LEVEL HIJ I ~AS
C•••••NOT YET 8EEN READ.[H=O,IF LAST E~ERGY POINT FCR SGIZ









































































HINIEF.NE.O I GO TO 10
~~AXC=MAXOIKMAXC,KMAXI
IFlll.ECl.I.AND.KMUC.EQ.OI GO 10 U
lFlll.EQ.11 GC TC 24
IFllfl.EQ.ll GO ,0 23
C••••• II=O MEINS : CAOSS-SECTIONS 01' T'PE SGII ARE 1~lll1BLE FCR 'HE
C*U$*lCIoF ST ENERGY AEQUIREO ev INPUT. lA.NE.O : CROSS-SECT IONS IRE
C*UUIIiAllA6LE STIIRTING FROM GROUP 111.
IFlN1SGF.NE.O.INC J.H.U GC TC 10
IFIJ.EQ.l.ANO.NE"RE.NE.21 GO TO 3
IFINENRE.ECl.21 GO TO II
CAll nAONEN!KMIX,EM''',EMIX,EI,NISG,EPSI
3 lF IIH.EQ.OI




[*uuueING ThE ENERGY POINTS 01' 'HE IoEIGHTlNG FUNCHON.
















I F HlA ßl • EQ • I I GO TO 27
Ge TC 28
21 DO 29 IS=l,KMIX
15S=IS
IF IEIl! SI.LE.E21 GO 10 29




WRlTEINI,IOIOI «I S,EZI I SI, 15=1 ,K,"UI
Fe PM AT 12 I' I S,. '. 16, • EI" '. E 12.611
IFIKP'IX.lE.ISGI CO TO 11
ISGF=MAXOIKMIX,NETM~XI
I Scp= I SGF-j SG
11 IFINISG.lT.IK"IX.NET~AXIIGC TC TB
co 10 21






























































C*****kEIGHTING FUNCTION GIVEN IS AN ANAlVT!(Al FUNC110N.
12 (All SpECTll KMIX,EI ,NI SG,NI SGF ,NI SGP,EPSl,EPSI
C MR1TEINA,1051 NYSG,NISGf,NISGp
105 FCPMATI' NISG=',16,'NISEF=',l6,'/;ISGP=',161




C 2~ MRITEINa,lOn Il,J,HEIiEl
(107 FCRMITl' ll=' 16,'J=',16,'lAST E~cnATION lEIIEl=',GI4.f
24 Nlfll=1
11' IEIIKMIIXI.lT.EII+ll.ANO.El ~MA~ .GE.E 1II "ßP=I
IFlflIKMI10.EQ.EIIII NAB=1-l
C WR HEINA,1081 NAß
C lOS FOR~IITI' lAST ENERGV PCINT CF SGll liES WIT~IN GROUP NAß= ,16
GO TO 25
C 23 MRITEINA,I061 IB,I, UHU
( IC6 FOR'lAT(' 16=',16,'All E~ERGV PCI"TS CF THE FIRST If\;ElASTIC lEIIFl





C 109 FCR"ITI' NO (C"TRIBUTle" Ta CISCRETE 1NElISTlC IEIiElS
C !IN GROUp 1=' ,16,'.lA IS sn EQUAL TO IA= ,161
10 RETU RN
He
SlJBROllTlNE SPECT lIKMAX, El,N ISG,I\! ISGF,N ISGP ,EI' S I,EI'SI
OI~ENSION EllNlSGI






E1=SNGU IEllII+ElI! n 111*0.5
pHIE=pHIIEII
El=SNGlI EIllll
E2 =SNG LI EII ["111
PHI:PHIIEU
Pt'12=pHIIE21
PH!l =F I P Oll! EI, EI, E 2 ,pH II ,pH ! 2 I
ERR=AflSllpHII-P~IEl/P~IEI
IFIERR.lT.EPS11 GC T( 1
15= I
(( TC 2






















































GO TO 5\l2 380
500 C(NT llllUE 390
5CI HAX=KMAXX 400





IF IK~AX.LE.NISGI GO TO 3


















( CRCNEN OR[JIIET FELD NACH WACHSENCEN WERTEN
C
I FI KMA X.LT • 21 GO TI) L0 0
CC 99 K= 2,KMAX
"=K-I




















502 IFIK .GT.KMAXXI GO TO 501
~=K-I



























































SUBROUT INE CUTS CUTS ARRAY FELD AT EIIlERGIES

















KMA Xl=NF E- KA +1
K=NFE










!JO FCR",ATl' CUTS: UG=',El2.6,'CG=',EI2.b,'FElfHll=',EI2.6.










































C H THE FOllOWI~G FU~CTI(N FIFOIA IXI\,HI
C A"O !XC,YCI ARE THE SURTl"lG POINTS I\NO





IFIOX.lI.I.E-301 GO TO I





("'UUSUBROlJl!NE SIORG PERFORI'IS INTERPOLATION OE SGH FOR IEIIEL
C*****HEIiEl INTO fNFRGV FIEle EZIU •••••• ElIKi"l\lO.PHVlfJEO EV CAORG.
[ ••••• 5011 HAS ,WO MEANINGS:FIR5T IT IS tSEO TC STORE 1HE PARTIAL
C•••*"'I~EL.STIC CROSS-SECTICNS FRGi" KEOAK.IN THE SEcrNe PLACE IT 15
c •••••USEO TO CONTAIN THE SUM OllER THE PARTIAL INELASTIC (!lCSS-SECTIONS
C••••• I\T IHE ENERGIE5 OF THE ENERGY FIELO ElIII ••• EZIKMAX!.IHIS lAST
C•••••OLANTITY IS NEEOED IN AKEO.
CU"'K"A)(:OIMENS 1O"l OF E"lERGY FIElD ElIll ••• EZIKMI\~I! .IKI"AXl-KI'AXt :




r I pot ENS I I) N I' II NI 5 GI, I I' «"l AI''' SGI" I SGI, SGI P I I SG , r, AI' I , JA NF 1 ~ AI' I
RFAl*a El,AF,llEIIEl,"'Apot
COl'MON NAM,ISTRUK,lSPA,NA,lll
C•••• "'IB=I:THRESHOLC OF I"'ELASTIC SCITIERING LIES ABO~E UPPER LIMIT
C"'*.OF ENERGY FIELO Uf.lOER CCNSlOERATION.
O* •••• IL=I:lAST EXCITATIO~ LEIIEL OF MATERIAL UNOER CO"'SIDERATICN






XlEli El =0 .00
Z CALI SGINTlEZ,AE,SGlT,K"AX,K"A)(I,XlEIIEl,J''''ISG,,~.E,ISG,NE'''RE,IHI
IF IJ.ECl.JU GIJ 10 7
JI=J
IFIKMAXI.GT.KMI\II GO TO I
IINFIJI=1





I ANFI J I=KANF
























































C*"UK"IIJ=OlpotENS ION OF ENERGY FIRC NHDfO FOR CRO~S-SEcnCN
C.**"BELONGI"lG 10 LEVEL J.
3 J~IX=J-I
C 7 WElTEINA,I,DI J~~I, IIEIJI'AXI.KMAX,I
C loe FORMAHU' HIGHEST CAlCULATEO IE~EI JI'AX=' ,16.'HIJ~I\Xl=·,lPOH.6
C 1,'K"AX=',16,'I=',161
1 OC 4 N=I,KMAI
S<: IT IN 1= o.
CC 5 JJ=I,JM~X











12 IF I~NULl.EQ.OI K~AI=O






5 LA RaUT I NE SG 1NT 1 El, AE, 5 GIT ,K MAX, KMI\ 11, Xl EIIEl • J, NI SG • NA E, I SC,





CAlL OOPW( BHBEST ,NA"21
CllL OO?WIBHSGll ,NAM31
HELlU=NIIM
































































I FlN .EO. 11 GO TO 2
C~ll ~OFlOCIN,NFEl,FEl[,NCAT,NCOI




C 3 w~ITEINA,1101 ~A~,NA~3,fElnI41
C 110 FORMAT!' FOR THE ISOTOPE',AS,'THE [ArA TYPE' ,AB,'TS NeT AI/AI=
C Il~8lE FOR EKCITATION ENERGTES ABOI/E',GI6.B,'ON KEOAK'I
3 TFIJ.EO.OI GO Ta 1000
1l=1
GC TO 57









C*****18=1 MEANS : THRESHCIO FOR IIIElASTIC SCATTERIN( lIES ABUI/E
C•• ***T~E UPPER ENERGY liMIT 01' ENERGY 1'11'10 EZ[11 EZIK~AKI.
Ge TC 57
C***.*FI~OlNG AT THE BEGINNTNf 01' THE TABIE CF EKCIT~TICN CROSS
C".uSECT IONS HIGHEST ENERGY POINT EN 10TH CROSS-SECTION I/AlUE
C*****E'lAl TO ZERO.
6 CONTINUE




IFIN.EO.lI GO TO 6
Ge TO 54
C*****CrECK,WHETHER EN BELONGS TO ENERGY SCALE IIEEOEr fe~ THE
C*****EHRGY REGION EZlll •••••• EZIK"lAX)
11 CCII Tl NUE
TFIEN.GE.EZlll.ANO.EN.lT.EZIKMAKII GC Ta lE
11'11'1'10(5) .GE.EZlll.ANO.FElOI5J.lT .EZIKMAX I) f() TO IS
IFIEN.LT.Elllll GO TO le;
IfIEN.GT.EZIK~AKll fO Ta 40
C*****FOlLOWING CONDITION , THAT lEADS TC STATF~ENT /lU~BER IS.




sr. IT 11< I = SG I 'I
K=K+l
KK=K ~A Kl +K
EZIKKI=FEIOI51


























































C*****FCllOWING COf«OITION,THAT LEHS TC STATEMENT IIIU~fER 191EIII [S




C*****FClICWING CO/IDITION , THAT LEACS TC ST~TE~ENT /ll~8fR 40




C*****FlIliOINr, FURTHER ENERGY FCINTS CF C~OSS-$ECTION lABIl'
42 CONTINUE
CAIL NDFNKTIN,NFEL,FELC,NDAT,~COI
IHN.EO.O) GO Ta 54
!FIFELDI 51.GE.Ell 1l.AND.FElDI 51.U'.ElIK~A~1I GO Ta 43
11' IFElOI51.LT.EZllll GC TC 47
11' IFF.lf)l5).GT.ElIK'1AKII GO Ta 4B
c***** FCLLOWING CO/ICITION lEACI'IG TO srArE~fNT NU~RER 43IFElf)I~1




IFINANR<:.EQ.OI GO TC 45










El IKK I=FEIDI 51
SGITlKI=FElfH61
GO Ta 42
C***l*FCLLCWING COIllCITIOIII,THAT LEACS Ta STATE~ENT NU"8ER 47.(FElDI51
C*****IS LESS THAN THF. 10nER ENERGY LI~IT CF FIELD EIl
47 E/lN=FElOI5 I
SG I N/I=FE LO 161
K=MAXOl I K-ll, 0)
GC TD 42
C*.***FOLIOWING CONDITIOIII,THAT LEADS TC STATEMENT IIIU~EER 4B.IFELOI51
C**.**I$ LARGER THAN THE UPPER EIllERGY OF FIEll) EIl




S(; IT IK 1= FEL 'J I 6 I
C*****LAST ENERGY 01' C~I)SS-$ECTICN TABLE,SELCNGIIliG TC EKCITATION
















































































!F IS GP IK-ll. Ee.o .IKJlNF=K-1
G[ TO 4










~GPI II =SGP I KHF> I-li
fOPMATnp 1= ,16,'El=',GI4.e,'5Gp=',GI4.el
OC 8 1=1 ,KMAXX































IFINENRE.EQ.2 I GO TO 51
C*****C~TTING ENDS 01" ENERGV FIELD,!F EIIII OR EIIK~~XI ARE CONTAINEo
C*****I~ ElIKMAX21 ••••• El!K~AXII.
KMAX2=KMAXI
K~AXI=KK
C IFIEZlKMAXI-lI.EQ.EHKMAXII (0 TC 56
C Hl TO 59
C 510 K~AXI=KMAH-I
C 5S IFIEIIK'lJlX2.21.EQ.ElIlIl GO TO 60
C GC T 0 58
e 6e K~AX21=KMJ\X2.
C K~AXI=KMJlXl-1










C F l U "1 M I
C
[*$* •• *$******.****.* ••***** •• * ••*•••• ***$~***********.**"*"**~'*"**$*"*
C
C
C**"'ELISTISCHE SIREUNJITRIX BIS ZUR 5. ORr~~G.'••• ' .**•••••• *••••••••




Cli"E"S 10" JlIISMI,811SNI,EAIIS"1 ES 15 M ,E ISM
I ENIISOI,SGNlISCI,HOIlSDI,5crIlSC \I 1501 lIS ,f ISO,
2 AR!ICüSI,FU(ICOS,
3 ABNINE21l ,I NTI "E27 I GR NE21I,fEKOEINF21l,
4 EGI NXI,RI "x, ,RSPI6,NXI,
5 ES P INS' EK 1,5 P EK I L 5 P EK I
f NSTl61 ,LEGI61 ,,"AlIZI,






C .1~POl PERFoRMS LINEAR INTERPOLATION OF THE EXe!TATION
( (ROSS-SECTIONS oF EJlCH lEVEL IN THE ENERr,V FIEIC EZ.
( SGIT - VJllUES REAC FReM KEOAK,SG' - INTERPolJlTEr VAlUES.









lFIEIIKMIIX+JI.lT.Elllll GO TC 2
IFIElIKMIIX+JI.EQ.EL!111 Ge TC 1
lFIElIK"1AX+JI.GT.Fl!II.I\No.J.EQ.II GO m 3
SG PIII =F I POLO I I" II K'UH J-II , E1I11 ,F ZI K" AX t J I ,
!SC IT IJ-II, SG IHJ 11
C SC, I I 1=5 GlT' J-I HS NGU ! El! li-EIl KM AX +J -111/1 EZ I( 1<1'111 HJ 1- I" LI KMJI x.. J- I










!FISGPIKI.EQ.O.1 GO TO 5










































































C*.**.UMSORTIEREN DER GRUPPENGRENZEN •••••*.*****.*•••••* •••*.*.*•••*.*••
KSPE K=NS PE K
C
C••**.lESEN DES ATO"GEwICHTES***.***** •••••* •••••• *•••••••••••••••••••••
ellL LOOKOIXMAT,MASSE,COM,&ICOII

























































C••••• SESTIMMUNG nER MßKRCGRUPPENEINTEllUNE •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
IZ KIM = MINOINGR-IM,NUEB-II
IM = 1~'KI"1
IFINSPEK.GT.lI GO TO 305
KSPF =0
KSPEK=O
305 ce 30Z 1=1 ,NX
I I =N X- 1+1
302 IENlll=EGIIII
C
C••••• lESEN DER SGNC-FNERGIEN UNO BESTIMMUNG GER STPELPREITE.*••••••••••
IF I MAS SE. EQ • I I GO Ta 6
.CAlL LOOK31 "lEN,EB.I SC,NGR,ßB~"S~,ISI'F ,GR,HG~ ,ISEl,ISGNC I








oe 10 I = J, ~GR
'"~ = AlF A.ABN (11
IE = 1+1
00" 11 = I P, NEGR
I EI ASN I I I I .L E• AM I GO Ta 10
CnTlNlJE'
11 = NEGR
10 ~UE = MAxoINUE,II-ltli
IFINUE.LE.NUEBI GCTO
NECUP=NUE-NUEB
8 HEB = NUE
ISCOP=NUEB*ISD-ISCO
IFIISCOP.lT.OI Iscep=o
I SECP= I SI)-I SEC
1f1lSECP.LT.01 ISECP=O
IFI I SMP+ICOSPtNECUPtISCep+lSFCP.CT.() I RETURN
IFIßBNINXI-I.E-3130I,3C~,304
301 .RITE(N~UT,~501
3~O FOR"lATl 11' •••ERROR 6. S : THE SMHlEST GRrUp ecL~CßRi' ~UST BE GRE~







C•••••BFSTIMMUNG GFR GRUPPENlETHARGIEN •••* •••*.*.**.*.**••**.**•••••*.**
4 HR = NEGR-I
Al FA = AMAXIlAlFA,AANI~EGRI/BBNIUI
AllN = ALOGIALEAI
CA = AB"lliIlABI'.IZI
00 ~ I = 1, NGR





















































































DArA NST 181,81, HI, 161, ~ZI, 3Z1/
C ~STILI= ANZIHL CER IEQUIDISTANTEN STREUKOSINUSS1UFTZPUNKTF DER
C SGNC IM L-SYSTE" FUER DAS IL-I I-TE MO"Hl
CATA LEG/2,l,3,4,5,61
C LEG = RE(HE~FOLGE BEI DER MO"E~TENeEREC~~UNE
C
~RITF INOUT ,9000 I
<Joec FORMATlIHO/IHO/' PROGRAM" KE~NZlFFER 6'1
'"RITE INOUT ,90011
9001 FCR"ATI' PROGRIMM ZUR BEREC~~U~G ELASTISC~ER STREUMATRIZEN'/I
CILL F SP I E
C
C••••• SEIZEN INTERNER KONST'~lE~ ••••*••••••••••••••••••*••••••••••••••••
C ISM = ANZAHL DER FNERGIESTUETlPUNKTE PRO MAKRCGRUPPE IM GROBNETZ
C ISO = MAXIMALE ANZAHL DER ENFRElfSTUETZPUNKTE PRO MAKROfRUPPE
C IM FEINNETl
C ~K = ANZAHL yeN ERUNCPUNKTEN IM UE8ERSTREUBEREICH
C NR = MAXIMALZAHL ve~ GRU~DPUNKTE~ IM NICHT-IJEEERSTREUeEREleH
C NS = MAXIMALE FEINGRUPPENZAHL PRO GROBGRUPPE
Pli = I
P" = ANTEIL VON "UEL BEI DER KCRREKTUR DES I. "OHNTES
NECU = MAXIMALE STREUBREITE
NMAX = MAXIMALER LEGE~DRE-AFPROXI"ATICNSEFAD
HUT = UNIT-~U"MER DER AUSGABE-CAlI' I
ICCS = ANZAHL DER IEQUIDISTINTEN STREUKOSINUSSTUETZPUNK1E DER VON
KNOF GELESENEN DIFFERENTIELLEN SlREUQLEFSCHNITTE ISGNCI
10




1C IFINI.EQ.1I GOlD 78
NC=MI"l0INO+2,NEN I

























































C.... *.KOSINUS UND ENERGIE~ ßEI ISOTROPIE l~ O~-SVSTE~.**~*•••• *•••• '.***
88 ce 90 IP = 1.1[OS
90 ARllPI = IlP-II*CO-I.









IFIES.lE.EINFI GO 10 100
ce 84 "JE = I,NEIIl
f'.A = !liEN-NE+!
NU = NEN-NE+2
FA INIJI = Eil Nil
O[ 84 I P = I,ICOS
84 SCNCIIP,NUI = SGNCIIP.NII
EAIlI = EINE
NEN = NEN+I
C[ 86 IP = I,ICOS
86 SGNC Il P,Il = 0.79S7741E-OI
CCTO lOO
~EN = NO-NI+I
C[ 74 NE = NI,NO
14 AINEI = EAINEI
CO 76 NE = 1,~EN
lt EAINEI = IINE+~I-ll





00 71 I P = I, I C0 S
77 SGNCllP,NENI = SGNCllP,NEN-1I
GOO lOO
C






100 H = 'B)(ARIII>l.1
12 = IßSIARIICOSI-l.1
IFIAl.LT .1.E-5.AI'lD. A2.11.I.E-SI GOle 102
101 WRlTEIWIUT.qzrll IARIIPI,lP=I,lC051
GO 10 BOOO
10Z CO 103 IP ~ 2, lCOS





























































20 ".NF = 1"'IIRI+I





NE"'. NECU, NU Ee, V, ." F, El TO I. IIIITT • HH ,I~ EGR ,K SPE .1\ S PEt< •
ESP.NIK.KT,~AT,NTTI.N1TF.NF,ISEL,IStll
lFIISGT.EQ.ll GO Ta 8000
IF(ISDP+NTTP.GT.~1 RETURN






e**U'FHORDNEN DES AUSSTREUINTERVALLES !lND LESEN DER SGNC""""***'*******
IFIEIIII.GE.EENOI GOle A8









CU"'''AKROSKOPlSCHER TOTALER QUERSCHNITl FIJER FEINS1RlKTLRIIICH1UNG*"'***
N11= I
IFINTK.EQ.II C.ll MIXSG1IKT.~Al,Dll,NTll.N11P,~11.ET,Sl,E.I\F.EENO.




C•••• BESTIMMUNG DES EINSTREUINTERV.LLES•••••••••••••••••••••• , •••••••••
E/~F = ABNINENC'II
22 EEI\D=ABNINANFI
lF IMASSE .GT.I I GO Ta 28
NEN = 1
EAlll=ABNIIU
Z8 IFOUSSE.EQ.l1 GOTO 62
OC 60 NE = I.NEN




C••••• ~ A K R 0 G F U P P E N R E CHili U N G .$ , .
C
CAll PU~UMI I S"I.NEN, EA,I SN ,E, ~l
~U=O
~C=O
10~ lFIFINU+II.GE.fANFI GO Ta IC6
~L=NU+l
GO Ta 104
106 IfIEIISN-NOI.lE.EENCI eo TO lOB
~C=NO+ I
ce Ta 106
10E I ~~=I SN-NU-NO
00111 IP=I,ICOS
CC liD ~E = I,~EN
110 BI~EI = SGNCIIP,NE:I
CAll IPOlAINEN,EA,B,IS~,E,A,FI
OC 111 NE"I, IS~
NC"M' .. NU
IF I E I NO 1 .l E. E S 1 AI NO I =AI 11
111 SG~CIIP,NEI=AINOI
00 113 "I E=1, I S~
113 EINE 1= EINE+NU I
I~~ = IS~
C
C*****E~ERGIEnIFFERENTIEllE lEGENORE-KOEfFllIENTEN ** ••*****************
115 CAll LECAl IMASSE,)(MAT,AlFA,ISOT,LEG,NlE,~A"F,HMJ,NUEe,Il"M,
1 NEGR,ABN, ICOS, AR, I SN ,E.SGNC,NSl.NSlI~,I SM,I SO,NECU,
ITA,NF,GR,FE~OE,FU,A,ECO,SCO.V,W,F.FEKCI
C
C*****lFSEN DER SGT, SGN UNO ~UEl*$*.* ••• * ••••••••* •• **.*•• * ••••••••**••
IFIIABSIISElI.EO.I.ANO.ISOT.EO.OI GOTO 120
Oll lCOKlIISC,M,ECO,SCC,EANF,EENO,I,ISGTI
IFII SGT.EO.U GO TC BOOO
At' = ECO 1"1 I
IFIt'.l1.ISOI GCTO 111
116 ISOP " ISO*IAlOGIEENO/AMIIAlOGIA""EANFIl
HTURN
117 lFl"ASSE.GT.l.0R.EA~F.GT.10.1 G(lO 119
CO 118 J = 1, M
IfIECOIJI.GT.I0.1 GOTC 119
118 SCOIJI = ~6661
119 Oll lOOKlIISC,K,EN,SGN,EANf,EENC,O, Isn I
lEI! SGT.EQ.1I GO TC 8COO
IfINGT.EO.OI GOTO 130
CHl lOOKll1 SO,NGG, GE, SG, EANf, EENO,2, ISGT 1









































































1001 ~PITE l"lOUT ,10021 STOfF
8CCC Kl = Kl+l
RETURN
909 fU,..ATIlHOI
913 FORMATlI/' *.*ERROR 6.1 : FOP ',A8,' SCATTERIH MHRlCES (ANNOT B
lE (AlCUlATEO'!16X'FOR "fo<ERGIE5 ABOVE', IPElC.3,' EV fOR lACI< OF SG~
2C CN ~EDAK'1
920 FCRMATIII' *.*F9.RUR 6.S : THE FOllC~ING SGNC-C(SINE-PE5~ FCUND
-N ~EOAK CANNOT BE USEO'fIIIOfI2.31 I
10C2 FOR"IATII/' ***ERROR 6.1: FOR ',A8,' SCATTERIH "'HRICES CANNOT
lE CAlCUlATI'f] FOR'fl6X,'lACK OF ISOll (ATDMIC "EIGHTI ON ~EDAK'1
C
C
C*·*··~UlTIGR'JPPFNKONSTANTEN.***••••*.'* ••**···••**··*.*••• **••• *.*.**.*
290 CAll ~UKl)NIElSIr"fLTOT,NL~,NECU,f\UEB,ll,I.. ,NGR,NASSEI
C





C*****~llTIGRUPPFN-ENEPGIEI~TEGRATION•• * •• '*·· ••••*".*.*••• *••• *.* •••••
130 CAll GRliPIN l"'ASSI',X"'AT,ALFA,CO .. ,ISOT,PM,lfr,,~lE,NAf\F,NEND,NUEB,
I Il,I,.,f\GR,f\EGR,ABN,IS~,E,K.EN,5GN,II,ECO,SCO,NTT,ET,


































































SG I 11 " I.
se121" I.










C·**·*SORTIEREN************ ••• ******** ••********************************
~ = I
IA = 2
K ~ = 0
~ = 0
ce 2 1= I0Il,"1,2
I e : 1-1
I!'IAIIBI.LE.AII" GOle 2
e = AI Il
AIII = AliBI




IA = I A-N






3 SF = O.
S~ = C.
IF l AIII • GE.O • I GO Ta 8
IFIIIIMI.LE./).1 GOTO 10
00.. I = 2, M
IFIIAII-lI.LE.O.I.IINO.IAllI.GE.O.1I GOTO 5
.. CONTINUE
5 U = I
IB = I-I
00 6 I = 111, M
6 SF = SP+OBLEIAIIlI
00 1 I = I, I B
1 5 N = 5 N. OBL E 1111 IA- I 11
GOO 12
8 OC 9 I = I, M
9 SF = SP+OBLEIAllll
GCTO 12
10"F=M.l
ce 11 1 = I ,I"
11 SN = SN.Oßli" I AI MP-III
12 S = SNGlISN+SPI
RETURN
I3S=AIlI






































































L~lER Vi"RMEIDUNG lUSAETlLICHER EXREMWERTE
CI~E~SIO~ AIMI.eoO,TI~I,X on,'( 11111
HIliGENTEN
TlII = 18121-81111/IAI2I-AI1I1
TlMI = l8P"I-81"4-1I IIIAIMI-AIM-lll
M~ : M-I
1":0 2 J: 2. MN
JF : J+I
J M = J-I
TU) : O.
IF 1B l J PI. GT • 8 (J I • AN C. 8 I J ) • GT • BI J " 1 I
-l(JI = IßIJP)-BlJM11I1AIJPI-AIJMIl
IF I e (JP) .lr .81 J' • ANO. B I J I.L T. BIJ 1'111




~nl = BIM) .
NM : !li-I
J : I
00 16 I = 2, ~M
41f1Xlll-AIJII 6,8,l0
tI S = Xlii-AlK)
VIII : "'O+llllqA2.A~*SI*SI*S
GO 10 16
8 y 1I1 = B IJ I
Gnü 16
10 K = J
J = J +1
l : AIJI-AIKI
V : B( J I-B I KI
R = V-TI K) *U
~ : U*lTIJI-T1~11
11.0 = BI K I
AI = HKl
11.< = I 3*R-WII( u*u
A3 : 11-1- 2 *R I/lU *u *u I
IF!TIKI.EQ.O•• A~O.TlJI.E'.O.1 GOlD 4
I FlAB SI A31.l T. 1. E- 301 GO TO 4
XI. = -All13*A31
























































TIJI ~ 2.V/U-TIKI 520
IfIABSIA21.l T.1. E-JOI GOTD 4 530
XII = -A1112H21 540
IFIXW.lE.~•• OR.XW.GE.UI GOTO 4 550
A I ~ VIU 560
A2 = O. 510
TlJI = Al 580
GCTO 4 5'l0
12 AI ., 2.V/U 6CO
A2 = -VIlU.UI 610
GelO 4 620
14AI=0. 630
A2 ~ V/IU*U1 640
GCTO 4 65C





































































14 O( 16 I=I<.I<A








e*.**.ANZAHL DER SGT-STUETZSTEllEN 1"SeHINGI PRO GRUFFE ••••• ~.*.*,••*.
(( 2 N = lL. IM
2 lSTlI,NI = ()
IfIN1K.GT.ll GOTO 46
IFINTK.EC.OI GCTO 24















00 8 MM = Z. KT
STOFf = MAT I /I" I





REAL URAN/'U 23' I




C•••••BESTIMMUNG EINER DEN QUERS(HNITT5- UNO SPEKTRU~SSTUETZSTEllEN UNO















































If IAIK I-BIll I
4 EIJI = AIKI
J = J +1
K = 1<+1
GOlD 3
5 EIJI = AIKI




6 EIJI = Bill
J = J+ I
I = 1+ 1
GnO 3
10 Ifll.GT.KEI
oe 12 K= I,KE
E IJI=BIK I








O( 26 14 = 11,1"
U ISTl2,NI • 2
IFII"M.lT.ILI GOTO 44
Eil • AßNIIMM+1I




CA U 1 00 K111 SO ,I ,F, W. EI, 111 I( I ,I , I SGTI
I F IISGT. EQ. 11 RETURN
FIlI = EA
CAll PUSUMII SO ,I( ,11.1 ,F ,101




NN = 11'1"'-11" I
~I '" I
00 3'0 N· I,NN
J = 1"'1'1-1'4+1
A = AB"« 11




32 15HZ,I1 '" L5112,11+""'-1(1
C
C·"''''.*MAKROGRUPPENEINTEIIUNG*'''''''''**********************"''''***'''****'''**'''***'''
48 Tl = ISO
10 • I SO-I SM
I~ T Cl I = 11-1
IR = 2





I. = IW+IST( 1.11




J 5 • J S+ J












"4 IFI~TTP+ISOP.EQ.OI G(lC 48
NTK = IABSI'HKI+2
.. P IT E I Nf » I ! I STI N. K I, K· Il ,1'1 l, N= I, 2 I



























































N, LS 112, N
ISlI2,IIIIHLSH2,~i
I< I • M"l .. I
IFIKI.GT.KI GOlO 36
~" [("lINUE
36 lFIK.IT.15DI GOTO 38
Eß '" VIKI
GO TO 28
38 IFIISEL.LT.O I WRITEIN[UT, ICO I
150P '" 0






ce '00 MM· I,~SPEI(
J I' 1A .L 1 • ESP! MI' I. ANO. E S P 1 MM I • 1 T• BI
40 C(~l INUE
































































oe 12 ~M '" KI,K
IFIVIMMI.GE.A I GOTO I"
12 CONTl"lUF
~~ '" K+I




18 IfIK.L T.1501 GOTO 20
EA '" 111 KI
GeTO 6
2C 5TOFF '" STM
IfIiSEL.U.OI IIRITEINOUT, 1101
O( 22 N '" II,I~
lSTlI,l'O '" 1 SlIl,Nl+3
IfIiSEl.LT.O I IIRITEINOUT,I021




C••••• TCTAlEIl ClJERSCHNITT EII\ER MISCHUI\G * *.* '... 3C
C 40
1I0l.8 MATIKTI,AI51.STCFF 50
OIl'FNSION OAHKTl.ETll\nl ,STlNTTI.NWI41 ,I\AOI21 60
COMMON STOFF, ISTRlJK, ISPA.NOUT 70
rAU NI<llI ,AIZ ),A131 13.'SEST '. 'SGT 'I 80
C 90
IS(;T=O 100
OC 10 K = I,KT 1/0
C = CATlK I 120
AIII = MATIKI 130
NU = 0 140
CAll NOFlOCIKP.NW,A.NAO,KCI 150
IFIKP. NE.II GeTe IZ Itc
E = AI41 170
S : AI51 180
IFIE-EAI 6,4,14 1ge
4 CAll AOOIK.~Tr.~TP,NT.ET,ST,NU,D.E.S.EII,SII,EW,5~,EA.EEI 200
IFINTP.GT.OI RETURI\ 21e
6 EV = E ZZO
S~ = S 230
CAll NnFNXTIKP,NI<,A,~AO.~CI 240
!FIKP.EQ.ll GOTO 7 250
E = FE 26C
S = 511 27C
C











C*** •• EIlSTES MATERIAl ••• * ••••••••••••••••••• *••• *••••••••••••••*••••*•• *
IFIK.GT. II GeTe lC





Z T = IS-SIII/IE-EIII
Ellll=EA
SHII = O*IS+l*IEA-FII
4 NU = I
NT = I
IFIE.l T. FEI RETUR~
HI21 = EE




6 NL = NI)+ I



























































ZC FORMATlII' .**ERROR 6.5 : FOII ',A8,' IN il1" F IH-STI~UCTURE MIXTUR
H I'< 0 S GT 'I 16 X, ' ARE CN KE0 AK ' I
2Z FCRMATIII' ••• ERROR 6.6 : FCIl ',~8,' IN T~E F HE-STRUCTURE MIXTUR
JE NO SGT '116X, 'ARE I1N KmAK FOR ENERGIES 9ElOW' ,IPEIO. 3,' Eil' I
rI~E~SIO~ ETINTTI,STII'<TTI
END



































56 IN Tl IR I = "A X0 I I I ,1- II
IFIINTIIRI.EQ.IMI GOTO 54






OC 60 t = I, JE
IP = INHIl+I
IFII.EQ.II IP = IP-l
60 WIIITEINOUT,961 I,IP,II\TII+II
94 FCIIMATIIIIIIX,'M A K R C G R U P P E N'III
<;6 FCllfIlAHlHO,ZX,IZ,'. MAKRCGRUPPE',5X,I3,'. eIS ',13,'. FEINGRUPPE'I
100 FCIlMATII1I5X, 'STUETZSTEllEN FUER SGN, "UEl. SGi lNO MAKRCSPEKiRUM'
- 111 0 X, ' GRUPPE' .1U , ' AI'< ZAHL' I I
10Z FORMATI9~16.IIX,I61
110 FCIIMn 1I115X.'STUETZSTEllEN FUER SGT IMiSCHUNG FEINSTRUKTURWICHTUN










10 IFINU.GT.OI GOTe 12
Ek = EH 11
Sk = STIll
IFIE.GT. EAI GOTO 1l





12 T = IS-SIII/IE-EIII
~p = NU+l
00 I" I = NP. NT
IFIETIII.GT. E I GOIO 16
Z = SII+H! EH Il-EVI
EI; = EH I)
S~=STlIl
I~ S1'!!1 = STlII+O*Z
~ HURN
H IEIE.EO. EH 1-111 GOTe 20
Z = SW+lSTlII-SWI/IEHII-EWI*IE-ERI
IfiNT+I.EQ.NTTI GCIC 22
DA 18 J = I. fIoT
JJ = NT+I-J
EHJJ+U = FHJJI






5 ~ = S
RETURN
























































SUBROIJTINE TRAFOI IC,NE, IS~,S.X".Al,AI
C







OC 2 I = 1,1 C
\I = S'JRTIO.5*1l.+Al+II.-Al */11 Il 11
All) = 0.5*IX~P*V-X"/ol/\l1
B = SQRTlAIIl*AIII+cM-I.1
F = I AI 11 +BI*1/1 I 11 + e I1 lXM" B















oe 2 N = NA,~E
J = NK +"1 R
AP = -RI NIl AlLN
IFIAB.lT.I.1 J = Aß*~~+1
2 JJ = JJ>J






00 10 "IN = NA,NE
~ = N/I>NF-NN
/IR = -RI NI/Alll\
EX = OBL EI 1./(NK-1I1
!FIAB.LT.l.1 EX = CBLEH./IAB*I\KII
EC = OBlEI EI J-1I1
AP = ABNINI
A = AMINIIAB,/lBNII\>II/AlFAI
4 0 = OBlEIAlABNHHll1
C = O**EX



















































EIJI = SNGUERI 320
IFIEIJI.GT.AI GOTO 8 330
Er = EP 340
J = J+I 35C
GOTD 6 360
8 EU-li = A 31C
IFU.GE. ABI GOTG 1 38C
EC = IHIlEIIAB/AI**II./NRII 390
IFIEO.GE.OI C = EC 400
EC = OBlEIAI 410
II ER = 1'0*0 420
EIJI = SNGllEPI 430
IFIEIJI.GT.ABI GOTO 9 440
1'0 = ER 450
J = J+ I 1060
GCTO II 410
~ EIJ-II = AB 480
7 FM = .99999 "'I' I J-II 490
IFIJ.LE.21 GOTC 10 500
IFIEIJ-21.GE.EMI GOTO 10 510
EIJI=EIJ-ll 520
EIJ-ll = EM 530
J = J +l 540
10 CC~TINUE 55C
ISN = J-l 560






C"'''''''''''''lESEN DES ATOMGEWIC~TS "''''''''''''''''''''''''' •• ''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''*'''******''''''*''''''* 30
C 4C
REAl"'8 STOFF,FI61,ST 50




CAU F121,FI3I I'BEST ','ISOH'I 100
C 110
NWORTlll = 3 120
FIII = STOFF 13C
CAll NOFlOCIKP,NWORT,F,NADAT,KC) 140
IFIKR.~E.11 CO TO 1 15C
Flltl = F 141/l.0C8665 160
XMAT = FI41 170
CCI' = 2113*FI411 lec
MASSE = XMAT 190
































loRI TEl '10UT ,401 STOFF ,ED,A 131
ISH=1
RE1URN








9 Eill = A(4)
SCNIIl = A(5)
Garn 4
ID K = 2
11 EIK) = A(4)
tF IK • EQ. I SO) R HURN
SG~IKI = A15 I
I F« I' I K 1- EI' I 4, 16. 12























































14 EIKI = EE
SG~IKI = SGNIK-ll
WPI TE I NO UT • 421 AI 3 I , STOFF. E I K-ll • An» , EI K-l I
16 I FI Eil I. EQ • FO I RHUR N
'1 = FGIFlll,FC,EI21 ,SG~1l1,SGNI211
EII)=EO
SG ~ I 11 = y
P ETURN




40 FORMATUI' ***ERROR 6.2 : FOR ',A8,' SCATTERHG "ATRICES CANIIOT 8
lE CALCUlATED'llflX'FOR ENERGIES BElOW ',lPE10.3,' EV FOR LACK OF "
:iAE,' ON KEDAK' 1
41 FEPMAT IU' u>lERROR 6.9 : FOR ',AS,' SCIlTlERINf, MATRICES (ANIlOT B
JE CAlCUlATEO'1l6)(OFOR EI\ERGlES flflCw' dPE10.3,' EV FOR LIICK OF '
2AS, , ON KEDAK 'I
42 FO"AT (//' **>lIOPNING r,.1 : THE ',A8,' FOR ',~e,' IIT ENERGIES IIB










COIlMDN STOFF, ISTRUK, ISPA,NOUT
DATA F(2),FI3) I'REST ','SG~e 'I
(
ICCSP = I)
N\lOR Tl 11 = 4
F IU = STOFF




1 F = I
3 lF!lP.LE.IcnS) GO TO 5
1 ICCS P= ICOSP tl
CALL NnFNXT!KP,N~CRT,F,I\ACAT,KCI
IF!KP.E'J.U GO TO 7
~RlTEINnUT,441 STOFF ICCS,EAINEI
IlETURN
5 ARllPI = FI51






























































44 FCR"HlIl' *""wARf'<! ~G 6.3 : FOR ',AB,' T~E SGH COSINE ~ESH I1AS M
lOPE'/18X,'THAN ',13,' MFSHPOlNTS AT',IPFI0.3,' E~'I
C
EM)
SLRROUTl NE LOCK3 I NE. Eil., IS C, NGR, ASN, 15M, ISMP, L ST, NEGR, I SEL, ISGNC
C





DAlA F(2),F131 1'8EST ','SGNe 'I
C
ISGfliC=1)
N~OR Tl 11 = 4




IFIKP.EQ.11 GO TO 5
CAlL NDFLOCIKP,NWORT,E,NACAT,KCI
IEIKP.EQ.l) GO TO 5
IFINE-IID,l3,6
EAI "E I =F 141
FI41 = FI 41+F I 41*II.E-061
IFIEAIl\EI.LT.I. I GO Ta 4





1 FIEAI1l.GE.AßNllll GC TO !2
C
C****>lAI\ZAHL OER SGlle IN CER ~-TEN GRUPPE***- .0*****>1 •••• * •• ***.**
NE=N 1'-1
ce ION = I, I\GP
L~T(NI = 0
ce B .., = I, NE
IFIIABNIM·U.LE.EAOll.ß~D.!EAIMI.LT.AeN(~111 lSTlN = LST N
8 ceNT INUE
10 COTINUE
IFIISEL.GT.OI GO TC 1I

























































12 IF I ISEl • GT .0 1 GO TO 15
.. RITE INOUT ,521
loIR !TEl NOUT. 581

































































C*****MCMENTE BEI ANISOTROPIE IM SP-SYSTEM***********U*••**** ••*****•• *
IFIGRM.U.EPI ~SB = NSTILl
IFINSA.EQ.NSB I GOTO S
NSA = NSB
CAll lEGPOLlNSA,H,NlEI
9 ro 10 IP = 1,ICOS
IC FlIlPI = SGNCIIF,JI
















3 OC 2g J = 1,ISN
(
C*****G~ElIIlEN FUER WINKElIIIITEGRATION.***.4**** •• *.***************.******
GRM = O.
H = AMAX 1I AAN I IM+ll, ALFA*E 1J 11
OC 11 I = I A,I C
lFIEl.lT.Aß"II" I GOTO 6
GPIII = -1.
GOTO 11
6 I FlEI J I. GT • ABN I I I I GO TO 7
G~([I = I.
GOTO 9
7 G = SQRTIABNIIl/ElJII
GRI" = 0.5*1 XP*G-X~/GI
f.'R A = AB S I Gi>, 1 " I




C* ••••MOMENTE ßEI ISOTROPIE IM SP-SYSTEM************.*****•••***********
II CnL LEGISTIL,NSTIS,IA,Iß,NEI'R,GR,FEKOFl
C
C* •••• VCRBEREITUNG ZUM ABSPEICHERN.*.*.*.*********** •••******.**********
I;; 11 = I

























































"lS Tl6 I,l EGl ~ I. AR I1 COS I, FU I ICO S I ,ABN I NEGR I ,G ~ I NEGR I ,
FEKOEINEGRI, AliSOl, MI !SOI.E!lS~I.EWIISMI.V (ISC),W! 1501,






X~ = XMA T-I





1FI I TA • EQ. 0 • AN [). I SO T•EQ .0 I
I(All lFGINTlNlE,NSTlS,X~AT"TAI
(
~2 Fe~~ATIIIIIOX.'STUETZSTEllEN FUER SGNC'II
- 10X.'GRUPPE' ,lD,'ANZAHl'lI
54 f(~MAT 19X.I6 .lIX ,161
~e FC~MATI5X,'ENERGIEBEREICHliEGT IM BfRFIC~ ISOT~CPf~ STREUUNG'I
60 FCRMATIII' ***ERROR 6.4 : FOR ',Af.' SCAHERING MIITRICES (ANNOT B
IE CAlCUlATEO'/I6X'FCR LACK CF SGNC ON KECAK'I
62 FORMATllI' ***MESSAGE 6.1 : AARNING NOF. 2 MAY BE IGNC~ED'I
SlßROUTI NE lEC All Mil SSE, XMAT, AlFA.1 SOT .IEG. HE, ~ HF. NENC. NUEB, Il,
1 IM,NEGR.AßN,lcnS.AR.IS"l,E,SGNC,NST.Nsn S,ISM,I SO,
2 NE(U.ITA,NF.GR,FE~rE,Fu,EW,A,r,V,W.F,FEKOI
C




































































2*ß" I A- tl




.. A = DtllE IXMATl
DD 5 l = 1,6
5 GRAUl,l1 = 0
IFI XMAT. GT. 30.1 GOTD 8
RF TURN
c
4 ~ ~ = N-l
110 5 I = 1, NST
FIl,l, ; 1.
FI2,1 I = X!ll
Of 5 J = I, "1"1






C**•• *8ERECHNUNG VON lEGEI'.DRE-1NTE~RAlEN*.***** ••****4****.***~.********
C





NA = - 10000J
cel K=I,NST







CO 2 K ~ 1., 160
0(2 L=I,6
GRAlll,K I = O.
oe 3 K = 161,321
A = HI Kl *HI K'


































































00 26 I = I I ,N"
26 FEKOIJ,I' = O.
21 FEKOIJ,NUEB) = 6.283185*FEKCEIl'\EGRI
c
c***** I'\CRPlI ERUNG FU ER ZW I SCH ENPUNK TE.* U H ********** U"** u* ***"'********
IFIIl.GY.OI GOTD 30
ce 29 J = I,!SN
2~ E~IJI = FEKOIJ,I'\UE81
GDTD I
30 ce 31 J = I,ISN
00 31 I = l,hUES

















oe 6 r = I,NST
)111 = OFln~ Tl NA '*1.0-05
A1 1I = S NGll XIII )
C I'.A = NA. ND
[ = ND*I.E-05
C
C•••**SPEICHERN DER ENERGIEOIFF. lEGENORE-KOEFF. IL-II-TER ORDNUNG ••*•• '
00 32 I = 1,NUES









C*****REOUKTION VON NST AUF ~I\K **************.*****'I~**.*****~.********
lZNP·N.l
13 Ifl~AK.EC.NSTI RETUR~
K1 • INST-ll/l NA~-lI
~~ • K1+1
C • 0.5*OSQRTI 0.+11 *IA-lIl
FIlI • C
OC ~ l· 2,5















































RERECHNUNG VO~ IX**~-V**~I/IX-vl CURCH tNTWICKlUNG NAC~ POTENlEN





GC T( 11 • Z ,3 ,4 ,5 ,6 ,7 ,R ,9 , 10 I • N
G = I.
PETU RN
G • n+ 2* V
RHURN
3 G • 0*C+3*Y*0'3*V*V
RETURN
4 G • n*0*O+4*V*0*O+6~V*Y*O+4.V*V*V
RETURN
5 G • 0**4+5*Y*0*0*0+10*V*V*0*0+10*v*V*v*O+5*v**4
RETU RN
6 G = 0**5+6*V*C**4+15*V*V*O*r.*O'20*V*V*V*O*C+15*V**4*O+6*V**"
RETURN
1 G = C**6+7*V*C**5'Zl*Y*Y*0**4+35~V~V*Y*0*D*C+3~.V**4*0*O
1 +Zl*V**5*0+1*V**6
RETURN
e G = 0**1+6*V*O**6+2B*V*V*O**"+56*v*V*v*n*~4+70.V**4*O*C*C
I '56*V**".O*O+26~V*.6*O+8*V**1
RElURN
9 G = O**g+9*O**7*V+36*0**6*V*V+84*O**5*V*V*V+1Z6*0**4*V**4
1 +126*n*n*O*V**".84*C*O*V**6+36*O*V**7+9*V**E
RETURN




00 15 K = 2, fIIA K
Hn • HIKKI
OC 14 l· l,fIIP
14 GIHlll,K 1 • GRAUL, KK I







































































O. lZ ~*I 35*FI 51- 3O*F I 31 +HF 111 l"OE
0.125*163*FI61-10*FI41+15*FI211*OE
OC 1 K" 2,NSl





F3 " FI3I*10.Z*GI5, X,YI-GI3, X, YI+3-1./IX*VII
F4 • FI41*IGI6,X,YI/6-GI4,X,YI+3*GI2,X,vl-4*OlCEIX/YI/OE
1 +0.511 X*YI*GI 2, 1./x, 1.1V11
F5" FI5I*IGI7,X,Vlf1-GI5,X,YIHO*GI3,X,VlI3-11:+~./lx*Y1
1 -GI3,1./X,l./VII13*X*"1
GIUlll ,K I • P *FO *OE
GRAll2,KI " P*Fl*OE
GRR I3,KI " P*0.5*13*F2-FOI*OE
GRAll4,KI • P*0.5*15*F3-3*Fll*OE
GRAlI5,KI " P*0.125.13~*F4-3C*F2+3*FOI*OE
GRAll6,K I " P*O.125*163*F5-7C*F3'15*Fll*OE
CCHINUE
ECTO 11
e " 1.11 A"'A I
C • B*B
CC 10 K· Z,~ST
X • HI KI
V " -1.
OC 9 l. 1,6
., FILI • -0.lZ5*15*Gll+4,X,Vl/ll+"1-6*GIl+Z,X,Vllll+ZI+Gll,X,VlIll*C



















































































C••••• R~~OKORREKTUR CES SIMPSCN-INTEGRAlS ••• ' •••••••••••••••••••••••••••
I EI I.EG.NEGR I GOTO ZO
TU= IPOLYINU21-POlYINUlllO
TC = IPOlYINCI-PClYI"eZII/O
Elll = IPOLYINnltO.5.00HOj.OO- POlYINUI 0.5.Dl*TUI*DU<E I
GC1(l 19
I€EIIl=O.
19 ES = ES+EIII
IFII.Ll.1BI GOTO 3
C





IF INOI.GE.NUII GOTO 7
Elll = IPOlYINUI+POlYINCll*OIZ.
!FIN02.1I.NlJ21 GOTO I<;
OC (, J = NU2,~C2
61"111 = EIlI+O*POlYIJI
Gero 19
00 lZ J = NU2,NOZ,2
JJ = (J-NU2+2l12
12 AIJJI = POlYIJI
CALL SUMIJJ,A,SAI
OC 15 J = NUI,NCI,2
JJ = IJ-"<UI+21/Z
15 AIJJI = POlYlJI
CALl SUMIJJ,A,SOI
SE = POlYlNOI+POLYINUI
Eil) = 1.... SA+2.SC+SEI.U3
2 HLY IJI = B'PCUL,J 1
C






I I = I
GO TO 18





NU = X I KU
IFIFLOATlNOl.LT. X!KCI ~G = "0+1
NUO = NO-NU
IFIINUO/Z.Z'.NE.~UOI NO = NO-I
DL = GU-XINUI
er = GO-X INrJ I
IFIAßSIOUI.LT.I.E-ZCl CI) = 0




































































GO = GRI I1
XIKO '" I.+O.S*INST-II*IGOH.I
IKO = )(IKO
IF I FlOATlIKO I .1I.X IKO 1 IKO
2 IFIGRII+II.LE.-I.1 GCTO 3
GU = GRI 1+11
X IKU = I. +0.5 * I ~ ST -U. I GU +1. I
IKU = lllKU
IF IFLOAT IIKU I.U.X IKU I
A = GRAL IL, IKO I
IFIGC.LT.XIlKCIl A
B = GRAUL,lKUI
!FIGU.LT.XIIKUII B = BtIGU-XIIKLII/O'IGRAUl,lKU-GRALll,lKU-UI




















C"** •• GE~ICHTETE MULTIGRUPPEN-ENERGIEINTEGRATIDN •••• '* .
C
C
C".***G, G- STRE UUNG ~ *.* ,,* *..*"




























































C** ••• INTERPOLATION CER MITTLEREN STRElKOSINlS•••••* •••*.*.. ****.*****.*.
7 CAlL IPOLINIM,G,EN,ISTT,E,II,UI
8 oe 66 N = I,~P
L = LFGINI
C*.*."LESEI\ UND INTFRPCLAT!CI\ OER NORMIERT EN ENERGIE[ lH. lEGENORF-KflFFF
DO 11 I = I,NUEFl
JI = 1l-11.ISTT
REAOINFI «EI<IJI,J = I,ISNI
IFII snT. EQ. O.ANfl.l. EQ. I\UEBI GOTD q
(ALL IPOLINI ISN,EH, EW,ISTT,E,WAII+JII,UI
G[10 11
9 XV = EWIISNI
CC10 J=I,ISTT
10 ~AIJ+JII = XV
II CCNT INUE
C**.**I~TFRPOLATION CER TOTALEN ELASTISC~EN QUERSCHNITTE***.* ••• *** •••**
CALL IPnllNI K,H,F,I STT,E,IoI,UI
C
C.**•• INTERPOLATION DER TOTALEN QUERSCH"ITTE**•••••******••***.*•••*****
IF INGT .EO.O I GOTO 1
CAll IPOllNINGG,EG,SGolSTT,E,F,UI
N(G = IS TT
OC 5 J = I,NGG
HIJI = EIJI
5 SGIJI = FIJI
C
C* ••• *MUEL-ANGFPASSTE ENFRGIEDIFF. LEGENDRF-KOEFF. **••••••••••••••••*.*
CC 44 J = I,ISTT
D)~ = O.
JP : J+NM*ISTT
IFll. NE. 21 GOTD 27
VIJI = PM.IIIIJI-WAIJPII
IFIABSIVIJll.LT.I.E-71 Vln = o.




14 EL = AMUlIABNllfOq I,ALFA*EIJII






































































NUEIl, TL, If'I,NGR,NEGR,ABN, ISN,EI',K,H,F ,M,G,EN,
NTT,ET,ST,'AZ,KSPE,KSPEK,ESP,SFEK,NSPEK,LSPEK,
TSM, I SO ,N EC U,I SC C, 1 SFC ,NI' ,I' ,E \0 ,G R ,W A,U , v, W, IST T ,
















C ~EREINIGUNG DER ENERGIESTUFTZPUNKT'ENGEN *••• , *.





00 1 J = I,KSPEK
HIJI.EQ.O.AND.XX.LE.ESPIJII J 1= J
IFIXV.LE.ESPlJll JP = J-JI
lfIJP.GT.OI GOTO]
I CCHTNUE
3 DO 2 J = I,ISN





DI'E NS ION LEG 16 I, ASN IN EGR I ,RS PI 6, NGR I ,I' SPI NS HK I, SPE K IL SP EK I ,
I EH I 1 SI' I , EWI I S~ I ,H 11 SO I ,F I ISO I ,G I 1SOl. E" I I SD), 11 I I SD I ,
2 W1 1SOl, E I I SDI, WAll Sco I , LI I S EC I , ETI Nn I , STl NTl I ,G R« NG RI ,
14AZ121 ,ELSIGI6 ,NECU,NGR I,EGIlSCI,SG IISOl,SGTOT 16,NGR t
C






18 IfIGU.lT.GOI GOTO ZO
P '" O.
GCHl 36
ZO IFIGG-GU.ll.Z.1 GOTO 22
P '" O.
IFll.EQ.21 P '" I.
Gern 36







15 P = 12 *1 03 -OZ 1
P '" P-IZ$IU3-UZI
GCTO 36
11 P = 03*19*GO-81
I' '" P-U3"19*GU-SI
Gem 36
19 p = .6*OZ"IIZ*03-IO*IOZ+GO-lll
P '" P-.b*uz*nZ*U3-IO"IUZ+GU-I I
Gno 36
21 P '" 1.5*03*( ao*03-S*OZ-q*GO+OI
I' '" 1'-1. 5*U3" 110*U3-8*UZ-9"GU+81
GOIO 36
Z3 P '" .5*OZ*IOZ*145*03-35.02 -54*GO+451*9*GO-91
I' '" P-.5.U2'"IU2'"145*U3-35*U2 -54*GU+451.'HGU-91
Gorn 36
25 P '" .1815*03*102*1189*[]-144*02-2S0*G( 24 190-[0-SOI
I' '" P-. I a75*U 3* i U2* ( U19* U3- 144*U 2- 2 8 0*GU+2241 .. 90*GU-80 1
GCTO 36
24 I' '" O.15.102-U21
GOTO 36
2~ I' = 0.5*103-U31
GeTO 36
28 P '" 0.H175*! 02 .13.02-Z I-U2" ( 3"U2- 211
GOIO 36
30 I' '" 0.1~.I03.102-II-U3.IU2-111
GelO 36
~2 P '" 0.03125"i02"1102-II*i35*02-ICI-II-lZ*IIU2-JII*i35*U2-ICI-111
GOO 36
~4 P '" 0.181~*1 03*! 02-11"'1 Q"'02-SI-U3* iU2-U* !'l*U2··511
36 IFIABSIPI.LT.I.E-161 I' '" o.
IF!El.lT.ABNINI+ll.aNO.1 ll.NUEß GeTO 40
walJ 11 '" WAIJP I-SNGlIOXYI
IFII.EQ.NUEBI GOIC 42
IA '" IH
CC 38 11 = Iß,NUEB






























































(".*""ßLSSORTIEREN ZUR GEWIC~TETEN I~TEGRATION* ••*"••••**•• ,"."~.'I*~''''.'.'''*
00 64 NR = I,NUEB
~l '" I~R-II*ISTr
JII '" I
CO 58 'lT '" NANF,NENO
~~ '" NANF+NEND-~l
C NN-TE GRUPPE", AUSSfRELGRUPI'E




J I = J-JA+ I
EHJIl '" EU I
46 FIJII '" IlAIJ+f\Il*WIJI
J '" IS Tl +l








52 nIlKlO '" AM
1 '" 1 EI IKK-21-FI i KK-llII!ENIIKI<-21-E~ IIKK-II
FIlKK I '" EllKK-II+l $1 AM-ENI IKK-Ill
C
c•••••SPEKTRU~5GEWICHIETE ENERGIEINTEGRAl ON'''.''.*•• '' •••• ''.''.''' •• ''''.''.''
56 CHl SPRAl!KSPE,KSP~K.MAZ,ESP.SPEK,NTT,ETsr,l IKK,FN,F,G,
I ElSIGll,~R.~NI ,NSPEK,LSPEI< ,NiE I
58 ((NT INUF
f 4 C [~~ TIN UE
H CONT INUF
C
C·.···~rRMIERUNG.···· • .. *····· ···*··*••• ·* .. **"'."' •• • "'*,,* •••
JA '" I
ce 70 NT '" NA~F,NE~O
NN '" NANF~NEND-NT
A'" = 118NINNI
oe ~7 J '" JA.15fl
HIEIJ I.GT.AM I GOTO 68
I '" J-JA+!
ENlll=EIJI
61 FII} '" l.
J '" 15TT+I
t8 lKK '" J-JA
Ja = J-I
EN(lKKI = AM
E ( lKK I '" 1.
oe 70 l '" ,~P
CAll SPRAlIKSPE.KSPEK,MAZ,ESI',SPEI<.Nn,ET,ST,l"~K,E'"F G,
I RSPIL,NNI,NSPEK,LSFEK,~LE























































M = M+(l-ll*NU IflLE-1I
IB,i9,2ü
CC 69 I z l,r I
~9 El51GIL,I,NNI = ELSIGll,I,N"I/RSPIL,/I"1
70 CCNT INUE
C
c***** l-GEWICHTETE TOTALE QUERSC~NITTE ~ ••***•• **** •••***•• ** ••*.***.*.
IFINGT.EQ.OI RETURN
JA = 2
OC 82 NI = NA/lF,NENO
NN = NA'lF+NENO-NT
A~ = A8NINNI
CO 72 J = JA,NGG
IFIEGIJI.GT.A~I GOTO H
I = J-JA+2
E 111 = EGIJ I
72 F 111 = SGIJI
J = NGG + I




If 11 KK • GI. II GO TO 76
E 121 = All
F(2) = SGIJA-ll+l*IEI21-EGIH-UI
I KK = 2
GCI0 78
76 IFIJ .EQ.NGGtll GOTO 78
1 = ISGIJI-SGIJ-lII/IEGIJI-EGIJ-lIl
FIIKKI = FIIKKI+T*I AIl-EGIJ-lIl
EIIKKI= All
78 OC 80 1 = I,NP
CHl SPR AllK SP E,KSP EK ,MAZ ,E SP ,SPEK ,NTT ,E I, 5T ,l, 1 KK, F, F ,G, ';Al,
1 N5PEK,lSPEK,NlEI
Be 5G10 T( l, NN I = VA LI RSP ( 1 , " /11







C*.**.lI~FARE INTERPOlATICN ••••••••••* •••••••• *.**•••• *.*••• ** ••••*.****
C




C•••••KOEFFllIENTEN HR *.****.****************.**** ••••**.**.*•••**.** ••
I'~ = ~-l
(1 C ~ I = 1,1' I'

























































00 14 J = 2, NM
8 IFIA(I+ll-XIJn 'l,lO,l1
9 1 = 1+1
GOTO 8
10 VlJI = Bn+lI
GO lO 14


















00 2 I = 101 KK
2 Gill = PHIlENIIlI
GClO 24
C
c***** ~AKROSPEKTRUP' AUS PUNKTWEISEq EINGAEE
11': NN = 2
CC 22 1 = I,IKK
OC 18 N = NN,NS
~ = N
IFIMllll.NE.OI
IFIEIN I-ENi i 11
18 CCH {NUE
11 = NS
19 GOI = 51MI
NN = N
cera 22
20 GllI = SIM-ll+l5IMI-S(P"-1I1/IEINI-El~-1l1*IENI1l-fIN-I11
IfIN.GI.21 NN = "I-I
22 CCHINUE
C
Cu***' INTERI/AlllNTEGRAlE OHNE MIKRfJI'I1CHTUI'\G






















































00 26 I = I, I K
CI = HIl+Il-HllJ
5 I = Hil H hH I! I
02 = GII+II-GIII
52 = GII+IH-GI 11
Cf = ENI I+U-ENI 11




C*uu INTER\/illll'lTEGRillE ~n MIKfl.OWICHTUNG




2'1 IK = IKK-I













,5 ST ß = ST E
S1E = STIM I + I ENil +1 1- Er I M1 1 '" IST I M- 11-S T O'~ I If I Fr I M- 1 1- ETl M I I
CF = EMI I+II-ENI Tl
H = IHII+II-HIII/CE
IIH = HIlI-TH"E~nl






36 lFIM.GT.NI GOTO 3A
01 = HII+ll-HIII
SI = HII+II+HIII
n;; = G 11 .. 11 -G 11 I
S2 = GIIHI+GI!!
l = I./SH





: E l; = Hili












































































S 2 = \/ +U
V = 1./SfiMMI
\I = I. IS TE
03 = \/-U
S3 = \/HJ














VS = 1./5T (JPI







4 C li = W+ W'" (D 1 , 02 ,fn , SI, S2 , S3 I *0 F
Gern 54
c***** I. '"'0 ME NT





























































v = 1.11 STF*STfl
C3 ~ V~J
S ~ = v+U
W = WW 101 ,02, D3, S1, S2, S 3 I *0 E
GelD 54




















V '" GI 1011
C2 = V-I)
5 2 ~ VOU
U '" 1./ISTIM~I*STI~MII
11 = 1.11 STE*STEI
03 '" V-U
S3 = V +U
OE = FNII+lI-ETI~MI
W = W+WII 101,02,03, SI, S 2, S31 *01"
IFIN.FO.~~I GO TC 54
~" ~ M-2
111-' '" TH*ETINltIlH
VG ~ TG*ETI NI o/lG
'15 = 1./ISTlNI*STINIl
OC 46 J = N,,,~







































































c***** 2. UNO HOEHERE "OMENTE





















o ~ = V-U
S ~ '" V tU
CE = ETlNI-ENIIl
W", WW(fJl,02,03,51,52,S31*DE
~ ~ '" "-I
L = TH *1" Tl MM I t/lH
V=l<lltll
01 = V-U





U = I. I STIMM I ** 1
V = 1./5TE**1
n ~ = V-U












L 5 = '15
V~ '" TH*ET(JP 10/lH
\je = TG*ETIJPI+IIC


























































I) 1 = VH-UH'
5 J : VH" LH
1)2 = VG-UG
52 : VG .. UG
O~ = VS-U5
53 : VS .. U5
OE : ETIJPI-ETIJI
S2 W : W+WWI01.02.03.51,S2.S31*DE


















CUUHESCHNEIOEN INULLSETlENI IION GROESSEN KLEll<ER I.E-6 *.*"''''*''''''.. u''' ..
IFIM/lSSE.EO.l I RETUR~
00 40 L: 1.f';P
ce 40 NN=IL,IP'
oe 3SI: 1, I< UE B
NT: I +NN-l
ElSIGIL,I,NNI = AlNTIElSIGll.I,Nf'<I*I.E+SI*I.E-S

























DIMENSION ElSIGI6.NECU,f'<GR) ,FLTOTI2, I<GPI 50
C 60
NP = NLE .. 1 70
C****"'TOTALER STREUQUER55CHNITT**"' •••• ****.***********••**** .... ******."'.* 80
0[1 14 NN = IL,IM 90
S10 : O. 100
or 12 NS: I,NUEß 110
NT : NS" NN-l 120
STO : STo.. a SIGll,NS,NN I 130
IFINT.EQ.IMI GOTO 14 140
12 CONTI'WE 150
14 EllOTl I ,NN l : HO HO
C 110
C•• '*.NORMIERUNG AUF DEN TOTALEN STREUQUERSCHNITT•••••••••••••••••• "'•••• 180
22 OC 26 L = I.~P 190
00 2~ N~:ll,IM ZOO
co 24 I: I,~UEB 210
NT:I"NN-I 2ZC
FLSIGIL,I,NNI : ElSIGll",NNIIElT0111.~"l1 230
IFINT.EQ.IMI GO TO 26 240,4 CONlINUE Z50
26 CCNTINUE 260
C 270
C •• ~ •• MITTlERER STREUKOSINUS •••••••••••••••• • •••••"' ••••••••••••"'••••*"'.. 280
15 CC 20 "IN: Il, IM 2'10
5TO : C. 300
CC 18 NS = I,NUER 310
NT = NS"NN-I 320
STO = ST'J+ELSIGIZ,NS,NNI 330
If INT. EQ.IMI GOTO 20 340
18 CONTINUE 350
20 ELTOTI2,NNI = STO 360
C 37C
SU EROUTl NE I' R IN Tl El SI G. EL TO T ,NlA ,NIE, NEC U • NUE B , I sn, Ne R. KS PFK •
'" AZ , NT K, K I " , NGT • S Cl OT • RSI', MASS E, N G5 I
C
C••••• SlBROUTINE ZUM AUSDRUCKEN DER STREUMATRIX,DER SlRElKOSINUS"'ATRIX••
C
R EAL*8 STOFF,MMM






C •• • •• AlSDRUCKFN DER STREUMATRllEN•••••••••••••••"'••••••••••••••••"' •••••
CC 3 l = I, NP
1 ~ : L-I
IotRITEINOUT,211 lP'.LP'.STCFF
IFIIARSIiSEll.EQ.ll WRITFINOUT,281 NGS
I I : NANF
12 : U ..MINO 19,NEND-Ill
WRITEINOUT.Z41 11,1 = 11,121
WP lT EINOUT, 19 I
OC 2 I : I. I<UEB
I~:MINOI 12.NEND"KIM-I"U
IFI13.lT.III GO Ta 2
IoRITEINllUT,?21IElSIGIl.I,I<" 1,f'<N=I1,131
2 CCNT I"lll E
WPlTEINOUT,201






C••••*II<FORP'ATIONEN liEBER CIE W!CHTlJNG ••••••••••••••••••*."'*•••••"'******
WR !lEI NOUT, 30 1















































C"'*'AUSDRUCKEN OER TQTALEN ELIST. QUERSCHNITTE UND STREUKUSINUS
IiRITEINOUT.271 STOFF
IFOIASSE.EQ.II WR ITElfllOUT, 2'11
IFIIABSIISFll.E'.ll WRITEI~rnJT.281 ~GS
11 = NANF
c; 12 = 11+"INO 19,NENO-H I
WRITEINOUT,241 11,1" 11,121
Ii RITE I NOUT .191
OC 10 I = 1.2
10 WRITElNOUT.251 IELTOTlI,NNI,N"I = 11,121






C'*"'AUSORUCKEN DER TOTALEN CUERSCHNITTE •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••




12 l< = I IP4lNOI S.NEND-III
MR ITEINOUT ,241 I I, 1= 11.121
"RITEINOUT,l91








C••••• AlSORUCKEN DER NORMIERUNGSI"I1EGRALE•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
15 "PlTEINOUT,661 NIE
11 = NA'l F
I~ 12 = II+MINOI9,NEND-III
loRI1ElNOUT,241 !I,I=II,121
~ RITE I Nour , 19 I
OC 11 l = 1,~P
11 WRITEINIJUT,251 IRSPll.NNI,NIIl=II,I21
~PITEINOUT,201









































































C( 31 NN=Il, 12
~RITE IKPRI I.NN,ELTOTll,NNI ,ElrCT[2,"''''I.ISGT(1TI~.r\'''I,K=I,ll
H ((NT INUE
O( J3 l = I, NP
L~=l-I
CC 3J NN=ll, 12
ll=~INOINUE~,12+~IM-NN+ll
I=LL+2





?I FCRMATllHOIl29X,'SGNC',II,8X,'ElASliSCHE STREU'ATRIX ',Il,'.OROIli
tuNG FUFR ',AB/li
22 FOPMATllX,IOE13.51
24 F(R~AT(l Xtl)( 16,; .GRUPPE' J J
25 FORMAT( IX,lP 10E 13. SI
21 F(PMATIIHO/120X,'TOTAlE ELASTISCHE GRUPPENSTREUCUFRSCHNITTF SGN UN
10 GRUPPENSTREU~OSINlS ~UFl FUER ',A8/11
28 FORMAYl42X, 'SGNIEI = SGT(EI = I GESETZT AR GRlPPE'.14/11
29 F(RMATI20X,'** REI "ASSERSTOFF W IR[ tJNTER~ALB 10 EV DIE STRFUUNG I
1~ ,(HWERPUNKTSYSTE~ ISOTROP ~NGENO~MFN'/20X.'" UNO FS WIRD OER MI
3TTLERE STREUKCSINUS IM LABCRSYSTE~ GLEICH O.66f1GFSFTZT •• '1/1
3C FORMATlII1I42X.'f< A ~ R C I<i ICH T t; N G F'n
32 Frpf<ATI42X,'AILE MOMENTE WIE nAS O. MOMFNT ~IT OFM'I
I 42X,' EIIliGEIESENE~ PUNnSPHTRlJ~ FI E,ll' I
34 FCP..,ATl42X,'DAS I-H ~O~ENT "'TT DE~ Il+lI-TEN EINGF-'I
I 42X,' LESENEN PlJNKTSprKTRIJ ~ FIE,l+!), l = O. I, •• ,',I 21
36 FORMATI42X,'ALlE f<O~Er\TE WIE nAS o. ~O~FNT MIT'I
I 42X.'FlF,l1 (STANDARD EIE,ll = lIEI'1
3E ECRMATl42X,' DAS l-TF MO~ENT ~IT FI EolI'I
I 42X,'!STANDARD FIE,!l = IIEI')
40 F(P~.TII/142X,·M I ~ R ( wie H T lJ N G FS IFFINSTRlJKTlJRI'/I
42 FORMATl42X.'AlIE "'O~EN1E WIE OAS o. ~C~ENT ~IT FSIE,II:lISGflEI'
I 42X,'SGTIEl=TorALER CUERSC~NITT OER EING[lESENEN "ISCHUNG'
44 FORMATl42X,'[HS L-TE "'C~ENT ~IT FSIr:.LHI, l = Col, ••• ', 12/
I 42X.'IST~NDARO FSIE.ll=lISGTlEI'.L I'
2 42X,'SGTIEI=TCTALER CUERS(~~ITT CER EINef fSfNE~ MISCHUNG'
46 FOR"'IHI42X, 'ALLE "IOMFNTE MIT FSIE", = 1'/
I 42X,' IHINE FEINSTRlJKTUR>4 ICHUNGI 'I
41 FORM~TIII142X,'G ES. ~ T w ICH T 1 N G F. FS'I
























































50 FORMIITlI/29X,'ERlAEUTERUNG'/29X,'G-TE GRUPPE, I-TE ZEILE: TOTALER
-QUERSCHNITT DER G-TEN GRUPPE,'/29X,'GEWICH1ET ~IE DAS Il-II-TE MD~
-F~l DER STREU~ATRIX'I
52 FORMIITII/29)(, 'ERlAEUTERUNG'/2n, 'I-TE (RD~UNG, G-H' GRUPFE, I-TE Z
HIlE: MATRIXElEI'ENT l-TER ORCNUNl"129X 'EUER SHlEUlJNG AUS DER G-TE
2N GRUPPE IN DIE IG<-I-Il-TE GRUPPE, RElOGE~'I2(ll:,'AlJF DEN TCTALEN E
3USTISCHEN QUERSCHNITT !TOTALES (.MOMENT! DER i,SX, 'G-TE~ GRUPPE'I
~4 FCRMAHII29X,'ERlAEUIERUNG' 129X,'G-TE GRUPPE, I. HIlE: TOTALER El
USTISCHER QUERSCHNItT DER G-TEN'/29X 'GRUPPE'USX,'G-TE GRUPPE. 2.
2 ZEILE: ~ITTlERFR STRFUKGSI"'US DER (-TEN GRUPPE'l
66 FORMAllllll'tU,'NORMIFRUNGSINTEGRAlE BIS ZUM' ,13,' ~O~EH'f/
6B FCRMATII129X,'ERlAEUTERUNG'/29X, 'G-TF GRUPPE, l··TE ZEllE: ll-U-TE




















14,' Eil',' - ',HO.lo,' Eil' I
921 FORMATlIHO,IZ,'. EINSTREUINTFRIIAll',23X,EIO.4,' E\I',' - ',ElO.4
I' E\I' I
922 FORMA1l1HO.'ZAHL DER ENERGIESTUEllFU~KTE I" '.12,'. AUSSfREUINTEflV
lAll' ,l8X ,141
925 F(R~ATHHO,'HHl CER GElESFNE" SC" I" AlISSTRElJ IHERIIAll' ,28X,
'l ~ 2 FO RM H 1111116 X, 'F EIN G R U P P E N EIN TEl l U ~ G'
933 FCRMATIlX,13,'.GRUPPE',IXolPEI0.3,' E\I -'.IPEIO.3,' Eil', ,Oll =
-',E9.21
934 FOMATlII/1l8X,'CU = lEll-'ARGIEOlFFERENZ'1
<;~5 FflRMATlIHO,' IIlFA = ',FS • .,I
936 FCRMATIlHO,'WINKElSTUETlSTEllEN'1/ 2X,''lIWPH',~~.6(3X.1311l2X. 5
leT RO PI E' ,3 X, 6 n X, 13 1112)( " AN IS OT RO PI f' , 1)(, "UX • J3 I I

























CIM ENSinN ABN IN EGR I ,R I NE GA ) • I NTI NEG R I • N S Tl 6) ,N ~ I 61 ,NB I 6 I
909 FCPM AT 11 HO I
919 FCRMATlIHO/124X,'I ~ F ( R ~ A T ION E ~'/Il





































01 "E" 51 0 N ENG IN EI, F «N SPI, F « NSPI, \11 ~ EI. ST I HF I , f I IN EI' I
ceMMON '1AT,ISTRUK,ISPII,NOUTP.JA,"II~F.NEND,Kl
CAlA M~M/' 511 11 'I
~R!TE I NOUTP, 11
1 FCRMATUHOIIHO/' EO\l - 1\ PROGRAM FOR Tt'E ClIlClJLIITION 01' THE 1/\1 A\I





IFINSP.GT.lI Ge Ta 9
"ICHTUNGSFU"'KTllJ~ FIEl IST ALS J'UNC11el\ GEUBEN
BESTI~~UNG DER 1/\1 - ~ERIE
Nf\o=1
L1=l
36 00 2 II=NN,lI
K=10
ER I=ENGI 1II


























































'" FIT EINOUT, 91 9 I
wRITEINOUT.9351
3 CC 5 I = 1,6
~Alll = 1-1
5 NBI II = NSTIS




CO 4 I = Il, IM
.RlTEINOUT,9331
WR ITE I NO UT • q 341
1 11 = INT lIR+ll+1
I" = INTlIRl<-l
I F I IR. EQ .1 I 12 = 12- I
~RITEINOUT.9091
EFIN = AMIIX!lALFA*ABNIIIl.IIANIII4+lll

















Zl = Zl +0. 5'" I F 11 "'Cf 5 QRT IST IJ 1 1 H 12 -CIS ORTl S Tl J" I11I *1 5Tl J+ 11- STl J 1 1
~N 1= XN 1+ O. 5* I F I l+F 1 214< I 5TI JH 1 - 5 T « J I 1
5 F 11= F 12














IfIJF.EQ.II GC Ta 31
11111 =0.8862269>1« ISQRTlO.Ol531
GO Ta 26
WICHTU"lG5FU~KTIO"l IST PU~KTREI5E GEGEBEN




IFIEIJI.LT.sr 1111 GO TO 16
IFIEIJI. EQ. 5TIl1l Ge 10 11
IF IJ .EO.1I GO TO 38








WR!TE l "lOUTf', 351 J
35 FORMATIlHOl' ".WARNING : 1'1 ENERG~GROLf' ',15,' IHE I/~ ~AlUE 15 C
1AlCUlATEO WITH THE FU"CIION PHIIEI'/14X,
I'SECAU5E NO POI'!T OF SPECTRUI4 IS GIIIEt>. IN TH1 S GFrLP' 11
GC TO 10
11 Fllll=F!JI
i 8 ,,= J-I
,,= I
ce 11 J=N,N5P
IFIEIJI.LT.ENGIIll GC TC II


























































IFIM.lE.NEFI GO Ta 32










14 IFISTIMI.E1.ENGl 1+111 GO Ta 15
"="'''1










ce 19 J=I, P'M
Z 1=11 + l C I SQR Tl 51( J I I "'F I I J I +CI S'R Tl ST 1 J +ll 1*F 1I J +l 1 I'" 15T «J +11-
15TIJII
15 )"I=XNI+IFllJI+ FIIJo1l1"'15TIJ+lI-5TIJlI





















IFIABWl.LE.EPS.AND.A8WN.LE.Ef'SI GO T8 24
Ge TC 2~
24 V 1 1011 =III XN I
10 CCI\TINUE






























































21 FORMAn I' GRUPPE', 1X, '1/11'1 1510
l=~E 1520
WIH TE I JA) L,C\llllol=l,ll 153C
CO Z8 1= I.L 1540
K=l-I + I 1~50

















IFIXXI.LT.I.OE-03.ANO.XXZ.LT.I.OE-C31 ('0 TC 3
IFI)(XI.LT.I.317.AND.XX2.LT.I.3111 GO TO I
ER FSUM=ERFC 1 XR ll-ERFC I XRZ 1
GO TO 2
1 FRFSUM=ERFIXR21-ERFIXRII












RFAl*B MAT,FESTlIOI ,NFESTIIOI ,MM","IIiAH
REAL *8 1', EI, C, T , I' F, EI<, EG.E GI, XG, XG 1, VG YG I, XG2 , ',G 2. XG 12, VG 12
DI"ENSION ENGINFI ,NAQATI21,NSATZI41,XINEI
COMMDN ~ AT, I S TRUK. I SI'A ,NOUTI', JA, NA ~F ."END, KL


































'loce FORMATCIHO/IHO/' I'ROGRA~M KE~NZIFFER 1'1
WR HE INOUTI',90011
9001 FCRMATI' I'ROGRA"" ZUR eEI'lECI-~UNG DES SPAlTSPEKTRU"S'1 I
HIFNGINEI.Ll.IO.E61 GO TO 35
Z=E~GIIIFI
ENGI NfI= ZO.E 6
WF IT I' I NOUT p. 36 1
36 FCR"ATI/' IN IHIS MOCULE THE HIGI-EST EIIERGY GR(UP BOUNCARV IS SET












6 IFI"AT.NE.MNA"EI GC TC 19
T ETA= 9. CI 99999SE- 40
E=S.9999999E-40
GO TO 20
19 CALL Ofll'W IBHSEOF
~SAT Z1II =4
1'1' 51 I 41 = c.
IT=O
45 CALL NOFLOC INSUCH,NSATZ,FE5T,NUCAT,NCI
IFINSUCHJ38,38,Ie
38 (ALL NOFLOC INSUCH,NSATZ,FEST,NUOAT,NCI
IFINSUCHI15,15,le
15 WRlTE IIIIOUTI',81 FFSTlll
















YG 2= YG *VG
X02 =X GI *x GI
YGI2=VGI*VGl
XIKI=0.28Z0941911738/Ew*IDE)I'I-XG121-0EXPI-XG2 -OEXPI-YGI2

























































IEIN.EC.21 GO TC 10
N=,
IJ=O






WR !TEl JA) NNN,lXCI JI,I J=L,IGPUPI
hPITE INOJTP,29),S FCPI'lATlII' WATT - CRANBERG SPEI<TPU'" 1
WRITE INOUTP,121 MAT,E,K,J
12FCRI'lATllHO,A9,' EIHALlSENEFGIE =',EH.e,' IICN GRUPPE'''3,' BIS'
1, 13)
WFIT EINOUT P, 14 I I
14 FCRI'lATl' CHI' ,111
1= 1+1
hPITE INOUTP,13) IXllJ),IJ=l,IGRUPI
13 FORI'IA TlIH ,7E 16. 8/1 IX t7E 16. eil
CAIL NOFNXTINSUCH,NSATZ,FEST,NUDAT,NCI




IFIlFIXIFI.FQ.2.AND.IFDIGI.EQ.1I GO TO 17
(All NDFNXT INSUCH,NSATZ,FEST,NUCAT,NCI
11' INSUCHI39, 3S, 16
39 IFlFESTI41.GT.EI GO TO 38
hlllTE INOUTP,371 FESTlll
37 FORMATI' MATERIAL ',AIO,' : DIE BEDI~GlNGEN ZUR eERFCH~U~G EI~ES
IPALTSPEKTRUI'IS 11<=2, P=lI SIH NICHT ERFUELLT'I
GO TO 5
17 IFIFESTI41-1.65C5122,22,23
23 IFll T.EQ. 01 GO TO 22
T Er A2= FE ST 111
TETA=TETAI+ ITETA2-TETAII/IHST l"tI-EI.Il.65C5-E I
E=I.65D5
GC 1(' 20
22 TElA I=FE STl71
E=FESTl41
lT=1




20 CC 28 I<=L,IGRUP
28 CALL CHTINI'I IENGIKI ,E~GII<'l1 ,TEU,xIKII
I J=O





























































WRITE I J AI NNN,( XI I J I ,I J =L ,I GR UP I
~PITE INOUTP,301
30 FORMATIII' MAXWELL SPEKTRUM'I
"RITE INOUTP,311 MAT,E,TETII,K,J
31 FORMATIIHO,A9,' fI~FAllSENEPGIE =',EI6.8,'
I' VON GRUPPE',!3,' 8IS',I31
kRlTF INCUTP,I41 I












































































F.MFR GY- INTER VAl-BO UNOAR I ES.
36 NM."., THE ",axIMUM NUMBER 01' OUAPOlfIlTS PRO COARSE ENERGY GROUP
FOR O"lE 01' THE FOllOWING [UU-TYPES
SGT,SGN OR MV!!l,






CIM"NS ION ABN 111, 1'111, FIlI,NFGlll ,1'11'1111
[(/>IMON MATN.IQQI2I,NOUT,lI,Ml,M2,Kll
EQUI VAlENCE i W7 ,N 81
ECUIVAl~NCEIN3,N41
OI\TA FNr:V/'SGNC ' p' SGT ',' SGN ',' "UEL 'I
KlL=KLl +l
kRITE INOUT ,90001
9000 FORMATilHO/lHO/' PROGRAMM KENNZIFFER 9'1
"RHE INCUT ,90011
9001 FORMAH' PROG!U"IM ZUR BERECHNUNG DER ElASnSCHH STREU"ATRilEN FU
1 R CH REMO-KORRF.KTU R'I I


























co 31 1= '12, M1
I G=Ml +"12-1
NFIM=MAXOi NI' I I IG I ,NFI MI
31 HG"=MAXOINFGIIGt,NFGMI











































































FIRST FRE!: WORD IN IWORK. F[lR THIS veR StaM FNlllRGFD TO 31,
ADORES5 01' DOUBLE PREClS5ION ARIUY FOR COAllS!'-GRflUP-WISE
ISEl ISEE INPUT OESt.1 OR E THE AClUAl ENERGY
AORESS 01' AN ACTUAL ANGULAR DiSTRIBUTiON
AORES!; 01' lUX. ARUY iN WA~S FOR ROMBERG :lf'TfGRAHO"
ADRESS 01' lUXo ARRAY IN UH FOR ROIHERG INTEGRATION
AORE SS IJF RE SUl T STORAGE
AORESS 01' A eu HER STORA GI'
NG NU'lBF.R 01' GROUPS
NSP NU~BER 01' SPECTRUM POINTS
NlA THE LOWEST lEGENDRE ~OMENT
NlE THE HtGHEST LEGENDRE MOMENT
tMAl< MAl< t "UM GROUpCI"ANGE'1
NJ Mt- 1 I see I NP UT OESt. I
NUJ~ IseE I~PUT DFSC.I
nos NUMBER 01' MESHPOINTS OF ßNGUlAR CISTR IBUTl"l"l
AORES5 01' ACTUUL Y fREE PlA:!' FaR RE 5uLTS
KJ CaNT FlOl NUM eER FOR ANISOTROP 11"
NJ CONTROl NUMBER IN ANGLE INTEGRATION
NOAT NJMBER 01' CROSS-5ECiI:lN paHns IN AN FNf'RGY INTl'RVH
NIV NUMBER 01' ANGULAR DI5TRIeUTION
ERR ERIU1R FflR FlOMBERG INTI:GRA UfJN
AM ATOMIC MASS
QM"I UM+lI/I AM- 111 •• 2
)( M" i AM+! I "'*2121 AM
QMX=ALOGIQMI
Cl=< -0.1





























SUßROlTINl" MODIFIEO BY BRCEDERS,INR
COl'ffPCl IIARUBlES IN fH FIRST 36 ",OROS 01' THE ",ORKING FIElD
WORD MEAMING
1 AllRESS 01' ENERG'\" pOINTS 01' o\NGUlAR DISTRIBlUON
2 ADRESS 01' ANGLE MESH POINTS 01' ANGULAR DISHIBUnON
:3 ADRESS 01' ANGULAR DIST1UBUTIONS
~ IG NUMBER CF THE I(TUlllY ellCUl.TED GROUP
n-E lENGTH 01' THE WO~IONG AHs. S 01' WüR!) 15-11 ts E HARGF'O
iN CROER TCl CAlCUUTI:: FROM KEOAK-OAU IiHH DIHFRENT E"IERGV-rOPITS
FOR DIFFERENT DA TA-TYPES.
NOW HE lENGTH 01' THESE ARUYS 15 3$NMAX 01' WORD '!,;
5 AORF.SS 01' HASTIe SCATTE!HNG OR TOTU CRO~S-SI'(nONS
1\ AORESS JF AVEREGE COSINE S





















































CAll NJvNUMI MATN. FN"'VIU. NI V. WO't KI "o+M2-11 • WOR I< 1 ''0+ ~ 1 .1" NW.
1 &.3 .&3 • &3 I















IFINIV.EQ, 01 GOTO 5
NW"I










U"'l2+1 C05* NI V
lMA"lM
I F 11'1. lT. IS I IS"MI
I FilM. GT. LI GOlD 20
CAU KEDlECIMAHltFNEllllltNlv,WD'\KINOI,IWORKI'l3I,WORKIMO+MZ-1I,
l\;ORKI "lOH SI,
lWORKOUI,WORK Illl,WORKllZl, WORKI N2I,I.0.-1. O,f:3 ,&3 ,&31
I WCRK 126 I"NIV
WR ITE I NO UT, 731 MA TN, F NE vn I , NI V. I COS. I S
73 FORMAlin!' Fall. MATERIAl'.AIO.· • TYPE',AIO,' THFRE ARE',I6.
*. ANGULAR f)ISTRIBUTIONS WJTH'.16,' ANGlE POIIITS PEfRIFVEO FOR TH









00 6 I "MZ,Ml
IGR"MO+t -1
oC 6 J"l. 3
CAll DATNUMIM'TN.FN~VIJ+ll.NOAT,~W.WORKltGPI.WCPKIIGR+1I,
























































IFIKDATI Jh LT. NDHI KDU IJI-NDIlT
GOTO 6
10 WPHfINOUT.71Il'ATN, FNEVIJ+l1
71 FORMAT!' •••fRROR 9.5 : HIR ' • .1\8.' TliERE 15 NO • • .1\81
b ceH INUE
NI'IlX"MAXOI KDATI1 I ,KDIlTI21,KOAT13 11*3
IWORK 136 I"N"IIlX13
IITCT"KOIlTIl I+KCATI2 I+KD~T 13 I
N5:N4+Z*NMAX
~6=N5+2·NMAX




Hl:I I'/IX. INLE+lI ml0
N11"N11+1+1"1AlI
IWORKI61"N5















ll''' IWORK 113 l+JJ
2 C CONTI NU!'
lR~ST:l-MAXOllM.lMAI




70 FORMAT!' ••• ERROR 9.1 : REGION.G TOD SI'All'".' **. REQUIREr NUMBER 01" WORIJS', HO,I
~, .... AVUlABlE NUMBER GI" WOROS' .19,1
*. *** !'lEASE INCREIlSE REGION.G WH!< AT U'AST'dl0,' K 8'1'Tl'5,'
RETURN
21 WRITf'INOUT.72llRESTA





































































CE=OlOGI CBLE I EP/EM I 1I0FlOA Tl NFG
EOEI=OEllPIDEI
ER I: OBl EI EM I
ce Z 1=1 ,NFG
ER 2=ER I*EOE 1













CII'ENSION EIII I" IEAI II,HI II,HIII,FIUU 11 ,FFloli H ,NllORTl41 ,hOHZI
(e""ON MIITNl41,hCUT



















































































































* ~R lTE « NOUT .l (JO I F ~ 111 , F"'n I , F. ! NO H -1 I, FF I NCIT - 1 I
100 FORMATU' ***WARIIIING 9.4 MATERIAl',AIG, TVPE',.lO,/
"" ***LAST ENERGY POINT CN K FOAK IS', IPEl4.t,
"" Eil WlTH THE CROSS-SECHON IIAlUE' ,HEl".6,· BH~.'

































































SLBROLTINE MOOIFlfD BY BReEDERS,lNR
































,(21ll =FIPOll XU JI\-l) ,XZIII ,x tl JNI,Y1IJI\-II.VlI J~ 11
(010 B
1 "'I\=JN





100 FORMATII' ***WARNING 9.f INTERPOLAHCN ERRCR.' ,I
.' ***OES IRED FNERGY',IPEI4.6,' NOT IN RANGE 1 ',IPE 14.f,'
*IPEI4.6, 'I. (CNSTANT BClNOARY \lAIUE' ,1FEI4.6,' TßIUN.',I






















































OIMENSII1N FAI U ,FFlll
CC I I=I,Z
SlePCUTTNE AOOEO BV BRCEDERS,INR































































CAll NIJFlOCI NT,NWOR T.FM,N1,N21
IFINT.EQ.O.ANC.NWI.EQ.OIRETURN
IFINT.EQ.OIG010 18















1F l M,. EO. Olll=1
































Moll=NW I + I
RETURN
89 NW I=LZ-I






I' I' 111= I' I PO LI FA 111, E M, FA 121. 1'1' 1 11 • FF I 21 1
FAllJ=Ef'I
IF 11M. ECl. 11 GO TO 4
NIJAT=NOAT-l
CC 3 1=2.JIlDAT








~ CC~ TI NUE























































oI"ENS ION ASN 11I
J=C
J=Jt!















IFICl.NE. O.OIF=F*SQR HE 1 IIEI-IAM+II/A"*ClI





CCUBlE PREC1S ION FUNCT ION PTUN. XXI
RFAl*B xx
GOTO I I. 2. 3,4,5. cl.N
!'Tl=I.!)
R nURN
502 IFIK .GT.KMAXXI GO Ta 501 210
"=~-I zec
lFIFElDIKI.EQ.FElDI "IIG(TC 600 ;:ge
GC TO 500 300
600 KI'AXX=KMAXX-I 31C
KMAXS= MAXOIK,KMAXXI 320
ce 700 KK=K,KMAXS 330
1CC FFlOIKKI =FElDIKHil 34C
GC Ta 502 350
500 CCHINUE 3~0
















































































00 1 1=1 ,KU
IFIESIIl.EQ.ESIiHIiGOTO 1
















































































C SlBRCUTINE IPOlA BV H. filESE,INR
C










IFIRBI.NE.~1 1I.0R.BeH.~E.fll~~I.OR.ee".~F.BiMI IGCTO 20












I F I ß I J PI. GT• BI J » • AN 1). BI J I • GT.8 I J" I I
-TIJI = IBIJPI-B1JMII/IAIJPI-ßIJMII
IF I B I JP I .lT• BI J I. ANO. Al J I. ll. B I J" 1 I
-TIJI = 18IJPI-B1JMIl/IIIUPI-A1JMlI
2 CnTlNUE
All 1= A 111










10 S = X -A lK I
V = AO+IAI+1A2HI,*SI*SI*S
G(T[ lb
Y : AI Jl
CCTO 16






















































v = flIJI-BIKI 520 41 CCf\TlI>lU!' I<; 0
R = V-HK I*U 530 ~"'E=I\ME/I.008665 200
" = U*lTlJI-TlKIi 540 CC 101=1,6 210
110 = BIKI 550 ~1\=1\111**2-1 220
I\I=TIKI 56C H« I +61= IXA-A I I I *SQ RT I XhAM EU 2 1I1 A'lE 23C
112 = I 3*R-W' 11 U*U 570 10 AC Il I =IU .. AI i 1* SI;RT (XhAME"''''21 1/1\"'1' 24O
1\3 = 1W-Z"'R 111 U*U*u 1 580 H « 13 1= - 11 1\'4 E 250
IFITlKI.EQ.O •• /\IIID.TIJI.EC.O.I GOTO " 5<;0 ~~=IA"'!'''II*'''2/Z/I\'''E 2H
I F1AB S I A3 I .l T. 1. E- 3 0 I GOTO 4 600 IFlI\M!'.EQ.I.IGOTO 1 27a
Xli = -IIZ/I3"'A31 HO I; ~ = I I /\ '" E+l • I1 I ~ 'I ~- I • I I H 2 2EO
IFIXW.lE.O •• OR.XW.GF.UI GOTO 4 620 GUO 2 290
1\3 = O. 630 I 1;1"=2.1'8 300
IFlllJI. EQ. 0.1 GO TC 12 64O 2 er f\ TI NUE 310
IFHIKI.EC.O.I GO Ta 14 650 C~X=/\l(1GIQMI 320
1\2 = R/I U*UI HO "CRK 1281 =AM!' 3~C
TlJI = 2*V/lJ-TlKI 610 WORKI291=Q'I 340
IFIIIBS11121.lT.I.E-30! GOTO 4 SEO .CRK l3a! =X'" 3~C
XII = -/\ 1/1 2*11 21 690 wORKI 311 =QMX 360
IFIXW.lE.O •• OR.XW.GE.UI GOTO 4 7CO Ull IRf1MESII\CI 310
1\ 1 = V/U 710 11=IRllI 380
1\2 = O. 720 12=IR(ZI 390
Tl JI = Al 730 II"IIX=Z 4CC
GOTO 4 HO 00 II 1= IZ, I 1
12 /11 = Z*V/U 750 E=ABf\II+111 QM
1\2 = -V/CU*UJ 760 IM=I(SO~IE,AflNIIII "GOTO 4 770 !FIlM.GT .IMAX llMIIX= IM 440
14 111 '" 1). 78e I 1 (CHI NUE 4SC '"
112 = VII U*UI 790 (All IIHN( 18,l"lAX,WnRKI 460 -
Gero 4 8CO RETURN 410~






C SUBROUTINE MOOIFIEO BV BROEO!'RS,INR JU~E,1975
C




CC~MON MAHl, I S IZI ,NCUT ,l I, IR IZ J



























SUB RDU T II>l EIN T EN 1E, S G, S GI>lC , Eil, I ( CS I
(
( SUBROUTINE MODIFI!'D BV BROEOERS,INR JUIII!',1975
C








5 CC 6 1=1, I COS


































ES 1= ES IJ 11
E52=ESIJ21
SGNI J ll=F IPO LI ES I JlI ,E P ,E S I Jl-1I ,SGN I J 11 , SGN 1J 1-1' I













I F IN SP.EQ.I I GOTO 3
CAlL ZWINI NSP,ESII+ 11 ,ESIl+ ll,EFLUX,lSG,lSFI








































































AS=P 1l1,I I ..AS
IFIAS.FQ.nIRETURIl
00 2 I=JM,I'"
CC 2 J=I, N





C SUEROUTINE MOGIFIEO BY BROEOERS,INR JUNE.lS75
C
DP"ENSION WORKIU.IWCRKIU,FlUXIU,EFlIJXHI,SGSI41
REAL.'! MATN. FNERGH 1
C(~~CN MATN,~tYI21,NOUT,LI







Nll= IWORK 112 I
I ~=NII +3 *NZ
IG=IWORKI41
IISP= IWORKI(5)
oC 20 I = I ,NI' G
IF=II-l)*NFI+I
El=SNGlIENERGIIPII
E 2=SNGU FNERGI I P+NF 111
pp=p XI NT 11'2, E I ,WCRK 11',91 ,WORK IN4' ,FlUX. FFLUX, NS F,lien 1
co 21 J= I, NF I
IF=NFI*II-II+J
EM=SNGU ENERG (I P I1
EP=S"IGL! FNERG! IR<!ll































































WP IT EINOUT, 14 I I ENER GI I J. 1= I, NII I
OC I M"'lt4
WRITEINOUT.llISGSIM I
I ~=NI I +I "'-li *I\l-I
I WPITEINOUT.121IWORKIIW+II,I=I,NZI
10 FCP"'ATI/'_GROUP=',13,' NUMBER OF FINE INTERVAlS=',15,
I' MATEFlIAl'.2)(.ABI
11 FORMATI'OTHE ViIlUES OF ',A41
72 FCRMATI' ',IPIOEI2.41





01 "eNSION ABN 11 I, IGR n P, NFIIlI. FlUXIII, EFlUXI II,WORKI U ,I WORK 111
REAl*B MAT'!
RFM.*ll FNEV 14 I
COMMON MAlN ,n I 121 ,NOUT, L1.x l,IM
OAT'" F"lEVI'SGNC ','SGT ','SGIII ','MUEl 'I,FP5.fOoI5/,"RMTOlt::l.5/









"FSGN=NFS sr +NM AX
























































































CHl KEOOAT OUTN, FNEV IJNl,"IW,"lWl, FNW,NDJl.TT,
*WORKINESGTl ,WORKINWSGTl,
I ASN I I GI, ABN I 1G+1 10 &2, &3. &41
JN"'3
(All KEDOATIMATN,FNEVIJNI,NW,NW1,FNW,NDATS,





1 ASN I IGI,A8Nl IG+l" &5, &3, &41




ERI''' ABS I IWORK INW MU E-l +1 l-AMU IIlAMU 1 I
IFIERMo lE. EPSIGOTO 23
WRITi=INQUT, 96IFNEVI41,FNEVlll,WORKIN':"'lI.:-HII ,~(RKINW"UI'-l<-11
'" AMU ,l'RM ,EPS
ERMA )(=AMAXli ERMA X,ERMI
23 CCI\TINUE
HIER.,AX, lE, ERMTOLI GOTD 24







CO 32 1= 1, NOATT
12 IiORKIN6+NOATS+NOATM+I-ll=\I0RKINESGT+1-11
NOAT=~OATS+~OATM+NDATT
Oll (RDNI INOAT ,WORK INb I1
WRTTFINJUT,"I21 MATN,ABNI1G<-11 ,ABNIIGI ,FNE" 121, NC~TT, FIllEV n I,Nons,
*FNEV 1ft" NOUM ,NOI\T
I ~ORK1251 =NOAT
CAll Ll~I"1T1NOATT,WQRKINESGTl,WDRKINWSGn,NDAT,HflKIN6I,WCflK N4 )
Oll S INT« IGR CIG I, NFIlIG I, FlUI(, f:FlUX .WO~ K "14, Nt,WQRKI 'I E'l FR Gi I




(A II S HIT I I GR n GI, NFIl I G l, Fl UX, I" Fl Ux, WD~ K, N4, N 6 , ~OR KIN!' NE RG
IFIIREAO,EQ,lIG010 6
(lill ll"lI"lTINDATM,WORKINEMUi'I,WORKINWMU" ,Nf)AT,~DRKI'l61 ,IiORKIN~1
8 CCNTJNlIE
CIIU SEARCHI IGRI1GI ,"11'1 IGI ,WOR.K ,I WORK,F lUX,FF llX,WORKINEI\ERG




















































































(AlL IW INI24, NJ ,WORK I
OC I I=J2,JI
IW=II-1I*IC05
ASG=AN INT I ßU, eL,l,S CIIW +ll,WORK INS 1,0.0, ICOS, WORK,WORK INN I ,NJMI
NJ=IIWI2 4, WORK 1
I F (NJ. U • I NJ M-ll I GO Ta
KJJ=2
NJMI=NJM-I




































































{) C 3 I = I ,NO AT
IF Il.l T. OlwnRK IN 3+1-11=100RKI N3+1-11 *kORKI N2+1-11
3 IoCRKIN9+l-11=1.()
Ik=N 7
O[ I I P~ I, N!
E~=SNGUFNERGllPII
EP=$NGUENERGI 11'+11 1
kC PK11 W1=F XI NT I EF , E ~ ,W 0 RKIN I ,>I OR ~ I N4 I, FUH, EFl U>, NSI', NDA T I
FF=FXINf(Ep,E~,WORK1"91 ,WORK(1II41 ,FlUX,fFlLX,NSF ,~DATI
HIL.GT.OIGOTG 4
\oICRK 11 W+ filZ! ~F X1NTl EP, F~ • WOR KI N3 I ,W [R ~ I 1\4 I , I' tu)( , fFlUX, NSP, Ne AT I










SC I 1 W+ JI =SC I I k<- J 11A5G
CONT INUE
OLL IWI NI23 ,KJJT ,WCRK 1
RETURN
100 FCFMH I
.' *"'*WARNING 9.8 : FCR AIIIGLE OISTR. NR.', 13,' H TI-E ENERGV',
*IPEll.3,' INTEGRATION PROBlEfo'S OCCLR klTH I>J1«=' ,13,'. INHGRAl=',
*Ell.3,/' *"'*, ,14X ,'HolE ANGLE MESI-PClNTS FROM AN INT WILL BE REPU\CE


































































MATFRIAL • ,All,' IS NOT FOUNO' I





155IGIIl 9 TO NNN
101"2.0/3.0/114
OC 15 JEI,NOAT






WIlITFINOUT ,~O IMITN, FNEVIJNI
RETURN
WR ITE I NOUT, 911 MA T!>l, FNE VI J!>ll
FETUIlN
60 FORMA TI' ... EIlROR 9,2
90 FOIlMATI' ***ERROR 9.3
l' ARE !>lOT I' DUN!)' I
91 FORMAT I ' **"'ERROR 9.4 "!ATtRUL' ,o\a,' lYP ',AB,
l' AFE NOT FOUNe IN LIST' I
92 FORMATI/' NUMBER 01' ENERGY POINTS RETRIEVED FDA 'ITFRIIL',AIO,
*' IN THE ENEll.GY-RINGE ',lPF 1'0.6, ' ,',11>:':: 1~. 6,' EV.'"
*311' ',UO,OPHOI,/'OTOTAL NU"!BER 01' C1FFERENT POINT'; ',1101
93 FORMATI'ICALCULATION FOR GROU",I4,I' ',251'-'1/1
94 Fn"'~T 1'1' 1
95 FOKMIlTl/' I-JK THI5 EN':RGV GROUP CALCUlATYCN' ,AIO,' ANGULAR OISTRI
'" BUH CNS, , 1
96 FORMAT!' *"'.WARNING 9,5 : orSCR;:PAI>CY FOR' ,AI0,' WTHOUT' ,AI0, '.',
*1 '**'" : i==',IPFl't,,6,' MUEL=',E14.6,' 2/13U=',
"'1'1406,' ERM"',EI4,o,' .G.T,',l'l4.61
91 FORMATe' """"'ERROR 9.1 : MAX1MUM Dl SCREPANCY I N ~UFLISEE WARNING 9.
"'51=',IPF.I/t.o,' ,G,T,',F14,I>,1


























IFIQQ.GT. 0.1 FMI=i;;Q*A"EI IAME-I.1
NU=NMI"'IMAX
DC 91=I,NU
WORK IN1. 1-11= 0.0
IfIEP.lE.FNWIGOTC 1
IfIQQ.lE.OIGOlO 6











SUßROUTINE WAHRSIEP,EM,IMAX,PI ,ABN,N"I.,NUJ",FI. X,EflUX,TE,IOCRK,Ell
CI"ENSION FlUXlll, EFLUlI:lll,WORKlll
DIMENSION TE I NMI [MI\ll,"LJM'
C IMENS ION AßNIl"AXI, PIlNMI,lMAXI








Je FORMATI' ***WARNING 9.2 NO CONVFFGE~(E FCR F(~eFPG ANGl INTEGRA 610

















































































ce 44 LJ=l.r J
fZIIJ·II=EP
'''AXI= IMAXI-I




EP I =W 0 RKI N4 • I K I
IFIIK.EQ.JIIIEPI=EIllJ+II
CAll l'1IIEP1,EMl,WORKPI4+IKI,WORKII\"+IK-II,WORKIN2+IKI
I ~(R~IN2+IK-ll ,WORKII'I3+IKI ,WORI< IN3+ 11<-11, I"AXI, aSN, TE,NM1,NUJ,IIIUJM










































































SUBROUTI NE UH I EI" ,E M,E I,E 2, SGI ,SG2 ,AMUl ,A"'U2. HAX ,ABN ,Te,
1 ~ ~l ,MJ J, I'UJM, FLUX, EFLUX,WORK, PER, HIIIM, Pl I
C




















IFI Q.G T. OIFN W"Q/AM/IA M+ 1. I
IFICoGT,O'CAll EGRENlIEP,ABN,JM, n,WORKI
ICOS=J wo 121, WORKI
NNE= IWO 121>, WORK I
















































































1 SEla! WI)18 ,WORNI
JZZ=O
41 NUI =2*'" NU J+I
ox=oUIl'l Ul-li
CO 21 1=1'41 ,'iU 1 , 1'42
E =l=M+ H -IH'OX
IFIO.GT.0IWJRKI81=E
IFUSEl, FOot ISE=FIPOllEl,E,"'2,SGl,SG21
ASE=FI PJLI E I, E ,E 2,11. ..,Ul ,11. MU21





































P1 K= AN I "IT ( BJ , el, K, ~ ORK I NB I, WORK IN 5 I, Al, r CO S, WOR K, WOI<K! NR I ,N JM I



























































wPUe INOUT ,1000 I 1:,8l,!lU, PLI<, ~NS
1000 FORMATI' .**ERROR 9.8 , NEGA n IIE RE SV!. T 01" ANI H FQR I. -0.' •
*1 • *"'''' : E=',
*lPIHt,., 6,' 81."',EI4, 6,' SU'" .!E14.6,' PLK"',EI4.6,' ~"lS"',El4.6,
"'I ' ."'. : 1'1.1<=0. lAKEN."
4 PLK"o, Cl
5 CONTINUE






IFII.EQ, UPL IK.JI"iJ., 5*PlK$O)(>IISE
IFlIoEQ.NUIIPUK,JI"I'U Jl+O. S$PlI<$OX*SE
U' n. E Q, h OR. I. E Q" NUl' 0 8
























oe 1 K=NU. Nl?
I F I PFR I K, J I, l T. E RRI TE I K, J. NUJ+l1 =TE I K. J, NU JI










PER IK .J I"ASS I AI' I




































































IFIQ, GToO IOLl IWINI26,JMl.wORK




WPIT EINOUT ,10 I K, J, r E0<, J, NUJ " "ER« K, J
IFIABSll EP-EMIlEMI .lT.l.E-l TE IK.J,NUJI"O.
1 0 CONTtNUE
10 FORMAlUOX.' SCATTERING ~ATRn_' ,214, 3X,lPH2,4, 'ERROR
11PE12... 1
11 F(~"'Ar I' UlIl0RNING 903 : 1110 CONVERGEIIICE FOR ROMBERG ENEF\G~ IMTI'GR,















o I ~E NSI ON AB N111





















































I ~zIG ge Jl =0 1e
If I 0 .lf • 0 I GO TO 1 5 100 J2=1 8C
Oll EGREN11ABNIIGI,ABN,IK, IV,WORKI HO 1 I 1I=B 1 90
AM=IiORKI281 120 RETURN loe
FNW= O*A"'/I/I"'-I. I 130 2 N=I HO
EEzAMAXIIFNW,ABNIIG+1II 14C 1111=A1131 120
CAll EGREN11EF,ABN,I,IV,WORKI 150 Ge TC 7 13C
~~=4 160 3 N=2 140
15 CONTINUE 170 1111=A171 150
N9= I WORIU 13 I IBO 1121=AIll 160
NII=IWO\<1<1121 l<JC ('GTn 7 HO
Nl E= Ili0RK 117 1 200 4 N=3 lec
H=IIiORKIlIlI 210 1 I 1I =A 181 190
IIII=N 11 220 1121=A(l31 20C
NZ=NFG*N!'I 230 1131=11.121 2lC
oe 11 J=I,N1 2'00 cero 7 220
00 12 K= I, IM 250 5 N=I, 230
l=IK-11*N1+"'K+N9 260 1111=41101 240
ll=IIi+IK-II*INlE+II+MOM 270 1 I 21 =4 191 250
IICRKll+JI=WORKllll 2BO 1131=4lJI 260
12 CeNTI NUE 2<;C 1141=4141 He
11 IW,.IW+INlE+II*IM 300 HHO 7 280
IhCRI<IN9I=IM*N1+~K 310 6 1111=41121 2<J0
l=IIiORKIN91+N'l 320 1121=41 111 300
IWCRKIN9+l1= ~CM 330 1131=41131 3lC
IIIORI<I N9+21 ,.IG 340 Z I 41 =11. 151 ~ 2G i
IfICl.LT .0IGOTO 5 350 1151=A161 BO'"
IhCRKIN9 H 1 zll< 3tO N=5 340 -
IIIORI<IN9 "41=IV 370 1 CONTINUE 350 €;
5 CUTINUE 3110 lF I 4 C113 I • GI .- I +l .0 I NW ,GO m 11 360 ,
IilliTEIlllillOllKIlI,IzN9,U 3'l0 ~=N 37C
NtR= IWORK 11ft I 400 N=N/2 380
hRITEINOUT,701~OM,MATN,IG HC IFlN.EQ.OIGOIO 1 390
lJC21"I,IM 420 OC 12 I =1, N 400
1Z=IKt-I-l 1,30 12 Z 1 11 = 11'1-N .. I , 410
IF IIZ.GT .NGR IRETURN 440 11 CeNTiNUE 42C
hPITEINOUT,711IG,IZ ,,~c Jl=N 430
IW"N9"MK H 1-11*"11 460 J2=1 440
2 WRIT EINOUT, 12 1 IWORK 1 IW .J I ,J = 1,1'1 11 470 ZAIJ21=ZIJ21-IZlJ21"IIHIoI 45C
70 FORMATI", ElASIIC SCATTERING ~ATRIX SGI\C',H,' FOR ',AB, 480 ZF(Jll=ZIJlI+II-ZIJIIIINW 460
I' GIlOUP =' , Ilt I 4<J0 IFlJI.EQ.IIGOTC <) 470
71 FCR~AH' FRO,.. GROUP ',14,' TC GRCUF ' ,141 ~CC Jl1=JI-I 480
72 FOIlMHI' ',11' IOEI2.I,» 510 Cf 8 I~J2tJll 4<;0
RETURN 520 Sh=ZlI"U-ZIII SOC
END 530 SW=SW/NIl 510
1ßIIH'=1lIHI-SIo 520
ZFIII=ZIII"SW 530
8 ceNT INUE ~40
S CCNlI NUE ~5C
CO 10 1=1,"1 560
SUIlROUlI NE AMESHIIlI,B2,Z,J2 .NX ,NU 10 I F I ZA ( 1I • LE• B2 1J 2= J 2 +l 510
lJlMENSION 1161,ZA161,lF161 20 IFIlFIII.GE.flUJl=JI-I SilO
CIMENSION 111131,AClll 30 10 ((NT INIJE 590
CArA NIl/IOI 40 f\~=JI-J2+2 ~O(

















ECUIVAlENCEI MATN. MAT! 111
OATA NHO/'H HI'/
































































































Y8=YB*WINKI Xl, 5G, ~J, IC( S,hl. XBI
i'lJ=O
AJ=O. 5*1 '1'1\+'1'81* 1 XB-XAI






~ I =A J
i'I P= 2**NJ"1




Y~=ANGI XII, GAM I
H=PTlIK ,YAI
VA=VA"'WI NKI Xl. SG. ~J.I co 5 ,Al, XI\I
X~=XA+OM

















kR !TI' 1NO UT ,70 I Bl ,B U, NJ ~ I,E RP ,I' PS, KJ
70 FrP"ATI' ***IURNING 9.7 : NO CONI/ERG. FüR ROM8ERG ANGLE INTEGR. Ir-






































































C FU~CTION MODIFiEC ev BROEDERS. INR JUNE.1915
C






















100 FORMATI' ***WARNiNG 9.1 • THF ANGlE·,lPEI4.6,'
*E',EI4.6.' .·,EIlt.6.' .'1
END
SlBROUTINE HIOII«BU.Bl.K ..... I
































































b ....0.125* 19*1 X2** 7-X 1**7 1-14*1 X2** 5-X 1**5' + 5. * 1 ) 2** 3-XI** 311
RETURN I
END




Cl I XI =0, 5* I X**3 I
021 x1= 3. /1 b. *x* X*I 3* x* X- 21
C,IX 1=0, 15"'IX**3 '*IX*X-I'







AI =0 SQR 11181 + I. 1121






GerD n .2 .3 .4.5 .6 I • K





































































C BERECHNUNG DES QUERSCHNITTS IN DER THER'" I SCHEN GRUPPE
C
SUBROUTINE THER'" INE,NTY,TYPI




COMMON MAT, 1 STRUK. 1 SPA ,NOUT, UZ, "Ai'lF .NENO ,I<l
E'UlVAlENCEIIHCIII,HMI
DAlA IMP/'PU' ,'U '!
WRITE INOUT ,90001
9000 FCRMATIIHOfIHO/' PRCGRA~'" KENNZIFFER 10'1
WRITE INOUT ,90011
9001 HRMATI' PROGRAMM ZUR eERECI<NUNG ()ER Tt-!ERMISCHEN QUERSCHNITTE'"
NI 11 =3
Oll 001'111 IBHIHST ,FESH III
CAU 001'101 IBHTHERM ,AI
CAll DOPW IBHSGF ,BI
Oll 001'101 18HSGA ,CI
CALl DOPW 18HSGC ,01
Oll 001'101 18HAlPHA ,I' I
CALl DOPW IBHETA ,FI
CAll 001' W I BHNUE ,G I
CAll OOPW 18HSGG ,HI
CAll 001'101 IBH~UEl ,li
CAll 001'111 18HSGN .XI
CA Ll DOPW 18 HSGI, 0 I
CALL 001'111 IBHSG2N ,QI
CAll 001'111 18HSGT ,UI
CALl 001'11I IBHCHI ,Il I
CAll OOPW IBHSGNCO ,SGNCOI







1FIII1CIlI.EQ.IMPllll GO TO 802
IFIIHCIlI.NE.I"PI211 GC TO B22
B02 LAR=I
CC B03 JJ=I, NTV
IFITYPIJJI.EQ.CI GO TO 805

























































BOB FUPMATIlHOf' ••*WARNIIIlG 10. I: THE GROllI' CROS~ SECHON 5GC CAN NO
1 T BE CAlCUllITED FOR ',ß9/' IHCAUSE THE RE~UION TYPES SGF ANO SGA



























23 \;PlTEINOUT ,251 MAI
2S FORMIITIIHO/' ***WARNING 10. 5 : THE GRUUP CROSS SECTION SGI CAN NO
IT BE CAlCUlHEO FOR ',A9;' BECIIUSE IHE REACHON HPES 5G", $GA SC
21 liND SGlN ARF NeT SPECIFIFD IN THE IN~'T'1
22 oe 1 I= I,NTY
IFIlYPIlI.EQ.UI GO TO 1
~S IK=O
IFITYPIII.NE.P.A"O.TYPIIl.NE.FI GC TO 811





B76 F(P'4ATIlHOf' .U\;IIRNIIIIG 10.2: lHE GRCUP CROS~ SECTlCI\ F(R ',2A6,




































































































































IFIINR.EQ.11 GO TO 818
INR= I
IFIIC.EO.II GO TO l8
GC 10 I
SC=SC-T







10 IlIT EINOUT, 12 I











WI" IT E1L111 K, SC



























































































2 WR!TE INOUT,41 HPllI,MAf
4 FCll/UT 11 HOl , ***WARNING 10. 3 : ,HE CROSS SECTIOI TYPE' ,A9,' I S N






(, kRITE IN()JT,11 TYPIII,MAT
7 FCRMATIIHO/' **.WIIRNING 10. 4 : IN THE KECIlK LlfRIlRY IS NO ENERGY
IPOINT LESS TKIIN Oll EQUAL Ta 0.0253'1' IlVIIILIIBLE FOR THE CROSS SEcr









IFITYPIlI.EQ.G.OR.TYPIII.EQ.I.OR.TVP(lI.EC.XI f( H' 30














817 IfIT.EQ.OI GL TO 875
n-HIT




890 WRITE INOUT,I21 MIIT,TYPIII,NE







IFITYPI I I.EQ.CI GO TO 810
IFITYPII I.EQ.BI GO TO 812
IfIIC.EO.OI GO TO I
IFITYPIII.EQ.XI GO
IFIHPII1.EQ.01 GO
IFITYPIII.EQ.QI GO
GC Ta I
8lC SC=SC+T
